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N° Name

Institution

Occupation

Position

1

Lic. Jaqueline E. Pastore

Sonsonate’s
Town Hall

Social worker.

2

Cristina García

Councilor

3

Manuel de Jesús

Teacher

Principal

79678339

4

Estela Maritza

Housewife

Head of Health
Unit

71288137

5

Noé Genovéz

Pastor

Pastor

72452649

gomez7@hotmail.com

6

Lic. José Roberto Jovel

Administration

jrjovel@hotmail.com

Lic. Joaquín Cerna

Administrative
Manager
Auditor

24693135

7

Sonsonate’s
Town Hall
El Cafetal
School
Community
leader
(president)
Iglesia de Dios
El Cafetal
Sonsonate’s
Town Hall
Sonsonate’s
Town Hall

Social
Projection
Chief.
Community
development.
Councilor

24693135
74500373

juaquincerna@yahoo.com

Administration

Phone
number
24693146
78669552

E-mail
jaquelinepastore@hotmail.com

78630516

1. Key informant guide for education in “Las Tablas” community
Criteria
Development / interview
Amount of schools in the community and
There are 4 schools in “Las Tablas” community: Las Tablas, which attends kids between
levels being attended.

elementary and ninth grade; Agua Escondida, which attends up to sixth grade; Mote Rico and
El Cafetal which attends kids up to sixth grade.
In the case of El Cafetal and Las Tablas, the kids take about 45 minutes to get to school.

About the quality of education being

The quality of education given in this community is deficient, since the majority of the kids, in

proportioned in the community.

their family, choose to work in the field or migrate to other places in the country or abroad,
causing dropout in schools.
Another problem that schools face is that they have to attend two grades with one teacher at
the same time. Only in Monte Rico there are separated classes. At the moment, no actions
have been planned to solve this problem.

Levels of education en in the adult population

The levels of education that are observed in the adult population of the community oscillate

of the community.

between sixth and ninth grade; even when there are offered in the different schools of the
community from first grade to high school.

School dropout index and changes in recent

The estimated dropout rate is 20% of the school population. The index in other years were

years.

higher, but today with the healthy school’s plan, where children are given refreshment and
fortifying drinks, the rates of dropout have lowered a bit.
The most common age of children at dropout is 12, when they are in the sixth grade.
The most likely to leave school are those students who live farther away and who have to
walk 45 minutes daily. There is also the pressure of work in the field and the crime that
makes them recruiting targets to be part of gangs.

The qualified preparation of the members of

In the community, there is no qualified labor force or people prepared in any branch or

the community or the lack of these

profession, what exists is a specific preparation in the job of the inhabitant of the community,

opportunities.

that is, agricultural work and raising livestock. There are situations in the people of the
community, such as the low level of education, which does not allow them access to decent
jobs.
It was expressed that: The areas that would have to be developed to improve the academic
quality of the inhabitant of the community are those which are attached to the reality of the
community like technification of agriculture and cattle raising.
The teachers who attend the community in the different schools of this community think that
more importance is given to the work of the field than to formal education.

The impact of the project on education and

It is believed that this type of projects could benefit the area, offering better jobs and

employment in the community.

opportunities, boosting the local economy.

RESULTS

2. Key informant guide for tourism in “Las Tablas” community
Criteria
Development / interview
Type of tourism in the area
“Las Tablas” community hasn’t developed the tourism industry.
The attractive destinations and main
The only touristic attractions they can point out are visits to the rivers and the famous dam.
attractions in this community.
Times of greater activity for tourism.
None
Development or change in the sector in recent None
years.
Tourism development is a top priority for the
“Las Tablas” community hasn’t considered this type of development, nor the municipality has
community.
considered this industry for the area.
Percentage of the community involved in
None
tourism activities.
Other industries affected by tourism in the
None
community
How much the project could affect tourism in None
this area.

3. Key informant guide in agriculture at “Las Tablas” community.
Criteria
Development / interview
Type of agriculture practiced in the
In “Las Tablas” community the most common type of agriculture developed for maize and
community
bean sowing is rainfed. Of these two, maize is the most exploited agricultural product.
Another is the planting of vegetables, which will depend on the rainy seasons in the area. On
the other hand, the second activity is the raising of cattle.
Percentage of participation in this activity in
The percentage of people involved in agricultural activities in the community is 70% for maize
the community.
and bean sowing and 30% for livestock raising. Of the maize and bean sowing activity, 2% of
the female population participates in it.
On the other hand, there is an ALBA food processing factory that has been established
recently in the area and has recruited part of the population.
In the last three years, cattle ranching has decreased its activity due to the crime, extortions
and thefts by criminal groups of the area, causing the owners of livestock to sell their cattle
and lower their production. On the other hand, the planting of maize and beans remains
unchanged.
Percentage of domestic consumption and how People who grow an acre or more, have their barns where they store the crop; And in a
much for sale.
certain season of the year (as in May), they sell it in the Sonsonate market, recovering their
investment and reinvesting it again in the same activity. The sale is almost every day but
varies in the products being offered, which is determined by the season in which it is grown.
Primary water sources used in livestock.
The sources used by cattlemen to feed their cattle are droughts and river; A specific place
that distributes this vital liquid is the so-called "La Presa" (the dam) that fills it all year, for this
is the reason why there has never been water shortages in the area for this activity.
The problems facing the sector.
The problems they face in the livestock area are the common delinquency, the extortions and
the robbery of cattle.
In the area of planting are the droughts for those plots that are not close to the rivers, since
many of the farmers do not have irrigation systems. Another problem is the acquisition of
fertilizers.
Trade-level agriculture, its main crop and size
As of agriculture at the commercial level in the area we can mention the case of a food
of operation.
processing factory which belongs to the company ALBA, whose operations are large scale. In
this factory, they process chicken and pork, where it is said that the pig is raised there and the
chicken is brought from another place and processed in the factory.
On the other hand, the products harvested by the farmers in “Las Tablas” are not equivalent
to a large commercial operation, since they are quantities produced are sold in the central
market of Sonsonate the same day they are brought and another percentage is consumed in
the community.
Coffee growing. Crops of more importance,
In the community "Las Tablas" coffee is not grown.
periods, harvest, labor, community
The most important crops in the community are maize, maicillo, beans and some vegetables.

involvement, sector problems, etc.

Maize is the main crop. They sow in periods between October and November and the periods
of rains of May. Beans are grown at the same time immediately after the maize harvest.
The labor used in these crops is the same community because the plots are their own or their
families.

4. Key informant guide in transportation at “Las Tablas” community.
Criteria
Development / interview
Areas of travel or displacement between the
There is only one access to the community, they move daily and frequently to the deviation
inhabitants of the area and the reasons for
of Santa Emilia from where it can take the road way towards Sonsonate, towards Acajutla or
such travel.
other places like the border of the Hachadura.
The main reasons why they do it is to do shopping in Sonsonate, family visits, commerce, rest
or recreation.
Most common means of transportation
There is only one public transport (bus) that offers the services with specific schedules 6 am,
11 am and 4 pm.
Other means used are: bicycle, car, truck and horse.
Times of the year where it is not possible to
In winter times when the roads get muddy it is impossible to use the bicycle.
use some types of transport.
Access points: the most used and their quality It has unpaved roads and trails.
These access points are very used, the quality in some is good, but not in those in which the
weedy or rough terrain makes impossible the fluid transport or a convenient way.
In the rainy season, they are unusable because they get muddy or flooded by rain.
Principal causes of accidents
Accidents in these access points are very few or none, these can happen by tree falls,
stagnation in mud, livestock breeding or other animals.
There are no plans or programs to solve these problems as they are not common.
Industrial development in the area that affects There is the food processing factory, but there’s no perception that this affects the transport
transport / road conditions.
or road conditions.
There are no industrial roads that particularly affect them.
There is no industrial nor tourist vehicle traffic in the area.

5. Key informant guide for the police / security in “Las Tablas” community.
Criteria
Development / interview
Security in the community
The Rural Police is responsible for maintaining security in the community. But they do not
offer a continuous patrol, in fact, members of the community complain about it, because
they are only seen from time to time in certain areas of the community. There is only one
police post in the area which is near “Las Tablas” school.
The most relevant safety aspects in the
Trends in crime rates remain unchanged. The types of crimes that are manifested are:
community.
murders, common delinquency, theft of cattle and gang extorting. People are dissatisfied
with the lack of daily surveillance.
Issues of greatest concern
Extortions are a common issue, as they occur more frequently, for example in livestock, the
case of 2015 (previous comment) and a murder of a communal leader in the same period.
Traffic accidents
In “Las Tablas” community, traffic accidents are not common.
The influence of the project on security issues. It is thought that the influence of the project in the security of the area would have no
greater impact, but that one that has to do with the security of the electric line and the area
where the towers are located. The security that the company must have with its personnel
when working in these rural areas, since it is not excluded that they can be the object of
threats or extortions by criminal groups such as the gangs.

6. Key informant guide for Religion / beliefs in “Las Tablas” community.
Criteria
Development / interview
The mission of the organization, services
The mission of the religious organization "Church of God" in Las Tablas is to win people for
provided by the organization and who they
Christ to become His disciples. The services they provide to the community are: spiritual care
attend.
to the community and in the social area: Activities of visit to people house by house, where
you can observe the need of the people when visiting them. If this person presents a need for
different reasons, the help is provided as: roof, cleaning of the housing area, etc.
When there are necessities of food, clothing, footwear or medicine, they provide by making
community recollection in the church.
Main religious institutions in the area.
The area is attended by 70% by evangelical Pentecostal churches; Being the following
churches with the remaining 30% among: Catholics, Jehovah's Witnesses and Mormons.
They meet on Mondays in two zones: East (La Quebradona) and West in (El Cafetal). There
are small cells for spiritual growth in each area.
Religious events in the community
Since the evangelical church is the most prevalent in the area, the activities they carry out are
preaching campaigns.
With respect to the small growth groups that are made; At the end of the process there are
general activities with all the cells (small groups) of the east and west areas respectively.
Places of special importance to the
It is considered that for this type of church the whole area or community acquires importance
community.
and the challenge is to reach 100% of the community.
Relations between religious institutions or
There is no tension or disagreements between groups or churches in the area, but they are
churches (tensions, disagreements between
kind to each other, having found the same purpose, which is the conquest of people for God.
groups).
"Sometimes there are certain disagreements about doctrines, ways of living the word of God
and some day-to-day daily practices, that is where the marginalization begins, even between
churches of the same denomination, but that depends on the doctrinal formation of each one
and education, in general there are no problems that do not pass from a common
discussion".
Changes in the religious aspects of the
In this church, if there have been changes, it is the way to organize the formation of
community in recent years.
parishioners, for example: the strategy of cellular system, which consists of working in small
groups compared to growing cells or on the other hand the white fields; Of the latter the
difference is that they are large groups of 30 or 40 people, while small groups of 10 to 15
people (cells), to reach this number, begins to divide the group to multiply and propagate the
word of God.
These changes are noticeable now, since before they were only campaigns after campaigns
(preaching events that last about a week, where preachers are invited) or united cults, that in
the end wearing the people and can not measure the effectiveness of the conversion of the
people, different thing is the cellular strategy where if There is greater control in this aspect
before said.
This type of work has generated a lot of leadership in the churches, which in turn act in their

Unsatisfied religious and spiritual needs of the
community.

area or place of residence. It’s aimed to the emerging generation as children and young
people, which is where crime is attacking more and the vices are presented as an attraction
for them. On the other hand, this way of working has also encouraged them to seek other
means of propagating the word of God. They are already managing or approaching with an
organization that has offered a community radio that would cover a radius of 3 km.
There is always a need to be covered, for example: a health and entertainment campaign is
scheduled this month (may 2016) in coordination with a foreign ministry that sought us out.

7. Key informant guide of Infrastructure and Public Services in “Las Tablas” community.
Criteria
Development / interview
Public infrastructure and service of the NGO.
All infrastructure and public service is managed and provided to the community by the town
hall of Sonsonate.
On the systems of potable water, sanitation,
“Las Tablas” community has a water system that sorts by means of “cantareras”, situated in
electricity.
specific areas.
The existing infrastructure in the community.
There are no paved roads except for two sections or sections that are next to the El Cafetal
and Las Tablas schools. There are no paved drainage channels, nor sewerage. There is public
lighting with power lines for the houses that the town hall subsidizes. There are no
recreational areas such as parks or public spaces for this purpose. There is a public transport
that provides service with very long schedules between the day and a cellular network
system whose providers are: Claro, Movistar, Digicel and Tigo.
The maintenance of these few services is in charge of the municipality of Sonsonate.
Areas that are not covered by water services.
There is no drinking water system in the community, the water supply for the whole
community is made through the manual pumps called by them "cantareras" that are located
in certain sectors of the community and made by an organization called Aguas Vivas.
However, there are many families who have their own wells and this water is usually used to
irrigate, wash, bathe, etc. And drinking water comes from these "cantareras" pumps because
they are said to be less contaminated and less harmful to health.
The municipality provides maintenance to the entire network of neighborhood roads and
trails, subsidizes and maintains electric lighting.
Main water sources in the community.
The sources of water in this community are underground systems that supply water by means
of these methods mentioned above.
Changes in access and public services in recent With this water system, the health of the population has improved a little because it is said
years.
that the depth of where this water is taken is greater than their house wells.
There has not been investing in public services in this community.
Some challenges facing the community are: the coordination between local government and
the community to manage new projects.
Priorities in the community on infrastructure
There are priorities such as the paving of streets, the drinking water system and the sewer
development in the near future.
system. But there are still no plans to address these needs because they are costly projects
that involve efforts with donors who already have defined their areas to help.

Comentado [GR1]:

8. Key informant guide on genre issues in “Las Tablas” community.
Criteria
Development / interview
The role of the organization
There is no non-governmental organization that deals with this issue in the area or
community tables, rather it is the Town Hall of Sonsonate that takes these initiatives for
women through the office of community development.
Challenges faced by women in this
The main challenges faced by women in this community are two: The first one is male
community.
chauvinism expressed in academic levels. The second challenge is the violence that comes
from the widespread delinquency that is happening in the country. These phenomena are not
alien to other communities. All this is recognized by the local government and approached by
the community development office.
It is believed that all this is the cause of bad education on these issues and the lack of
awareness on the side of the community. The consequences of these problems is the
discrimination of women in these fields; young women do not finish high school and have no
aspirations for a higher academic study; many opt to work in the field or become housewives
at an early age.
Violence against women is seen at the intrafamily level and in the case of young women, the
harassment by criminals such as gang members.
Existing programs to address these challenges he programs that are planned from the social projection office for this sector are mechanisms
for women.
that were implemented to ensure the rights of women, this has changed the participation of
women in the directions of Adesco (Association of Community Development: Organization in
community directives with legal status), empowerment training where they have been
shown "the option of learning to decide for herself and saying what they want" where it has
integrated men in these trainings for them to realize the importance women’s participation
and is organized so that she watches with him after his home and their children.
Other programs that have been done are those that are aimed at acquiring a skill such as:
bakery workshops, florist, making piñatas, etc. All this so that they learn to do their things
and have their own income. One of these workshops is located in the Cafetal area, where
women work collectively (some do it and others go out to sell).

Comentado [GR2]: Asociación de desarrollo comunal.
Organización en directivas comunales o comunitarias con
personaría jurídica

Perception of the situation of women in the
community.

The community perceives this situation very well because it is a benefit that is impacting their
community. In recent years, the negative perception of the participation of women in
communal subjects has been lowered, it still remains a certain level of male chauvinism but it
is being overcome little by little.
With regard to equality between young people in any field, they consider that it is not the
same and that efforts to overcome this issue are lacking. Example of this is: the problem that
occurred with a young woman who was studying a baccalaureate in health in Sonsonate,
became pregnant and the director of the school didn’t want her to continue studying. She
was accompanied in her rights process, she was not discriminated and continued with her
studies.

9. Key informant guide for health in “Las Tablas” community.
Criteria
Development / interview
Years in which medicine has been practiced in In “Las Tablas” community there is only one health clinic that is attended by a health
this community.
promoter who comes every month, but to this date there have been almost 8 months
without visit to the clinic. It is usually the neighbors of the clinic who are in charge of taking
care of this health center. This place has more than 12 years of being in the community.
Communities that care, the distances that
The clinic in its normal functions should attend approximately 100 people daily. Since the
patients have to walk and communities from
community is very large and from the furthest point, as the area of Monte Rico, to the clinic
where patients come.
the walking time is 45 minutes, using the neighbor roads. The areas that this clinic serves to
are: Las Tablas, Monte Rico, El Cafetal y Agua Escondida.
Most common health issues in the community The most common health problems are: diarrheal diseases, stomach problems, respiratory
diseases, malnutrition, malnutrition, complications of childbirth, skin infections, work-related
injuries such as: injuries from agricultural labor instruments.
In recent years, cases of viral diseases such as: chikungunya and zika have increased. The
variations of the diseases depend on the seasons of the year, in summer it presents more the
diseases of the skin and winter presents the stomach and respiratory problems.
Factors that influence or increase the risks of
Among the factors that influence health risks are: water quality, poor dietary orientation,
poor health in the community.
malnutrition, lack of access to health services, which in the opinion of the actors involved in
the interview, a solution is urgent, as this limits the economy and stability of families and the
community. Another risk factor is the violence, which has caused the migration of some
people to safeguard their life deteriorating their mental health; lack of sanitation; the
conditions of the roads and accesses that cause a lack a good service and in any some cases
cause late arrival to the Health Unit of Sonsonate or other hospitals in the department’s
capital; The environmental pollution referring to the less deep aquifers of which the
population has access through the wells and the burning of cane that produces smoke that
pollutes the air. All of these are determining factors that influence the health of the
community.
The most susceptible or vulnerable to health problems in the community are the children and
the elderly because, due to the age and metabolism of their age, they can present delicate
cases of previously mentioned diseases.
The most common sources of nutrition in the inhabitants of the canton are those that can be
taken from the harvest such as beans, tortilla, milk and coffee. The consumption of artificial
products, such as coke, refreshment with dyes and chips is not ruled out.
The health risk factors in the “Las Tablas” community have changed in the last 9 years, as new
diseases and viruses that tolerate antibiotics are observed.

Natural disasters that have affected the
community in recent years.
Primary access points to receive medical care
in the community.

Changes in the quality of life in the community
in the last five years.

Community concerns about potential health
or safety impacts related to the canal project.

Use of traditional medicine in the community.

There have been only a few river floods, which represent only minor problems such as delays
in work or school arrivals. But it is considered that in case of an earthquake, the community is
not prepared because there are no plans to prevent these phenomena.
The primary point of attention is the clinic, but it has not been functioning for 8 months and
the members of the community can only take care of the infrastructure, but it can not be
used because it is in deplorable conditions and there is no medicine store. For this reason,
the inhabitants have to pay a vehicle to take them to the department’s capital to go to a
hospital or health unit and opt for natural medicines or interventions with high risk of
acquiring an infection.
No change has been noticed, but it has been decreasing in the last year.
It is expressed that the reactivation of the health clinic is urgently needed, that health days
are needed, training of community promoters with community leaders, more clinics in the
community because it is a very large area and continues to expand, visits of the health
promoter at least twice a month.
There are some questions about the type of laying that will be placed, the ways of
maintenance and the security that will be put around these towers because they know that it
is a transmission of thousands of volts and that could bring some problems if there’s no
security in those towers.
Because of the need to solve the problem of absence of promoters or health assistants; The
population always appeals to traditional natural medicines as the use of plant such as:
chichipinse, that serves for wounds and stomach problems; izote used for cough and
pregnancy; Hulls of morro and flowers of chula for the throat; Lemon tea for birth pangs and
others; Aloe for different occupations: wounds, hair and stomach; Leaves of narcissus flower
as antimycotic for the feet.
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EDP Baseline Interview Guide

Key Informant Guide Tourism. - Lic. Jaqueline E. Pastore. Head of Social
Projection and Community development, Town Hall of Sonsonate.
1. Please describe the type of tourists who come to this area.
Tourism has not developed in the area.
¿How many tourists visit each year? Has this number changed in recent years?
 What is the percentage of foreigners in relation to domestic tourism?
 Whence are foreign tourists? What are the countries of origin?
 How long do they usually stay (estimates duration of visit)?
 Has this profile changed in recent years?
2. What are the main destinations and attractions in this community for tourists?
The unique attractions they can distinguish are visits to the rivers and the famous dam.
 Has it changed in recent years? In which way (s) and for which reasons
 Are there enough services and hotels, in number and quality to meet the
demand?
3.

What are the high seasons for tourism? There is no tourist activity
 What determines the periods of greater and lesser
activity? (eg. cultural festivals, s natural phenomenon, holidays,
and vacations etc.)

4. How has tourism developed or changed in the community in recent years? (i.e.
has progressed, is the same, has deteriorated). Please elaborate.
5. Is the development of the tourism industry a top priority in the community?
The community of canton Las Tablas has not thought about this development nor the
municipality has considered the industry for this area.
 What is the vision for the next 5-10 years? (Please ask and development plans for
the sector or other relevant documents) There are none
 What are the biggest challenges and priorities s planning?
 Are there current threats to the tourism sector in your community?
 What are the resources, capabilities that you consider necessary to overcome these
threats / follow priorities?
6. What percentage of the community is involved in tourism activities?
There is none
 Are there demographic groups more involved in these activities?
 To what extent and capabilities do women participate?
 How has it changed in the past years?

EDP Baseline Interview Guide
7. How much of the other industries are dependent or affected by tourism in your
community? (i.e., cattle, coffee, construction, vendors etc.)
There is no problem

8. How do you anticipate that the project could affect tourism in this area?
Would not affect

EDP Base Line Interview Guide

Key Informant Guide on Tourism -Lic. Carlos Antonio Tobar – Head of
Tourism Unit – Acajutla’s Town Hall
1. Please describe the type of tourists coming to this area.
 How many tourists visit each year? Has this number changed in recent years?
Approximately 160,000 tourists visit the municipality in a year (comparative table annex,
taking as a reference the Easter season. For the other 2 seasons: August Holidays –
Christmas and New Year’s Eve, are considered on average 30,000 tourists per season on
average).
 What is the percentage of foreigners in relation to national tourism? 5% and they do
tourism directly in hotels of the area (Decameron Hotel in Acajutla, Villa Esmeralda Hotel
in Metalio and Hotel Villaje in Los Cobanos).
 Where are the foreigner from? Which is their country of origin?
United States and Central America.
 How much time do they stay (Estimate the duration of their visit)?
One week average, maximum a 15 day stay.
 Has this profile changed in recent years? No, it remains the same.
2. What are the main destinations and attractions in this community for tourists?
The main destinations are beaches, restaurants and hotels in the area.
 Has this changed in recent years? How and why?
It hasn’t changed, the destinations remain the same because there are no new investments.
 Are there enough services and hotels, in number and quality, to satisfy the demand?
It’s not enough, more investment is needed in the area to attract more tourists.
3. What are the tourism high seasons?
 What determines high and low seasons?
Easter, August holidays (Patron saint holidays in the capital), Christmas and New Year’s
Eve, and some local activities that generate tourism. (Family Festival, Pueblos Vivos
Contest, Gina Festival y crab marathon, modern dance festivals and romantic night under
the moon). Statistic data by season is annexed.
4. How has the touristic sector in the community developed or changed n recent years?
The sector has progressed, with the organization of tourism committees, whose purpose is to promote
it and to work together with restaurant owners, artisans, artists, institutions and members of the
community to join in the effort.
5. Is the development of the tourism industry considered a top priority in the community?
Yes, it’s a priority, because it is considered a source of economic development for the sector that is
located in the areas where tourism is done.
 What’s the vision for the next 5-10 years?

EDP Base Line Interview Guide
In the Municipal Participative Strategic Plan, several activities are planned to be developed
in the next few years, one of the main ones being the construction of a seawall in the area of
Barrio La Playa.
 What are the biggest planning challenges and priorities? Obtaining funds and people to
cooperates and support these projections.
 Are there any current threats to the tourism sector in your community? No
 What resources do you consider necessary to overcome these threats / follow the
priorities?
6. What percentage of the community participates in tourism activities? 80% of the population
participates.
 Are there demographic groups that are more involved in these activities? No
 To what extent and capacity do women participate? They participate actively, as
providers of products or services, women are an important pillar for the development of these
activities. In addition, women are leading the tourist organizations. (Codetour, Metatour,
Ecotour)
 How has it changed in the last few years? There is greater involvement of the female
sector.
7. How much of the other industries depend on or are affected by tourism in your
community? Only sellers are directly affected when there is no influx of tourists.
8. How do you anticipate that the Project could affect tourism in this area? At the moment, it is
not considered an affectation, on the contrary, we hope that the company can support the activities
that drive tourism in the municipality.

EDP Baseline Interview Guide

Key Informant Guide on Transportation. - Lic. Jaqueline E. Pastore. Head of
Social Projection. Communal Development.
1. What are the most common areas of travel or commuting among the inhabitants of this
area? (Market, school, visit family, goods and services and / or rest, enjoy free time)
There is only one access to the canton, they move daily and frequently to the deviation
of Santa Emilia from where it can take way towards the head (Sonsonate) or towards
Acajutla or other places like the border of La Hachadura.
What is the frequency and the main reasons for the displacement?
The main reasons why they do it are to make purchases in Sonsonate, family visits,
commerce, rest or recreation.
2. What are the common methods of transportation?
There is only one public transport (bus of line) that offers the services with specific
schedules 6 am, 11 am and 4 pm.
Other means used are: bicycle, car, truck and horse.
Are there times of the year when it is not possible to use some types of transportation?
Please specify: In winter times when the roads get muddy it is impossible to use the
bicycle.
3. There are access points for:
• Paved road
• Unpaved road
• Road / Path
• River
Are access points widely used? Yes
What is the quality of access points? This access points are very used, where the quality
in some is good
Are they safe to travel? Yes, they are dangerous, why?
Are there times of the year when they are unusable or unsafe? More in those where the
weeds or rough terrain makes it impossible to transport fluid or the convenient way
Are there roads, intersections, etc. in the area considered to be hazardous areas for traffic
accidents? In the rainy season they are unusable because they get muddy or flooded by
rain.

EDP Baseline Interview Guide
4. What are the main factors that cause accidents? (Request information on accident data)
Some accidents that occur in these accesses are very few or none, if they can happen by
tree falls, stagnation in mud, cattle development or other animals.
Have these changed in recent years? No
Are there plans at the institution / department level to address them? There are no plans
or programs to solve these problems because they are not common.
Are your organization's programs / activities related to accident prevention? No

5. Is there industrial development in the area that affects transport / road conditions?
There is the plant that processes food, but you do not have a negative perception that
has to affect the transport or road conditions.
Is there passing of industrial trucks / agricultural material (cheeses, bananas) that
particularly affect the road / road in this area? There are no industrial roads that
particularly affect the same.
Is there traffic of the industrial vehicle in the area? Of tourism? There is no industrial
vehicle traffic in the area. Neither tourism
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Key Informant Guide on Transportation - Mrs. Amelia Cruz –Social
Promoter, Town Hall of Acajutla
1. What are the most common areas of travel or commuting among the inhabitants of this
area? They move mainly from Acajutla or from the communities to Sonsonate. What is
the frequency and the main reasons for the displacement?
• Market and Super Market purchases.
• Schools and Colleges
• Goods and services
• Family Visits
• Enjoy the free time

2. What are the common methods of transportation?
• Public transportation (bus, minibus)
• Bicycle
• Motorcycle
• Car / truck
• Cab
• Aquatic transport
• Horse / Mule in rural communities
• Moto taxi
 Are there times of the year when it is not possible to use some types of
transportation? Please specify: In the winter it is difficult to use motorcycles, bicycles and
some cars.
3. There are access points for:
• Paved road
• Unpaved road
• Road / Path
• River

 Are access points widely used?
Yes, they are used daily.
 What is the quality of access points?
Access points have a 70% quality.
 Are they safe to travel?
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Depending on the hours in which it transits, as driving on some roads at dawn increases the risk of
assaults, or accidents. .
Are there times of the year when they are unusable or unsafe? During the winter there are
roads that become impassable, for security measures.
➢Are there roads, intersections, etc. in the area considered to be hazardous areas for traffic
accidents? Yes, mainly the return points and the closest to the dwellings.

4. What are the main factors that cause accidents?
• Excess Speed
• Disrespect to traffic signals
• The imprudence of pedestrians
• Lack of road education.

 Have these changed in recent years? In recent years it has increased, for the reasons
mentioned above.
 Are there plans at the institution / department level to address them? Some
communities that are closer to returns or roadside, have a training program, on road
education.
 Are your organization's programs / activities related to accident prevention? The
Town Hall supports communities in their training.

5. Is there industrial development in the area that affects transport / road conditions?
 Is there passing of industrial trucks / agricultural material (cheeses, bananas) that
particularly affect the road / road in this area?
Yes, there is passing of abundant heavy transport, (Food, sugar cane, fuels, solid waste etc.)
 Is there traffic of the industrial vehicle in the area? Of cars? Of the 100% of the
traffic, we could divide it:
Industrial Traffic 60%
Traffic of Inhabitants 25%
Traffic of service Collective 10%
Traffic for tourism 5%
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Key Informant Guide to Health-Dr. Juan Carlos Perez Pineda - Director in Functions of
Community Unit of Family Health of Acajutla
1. How many years have you practiced medicine in this community / hamlet?
From what year does this establishment exist, health clinic? The Health Center
was founded in 1964.
 How many people work here?
27 people (Doctors, Nurses, Technicians, Lic. In Laboratory and Pharmacy,
Administrative Staff)
2. What communities / hamlets do you serve from here?
This health center, serves all 7 of the 8 cantons, as Canton Metalio has its Health Center.
In addition, it serves the urban area of the Municipality.
The longest distance patients travel to the Acajutla Health Center is 12 km
approximately one hour by public transport.
Can you name other communities where patients come from?
All the communities of the cantons (See Map of Territorial Division of Acajutla)
3. What health problems are most common in the community?
• Skin infections
• Diarrhea / stomach problems
• Respiratory diseases
• Malnutrition
• Complications of labor
• Traffic Accident / Other Accidents
• Others?
 Have these problems increased or decreased in recent years?
The last two years diseases caused by mosquitoes have increased.
 Are there variations depending on the season of these problems? That is, how do
health problems change in relation to the season?
In rainy seasons increase the infections of the skin, stomach and respiratory, because of
the change of climate.
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4. In your opinion, what are the factors that influence or increase the risks of poor
health in the community? Please explain.
• Lack of economic resources (poverty / vulnerability) In the case of lack of economic
resources, it is impossible to travel to health centers and any additional costs that this
generates, besides the purchase of medicines that are not provided by the Health
Center.
• Lack of access to health services
Not being close to their places of habitation, and the lack of economic resources to move
• Limited quality of health services.
Lack of conditions required to provide quality care in health centers (equipment in poor
condition and lack of staff)
• Because of the cost of health services; medicine or transportation
• Malnutrition
• Migration of the population in the region
• Violence
• Abuse of narcotics (alcohol, drugs, tobacco)
• Lack of access or problems with drinking water sources / lack of sanitation
The lack of these basic services, translate into abundant diseases.
• Conditions of Street network/ traffic / accidents
Some streets are not accessible.
• Environmental pollution (water, air, soil) -provide explanation
Environmental pollution in general is a major source of disease in communities.
 Have these factors changed dramatically in recent years? If yes, please explain
the causes. No
 Are there people who are more susceptible or more vulnerable to health
problems? Children under 5 years and adults over 60.
 What are the most important sources of protein for households in this area?
 Is one source more important than another?
The diet of the families is not balanced, it is generally considered that meat is the only
source of protein that is consumed in households more frequently.
5. Has your community been affected by some natural disasters in recent years?
• Hurricanes
• Flooding
• Landslides
• Droughts
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• Forest Fires
• Other? High Tides
 If so, what were the impacts?
Destruction of housing in areas near rivers and streams. As for the high tides, there has
also been destruction of houses by the sea.
6. Do you consider that your community is vulnerable to natural disasters? Please
explain. Yes it is vulnerable, because it is in coastal zone.
 Do you consider that your community is well prepared to respond to natural
disasters? Why? Why not? Although there is a Civil Protection area in the
Municipality, it does not have the capacity to respond to these disasters.
7. When someone in the community is sick, what is the primary access point for
care? To get medicine? The health center of Acajutla
 Are there challenges for obtaining medical goods and services and / or
medicines? Please explain. (Distance to the nearest health center, quality of care /
resources of the center, hours of operation, etc.). For rural areas the nearest point
is 20 min. In the urban area maximum 10 min. The care received is limited to
general practitioners' consultations and sometimes they do not have medicines
or the necessary equipment to assist the patient. (Lack of tensiometers,
ambulance in bad condition and without fuel to mobilize patients to hospitals)
8. In your opinion, have you noticed any changes in the quality of life in your
community in the last 5 years? Has it increased or decreased? It has decreased.
➢ What are the causes of the changes? (i.e. population changes, economic opportunities,
environmental quality) Mainly economic opportunities
9. Do you or the community have any concerns about the potential health or safety
impacts associated with the development of the Project? Yes, contamination can
lead to respiratory diseases.
10. Can you explain if traditional medicine is used and how is it used in the
community?
Many people turn to healers, mainly to cure to children of what they commonly
call "eye", which is clinically considered an infection that can be from stomach or
throat. In addition to people who self-medicate.
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Key Informant Guide on Religion / Beliefs – Fray. Napoleón Garcia –
Parish Priest – Saint Francis of Assisi Parish
1. What’s the mission of your organization? The Catholic Church acts as a space so that the
parishioners can have their moments of closeness with the Lord, and according to our Catholic
faith, to carry out throughout our life what pleases God. Fulfill the commandments, perform the
sacraments (Baptism, Eucharist, Confirmation, Marriage, Confession, Anointing of the Sick and
Priestly Order.
2. What are the main religious / spiritual institutions in the area?
 What percentage do you estimate belongs to each belief?
Catholic Church: 80% of the population
Other Christian or Evangelical Churches: 15% of the population
Other denominations: 5% of the population
 What days do they meet?
Catholic Church: From Tuesday to Sunday
Evangelical Church And other Denominations: Each, according to its denomination has
3 or 4 days a week to meet.
3. Are there major religious / spiritual events in the community? Please describe, if there
are any. The Catholic Church holds events with Preachers and Music Ministries that
bring together the greater part of the community's parishioners. The Evangelical Church
and other denominations carry out Evangelization Campaigns.
4. Are there places in the community that have special religious / spiritual importance to
people? Only the Catholic Church has special locations of some saints and the Grotto of the
Virgin Mary located on one side of the Church of St. Francis of Assisi.
5. Have you noticed any tension or disagreement between religious / spiritual groups in
the area? No
 Do you think there are any groups that are considered marginalized or
discriminated against? Some Christian denominations that emerge in the poorest
communities that at some point could feel marginalized by other churches.
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 Have there been changes in religious / spiritual aspects in the community in
recent years? Yes, more Christian churches have emerged, even though they have a
small number of members, they are diversifying.
 In your opinion, what caused these changes? Leadership changes.

6. Are there religious / spiritual needs unsatisfied in the community? Please describe.
No, as the municipality has enough groups that can assist believers to their needs.
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Key Informant Guide on Police / Security – Professor Manuel de Jesús,
Principal, School El Cafetal , Las Tablas and Estela Maritza, community
leader.
1. Who is responsible for maintaining security in your community? (Eg local police,
departmental police (state), national police, army, fire brigade, voluntary committee or
other).
The Rural Police is responsible for maintaining security in the community.
 How many people are there permanently in the area of security / protection? Are
they sufficient to maintain the security of the community? They do not offer a continuous
patrol, in fact, members of the community complain about it, since they only let
themselves be seen from time to time, in certain areas of the community, since there is
only one police post in the area where the School Las Tablas.
2. What aspects of security are most relevant right now in community?
People are dissatisfied with the lack of daily surveillance.
 Have there been recent trends or changes in crime rates / types of crimes,
narcotic abuse, etc. Or in conditions of public safety in general? Trends in crime
rates have been maintained.
 Have there been recent changes in the community's perceptions and way of
looking at their safety and well-being? There are no notable changes.
 Are there any areas of the community that can be considered more dangerous? If
so, what types of problems, incidents occur in these areas? The types of crimes that
are manifested are: murders, common delinquency, theft of cattle and gangs extorting.
3. What are the issues of greatest concern? Find information on small crimes, violence,
non-violent crimes, drug addiction, alcohol use and prostitution. Have there been recent
changes? What are the main causes of concern? Eg. Primordial causes such as factors of
social or environmental origin, abuse of narcotics, presence of maras, etc.
Extortions are a common theme, as they occur more frequently, for example in livestock, the case
of 2015 (previous comment) and a murder of a communal leader in the same period.
4. In relation to traffic accidents, are they common? Is there a great incidence? Do you
have statistics on this? A specific program of sensitization or prevention ?.
In the community of the canton Las Tablas traffic accidents are not very common.
5. What do you think about the influence that the Project could have on security and
protection issues?
It is thought that the influence of the project with the security of the area, would have no greater
impact, but that one that has to do with the security of the electric line and the area where the
towers are located. The security that the company must have with its personnel when working in
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these rural areas, since it is not excluded that they can be the object of threats or extortions by
criminal groups like the gangs.
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Key Informant Guide on Infrastructure and Public Services - Mrs. Amelia
Cruz – Social Promoter Town Hall of Acajutla
1. What is the infrastructure and public services responsibility of your organization? What
is your mandate? Infrastructure and public services are the responsibility of each institution,
they have a domain and responsibility to be sustainable over time.
2. Has the community / hamlet system:
The municipality in the urban area has: Drinking water, Sanitation, Electricity
In the rural area, there are different communities that do not have these services.
 If yes, how do these systems work? They work through the administration of the
institutions that provide them, ANDA: Drinking Water, CLESSA, DEL SUR, DEUSEM,
EEO: Electricity, SANITATION: Municipality, Health Unit and inhabitants.
 If yes, what percentage of households are covered? In the Urban Zone 90% is covered,
in the rural area only 50%.
 If not, what sources do households use for water, sanitation, and energy?
In the rural area they are supplied with the rivers and wells that they have in their houses, in the case
of electricity they use candles.
3. What type of infrastructure exists in the community / hamlet?
• Paved roads
• Paved drainage canals
• Sewers
• Public transportation
• Parks and public spaces
• Cellular network, who are the providers: Movistar, Claro, Digicel, Tigo, Red.
 What is the quality / reliability of these? Who is in charge of maintenance?
They have extensive telephony and internet services which are reliable, and the same companies that
provide the services are responsible for maintenance.
4. Are there populations in the community that are not covered by water services?
 What are your water sources? (Water committee, other water source)
Wells or Rivers.
5. What is the main water source for this community / hamlet?
ANDA, is the main provider.
6. How has access to public services and infrastructure changed over the last few years?
Through management of the Municipality or directly from the communities through projects
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supported with funds from cooperators or from the community, it’s been accomplished to bring
this service to more homes.
 Has there been any change in the population? Yes, this service improves the health and
living conditions of the beneficiary communities.
 Has there been new investment in public services and infrastructure?
 What are the challenges of maintaining or creating new infrastructure in this
community / hamlet? Obtaining funds and community support.

7. Are there priorities in the community about infrastructure development in the near
future? Are there plans to address them? In the PARTICIPATORY STRATEGIC PLAN of
the Municipality is projected in the near future to make investments in infrastructure to benefit
the community, in fact Energia del Pacifico with its social investment plan is supporting these
initiatives.
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Key Informant Guide on Infrastructure and Public Services - Lic. Jaqueline
E. Pastore. Head of Social Projection. Community Development. Town
Hall of Sonsonate.
1. What is the infrastructure and public services responsibility of your organization? What
is your mandate? All infrastructure and public service is managed and provided to the
community by the Town Hall of Sonsonate.
2. Has the community / hamlet, the following systems:
• Drinking water and
• Electricity
If yes, how do these systems work? The community boards have a water system that is
supplied by means of pitcher wells and electricity is through the poles network.
If yes, what percentage of households are covered? As they are located in specific areas the
access is not very good because of the distance. The electrical system is very good because it
covers 90% of the community.
If not, what sources do households use for water, sanitation and energy?

3. What type of infrastructure exists in the community / hamlet?
• Paved roads
• Paved drainage canals
• Sewers
• Public Transport
• Parks and public spaces
• Cellular network, who are the providers Claro, Movistar, Digicel and Tigo
What is the quality / reliability of these? It is good.
Who is in charge of the maintenance? Of the maintenance of electricity is in charge the town
hall of Sonsonate. As for the water, the community is in charge.
4. Are there populations in the community that are not covered by water services? What
are your water sources? (Water committee, other water source)
There is no drinking water system in the community, the water supply for the whole
community is made through the manual pumps called by them "cantareras" (pitcher wells)
that are located in certain sectors of the community and made by an organization called
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Aguas Vivas. However, there are many families who have their wells and this water is
usually used to irrigate, wash, bathe, etc. And drinking water comes from these "cantareras"
pumps because they were recommended to be less contaminated and less harmful to health.
The town hall gives support to the entire network of neighborhood roads, subsidizes and
maintains electricity.
5. What is the main water source for this community / hamlet? The sources of water in this
community are underground systems that supply water by means of these methods
mentioned above.
6. How has access to public services and infrastructure changed over the last few years?
With this water system the health of the population has improved a bit because it is said
that the depth of where this water is taken is greater than the well they have in houses.
Has there been any change to the population? Some are comfortable with what has been
developed.
Has there been new investment in public services and infrastructure? It hasn’t been invested
in public services in this community yet.
What are the challenges of maintaining or creating new infrastructure in this community /
farm? Some of the challenges facing the community are: coordination between local
government and the community to manage new projects.
7. Are there priorities in the community about infrastructure development in the near
future? Are there plans to address them?
If there are priorities such as the paving of its streets, the drinking water system and the
sewer system. But there are still no plans to address these needs because they are way too
expensive projects that involve efforts with donors who have already defined their zones to
help.
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Key Informant Guide on Gender Issues - Lic. Jaqueline E. Pastore. Chief of
Social Projection and Community Development, and Cristina García.
Councilor and Las Tablas community leader.
1. What is the role of your organization? (In the event that there is an NGO or
governmental organization that deals with these issues) There is no non-governmental
organization that deals with this issue in the area or Las Tablas community, rather it’s
the Town Hall of Sonsonate that takes these initiatives for women through the office of
community development.
2. What are the challenges women face in this community? (Ie. gender-based violence,
discrimination, poorer access to education / employment, etc.) The main challenges faced
by women in this community are two, the first is male chauvinism. The second challenge is the
violence that comes from the widespread delinquency that is happening in our country. These
phenomena are not alien to other communities.
 How has this changed in the last few years? What are the possible causes? It is
believed that all this is the cause of bad education on these issues and the lack of awareness on
the part of the community. The consequences of these problems are the discrimination of
women in these fields; young women do not finish high school and have no aspirations for a
higher academic study; Many opt to work in the field or housework as housewives at an early
age. Violence against women is seen at an intra-familiar level and in the case of young
women, the harassment of gang criminals.
 How is this different or similar to other communities in the area / in El Salvador? It’s
considered to be a widespread problem.
 Are they recognized as issues that need to be addressed / prioritized by institutions
or by society, or by both? All this is recognized by the local government and approached by
the community development office, working with the community.
 By men or women or both? By both.
3. What programs exist to address these challenges for women? Please describe.
The programs that are planned from the social projection office for this sector are mechanisms
that were implemented to ensure the rights of women, this has changed the participation of
women in the directions of the Adesco, empowerment training where they have been taught "the
option of learning to decide for herself and say that I want" and where it has integrated men in
these trainings and realize the importance that women participate and is organized so that she
watches with him after their home and children.
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Other programs that have been done are those that are aimed at acquiring a craftsmanship such
as: bakery workshops, florist, piñata making, etc. All this so that they learn to do their things and
have their own income. One of these workshops is located in the Cafetal area, where women work
collectively (some do it and others go out to sell).
4. In your opinion, how is the situation of women perceived in the community?
The community perceives this situation very well because it is a benefit that is impacting their
community.
 Are there women in leadership positions within the community? Yes, the councilor is
an example of this.
 How has this changed in the last few years? In the last years the negative perception of
the participation of the woman in communal subjects has been lowered, there is always a level
of male chauvinism but it is being overcome little by little.
 Is the increase of women in leadership positions considered a priority? Yes.

5. Do you think young women / women access or are given the same opportunities as
boys? With regard to equality between young people and young people in any field, they consider
that it is not the same and that efforts to overcome this issue are lacking. Example of this is: the
problem that occurred with a young woman who was studying a baccalaureate in health in
Sonsonate, became pregnant and the principal of the study center didn’t want her to continue
studying.She was accompanied in her rights process and she was not discriminated against
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Key Informant Guide on Gender Issues - Vilma Noemí Santos (Unit of the
Woman Coordinator)
1. What is the role of your organization?
The main objective of the Women's Unit is to prevent all types of violence against women, in addition to
preventing pregnancy in the Young people. We provide psychological support to raped women and to
pregnant minors.
2. What are the challenges women face in this community?
Combat the 7 types of Violence, of which 80% of the female population is Victim.
1. Economic Violence: It is any action or omission of the aggressor, which affects the economic
survival of women, which is manifested through acts aimed at limiting, controlling or preventing
the entry of their economic perceptions.
2. Feminicidal Violence: It is the extreme form of gender violence against women, resulting from
the violation of human rights, which can culminate in feminicide and other forms of violent death
of women.
3. Physical Violence: It is any conduct that directly or indirectly, is targeted to cause harm
against women, exercised either by her spouse or by who is or has been connected.
4. Psychological and Emotional Violence: It is any direct or indirect conduct that causes
emotional damage, diminishes self-esteem, impairs the healthy development of the woman.
5. Patrimonial Violence: These are the actions that affect the free disposition of the patrimony of a
woman.
6. Sexual Violence: Any conduct that threatens or violates the right of women to voluntarily
decide their sex life.
7. Symbolic Violence: These are messages, values, icons or signs that transmit and reproduce
relations of denomination of inequality and discrimination in social relations.
 How has this changed over the last few years?
The unit of women since 2009, through the collection of statistical data from some institutions (Courts,
Police, and ISDEMU-Salvadoran Institute for the Development of Women), on demands made by women
who have suffered some kind of violence, have been able to support these women by providing information
on their rights, alternatives to economic independence and finally including them in small business
development programs.
 What are the possible causes?
The information and awareness processes that have been carried out in recent years are the main causes of
the achievements.
 How is this different or similar to other communities in the area / in El Salvador?
At the national level, through the Women's Secretariat, "Ciudad Mujer" has been created, these are
support centers for women, in which training workshops are given, medical care, legal assistance and
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other services are provided. The locations of Ciudad Mujer are located in strategic sectors, which have
been determined through different studies. In these centers of support have also been significant
achievements that have changed the lives of women who suffered some type of violence.
 Are they recognized as issues that need to be addressed / prioritized by institutions or
by society, or both? By men or women or both? The Secretary of Women at a country level
prioritizes all issues related to the defense and protection of women's rights. And some
organizations created by society, mostly women.
3. What programs exist to address these challenges for women? Please describe.
• Training programs for means to obtain economic autonomy.
• Formation of Student Circles in violence prevention, with the Schools (In these we work with
both sexes)
4. In your opinion, as is the situation of women perceived in the community
 Are there women in leadership positions within the community? How has this changed
in the last few years? Yes, there are women who lead in their communities, in recent years
women have acquired greater commitments to society, such as the Presidency of the ADESCOS,
Politics (forming part of the municipal councils) and in positions of headquarters in companies.
 Is the increase of women in leadership positions considered a priority? Yes, it is a
Priority.
 Do you think that young women / women access or are given the same opportunities as
boys? Currently there is still a percentage of discrimination against women, because they talk
about the myth that they are weak when faced with some professional, work or personal
situations.
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Key Informant Guide on Agriculture - Lic. Jaqueline E. Pastore. Head of
Social Projection. Community Development and Cristina García. Council
and community leader of Las Tablas
1. What types of agriculture are being practiced in this community (crop / livestock
types, large / small scale)?
In the canton Las Tablas the most common type of agriculture developed for the sowing
of the corn and bean is the “secano” (developed without the irrigation of a farmer, in
this way, the water is obtained from the rains or the soil.). Of these two, maize is the
most exploited agricultural product. Another is the planting of vegetables, which will
depend on the rainy seasons in the area. On the other hand, the second activity is the
raising of cattle.
2. How many people in the community are directly involved in agricultural activities?
About 90% of the population
Estimated percentage of the population
The percentage of people involved in agricultural activities in the canton is 70% for
maize and bean sowing and 30% for livestock rearing.
Are there demographic groups that participate more than others in specific agricultural
activities?
Young adult men.
To what extent and capacity do women participate?
2% of the female population participates in it.
How has the sector changed in recent years?
In the last three years, the cattle ranch has decreased its activity to the crime, due to the
extortions and thefts by criminal groups of the zone, causing that the owners of livestock
sell their cattle and lower their production. On the other hand, the planting of maize and
beans remains unchanged.
3. How much product is for domestic consumption and how much for sale?
For internal consumption is 20% and for sale 80%
Is cattle the primary source for protein in the community? No
How many days of the week do they meat eat?
It could be said that once a week, but what they consume more are beans.
To which market do they take their product? To the central market or mega plaza of
Sonsonate
What days?
The sale is almost every day but it is variable in the product offered, as it’s determined
by the season in which it is cultivated or what is grown.
Is it profitable to take the product there? Yes
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What is the most sold in that market?
Meat, beans, corn and maize.
4. What is the primary source of water that farmers use?
The sources used by cattlemen to feed their cattle are droughts and river; A specific
place that distributes this vital liquid is the so-called "La Presa" (the dam) that fills it all
year long, for that reason we’ve never had water shortages in this area for this activity.
Are these sources available year-round? Yes
If not, what are the sources they also use for water?
In what months / seasons are water resources scarce?
It could be said that diminishes in the summer.
How has water availability changed in the last few years?

5. What are the problems for the sector? Is there any specific problem in this area?
The problems they face in the livestock area are the common delinquency, the extortions
and the robbery of cattle; In the area of planting are the droughts for those plots that are
not close to the droughts and rivers, since many of the farmers do not have irrigation
systems; another of the problems is the acquisition of fertilizers.

6. Is there commercial agriculture on a large scale in this area?
If so, what is the main crop and the size of the operation? Well, at the commercial level
in the area we can mention the case of a food processing factory like chicken and pork,
which belongs to the company ALBA (unverified) whose operations are large scale. In
this factory, they process chicken and pork, where it is said that the pig is raised there
and the chicken is brought from another place and processed in the factory.
On the other hand, the products harvested by the farmers in Las Tablas are not
equivalent to a large commercial operation, since they are quantities that are sold in the
central market of Sonsonate the same day they are taken there and another percentage is
consumed in the community.

7. Is coffee a relevant crop in the area? It’s not cultivated.
Ask for specific information about the most important crops, planting periods, harvests,
used labor, community involvement, sector problems, etc.
The most important crops in the canton are maize, corn, beans and some vegetables.
Maize is the main crop. They sow in periods between October and November and the
rainy season in May. Beans are grown at the same time immediately after the maize
harvest.
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The labor used in these crops is the same community because they are their own or
family plots.
One problem of the sector is the lack of fertilizer and artificial irrigation systems for the
summer crop, since the greater use of water is occupied or monopolized by livestock.
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Key Informant Guide on Agriculture - Mrs. Amelia Cruz- Social Promoter,
Town Hall of Acajutla
1. What types of agriculture is being practiced in this community?
(Crop / livestock types, large / small scale)?
• Harvest of Okras
• Maize Harvest
• Livestock on small scale
2. How many people in the community are directly involved in agricultural activities?
 Estimated population share 15%
 Are there demographic groups that participate more than others in specific
agricultural activities? Yes, those of the rural area.
 To what extent and capacity do women participate?
Women residing in rural areas, mostly engaged in sugarcane rubbing, work the Okra
and Maiz crops.
 How has the sector changed in recent years?
It has declined in recent years, as there is no support for marketing and those who are
engaged in this, (Crops) is mostly for consumption. With the exception of raising cattle,
which is marketed in the markets.
3. How much product is for domestic consumption and how much for sale?
 Is cattle the primary source of protein in the community?
No
 How many days of the week do the meat eat?
Once a week, in households where there is income from people with jobs in
private companies, in the rural area the consumption of meat is every 2 weeks or
a month approximately.
 To what market do they carry the product?
Acajutla Municipal Market and Mega Plaza Sonsonate Market.
What days? Usually on Mondays
Is it profitable to take the product there?
The profitability depends on the operating costs for each week and the
competition.
What is the product most sold in that market?
These markets are like supply centers, which allow them to sell all the products,
however foods are the most demanded.
4. What is the primary source of water that farmers use?
Irrigation
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 Are these sources available year-round? No, in times with no rain, there is no
availability.
 If not, what are the sources they also use for water?
When they do not have the irrigation water, they must use cisterns to transfer water
from other nearby sources.
 In what months / seasons are the water resources scarcer?
From January to June.
 How has water availability changed in recent years?
In the year 2015, the rainy season was not normal, which generated abundant losses in
the harvests.
5. What are the problems for the sector? Is there any specific problem in this area? Lack
of resources
6. Is there commercial agriculture on a large scale in this area? If so, what is the main
crop and the size of the operation? There is no commercial agriculture on a large
scale.
7. Is coffee a relevant crop in the area? No
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Plantation of Okras
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Acajutla Municipal Market
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Mega Plaza Sonsonate Market
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Interview Guide – Health Establishment

Interviewer: Brenda Lovato
Date: _____6 /06/2016_

GENERAL DATA
Name of the Establishment

Location Data
Address:
Data of the person in charge

Unidad Comunitaria de Salud Familiar
Intermedia de Acajutla (Community Unit
of Intermediate Family Health of
Acajutla)
Community: Acajutla
Name: Dr. Juan Carlos Pérez

Functioning

Days of attention: Monday through
Friday
Communities/Regions that attends and size of the population of service:
7 Communities (5,000 users approximately), Urban Area 65 colonies

Type of Establishment

Public Health Unit

Municipality: Acajutla
Community:
Date of creation
SILAIS
Position: Director Informant (if it’s not the person in charge):
in Function
Time of attention: From 7:00AM -3:30 PM
Health establishments in reference network: Metalio Health Unit,
Sonsonate Health Unit

SERVICES GIVEN / RESOURCES
What services are available in this
health center?
Primary Health / medicine
Obstetric
Pediatric
Dental
Topic
Triage
Minor Surgery

Yes

No

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Yes
Trauma / emergencies
Ambulance services
Eye health attention
Immunizations (children)
Mental Health
Maternal-child Health
Pharmacy

No

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Yes
Laboratory
Radio-diagnostic
Internment
Education / campaigns
Other? Environmental
Sanitation, “Abatizacion”,
Fumigation , Cleaning
Campaigns, Control of
establishments with food
manipulation.

No

X
X
X
X
X
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Services Given (detailed questions)
Programs/projects of preventive health being
coordinated?
- By the government or together with other
organizations?
- Source of resources for these?
Health promoters / Community agents?
What areas? Beneficiaries?
- How often are trainings done?
- Topics / Programs?
Is disease monitoring done?
- Compulsory notification diseases (CND)?
- Explain the process?
Statistics on health collected as a center?
- How are they collected, organized and where
are they reported?
- Limitations / problems on your health center?
* [If center / establishment has a pharmacy /
medicine office]
- Who pays for the drugs?
- Are there other drug / pharmaceutical
dispatches in the populated center (another
health center / establishment)?
In the last year there were problems with the
shortage of medicines or vaccines?
- What medicines / vaccines?
What types of emergencies are addressed at this
center?
- - Description of the protocols to respond to
an emergency? (ie. ambulance, trauma
hospital assistance, coordination with police)

Answer
Awareness campaigns in the population on how to avoid hatchlings and avoid the diseases of
which they are transmitters. Campaigns on food hygiene to avoid outbreaks of infectious
diseases.
These are carried out with the support of the Ministry of Health, Private Institutions and
companies that make contributions (Fuel for vehicles used in prevention projects and
Fumigating Pumps, Didactic Material, so that the execution of these activities is a reality and a
success, which translates into the reduction of diseases in the communities ..
They have 12 Health Promoters, which are distributed in the cantons and communities of the
Municipality of Acajutla, serving approximately 5,000 people, in the rural area.
They carry out constant training; However there is no programming of this, because they are
given according to the situation that is lived in the community and in the country.
Yes, CND monitoring is done. Each doctor completes his daily registration chart of
consultations, which are delivered to the Health Center address. These contain: General
information about the patient and the condition you are consulting.
These records per doctor are filtered by the Director of the Health Center at the end of the week
to send the report to the Epidemiology Department of the Ministry of Health.
Health statistics are extracted from the tables of daily records of consultation and information
on the activities of health promoters in the communities, are organized based on the reporting
requirement of the Ministry of Health, the Secretary of Health Clinic .
The lack of an Epidemiological Research department in the health center limits to knowing only
the health situations, the people who visit the Center or the information coming from the
promoters of Health in the rural areas.
The Ministry of Health supplies the drug store of the Health Center, according to inventory
controls plus 10% for emergencies; However in the last years, we’ve had problems with this
supply.
There are no other pharmacies in the community that dispense drugs for free, except for the
Social Security Medical Unit, which only a small percentage of the population has access to.
(Employees - Cotizers to the ISSS)
There was a shortage of BCG newborn vaccine, which was temporarily supplied by Social
Security.
Traumas, Wounds, Fractures, and Births.
The patient is stabilized and evaluated, from the result of this evaluation, the doctor decides to
take care of it at the Health Center, or Refer it to Sonsonate Hospital (Jorge Mazzini National
Hospital, 30 minutes from Acajutla)
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Are there cases when it requires the transfer of a
patient to a hospital?
- Which hospital is transferred?
- Is there any difficulty / barrier in the
transportation or transfer of patients?
- In the last year, how many transfers were
there from the center?
Administration
What is the main source of funding for the
center?
Staff working in the establishment?

Did the staff receive courses or training
workshops during the past year? On what
topics?
Are there gaps in human resources in the center?
Explain
- Courses or training of personnel? How
often?
In the last year where there changes in the
staff of the center?
Infrastructure and Equipment / Machines
Infrastructure
[Comments / Observations - Condition of rooms /
offices?]

□X Yes □ No
To the Jorge Mazzini National Hospital, are transferred patients who do not have the health service of the
ISSS (Salvadoran Institute of Social Security).
The limitation is that the ambulance does not have medical equipment, which allows the patients that the
emergency merits to be transported with Sera, Oxygen or other drugs that require the support of some
equipment installed in the ambulance.
Last year approximately 100 emergencies were transferred.
Answers
The Ministry of Health
[include quantity of staff]
Pharmacy technician _2___
Doctor __6___
Radiography technician _0___
Nurse __5___
Administration __7__
Dentist/a _2___
Other 1 Pediatrician
Obstetrician __1__
Laboratory worker _4___
X Yes □ No
According to the needs of the country and each community, specific training is planned, in addition to
updating the training of health professionals, facilitated either by the ministry or by international
organizations that contribute to these issues worldwide.
There is no program of courses or training.

New staff: __0_____
Fired staff 0_______
In May 2016, the Director of the Health Center was transferred to another community and in June the new
Director was added.
Answers / Observation
X □ Waiting room
X □ Reception
X □ Office
X □ Bath (5 for staff and 4 for patients)
□ Labor and Delivery (If there’s an emergency, fit a clinic)
X □ Laboratory
X □ Immunization room
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Equipment
[Comments / Observations - Condition of
equipment?]

X □ Drug store / pharmacy
□ Maternity waiting room
X □ Waiting Chair
X □ Stretcher (Poor condition)
X □ Balance
X □ Stadiometer
X □ Gynecological instrument (speculum for cytology only)
□ Tensiometer (There is none in the health center, each doctor has his own)
X □ Sterilization oven
X □ Refrigerator
□ Oxygen tank

Ambulance
[Group responsible for the ambulance; financing;
Ambulance status; Year of the vehicle]
Continuous potable water service?

X□ Yes □ No
In poor condition, without equipment and with problems of fueling.

Hygienic services

□ Yes □ No
X □ Public drainage network
□ Blind pit, latrines
□ Septic well
□ River ditch the canal
□ Other

Other services

Electric power X □ Yes □ No
Internet □ Yes X □ No (They only have intranet, it allows them to access mails and
institutional pages)
Phone (cell phone, fixed) X □ Yes □ No
Radio □ Yes □ No

Are there medical equipment or machines that
are old or do not work?

X□ Yes □ No

□ Yes □ No
X □ Public network
□ Public use pylon
X □ Well
□ River, ditch, spring
X □ Other (CISTERNA)
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List of machines and equipment:
Ambulance
Dental Chair
Air conditioners in some areas
Tensiometers

PACIENTS
An estimate, how many patients are being
treated at this center?
- What is the trend in recent years (increasing,
decreasing, the same)?
- The reasons for the changes?
How many people with disabilities are seen in
the center?
- - Can you explain the actions they take in
this center to serve this population?
In your opinion, what are the main barriers for
communities to access health services?
- Cost of services
- Transport / distance (cost or lack of means of
transport)
- Lack of insurance
- Capacity of health services
- Lack of doctors or nurses
- Others?
Insurances
- What proportion of the population that
receives medical attention here has
insurance?
- Type of insurance?
- Do the uninsured pay for services?
Medicines?
Is there traditional medicine practice?

1400 average patients per month
40,407 patients per year (According to Annex Report)

They do not have care records for people with disabilities.
Taking of data, taking of vital signs, registry of turn for its Consultation, Consultation and
Delivery of Medications.
The capacity of health centers and the cost of services

5% of 100% of patients who visit the Health Center, have medical insurance.
The insurance with which this 5% counts, is earned by public and private employees who contribute to
the national health system. (Salvadoran Institute of Social Security)

There is no such practice in the health center.
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- Who provides the service?
- Are there particular diseases or circumstances
when populations prefer traditional medicine to
other types of medicine?
- Why?
- Is there coordination between practitioners of
traditional medicine with health centers?

CAUSES OF MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY
Questions

Comments

What are the most common causes of death or death in
[municipality / community]?
- Which groups have the highest risk of suffering from
these conditions? Or in this context that groups could be
considered as the most vulnerable to these conditions?
[Ask for statistics / data if they are accessible]

Acute Myocardial Infarction, Unspecified Septicemia, Renal Failure, Other Heart Diseases,
Stroke (During 2015)
Health Center Data in the Report Attachment..

What are the most common diseases / injuries (causes of
morbidity) in the [municipality / community]?
- Have there been different trends or patterns of illness /
injury in recent years? Increase / decrease?
- Do certain groups of the population affect in a different
way than others? How?
[Get statistics or reports if they exist / are
accessible]

If it was not mentioned in the previous question - verify with the informant which of the
following common health aspects
• Malaria / Malaria
• Dengue fever
• Yellow Fever
• Leishmaniasis
• Hepatitis
• Gastrointestinal diseases (parasites)
• Sexually transmitted diseases (HIV / AIDS, syphilis, human papillomavirus, gonorrhea)
• Respiratory diseases (TB, influenza, acute respiratory infections, asthma)
• Malnutrition
• Traffic Accidents / Other Wounds - Cause?
• Mental health (depression / suicide)

Total number or incidence rate of traffic accidents in
your service area? Has it increased / decreased in the

The accidents have had an increase in the last years mainly motorcycle, because in the
community circulate many of these.
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last 5 or 10 years?
Boat Accidents?
In your opinion, what factors / risks influence health
more in the population in your area of coverage? Just
mention one or two topics below if they have difficulty,
and ask for explanations




Quality of roads / traffic / accidents
Lack of economic resources








Lack of access to health services
Lack of food
Pregnancy in adolescence
Quality of health services
Medical care costs; medicines
Migration in the region (increase in
diseases, social risks)
Violence
Substance abuse (alcohol / drugs / tobacco)
Lack of access to drinking water sources /
non-sanitary conditions
Lack of vaccines
Environmental pollution







Have there been outbreaks of infectious diseases in the
(district / community) in recent years?
- What diseases? What were the causes?
- - What plans / programs are there to control
outbreaks?

-Lack of economic resources, this directly influences, since the areas most exposed to
diseases such as gastrointestinal, are those that don’t have the means to have a healthy and
hygienic diet.
-Environmental Contamination Many of the diseases are acquired by inhaling pollutants that
are emitted by some of the companies that are in the area.

Yes, Chikungunya, Malaria, Hepatitis and Gastrointestinal Diseases.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY CONCERNS
Answers
1.

According to the current health situation in your
area of coverage what health conditions / diseases
do you think will be the most important in the next
5-10 years?

2.

What concerns or concerns do you have regarding
health and safety issues associated with the
development of the Canal Project?

Comments

Respiratory diseases
Heart diseases
Gastrointestinal diseases

Guide for Informant Key to Education - Prof. Manuel de Jesús,
Principal, School El Cafetal, Las Tablas
________________________________________________________________________
1. How many schools are there in the community or municipality? (i.e.
preschool, primary, secondary, and university) Existing schools in Community
“Las Tablas” are four: Las Tablas, serving children and youth from primary to
third cycle (ninth grade); Agua Escondida, which serves until the sixth-grade
level; Monte Rico and Cafetal, which serve until the sixth grade.
2. Is there children and young people attending the school in other
communities? Yes. Where are these schools? El Cafetal and Las Tablas. How
much time do they to take to get there? In the case of El Cafetal and Las Tablas,
children and young people take to arrive at school about forty to forty-five
minutes.
3. What is your opinion about the quality of education that is proportioned in
school? The quality of education given in the community is poor
because children and young people, mostly within their family nucleus,
choose to work in the field or migrate elsewhere within the country or abroad,
resulting in school dropouts.
Another problem facing schools is that they serve two integrated sections, only
in the Monte Rico area there are pure sections.
At the moment no actions are planned that are implemented to overcome this
problem.
If it is good, what are the strengths of the education system in the
community?
If it is poor, what are the challenges facing the community?
Maintain student population ratios until the end of the school year
What are the main causes of these challenges? Keeping the infrastructure
adequate and well maintained; That all national education projects get to the
schools (as one computer per student)
4. Generally, what level / how many years of education does the adult
population in the community have?
The levels of education that are observed in the adult population of the canton
oscillate between sixth grade and ninth; even when they are offered in the
different schools of the community from first grade to high school.
5. What is the rate of school dropout (estimation)?
The estimated dropout rate is 20% of the school population.
Has this changed in recent years? No
At what age is it more common for children to leave school?

The most common age of children and young people when they leave school is
when they are 12, when they are in the sixth grade.
Are there demographic groups or certain specific areas that are more prone to
dropping out of school?
The most likely to leave school are those students who live farther and have to
walk 45 minutes daily.
What are the most common causes for dropout? (i.e. work,
Marriage, lack of interest, cost, mobility)
The pressure of work in the field and the crime, which makes them recruitment
targets to join gangs.
6.Are community members prepared for highly skilled work? No
Are there highly qualified jobs available in the area? No
Are there situations where people in the community do not have access to jobs
due to lack of specific training?
In your opinion, which are the areas that would have to be developed more?
The areas that would have to be developed to improve academic quality
Of the inhabitants of the canton are those in which they adhere to the reality of
the community, such as technification in agriculture and cattle raising.
Is education valued in the community? Not much. But they give more
importance to the field work than to formal education.
Is school dropout considered as a priority issue for the department /
municipality? Refrained from responding
7.How do you think the project could to affect the education or employment in
your community? This type of projects could come to benefit the area, offering
better jobs and job opportunities, boosting the economy of the place.
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Guide for Informant Key to Education - Nun Isabel – Director School
Liceo Acajutla
1. How many schools are there in the community or municipality?
In the Municipality of Acajutla there are 11 Educational Centers:
• Preschool -2
• Elementary -8
• High School -1
• University -0
 Are there children and youth in the community going to schools in other
communities? Yes, the young people of the municipality move to
Sonsonate 18 km from the City (45 minutes by public transport), to carry
out their studies in Secondary and University, in some cases if their
economic situation permits, they travel to San Salvador, where they must
be installed throughout the week, either by renting an apartment or in the
home of a relative.
2. What do you think about the quality of education that is proportioned in
school?
In the Public Education Centers, the quality of Education has been decreasing, due to
the lack of controls in the institutions and mainly the lack of commitment of the staff,
since in some cases it only complies with a working schedule and not with the work of
expanding students' knowledge. In the case of Private Schools, the level of quality is
higher, since there are other types of commitments between the institution and the
parents so that education for their children is integral.
3. Generally, what level / how many years of education does the adult
population have in the community?
The population has the level of high school in average.
4. What is the dropout rate (estimate)?
The dropout rate is 25%
 Has this changed in recent years? Yes, it’s increasing.
 At what age is it more common for children to leave school? Ages range
from 12 to 17 years
 Are there demographic groups or certain specific areas that are more
likely to drop out? Those who lack economic resources, those who live in areas
with higher rates of delinquency.
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What are the most common causes of dropout?
Migration
Lack of Economic Resources
Delinquency
Family disintegration

5. Are community members prepared for highly skilled work?
Graduates of universities in the last 10 years, have the academic preparation, to perform
in positions that require these levels; however due to the lack of opportunities of this type
in the area, they don’t have the years of experience that some companies demand, to
complement the academic training.
 Are there highly skilled jobs available in the area? No
 Are there situations in which people in the community do not have access
to jobs due to the lack or lack of specific training? Yes
 In your opinion, which areas should be developed further? The industrial
area
 Is education valued in the community? In the particular case of the rural
areas, the trend is to dedicate themselves to works of either cultivating land or
employing, they don’t give greater importance to academic formation.
In the urban area of the municipality if there is a lot of interest of the young
adults, culminating careers or taking courses that complement their knowledge
and allow them to have greater opportunities (English courses, training in specific
areas, etc.).
 Is school dropout considered a priority issue for your department /
municipality? Yes, because of what is organized with private companies, schools
and people who can sponsor half a scholarship, for cases that lack of economic
resources, it is the reason for dropout, and when it is for other reasons, we find
the means to avoid the dropout.
6. How do you think the Project could affect education and employment in
your community?
No affectation is seen at the moment, in fact it is expected that the company will
contribute with the generation of jobs in the area and with the support to schools
oriented to contribute to the integral education of the students.
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Key Informant Guide to Health. - Estela Maritza. Communal Leader
(President and Head of Community Health Clinic Las Tablas)
How many of years have you practiced medicine in this
community? Since when does this health clinic exists? In Community “Las Tablas”
there is only one health clinic, which is attended by a health worker who came every
month, but to date she has almost 8 months of not attending the clinic. It is usually
the neighbors to the establishment who are in charge of taking care of this health
center. The clinic has more than 12 years in the community.
1.



How many people work here? A health promoter who attends every month.

What communities are served from here? The areas that this clinic attends are: Las
Tablas, Monte Rico, El Cafetal and Agua Escondida. Could you tell me which is the
longest distance that patients travel to receive care? From the furthest point, such as
the area of Monte Rico to the clinic, the time it takes to reach this place is 45 minutes,
using the neighborhood roads.
Can you name other communities where patients come from?
Only those named above.
What health problems are most common is in the community?
The most common health problems are: diarrheal diseases, stomach problems,
respiratory diseases, malnutrition, malnutrition, complications of childbirth, skin
infections, work-related injuries such as: injuries from agricultural labor
instruments.
Have these problems increased or decreased in recent years? In recent years, cases of
viral diseases such as: chikungunya and zika have increased.
Are there variations depending on the season of these problems? That is, how do
health problems change in relation to the season? The variations of the diseases
depend on the seasons of the year, in summer it presents more diseases of the skin
and winter presents stomach and respiratory problems.
2.

3. In your opinion, what are the factors that influence or increase the risks of

precarious health in the community? Please explain.
Among the factors that influence health risks are: water quality, poor dietary
orientation, malnutrition, lack of access to health services, which in the opinion of
the actors involved in the interview urges to solve, as this limits the economy and
stability of families and the community. Another risk factor is the violence that has
caused the migration of some people safeguard their life, deteriorating their mental
health; Lack of sanitation; The poor conditions of the network of streets because the
accesses do not give a good service and in any case of an emergency, the patient
does not arrive soon to the Health Unit of Sonsonate or other hospitals in the
departmental head; The environmental contamination referring to the less deep
aquifers of which the population has access through the wells and burning of cane
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that produces smoke that pollutes the air. All these are determining factors that
influence the health of the community.
Have these factors changed significantly in the last few years? If yes, please explain
the causes. The health risk factors in the canton “Las Tablas” community have
changed in the last 9 years, as new diseases and viruses that tolerate antibiotics are
observed.
Are there people who are more susceptible or more vulnerable to health
problems? Explain (i.e disabled persons, elderly, etc.) The most susceptible or
vulnerable to health problems in the community are the children and the elderly,
because of the ages and metabolisms of their own age, they can present delicate
diagnostic of previously mentioned diseases.
What are the most important sources of protein for households in this area? Is one
source more important than another? The most common sources of nutrition in the
inhabitants of the canton are those that can be taken from the harvest such as beans,
tortilla, milk and coffee. The consumption of artificial products, such as coke,
refreshment with dyes and unhealthy snacks is not ruled out.
4. Has the community been affected by some natural disasters in recent years?







Hurricanes
Floods
Glides
Droughts
Forest fires
Other?

But it is considered that before an earthquake are not prepared because there
are no plans to prevent these phenomena
If it is true, what were the impacts? They only represent minor problems such
as late arrivals to work or school.


5. Do you think that s or community is vulnerable to give to s tr is

natural? Please explain.
There are only a few river floods, which represent only minor problems such as
delays in work or school arrivals.
Do you consider that your community is well prepared to respond to natural
disasters? Why? Why not? It is considered that before an earthquake are not
prepared because there are no plans to prevent these phenomena.
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6. When someone in the community is sick, what is the primary access point to

receive attention? To get medicine? The primary point of attention is the
clinic, but not working from 8 months ago, and members of the community
can only take care of it, because it cannot be used as it’s in deplorable
conditions and does not have a medicine warehouse. For this reason, the
residents have to pay a car to move to the departmental head to a hospital or
health unit and opt for natural medicines or interventions with a high risk of
acquiring an infection.
 Are there challenges to obtain medical goods and services and /

or medicines? Please explain. (Distance to the nearest health center,
attention quality / center resources, hours of operation, etc.) The distance
is an incident factor, as there are about 18 km to the nearest health center
such as the Sonsonate Hospital. The quality of the attention is deplorable
in the community clinic. There are no resources and for 8 months the
health promoter has not been present.
7. In your opinion, have you noticed any change in the quality of life in the
community in the past 5 years? Has it increased or decreased? No change has

been noticed, but rather it has been declining in the last year.
It is expressed that the reactivation of the health clinic is urgently needed, that
health days are needed, training of community promoters with community
leaders, more clinics in the canton because it is a very large area and continues to
expand, visits of the promoter at least twice a month.
 What are the causes of change? (i.e. Population changes, economic

opportunities, environmental quality)
8. Do you or believe the community does have some concern on the potential

impacts to the health or safety related to the development of the Canal
Project? Please explain.
There are some questions about the type of laying that will be put, the ways of
maintenance and the security that will be put around these towers since they
know that it is a transmission of thousands of volts and that could bring some
problems if you do not have security in those towers.
9. Can you explain if used and how traditional medicine is used in the
community? (Ask for explanations about the existence of practitioners / healers vs. self-

care, herbs / plants used, types of diseases treated, and when and / or which diseases
or sing health services ministry, list each mentioned plants and their uses)
Because of the problem of the absence of promoters or health assistants; The
population always resorts to traditional natural medicines; Like the use of plant
as: the chichipinse that serves for the wounds and stomach problems; The candle
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of izote used for cough and pregnant; Hulls of nose and flowers of chula for the
throat; Lemon tea for birth pangs and others; Aloe for different occupations:
wounds, hair and stomach; Leaves of narcissus flower as antimycotic for the feet.

Date

March 1, 2016

By: Carlos Reyes

Location: Municipality of Apaneca
Reference:

Doc. No. File 2

Meeting with Social Promotion and Mayor
These were defined as meeting objectives:








Report on the development of the project and its different stages study
Request information or development plans and development organizations
Report on location on the trace in their municipality
Report the main results of the work done
Share and analyze the main findings of the different specialties
Share with the community the results of the work
Collect contributions, questions and comments from the community

Objectives
Participants:
Mayor

Lic. Osmin Antonio Guzman (Mayor)
Lic. Walter Cardona (Municipal Trustee)
Oswaldo Nájera (Support to the community)

Participants:
Pacific Energy

Brenda Lobato, Community Relations Coordinator
Dr. Manuel Roman "ERM"
Ing. Roberto Escalante "Local Consultant"
Carlos Reyes

Consulting

Action
1

Activities

2

Results.
Main
Comments

Description
Proceeded to make the team presentation and the role that each has in the study
process led by Dr. Manuel Roman, explained the objectives of the visit and the
location of the trace in the municipality generating space for questions, opinions and
suggestions.
The activity did not have an established program, it began at 9:00 pm and concluded
at 10:00 pm.
The queries / comments that emerge from the participants and the respective
responses are as follows:
1.

Knowing about the project and location of the trace

Answer: they were explained that it is an approach to inform them of the different
stages of the project, when there’s more precise information it will be summoned
to the formal presentation.
2.

Regarding employment generation

Answer (Dr. Manuel Roman and Mr. Roberto Escalante.): They mentioned that
this process of study is limited to the environmental and social impact, but that the
project will give preference to hiring local unskilled workers in each municipality
3. Are you willing to support development projects?

3

Main
commitments

4

Relevant
issues to
consider


Summon the presentation of the project when the trace of the project it
has been defined by different specialists.

Share the different results of the environmental and social study with
regarding their development plans

Instances will help summon the different actors at the time of
presentation or meeting being prompted

Request in writing the information requested in the development of the
meeting.

They emphasis on knowing the location of the trace to make decisions
on their future development plans.

Manuel Roman and Oswaldo Najera

Mayor y Manuel Roman

Town Hall of Apaneca

Date

March 1, 2016

Location: Municipality of

Ahuachapan

Reference:

Meeting with Social Promotion

By: Carlos Reyes
Doc. No. File 3

These were defined as meeting objectives:








Report on the development of the project and its different stages study
Request information or development plans and development organizations
Report on location on the trace in their municipality
Report the main results of the work done
Share and analyze the main findings of the different specialties
Share with the community the results of the work
Collect contributions, questions and comments from the community

Objectives
Participants:
Mayor
Participants:
Pacific Energy

Lic. Claudia Azucena López (Social Promotion)
Brenda Lobato, Community Relations Coordinator
Dr. Manuel Roman "ERM"
Ing. Roberto Escalante "Local Consultant"
Carlos Reyes

Consulting

Action
1

Activities

2

Results.
Main
Comments

Description
Proceeded to make the team presentation and the role that each has in the study
process led by Dr. Manuel Roman, explained the objectives of the visit and the
location of the trace in the municipality generating space for questions, opinions and
suggestions.
The activity did not have an established program, it began at 9:00 pm and concluded
at 10:00 pm.
The queries / comments that emerge from the participants and the respective
responses are as follows:
1.

Knowing about the project and location of the trace

Answer: they were explained that it is an approach to inform them of the different
stages of the project, when there’s more precise information it will be summoned
to the formal presentation.
2.

Regarding employment generation

Answer (Dr. Manuel Roman and Mr. Roberto Escalante.): They mentioned that
this process of study is limited to the environmental and social impact, but that the
project will give preference to hiring local unskilled workers in each municipality
3. Are you willing to support development projects?

3

Main
commitments

4

Relevant
issues to
consider


Summon the presentation of the project when the trace of the project it
has been defined by different specialists.

Share the different results of the environmental and social study with
regarding their development plans

Instances will help summon the different actors at the time of
presentation or meeting being prompted

Request in writing the information requested in the development of the
meeting.

They emphasized on knowing the location of the trace to make
decisions on their future development plans.

Lic. Claudia Azucena López, Social Promotion

Ahuachapan Town Hall

Date

February 29, 2016

By: Carlos Reyes

Location: Municipality of

Acajutla

Reference:

Meeting with Social Promotion and Municipal Trustee, of the Town Hall of the
municipality

Doc. No. File 1

These were defined as meeting objectives:








Report on the development of the project and its different stages study
Request information or development plans and development organizations
Report on location on the trace in their municipality
Report the main results of the work done
Share and analyze the main findings of the different specialties
Share with the community the results of the work
Collect contributions, questions and comments from the community

Objectives
Participants:

Participants:
Pacific Energy

Lic. Moises Bonilla (Promoción Social 7749-1920)
Lic. Mardoqueo Flores ( Síndico Municipal 2429-7300)

Brenda Lobato, Community Relations Coordinator
Dr. Manuel Roman "ERM"
Ing. Roberto Escalante "Local Consultant"
Carlos Reyes

Consulting

Action
1

Activities

2

Results.
Main
Comments

Description
Proceeded to make the team presentation and the role that each has in the study
process led by Dr. Manuel Roman, explained the objectives of the visit and the
location of the trace in the municipality generating space for questions, opinions and
suggestions.
The activity did not have an established program, it began at 9:00 pm and concluded
at 10:00 pm.
The queries / comments that emerge from the participants and the respective
responses are as follows:
1.

Knowing about the project and location of the trace

Answer: they were explained that it is an approach to inform them of the different
stages of the project, when there’s more precise information it will be summoned
to the formal presentation.
2.

Regarding employment generation

Answer (Dr. Manuel Roman and Mr. Roberto Escalante.): They mentioned that
this process of study is limited to the environmental and social impact, but that the
project will give preference to hiring local unskilled workers in each municipality
3. Are you willing to support development projects?

3

Main
commitments

4

Relevant
issues to
consider


Summon the presentation of the project when the trace of the project it
has been defined by different specialists.

Share the different results of the environmental and social study with
regarding their development plans

Instances will help summon the different actors at the time of
presentation or meeting being prompted

Request in writing the information requested in the development of the
meeting.

They emphasized on knowing the location of the trace to make
decisions on their future development plans.

EDP Base Line Interview Guide

Key Informant Guide on Gender Issues – Rodrigo Rivas, Apaneca
1.
What is the role of your organization? (In the event that any NGO
or governmental organization is engaged in these issues there) Secretary of the Town Hall
2.
What are the challenges that women face in this community? (i.e. gender based
violence, discrimination, less access to education / employment etc.) All of them
How has this changed in recent past years? Change in the sense that more
young women are graduating from elementary, middle and high school, although it ‘s still
less than men.


What are the possible causes? Greater openness in general, need for the
absence of the traditional productive role of men in households (threat of gangs,
unemployment, etc.)


How is this different or similar to other communities in the area /
in El Salvador? Similar to neighbor municipalities, but less than in urban areas


Are this recognized as issues that need to be addressed / prioritized by
institutions or society, or both? By men or women or both? There is no widespread
recognition of the problem that underlies it or the possible consequences of the still
existing disparity.


3.
Which programs exist to address these challenges for women? Please
describe. No specific programs in the municipality, more than someone in charge of the issue
within the municipality (I).
4.

In your opinion, how is the situation of women perceived by the community
Are there women in leadership positions within
the community? How has this changed in recent years? Not many, but the number
has increased (didn’t give numbers to illustrate)


Is the increase of women in leadership positions considered a
priority? Not necessarily.


¿Do you think that young women are given access or the same
opportunities as young men? Overall yes, but there’s also a belief that an
unemployed man has an additional problem because they are more likely to join
the activities of gangs that unemployed women (although girls are
also involved).


We also deal with issues concerning people from the gay-lesbian-trans community, and
it was mentioned that unlike neighboring municipalities of similar size, there seems to
be more tolerance and cosmopolitanism in Apaneca for people who are perceived or
openly gay in particular, even when there is still mockery and discrimination, these are
sporadic, as well as physical abuse. Gender-based violence focuses more on violence
against women.

EDP Baseline Interview Guide

Key Informant Guide on Gender Issues - Municipal Trustee Francisca
Vasquez

1.
What is the role of your organization? (In case there is an NGO or government organization
engaged in these issues) Within the town hall to oversee improved opportunities for male and
female genres, with emphasis on women (she does not mention or recognize any other vision of
genre than that attached to the sex of the people).
2.
What are the challenges that women face in this community? (i.e. gender based
violence, discrimination, less access to education / employment etc.)


How has this changed in recent past years? Not much, but it is to work in this direction.



What are the possible causes? Lack of education or communication, in addition to the
lack of knowledge of the inherent rights of each person.



How is this different or similar to other communities in the area / in El Salvador? Not
much.



Are these recognized as issues that need to be addressed / prioritized by institutions or
society, or both? By men or women or both? Yes, and together with Haisy Maricela
Perez de Lopez, we are working to improve the communication or awareness about the
support that abused women could receive, share with other like-minded people, with
like challenges for lack of knowledge of laws and regulations.

3.
Which programs exist to address these challenges for women? Please describe.
Communication workshops or conversations that revolve around other domestic activities
related to rural life.
4.

In your opinion, how is the situation of women perceived to community


Are there women in leadership positions within the community? How has this changed
in recent years? Yes, the syndic and the Judge of Peace are women with a degree of
recognition at a municipal level.



Is the increase of women in leadership position considered a priority? Not immediate,
but if it is to sow for this to occur with more frequency.



Do you think that young women are given access or the same opportunities as young
men? No, because they are restricted to the education beyond elementary for home and
domestic issues. In addition, very often they stay to watch after domestic issues and
sometimes they are the only ones in charge of their children.

EDP Baseline Interview Guide

Key Informant Guide on Gender Issues - Roxana Acosta de Recinos,
Coordinator of the Committee for Prevention of Violence and Public Safety,
Town Hall of Ahuachapán

1.
What is the role of your organization? (In the event that any NGO
or governmental organization is engaged in these issues there)
The Committee is a group of members composed of different governmental and nongovernmental institutions, youth groups, associations of women working against
violence, with a cross-cutting gender axis, which is implemented with youth and areas
such as health, employment, education and gender per se.
2.
What are the challenges that women face in this community? (i.e. gender based
violence, discrimination, less access to education / employment etc.)
Violence against women and the lack of opportunities and ignorance of their rights
 How has this changed in recent past years?
Women have been empowered more, there is a route outlined, which is taught to
communities through workshops, informing them of their rights and which
institutions to go if they are violated.
 What are the possible causes?
The fight that the municipality does with workshops to inform their rights and know
the instances to resort not to be violated, the route on which they are spoken is
working.
 How is this different or similar to other communities in the area / in El Salvador?
No, it is not different, it is the same as the general progress, there is leadership at the
municipal level, and they replicate this to every woman of the municipality about
their rights, there is an association (Citizen Window Las Gardenias) that is
responsible for replicating in their communities the workshops that they receive
 Are these recognized as issues that need to be addressed / prioritized by
institutions or society, or both? By men or women or both?
Yes, it is a priority as gender tables, that all areas, youth, civil society should
prioritize the gender issue.
3.

Which programs exist to address these challenges for women? Please describe.

Prevention route workshops, with the Attorney General, human rights, National Police
(PNC), Women's Network, ISDEMU (Salvadoran Institute for Women)

EDP Baseline Interview Guide
4.

In your opinion, how is the situation of women perceived by the community
 Are there women in leadership positions within the community?
There is leadership in the different communities, and more women are being
involved.
 How has this changed in recent years?
They have advanced in the topic of leadership from the workshops given in
communities and institutions
 Is the increase of women in leadership position considered a priority?
Yes, the workshops seek to prioritize and generate more leadership
 Do you think young women are given access or the same opportunities as
young men?
There are limitations but they are involved although the number of young people
is greater, in the case of young women the number is lower because of the
insecurity of the zones

EDP Baseline Interview Guide

EDP Health Center Interview Guide
Interview Guide – Health Establishment

Interviewer: __________________
Date: ____________________

GENERAL DATA
Property name

UCSFI (Community Unit of Intermediate
Family Health) Ahuachapán

Type of Accommodation

Health

Location Data

Community: Ahuachapán

City: Ahuachapán

Community: Ahuachapán

Address: 4th av. Nte and 2ª C pte B. San Juan de Dios
Data of Responsible

Name:

Days of Attention: 365 days
Functioning
Communities / Municipalities / Districts served and size of
service population: The whole municipality and other people
who demand care

Creation date
Position: Secretary of
management

Unknown

SILAIS

Informant (if not responsible): Iris Figueroa

Hours of attention: 24 hours
Health establishments in reference network: Cabeza de Red (Ataco, Apaneca,
Ahuachapán)

SERVICES PROVIDED / RESOURCES
What are the services available at
this center?
Primary Health / Medicine

Yes

No

X

Obstetric

X

Yes

No

Yes

No

Trauma / Emergencies

X

Laboratory

Ambulance Services

X

Radio-diagnosis

X

Internment

X

Education / Campaigns

X

Pediatric

X

Eye health care

X

Dental

X

Immunizations (children)

X

Topic

X

Mental health

X

Triage

X

Maternal and child health

X

X

Minor surgery

X
Pharmacy
X
Others?
Services given (detail questions)
Answer
Programs / projects that coordinate preventive health?
___ Vaccination, medical brigades, approach

By the government or in conjunction with other ___Budget of the Health Unit
organizations?

Sources of resources for these?
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Health promoters / community agents?


What locations? Beneficiaries?



How often does training take place?



Topics / Programs?

Keep (epidemiological) disease monitoring?


Compulsory notification diseases or n (CND)?



Explain process?

Yes, we have promoters
__All the municipality
__ Continuous training
__

[CND
includes:
Scabies; chickenpox; Dengue
fever; Rage; Epidemic
conjunctivitis; Cutaneous
leishmaniasis;
gonorrhea; Viral
hepatitis; Malaria
vivax; Condylomata
acuminata; Pulmonary
TB; Pesticide
intoxication;
Acquired
syphilis; Malaria
falciparum; AIDS; Epidemic
parotiditis; Leptospirosis; Soft
chancre; Bacterial
food
intoxication; pediculosis; Hemorrhagic
dengue; Bacterial meningitis; Chagas Venereal lymphogranuloma; Viral meningitis; Monocutaneous
leishmaniasis; Toxoplasmosis; Congenital syphilis]
___Yes
___All registered and established in the monitoring, is reported to SIBASI and the region and the
region to the central where the data is recorded at the national level

Health statistics collected in the center?

Yes

- How are they collected, organized and where are they
reported?
- Limitations / problems at your school level?

___ Every week, epidemiological surveillance is received and reported
___There are no problems reported

* [If the center / post office has a pharmacy / drug store]

There is a pharmacy



Who pays for drugs?

__The health ministry
__The Health Unit and FOSALUD


There are other drug store / pharmacies in
populated center (another establishment / health center)?
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In the past year there were problems with medicines or
vaccines shortage?


__No
__There was no shortage

What medicines / vaccines?

What types of emergencies are handled at this center?

__The yellow and green codes are taken care of, red codes are evaluated and referred to
the hospital which is the second level of care


Describe protocols to respond to an emergency? (i.e.
ambulance, hospital care, trauma, coordination with police)

Are there cases when required to transfer a patient to a
hospital?


To which hospital is transferred?


Is there any difficulty / barrier in transporting
the patient being transferred?

□ Yes x □ No
__The second level of care that is in the municipality
__No, coordinate with other institutions to transfer patients
__Does not know


In the last year, how many transfers were made
from the center?

Administration
What is the main source of funding for the center?
Staff working in the establishment?

Answers
The heath ministry

[Insert number of staff]
Physician __7___
Nurse __17___
Dentist __3__
Obstetrician __0__

Pharmacy Technician __0__
Radiographer __0__
Administrative __14__
Laboratory __5__
Other 100
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Did the staff receive courses or training workshops during the □ Yes X □ No
past year?
What topics?
___ Infectious waste, human resources, professional ethics
Are there gaps in human resources in the center? Explain


__No, solutions are always sought
__Continued and different

Training or training of personnel? How often?

In the last year there were changes in the staff in the center?

□ Yes X □ No
New staff: ___1____
Staff dismissed ___0____

Infrastructure and Equipment / Machines
Infrastructure
[Comments / Observations - State of rooms / offices?]
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Equipment
[Comments / Observations equipment?]__________________________________________
___________________________________________

Answers / Comments
1_ □ Waiting Room X
2_ □ Reception X
3_ □ Office X
4_ □ Bath X
5_ □ Delivery Room X
6_ □ Laboratory X
7_ □ immunization Room X
8_ □ Drug store / pharmacy X
9_ □ Delivery House / mother 's house

1_ □ Waiting Chair X
2_ □ Stretcher
3_ □ Balance X
4_ □ StadiometerX
5_ □ Gynecological instrument X
6_ □ Tension X
7_ □ Oven sterilization X
8_ □ Refrigerator X
9_ □ Oxygen tank
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Ambulance
[Group responsible for the ambulance; financing; Ambulance
status; Year of the vehicle]

□ Yes X □ No
__ The ministry

Continuous water service?

□ Yes X □ No
1_ □ Public Network X
2_ □ Public use pylon
3_ □ Dwell
4_ □ River, sluice, spring
□ Other

Hygienic service
□ Yes X □ No
1_ □ Public network drain X
2_ □ Cesspit, latrines
3_ □ Septic tank
4_ □ River irrigation ditch or canal
□ Other

Other services
Electricity □ Yes X □ No
Internet □ Yes X □ No
Phone (cellular, fixed) □ Yes x □ No
Radio □ Yes □ No X

Are there medical equipment or machines that are old or do
not work?

□ Yes □ No X
List of machines and equipment: None

5
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PATIENTS
An estimate, how many patients are being treated at this center?
__Don't know__ Patients per month

What is the trend in recent years (increasing, reducing,
the same)?

__Do not know patients per year



__Has increased

The reasons for changes?

__Changes in climate and environment, vector diseases
How many people with a disability are in the center?

___Unknown amount
___There is a veterans' club, we organize to find quick ways to serve them


You can explain the actions taken in this center to serve
this population or n?
In your opinion, what are the main barriers for communities to access
health services?


Others?

Cost of services ____


Transport / distance (cost or lack of means of
transport) ___ X ___


Lack of insurance __ X ___



Capacity health services ___



Lack of doctors or nurses ____

Insurance
What proportion of the population receiving medical attention here has
insurance?

____Unknown
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___Unknown


Type of insurance?



Do the uninsured pay for services? Medications?

___No, the ministry provides them with medications

Where the practice of traditional medicine?
___We do not know


Who provides the service?
___We do not know if they exist


Are there particular diseases or circumstances when
populations prefer traditional medicine to other types of
medicine?


__Unknown
__No, with the Health Unit there’s none

Why?


There is coordination between traditional medicine
practitioners with establishments / health centers?

CAUSES OF MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY
Questions
What are the most common causes of mortality or death in
the [municipality / community]?

Comments
Children 0 to 5 years old and pregnant women


Which groups have higher risk of suffering these
conditions? Or in this context what groups could be considered as
the more vulnerable to these conditions?
[Request statistics / data if accessible]

What are the diseases / most common injury (causes of morbidity) in

[If it was not mentioned in the previous question - verify with the informant which
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the [municipality / community]?

of the following diseases are common

1_ Malaria / Malaria ___

2_ Dengue _ X ___

3_ Yellow Fever ____

4_ Leishmaniosis ____

5_ Hepatitis ____

6_ Gastrointestinal diseases (Parasites) ____

7_ Sexually transmitted diseases or n (HIV / AIDS,
syphilis, human papilloma virus, gonorrhea) __ X ___

8_ Respiratory diseases (TB, influenza, acute respiratory
infections, asthma)______

9_ Malnutrition__ X __

10_ Traffic accident / other wounds - Cause? ____

11_ Mental health (depression / suicide) __ X __

12_ Acute respiratory illnesses __ X _

13_ Chikungunya ___

14_ Diarrhea + GBA ___

15_ Amoebiasis __ X __

16_ Bruises __ X __

17_ Urinary infections __ X __

18_ Bacterial Conjunctivitis ____

19_ Injury __ X __

20_ Lumbago __ X __

21_ Irritable bowel syndrome __ X __

22_ Respiratory__ X __



There have been different trends or patterns of diseases /
injuries in the past few years? Increased / reduced?
_____________________________________________

Does it affect certain groups of the population in a
different way than others? How?

Children and older adults
[Get statistics or reports if there is / are accessible]

Total incidence rate of traffic accidents in its area? Has it increased /
decreased in the last 5 or 10 years?
Boat Accidents?

No changes are maintained ___
___
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In your opinion, which factors / risks more influence on health in the
population in its coverage area? Just mention one or two topics below if they
have difficulty, and ask for explanations


1_ Quality of roads / traffic / accidents ____



2_ Lack of economic resources __ X __



3_ Lack of access to health services ____



4_ Lack of food __ X ___



5_ Teenage pregnancy __ X ___



6_ Quality of health services ____



7_ Costs of medical attention; medicines _____



8_ Immigration in the region (increase in diseases, social risks) X



9_ Violence ___ X ___



10_ Substance abuse (alcohol / drugs / snuff)_____



11_ Lack of access to potable water / unsanitary conditions ____



12_ Lack of vaccines _____



13_ Environmental pollution _____

There have been outbreaks of infectious diseases in the (district /
community) over the years?




What diseases? Which were were the causes?

What plans / programs are there to control outbreaks?

No disease outbreaks
___
___ They are responsive to these outbreaks
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HEALTH AND SAFETY CONCERNS
Questions

1.
According to the current situation of health in the area of
coverage, which health conditions / diseases do you consider to
be the most important in the next 5-10 years?
2.
You have questions or concerns regarding health issues
and safety associated with the development of the project?

Comments

__I don’t know about the project, I can’t comment
__I don’t know about the project, I can’t comment
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Interview Guide – Health Establishment

Interviewer: Luis Ernesto Muñoz Canizales
Date: ____________________

GENERAL DATA
Property name

Medical Unit, Salvadoran Institute of
Social Security

Type of Accommodation

Health

Location Data

Community: Ahuachapán

City: Ahuachapán

Community: Ahuachapán

Creation date
Position: Director of the
Medical Unit

Address: End of 10 C. Ote, exit to Sonsonate
Data of Responsible

Name: Luis Ernesto Muños Canizales

Days of Attention: 365 days
Functioning
Communities / Municipalities / Districts served and size of
service population: Ahuachapán, Tacuba, Amayo, Ahuachapán
Río Frío. A population of 30,179

05/01/1974

SILAIS

Informant (if not the person in charge):

Hours of attention: 24 hours

Health establishments in reference network: West of North Zone ISSS Network

SERVICES PROVIDED / RESOURCES
What are the services available at
this center?
Primary Health / Medicine

Yes

No

Yes

Laboratory

X

X

Radio-diagnosis

X
X

X

Pediatric

X

Ambulance Services
Eye health care

Dental

X

Immunizations (children)

Triage
Minor surgery

X
X

No

X

Obstetric

X

Yes

Trauma / Emergencies

X
X

Topic

No

X

Mental health
Maternal and child health
Pharmacy

X

Internment
Education / Campaigns

X
X

Others?

X
X

Services given (detail questions)
Programs / projects that coordinate preventive health?

Answer
___ Work in all primary care programs


By the government or in conjunction with other ___ Five-year plan of the institution
organizations?
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Sources of resources for these?

Health promoters / community agents?


What locations? Beneficiaries?



How often does training take place?



Topics / Programs?

No, they don’t have.

Keep (epidemiological) disease monitoring?


Compulsory notification diseases or n (CND)?



Explain process?

Health statistics collected in the center?
- How are they collected, organized and where are they
reported?
- Limitations / problems at your school level?

[CND includes: Scabies; chickenpox; Dengue fever; Rage; Epidemic conjunctivitis; Cutaneous
leishmaniasis; gonorrhea; Viral hepatitis; Malaria vivax; Condylomata acuminata; Pulmonary
TB; Pesticide
intoxication;
Acquired
syphilis; Malaria
falciparum; AIDS; Epidemic
parotiditis; Leptospirosis; Soft chancre; Bacterial food intoxication; pediculosis; Hemorrhagic
dengue; Bacterial
meningitis; Chagas Venereal
lymphogranuloma; Viral
meningitis; Monocutaneous leishmaniasis; Toxoplasmosis; Congenital syphilis]
___Yes
___ Are reported to the national health system to continue monitoring.

___Yes
___ They are reported to the national health system and also reported to the statistical
system of our institution
___ No, there are no limitations

* [If the center / post office has a pharmacy / drug store]


Who pays for drugs?


There are other drug store / pharmacies in
populated center (another establishment / health center)?

The institution
__ No, the unit doesn’t have any other dispatch
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In the past year were there problems with medicines or
vaccines shortage?


What medicines / vaccines?

__No, there were no shortages
__None

What types of emergencies are handled at this center?
_ Emergencies of green, yellow, red, and red codes are taken to the regional hospital in

Describe protocols to respond to an emergency? (i.e. the Department of Santa Ana
ambulance, hospital care, trauma, coordination with police)
Are there cases when required to transfer a patient to a
hospital?


To which hospital is transferred?

□ Yes x □ No
__ Yes, they are transferred to the regional hospital in the Department of Santa Ana

__ No, there is no difficulty Shuttle

Is there any difficulty / barrier in transporting __ 230 transfers
the patient being transferred?

In the last year, how many transfers were made
from the center?
Administration
What is the main source of funding for the center?
Staff working in the establishment?

Answers
The discounts of the insured of the country
[Insert number of staff]
Doctor __13___
Nurse __14___
Dentist __2__
Obstetrician __3__

Pharmacy Technician __5_
Radiographer __0__
Administrative __7__
Laboratory __0__
Other 35

Did the staff receive courses or training workshops during the
□ Yes X □ No
past year?
___ Management courses and human development
What topics?
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Are there gaps in human resources in the center? Explain
__There are no gaps


Training or training of personnel? How often?

In the last year, there were changes in the staff in the center?

Infrastructure and Equipment / Machines
Infrastructure
[Comments / Observations - State of rooms / offices?]
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Equipment
[Comments / Observations equipment?]__________________________________________
___________________________________________

Ambulance
[Group responsible for the ambulance; financing; Ambulance
status; Year of the vehicle]

□ Yes X □ No
New staff: ___1____
Staff dismissed ___0____
Answers / Comments
1_ □ Waiting Room X
2_ □ Reception X
3_ □ Office X
4_ □ Bath X
5_ □ Delivery Room
6_ □ Laboratory
7_ □ Immunization Room
8_ □ Drug store / pharmacy X
9_ □ Delivery house / mother's house

1_ □ Waiting Chairs X
2_ □ Stretcher X
3_ □ Scale X
4_ □ StadiometerX
5_ □ Gynecological instrument X
6_ □ Tension X
7_ □ Sterilization Oven _ X
8_ □ Refrigerator X
9_ □ Oxygen tank

□ Yes X □ No
__ Institutional
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Continuous water service?

□ Yes X □ No
1_ □ Public Network X
2_ □ Public use pylon
3_ □ Dwell
4_ □ River, sluice, spring
□ Other

Hygienic service
□ Yes X □ No
1_ □ Public network drain X
2_ □ Cesspit, latrines
3_ □ Septic tank
4_ □ River irrigation ditch or canal
□ Other
Other services
Electricity □ Yes X □ No
Internet □ Yes X □ No
Phone (cellular, fixed) □ Yes x □ No
Radio □ Yes X □ No

Are there medical equipment or machines that are old or do
not work?

□ Yes □ No X
List of machines and equipment: None

PATIENTS
An estimate, how many patients are being treated at this center?

What is the trend in recent years (increasing, reducing,
the same)?


_6223__ Patients per month
74679__ patients per year
__Has increased
__Changes in climate and seasons of winter and summer.

The reasons for changes?
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How many people with a disability are in the center?

You can explain the actions taken in this center to serve
this population or n?

In your opinion, what are the main barriers for communities to access
health services?


___ We do not have reliable data, we do not keep track of this kind of
attention
___ We do not have

Others? Must be a person with formal employment and be subject to ISSS
discount

Cost of services ____


Transport / distance (cost or lack of means of
transport) ___ X ___


Lack of insurance __ X ___



Capacity health services ___



Lack of doctors or nurses ____

Insurance
What proportion of the population receiving medical attention here has
insurance?


Type of insurance?



Do the uninsured pay for services? Medications?

___ We don’t know
___ We don’t know
___ We don’t know
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Where the practice of traditional medicine?


Who provides the service?

___We do not know
___We do not know, people tend to hide information for fear
___We don’t know
___No


Are there particular diseases or circumstances when
populations prefer traditional medicine to other types of
medicine?


Why?


There is coordination between traditional medicine
practitioners with establishments / health centers?

CAUSES OF MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY
Questions

Comments

What are the most common causes of mortality or death in the [municipality
/ community]?
___We have no records of mortality

Which groups have higher risk of suffering these
conditions? Or in this context what groups could be considered as
the more vulnerable to these conditions?
[Request statistics / data if accessible]

What are the diseases / most common injury (causes of morbidity) in
the [municipality / community]?

___We don’t know

[If it was not mentioned in the previous question - verify with the informant
which of the following diseases are common

7
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There have been different trends or patterns of diseases /
injuries in the past few years? Increased / reduced?
_____________________________________________

Does it affect certain groups of the population in a different
way than others? How?

Children and older adults
[Get statistics or reports if there is / are accessible]



1_ Malaria / Malaria ___



2 _Dengue ____



3_Yellow Fever ____



4_ Leishmaniosis ____



5_ Hepatitis ____



6_ Gastrointestinal diseases (Parasites) ____



7_ Sexually transmitted diseases (HIV / AIDS, syphilis,

human papilloma virus, gonorrhea) _____

8_ Respiratory diseases (TB, influenza, acute
respiratory infections, asthma)______

Total incidence rate of traffic accidents in its area? Has it increased /
decreased in the last 5 or 10 years?
Boat Accidents?



9_ Malnutrition___



10_ Traffic accident / other wounds - Cause? ____



11_ Mental health (depression / suicide) ____



12_ Acute respiratory illnesses ___



13_ Chikungunya _ X __



14_Diarrhea + GBA _ X __



15_ Amoebiasis __ X __



16_ Bruises __ X __



17_ Urinary infections __ X __



18_ Bacterial Conjunctivitis__ X __



19_ Injury__ X __



20_ Lumbago __ X __



21_ Irritable bowel syndrome __X__



22_ Respiratory __X__

___ They have increased
___ There are none in the area

8
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In your opinion, which factors / risks more influence on health in the
population in its coverage area? Just mention one or two topics below if they
have difficulty, and ask for explanations















1_ Quality of roads / traffic / accidents ____
2_ Lack of economic resources __X __
3_ Lack of access to health services ____
4_ Lack of food _____
5_ Teenage pregnancy _____
6_Quality of health services ____
7_ Costs of medical attention; medicines _____
8_ Immigration in the region (increase in diseases, social risks) X
9_ Violence ___ X ___
10_ Substance abuse (alcohol / drugs / snuff)__ X ___
11_ Lack of access to potable water / unsanitary conditions __X __
12_ Lack of vaccines _____
13_ Environmental pollution __ X ___

There have been outbreaks of infectious diseases in the (district /
community) over the years?


What diseases? Which were were the causes?



What plans / programs are there to control outbreaks?

___ No
___ Institution plans are activated according to the needs

9
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HEALTH AND SAFETY CONCERNS
Questions
Comments
1.
According to the current situation of health in the area of
coverage, which health conditions / diseases do you consider to
be the most important in the next 5-10 years?
2.
You have questions or concerns regarding health issues
and safety associated with the development of the project?

___Doesn’t know
___Doesn’t know the project

10
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Key Informant Guide for Health - Iris de Figueroa, Secretary of the Director of the Health
Unit of Ahuachapan.
1. How many years have you practiced medicine in this community?
2 years of practice in this Health Unit
 From what year does this establishment exist, health clinic?
Since the year 1980
 How many people work here?
There are 145 employees
2. What communities / hamlets do you serve from here?
To the whole municipality
 Could you tell me the longest distance that patients travel to receive care?
30 kilometers
 Can you name other communities where patients come from?
From different places and municipalities and all the people who demand the
service.
3. What health problems are most common in the community?


1- Skin infections_______



2- Diarrheal diseases / stomach problems __X__



3- Respiratory diseases_ X__



4- Malnutrition ____________________



5- Complications of labor __________________



6- Traffic accidents/ Other Accidents__________________



Other? Headaches
 Have these problems increased or decreased in recent years?
They have been increased by the climate changes that are generated.
 Are there variations of these problems depending on the season of the year? That
is, how do health problems change in relation to the season?
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Variations or changes are respiratory diseases, dengue, chickungunya, zika
4. In your opinion, what are the factors that influence or increase the risks of poor health in
the community? Please explain.


1-Lack of economic resources (poverty / vulnerability) _X__



2-Lack of access to health services



3-Limited quality of health services ____



4-Because of the cost of health services; medicine or transportation



5-Malnutrition ___



6-Migration of the population in the region _X__



7-Violence ____



8-Abuse of narcotics (alcohol, drugs, tobacco) ___



9-Lack of access or problems with sources of drinking water / lack of sanitation____



10-Conditions of the street network / traffic / accidents __ X__



11-Environmental pollution (water, air, soil) -provide explanation ____

 Have these factors changed dramatically in recent years? If yes, please explain the
causes.
Deforestation and its causes
 Are there people who are more susceptible or more vulnerable to health problems?
Explain (i.e. disabled persons, elderly, etc.)
Children and the elderly
 What are the most important sources of protein for households in this area?
Is one source more important than another?
Chicken for being cheaper.
5. Has your community been affected by some natural disasters in recent years?
 1- Hurricanes ___
 2- Flood ____
 3- Landslides ___
 4- Sequias __X___
 5- Forest Fires___
 Other?_____

 If so, what were the impacts?
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The impacts were minimal and we have no records of them
6. Do you consider your community vulnerable to natural disasters? Please explain.
Floods, but they are minimal
 Do you consider your community well prepared to respond to natural disasters?
Why? Why not?
There are trained personnel and therefore there is capacity of response.
7. When someone in the community is sick, what is the primary access point for care? To get
medicine?
It depends on the area, if there is an ECOSFB (Basic Family Health Community Facility) is
taken care there, if not the patient is transferred to the Health Unit, and this to the
hospital if necessary.
 Are there any challenges to obtaining medical goods and services and/or
medicines? Please explain
There is a basic supply of drugs to provide different levels of care.
 Distance to the nearest health center, quality of care / resources of the center,
hours of operation, etc.)
100 meters is the closest distance
8. In your opinion, have you noticed any changes in the quality of life in your community in
the last 5 years? Has it increased or decreased?
The population maintains a good standard of living.
 What are the causes of the changes? (i.e. changes in population, economic
opportunities, environmental quality)
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
9. Do you or the community have any concerns about the potential health or safety impacts
associated with the development of the project? Please explain.
I cannot say, I don’t know about the project, nor do I hear comments from people who
care.
10. Can you explain if traditional medicine is used and how is used in the community?
Do not know if there is practice
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(Ask for explanations about: the existence of practitioners / healers vs. self-care, herbs /
plants used, types of diseases treated, and when and/or for which diseases ministry
health services are used, list each of the plants mentioned and their uses.)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Key Informant Guide for Health – Luis Ernesto Muños Canizales, Director of the Health Unit
of Social Security Ahuachapan.
1. How many years have you practiced medicine in this community?
6 years
 From what year does this establishment exist, health clinic?
Since may 1979
 How many people work here?
There are 79 employees
2. What communities / hamlets do you serve from here?
Municipalities of Ahuachapan, Tacuba, Turin, Ataco and emergencies of the population
of any place of the country.
 Could you tell me the longest distance that patients travel to receive care?
30 kilometers the furthest patient.
 Can you name other communities where patients come from?
Tacuba, Amayo, Ahuachapan, Rio Frio.
3. What health problems are most common in the community?








1- Skin infections___X____
2- Diarrheal diseases / stomach problems ____
3- Respiratory diseases_ X__
4- Malnutrition ____________________
5- Complications of labor __________________
6- Traffic accidents/ Other Accidents______X________
Other? __________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
 Have these problems increased or decreased in recent years?
They have been increased by the climate changes and the increase of the
population and the vehicles.
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 Are there variations of these problems depending on the season of the year? That
is, how do health problems change in relation to the season?
Yes, it’s controlled according to the summer and winter season.
4. In your opinion, what are the factors that influence or increase the risks of poor health in
the community? Please explain.
 1-Lack of economic resources (poverty / vulnerability) ___
 2-Lack of access to health services ____
 3-Limited quality of health services ____
 4-Because of the cost of health services; medicine or transportation __X__
 5-Malnutrition ___
 6-Migration of the population in the region __X__
 7-Violence __X__
 8-Abuse of narcotics (alcohol, drugs, tobacco) __X__
 9-Lack of access or problems with sources of drinking water / lack of sanitation _X_
 10-Conditions of the street network / traffic / accidents ____
 11-Environmental pollution (water, air, soil) -provide explanation __X__
 Have these factors changed dramatically in recent years? If yes, please explain the
causes.
Yes, because of the migration of the population, there are forced settlements that
don’t comply with health requirements to live.
 Are there people who are more susceptible or more vulnerable to health problems?
Explain (eg disabled persons, elderly, etc.)
Yes, specially the elderly with problems.
 What are the most important sources of protein for households in this area?
Is one source more important than another?
Chicken is more accessible to the population.
5. Has your community been affected by some natural disasters in recent years?
 1- Hurricanes ___
 2- Flood __X__
 3- Landslides _X__
 4- Sequias _____
 5- Forest Fires___
 Other?_During the E12 storm____
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 If so, what were the impacts?
Floods because of the E12 Storm.
6. Do you consider your community vulnerable to natural disasters? Please explain.
Yes, to landslides and floods.
 Do you consider your community well prepared to respond to natural disasters?
Why? Why not?
No, people is apathetic to participate in preventive activities.
7. When someone in the community is sick, what is the primary access point for care? To get
medicine?
8.
If he/she has insurance, it is attended. If not, the national health system will be the one
who gives them the appropriate attention.
 Are there any challenges to obtaining medical goods and services and/or
medicines? Please explain
There is a basic supply of drugs to provide different levels of care.
 Distance to the nearest health center, quality of care / resources of the center,
hours of operation, etc.)
The greatest distance is 30 kilometer and the lesser is 100 meters
9. In your opinion, have you noticed any changes in the quality of life in your community in
the last 5 years? Has it increased or decreased?
Yes, the quality of life of the insured has increased.
 What are the causes of the changes? (i.e. changes in population, economic
opportunities, environmental quality)
Greater increase in health indexes.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
10. Do you or the community have any concerns about the potential health or safety impacts
associated with the development of the project? Please explain.
I don’t know about the project.
Can you explain if traditional medicine is used and how is used in the community?
I don’t know if it’s practiced
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(Ask for explanations about: the existence of practitioners / healers vs. self-care, herbs /
plants used, types of diseases treated, and when and/or for which diseases ministry
health services are used, list each of the plants mentioned and their uses.)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Key Informant Guide on Infrastructure and Public Services - María Olivia
Pérez, head of Cadastre, Town Hall, Santo Domingo de Guzman
1. What is the infrastructure and public services responsibility of your organization? What
is your mandate?
Public lighting, municipal cleaning and drinking water and maintenance

2. Has the community / hamlet:
• 1_ Drinking water X
• 2_Sanitation X
• 3_Electricity X
➢ If yes, how do these systems work?
In the urban area under municipal administration and in the rural are water joints, energy is
provided by CLESA, the town hall is in charge of the sanitation in the municipality
➢ If yes, what percentage of households are covered?
In the urban area, 100% has access to water,. In the rural area, 90% has domestic water,.
Urban sanitation is covered 100% by the town hall. All of the families in the urban area have
electricity.
➢ If not, what sources do households use for water, sanitation, and energy?
Families are provided by slopes and rivers. For sanitation outside of the urban area, the
town hall goes by once a month, other families bury the garbage or burn it, in lack of energy
they are lit with candles

3. What type of infrastructure exists in the community / hamlet?
• 1_Paved road___ X____
• 2_Paved drainage canals ___ X____
• 3_Sewages__________
• 4_ Public transport___ X__
• 5_Parks and public spaces ____ X____
• 6_Celular network, who are the providers: Tigo, Digicel, Claro, Movistar
➢ What is the quality / reliability of these? Who is in charge of maintenance?
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The municipality guarantees the maintenance and in according to the agreements with the
MOP, the communication services the owner companies guarantee it

4. Are there populations in the community that are not covered by water services?
The communities in general have domestic water, there are few families who do not directly
have the water to their home but have very close access
What are your water sources? (Water committee, other water source)
It is taken from the slopes and water is taken by gravity, also has underground water and
rivers

5. What is the main water source for this community /hamlet?
They are subterranean, located in the canton El Caulote and springs where the communities
are provided.

6. How has access to public services and infrastructure changed over the last few years?
➢ Have there been any changes to the population?
Yes, changes were made to larger diameter pipes and tank construction so that more
families have access to domestic water
➢ Has there been new investment in public services and infrastructure?
The investment is to improve access to potable water, greater pumping, tank and pipe
changes
➢ What are the challenges of maintaining or creating new infrastructure in this community
/ hamlet?
Implement grey water management

7. Are there priorities in the community about infrastructure development in the near
future? Are there plans to address them?
Only in the maintenance of existing small programs
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Key Informant Guide on Infrastructure and Public Services – Edwin
Alfonzo Olivares Mancia, Municipal Services Administrator, Town Hall of
San Pedro Puxtla

1. What is the infrastructure and public services responsibility of your organization? What
is your mandate?
Maintenance and execution of infrastructure.

2. Has the community / hamlet:
• 1_ Drinking water X
• 2_Sanitation X
• 3_Electricity X
➢ If yes, how do these systems work?
Potable water is administered by ANDA, electricity is served by CLESA and sanitation is
supplied by the town hall.
➢ If yes, what percentage of households are covered?
97% has household water in the urban area, in the rural area 37% has water supplied buy
the water joints, 95% in the urban area have electricity and 75% in the rural area, 100% of the
families in the urban area have sanitation, in the rural area once a month.
➢ If not, what sources do households use for water, sanitation, and energy?
Few families don’t have household water, but its accessible to them, the families that don’t
have electricity use candles. In the rural area families throw garbage to the field or they bury
it.

3. What type of infrastructure exists in the community / hamlet?
• 1_Paved road___ X____
• 2_Paved drainage canals ___ X____
• 3_Sewages__________
• 4_ Public transport___ X__
• 5_Parks and public spaces ____ X____
• 6_Celular network, who are the providers: Tigo, Digicel, Claro, Movistar
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➢ What is the quality / reliability of these? Who is in charge of maintenance?
The town hall guarantees the services, the rest is guaranteed by the companies responsible
of the service.

4. Are there populations in the community that are not covered by water services?
Families without household water are few in the urban area but they have close access,
wateter in the rural area they stock up from rivers and springs.

 What are your water sources? (Water committee, other water source)
There are different rivers, one of them is the Texispulco.

5. What is the main water source for this community /hamlet?
Underground water and springs.

6. How has access to public services and infrastructure changed over the last few years?
➢ Have there been any changes to the population?
The access to water for the families has increased, the electricity coverage is increasing.
➢ Has there been new investment in public services and infrastructure?
Yes, in household water services and electricity and access to paths to different areas of the
municipality and access to touristic areas.
➢ What are the challenges of maintaining or creating new infrastructure in this community
/ hamlet?
Have a green and productive municipality, for it we’ve started executing plans.

7. Are there priorities in the community about infrastructure development in the near
future? Are there plans to address them?
Yes, in the economic and agriculture with the goal of having a green and productive
municipality.
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San Pedro Puxtla - Moises Bonilla, Infrastructure, Engineer Jesús Romero – Head of
Projects, Environment in Projects Comision. Key Informant Guide on Infrastructure
and Public Services.
1. What is the infrastructure and public services responsibility of your organization?
Roads, 10 schools, 6 municipal courts (soccer) (Guachipilin 2, 3, 4, 5), ditches, walls, signage,
passable road all year 80%. 6 cantons, 37 villages, about 10,000 inhabitants (2010 census was
7,800), 1500 urban.
2. What is your mandate? Green and Productive Municipality (42km2)
Corduguatec (500-800 users) 1500 Lack of water- ANDA-> Guaymango / San Pedro Puxtla
1 Water board (chlorine water treatment)
3. Has the community / hamlet:
• Drinking water - Yes, poorly managed in urban area (by ANDA and a Water
Board). The water is treated with chlorine.
• Sanitation - no sewage (many latrines, “aboneras” and no septic tanks in urban
areas).
• Electricity - Yes.

➢ If yes, how do these systems work?
➢ Drinking water is poorly managed, and despite having large sources, there is shortage in
service.
➢ Electricity is distributed by national network, although there is nonconformity for tariffs
and supplies sometimes. In general, if there is no electrical connection is due to lack of
resources.
➢ If yes, what percentage of households are covered?
➢ Electricity 67% rural => 97% urban
➢ Water almost 100% in urban area. In rural areas it depends more on wells than on
centralized supply network.
➢ If not, what sources do households use for water, sanitation, and energy?
➢ Rural households use latrines (or less under precarious conditions), wells or fountains up
to 3-5km from the dwelling itself. Instead of electricity, traditional methods such as candles,
firewood are used; Batteries for radio transmitters.
4. What kind of infrastructure exists in the community / hamlet?
There are energy-saving lamps, although previously there were mercury lamps (lasting
longer) and a cost-benefit analysis is now being considered
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• Paved road and paved access between Santo Domingo and Apaneca (9.7km)
with sidewalk, gutter and signposting
• Paved drainage canals
• Sewers
• Public transportation - Yes, in a limited network, primarily connecting with
Sonsonate.
• Parks and public spaces. Yes and soccer fields
• Cellular network, who are the suppliers - all (Tigo, Movistar, Claro, Telcel)
➢ What is the quality / reliability of these? Who is in charge of maintenance?
➢ Public transport is private, as well as mobile telephone networks.

5. Are there populations in the community that are not covered by water services?
➢ What are your water sources => wells, rivers.

6. What is the main water source for this community / hamlet? Guaymango River and
wells, in addition to surface waters, (including nearby aquifer outcrops).

7. How has access to public services and infrastructure changed over the last few years?
➢ Have there been any changes to the population? Increase of almost 20% in the last 8 years.
➢ Has there been new investment in public services and infrastructure? Yes, development is
slow but steady over the years, following population growth and development of new
housing and access roads.
➢ What are the challenges of maintaining or creating new infrastructure in this community
/ hamlet? Budget, Access.

8. Are there community priorities for infrastructure development in the near future?
Paving of communication route between neighboring municipalities, improvements in
the potable water system, Are there plans to address them?
Reforestation is intended to plant 10,000 trees in watersheds and water sources to contribute
to its preservation and protection.
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Agricultural packages from 400-500 to 200 currently Radio program

Two Councilmen. Coastal Croaces- New Gardens- Lotification wind blew a cable in place
where it was populated. Syndic _> Municipal Council UATM Environment, Dept Projects
Meeting with technical team
Sonsonate Social Projection Jaqueline Pastore 2469-3246 -> Talking to the Mayor Tuesday /
Thursday 8am
Dept of Projects
Management -> Development Plan
Environmental - Mario Marquez
Santo Domingo de Guzman - Gerardo Cuellar
Planning Manuel Vasquez - 2420-6009
Nahuablantes Submit Project - Wind
"Indigenous Mentality"
Manage -> Council Development Plan? Another dependency.
San Pedro Puxtla - Lic. Carlos Cabrera
Alcaldiamunicipal.sanpedropuxtla@yahoo.es
Baking Unit - Gamanielo
Edwin Olivares
Sonsonate José Roberto Aquino Mayor _Carta S
Osmin Antonio Guzmán Tigre - Mayor by 9 terms (3/1/2016)
Tourism - Work Quezalapa Monte Sagrado San Ramoncito Quezalapa Street MARN
Cordillera (3/2/16) Migratory Birds Salaverry Himalaya San Ramoncito Borja Rafael Silva
First community that plays Monte Sarado 45 families Quezalapa 44 families San Ramoncito
12-13 families Saltillal 10 families Highly Coffee shop biosphere office 11 linked
municipalities
Osbaldo Nagera 7697 2105
Walter Cardona 7396-2698
UNES Angel Ibarra Ricardo Navarro CIESTA
Fundesiran
FIAES – Environment
Ahuachapán – Lic. Mayor Abilio Flores
Claudia López Social Promotionl -2443-0082 – 029
2487-4800
alcaldia_ahuachapan@hotmail.com
1 Environmental NGO
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Coffee (Tourism?) Owners support
Tree cut-down
Reserve of the biosphere
FISDL? How often
Caritas – Santa Ana, coffee, cocoa, plantain. CLUSA (¿)-> cocoa, sapote, loquat, organic
orange, CRS CENTA (Nothing to see) UNES (Guaymango but now only in San Salvador),
organic FUNDECIRAN, women credit organization, young entrepreneurs, productive 12
years in SPP, composting plant - > Fertilizer in nursery
Trash is processed 1 ½ - 2 ton daily
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Key Informant Guide on Instrastructure and Public Services - Luis Alfonso
Castillo, In charge of Environmental Unit, Town Hall of Ahuachapán
1. What is the infrastructure and public services responsibility of your organization? What is
your mandate?
Maintenance and execution of road infrastructure, solid waste and electricity.

2. Has the community / farm system:
• 1_ Drinking water X
• 2_Sanitation X
• 3_Electricity X
➢ If yes, how do these systems work?
The water is administered by the Water and Sewerage Administration (ANDA), in the
urban area, in the rural by the water board.
➢ If yes, what percentage of households are covered?
76% of the population has water in the urban, in the rural 75% has water and is
administered by water boards, Environmental sanitation: 90% to 95% have it in the urban
area, in the rural 6%. Electricity: 80% of the municipality has in their homes
➢ If not, what sources do households use for water, sanitation, and energy?
The slopes and rivers provide water, pit services are used to defecate. In the rural area,
garbage is burned, buried or thrown to the ground. They light up with candles and lamps

3. What type of infrastructure exists in the community / farm?
• 1_Paved road__ X_____
• 2_Paved drainage canals___ X____
• 3_Sewage__X___
• 4_Public transport ___ X__
• 5_Parks and public spaces ____ X____
• 6_ Cellular network, who are the providers: Claro, Tigo, Telefonica, Digicel

➢ What is the quality / reliability of these? Who is in charge of maintenance?
The municipality holds and executes and is responsible for the data with its suppliers
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4. Are there populations in the community that are not covered by water services?
There are communities without services in the rural area and in the urban area because they
are illegal communities
➢ What are your water sources? (Water committee, other water source)

Underground water and water sources for the urban area, for the rural water boards for
administration are legalized.

5. What is the main water source for this community / hamlet?
Underground water administered by ANDA

6. How has access to public services and infrastructure changed over the last few years?
➢ Have there been any changes to the population?
Land tenure has allowed changes to the household services of families

➢ Has there been new investment in public services and infrastructure?
There is investment in public services, drilling wells (in San Lazaro) different
communities are supported in the introduction of household water

➢ What are the challenges of maintaining or creating new infrastructure in this
community / hamlet?
The current administration is committed to the construction of infrastructure for the
prevention of violence.

7. Are there priorities in the community about infrastructure development in the near
future? Are there plans to address them?
There is priority to cover all the social, economic and environmental services that the
communities require.
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Key Informant guide on Agriculture - Lucas Cortez, In charge of
Environment and Civil Protection, Town Hall of Santo Domingo de
Guzmán
1. What types of agriculture is practiced in this community (crop / livestock types, large /
small scale)?
Corn, maize, beans, all on a small scale
2. How many people in the community are directly involved in agricultural activities?
 Estimated percentage of population
1,282 people are dedicated to the crops mentioned, according to own records of the
mayor's office
 Are there demographic groups that participate more than others in specific
agricultural activities?
Generally, they are adult men, few young people are integrated to working on the crop,
this leaves outside a generational relay in agriculture.
 To what extent and capacity do women participate?
The number is quite small both in the urban area and in the rural area, we do not have it
in terms of percentage how much would it represent, but the same as youth, the female
gender is lesser than the male.
 How has the sector changed in recent years?
Agriculture has declined in the municipality, for various social and economic reasons
3. How much product is for domestic consumption and how much for sale?
The crop is small scale and production is mostly for family consumption, sales are made by
a necessity.
 Is cattle the primary source of protein in the community?
i.

How many days of the week do the meat eat?
Livestock is in like the third place in food, is eaten once a week.

 To what market do they carry the product?
What days?
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Maize and corn are taken on Saturdays, to the village for sale, in small quantities
Is it profitable to take the product there?
It is not profitable but it’s the only place to sell, without paying transportation
What is the product most sold in that market?
Corn and Maize
4. What is the primary source of water that farmers use?
The rivers of the municipality such as Tepechapa, La Barranca, Aragan rivers, Frio river.
 Are these sources available year-round?
Yes, we have water all year round
 If not, what are the sources they also use for water?
They have no other sources, would be the water that families have in their homes
 In what months / seasons are the water resources scarcer?
In the month of February and March they decrease their flow, until the arrival of
winter.
 How has water availability changed in recent years?
The sources have declined in recent years, due to changes in winter and summer
seasons.

5. What are the problems for the sector? Is there any specific problem in this area?
Pests such as yellow aphid, worm-eaters and droughts.
6. Is there commercial agriculture on a large scale in this area?
It is little because of the pests, this is why the farmers are investing in large areas
If so, what is the main crop and the size of the operation?
Maize, beans, corn, are grown for dual purpose, for consumption and food of animals,
cattle or poultry.
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7. Is coffee a relevant crop in the area?
No, coffee is not grown in the area
Ask for specific information on the most important crops,
Maize, beans, corn, for agricultural crops of family consumption
Planting Periods
May - August, August - November
Harvest
August November
Labor used: The family is responsible for harvesting.

Involvement of the community, there are no crops that involve the community, it is
family farming
Problems of the sector, etc. The lack of land to cultivate, the prices of the supplies and
the pests and without a real technical assistance for all.
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Key Informant Guide on Agriculture - Eligio Ruperto Ramírez, President of
ADESCO El Salto canton El Caulote, Santo Domingo de Guzmán
1. What types of agriculture is practiced in this community (crop / livestock types, large /
small scale)?
Peppers, tomato, cucumber, beans, corn and “castilla”.
2. How many people in the community are directly involved in agricultural activities?
 Estimated percentage of population
The people involved are 44
 Are there demographic groups that participate more than others in specific
agricultural activities?
Adults and older adults are those who cultivate are those who cultivate the aforementioned
 To what extent and capacity do women participate?
There are 10 women who are engaged in cultivation, adults and older adults
 How has the sector changed in recent years?
The number of producers and production decreased.
3. How much product is for domestic consumption and how much for sale?
2% of production is for consumption, the rest is for sale
 Is cattle the primary source of protein in the community?
i.

How many days of the week do they eat meat?
They only eat meat once a week, is very expensive for our economic capacity

 To what market do they carry the product?
Sold in Santo Domingo every day
Is it profitable to take the product there?
Yes, it’s profitable for the sale of our crops, for the proximity and the transport is easy
What is the product most sold in that market?
Peppers, beans, blackberry, hard squash, tomato, cucumber, chipilin
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4. What is the primary source of water that farmers use?
No cattle are raised in the canton.
➢Are these sources available year-round?
The sources for the crops are Rivers, El Salto, Tepechame, these have water all
year round and is used as drinking water and irrigation.
➢If not, what are the sources they also use for water?
These are the only sources for the crops.
➢In what months / seasons are the water resources scarcer?
November and December
➢How has water availability changed in recent years?
Its flow has greatly diminished, due to the changes in climate recorded

5. What are the problems for the sector? Is there any specific problem in this area?
Care and maintenance of water sources and irrigation systems

6. Is there commercial agriculture on a large scale in this area?
No large-scale crops, only small-scale crops
If so, what is the main crop and the size of the operation?
There is no cultivation on a large scale

7. Is coffee a relevant crop in the area?
No, coffee is not cultivated in the area

Ask for specific information on the most important crops,
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Peppers, tomato, bean, corn, are the crops of importance for the area and the association
Planting Periods
January - February, November - December, December - January
Harvest
February - March, November-December, December-January
Labor used, hire people to prepare the land
Involvement of the community, No, Individual work
Problems of the sector, etc. Pests such as dry leg, mite, white fly, palm weevil.
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Key Informant Guide on Agriculture - Walter Santillana, Administrative
Assistant, Foundation for the Socioeconomic Development and
Environmental Restoration (FUNDESYRAM), San Pedro Puxtla
1. What types of agriculture are practicing in this community (crop / livestock types, large
/ small scale)?
Organic Agriculture
2. How many people in the community are directly involved in agricultural activities?
With 300 people working in the area of the municipality, adult women are the majority,
have greater participation with capacity and leadership, youth use is minimal of both
sexes
 Are there demographic groups that participate more than others in specific
agricultural activities?
Adults and older adults are those who cultivate and show greater interest
 To what extent and capacity do women participate?
A good number of women with capacity and leadership, for the cultivation, young
women do not have presence or participation
 How has the sector changed in recent years?
Organic production is on the rise and women have become more involved in this
type of crop
3. How much product is for domestic consumption and how much for sale?
20% is for family consumption, the rest of the production is for sale
 Is cattle the primary source of protein in the community?
I.

How many days of the week do they eat meat?

The community has consumption of livestock products, milk, cream, cheese,
meat is only consumed on the weekend
➢ To which market do they carry the product?
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No established market, no established days, sold in different ways in the
municipality
Is it profitable to take the product there?
It is economical, no transportation is paid, it’s the families of the municipality
that consume it.
What is the product most sold in that market?
Tomato, green bell pepper, cucumber, are products of daily consumption
4. What is the primary source of water that farmers use?
The Sihuapan river is the one used as source for their crops
 Are these sources available year-round?
It has water all year round and allows them to have more than one crop per year.
 If not, what are the sources they also use for water?
It is the only one that has water all year round
 In what months / seasons are the water resources scarcer?
From January to April it decreases its flow but maintains water all year round
 How has water availability changed in recent years?
It has reduced its flow because there is no way to manage the water of the river and
there’s no work to recover the area.
5. What are the problems for the sector? Is there any specific problem in this area?
The poor condition of the land by the use of agrochemicals and deforestation
6. Is there commercial agriculture on a large scale in this area?
There is a lot of capacity in the municipality but they do not know the amounts
If so, what is the main crop and the size of the operation?
Don’t know, the people of the association don’t know about the crops
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7. Is coffee a relevant crop in the area?
Coffee decreased production because of the problem of rust, coffee production has
decreased in the area.
Ask for specific information on the most important crops,
Corn, maize, beans
Planting Periods
May - October, August - November,
Harvest
June - September, September - December,
Labor used, each family group grows does not hire labor
Involvement of the community, No the institution has its technicians that work with the
families and is each attended with their crops
Problems of the sector, etc. The plagues and the condition of the land
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Key Informant Guide for Tourism - Matilde Antonia Ramírez, Coordinator
at Casa de la Cultura, Santo Domingo de Guzmán
1.

Please describe the type of tourists coming to this area.
Cultural and holiday tourism
➢ How many tourists visit each year?
4000 tourists received each year
➢ Has this number changed in recent years?
When there is no cultural activity and there are no long vacations
➢ What is the percentage of foreigners in relation to national tourism?
50% are foreigners
➢ Where are the foreign tourists from? What are the countries of origin?
United States, Mexico, Spain, Sweden, Netherlands
➢ How much time do they usually stay (estimate length of visit)?
They usually stay 8 days
➢ Has this profile changed in recent years?
The type of tourists that visit us and the objective is still the same

2. What are the main destinations and attractions in this community for tourists?
The Escuco and Tepechape Cascades, the Enchanted Pool (Poza Encantada) and the
Natural Arch.
➢ Has it changed in recent years? In which way (s)?
Improved infrastructure and access to tourist attractions
And for which reasons?
Invest for the Tourist Attraction
Are services and hotels sufficient in number and quality to meet the demand?
There are no restaurants to serve, nor hotels to accommodate tourists
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3. What are the busiest times for tourism?
➢ What determines the seasons of greatest and least activity? (i.e. cultural festivals,
natural phenomena, holidays, holidays)
Greater Activity
6 of January day of the Three Kings, Las Mascaradas (The Masquerades), August
for San Salvador patron saint holiday
Lesser Activity
When there is no cultural activity and employees do not have long vacations
4. How has the tourism sector developed or changed in the community in recent years? (i.e. has
progressed, is the same, has deteriorated). Please elaborate.
Has progressed, the municipality has more tourist activity
5. Is the development of the tourism industry considered a top priority in the community?
If it is a priority for the municipality, and the house of culture (Casa de la Cultura) gets very
involved in cultural activities.
➢ What is the vision for the next 5-10 years? (Please request plans and development for
the sector or other relevant documents).
The house of culture has planned to encourage the artists of the municipality of the rural
and urban area, (singing, dance, and a festival of bands)
➢ What are the biggest planning challenges and priorities?
The meeting of artists with different houses of culture
➢ Are there any current threats to the tourism sector in your community?
No, there are no threats to tourists
➢ What resources do you consider necessary to overcome these threats / follow the
priorities?
No threats
6. What percentage of the community participates in tourism activities?
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Yes, it participates but depends on the activity that is carried out
➢ Are there demographic groups that are more involved in these activities?
There is not a difference, everyone participates
➢ To what extent and capacity do women participate?
The majority are women and they lead the activity
➢ How has it changed in the last few years?
Increased participation in numbers and capabilities.
7 How much of the other industries depend on or are affected by tourism in your community?
(i.e. farmers, coffee growers, construction, vendors, etc.)
There are no such problems in the municipality
8 How do you anticipate that the Project could affect tourism in this area?
I do not know the project, could not comment.
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Key Informant Guide on Tourism - Manuel Antonio Vásquez, Head of Social
Projection, Town Hall, Santo Domingo de Guzman
1. Please describe the type of tourists coming to this area.
Cultural and ecological tourism
 How many tourists visit each year?
5,000 tourists are received per year
Has this number changed in recent years?
The increase is not enough, but we are working on infrastructure investment that
allows us to grow tourism.

 What is the percentage of foreigners in relation to national tourism?
90% are locals and 10% are foreign

 Where are the foreign tourists from? What are the countries of origin?
Denmark, Germany, Scotland, United States

 How much time do they usually stay (estimate length of visit)?
Usually a week

 Has this profile changed in recent years?
It’s the same type of tourists who visit us
2. What are the main destinations and attractions in this community for tourists?
El Salto del Escuco, Salto de Tepechame, La Poza Encantada, The Colonial Church, The Natural
Arch, (historic stone cave), The Pottery and The Nahuat Cuna.
 Has it changed in recent years? In which way (s)
Works in maintenance and improvement of the access to the touristic places
And for which reasons
Priority for the tourists, who has better access thus promoting tourism
Are services and hotels sufficient in number and quality to meet demand?
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There are no places to attend the tourists, we are working on proposals from the
municipality
3. What are the busiest times for tourism?
 What determines the seasons of greatest and least activity? (i.e. cultural festivals, natural
phenomena, holidays, holidays)
Greater Activity
Easter, August holidays, Christmas
Lesser Activity
When there is no cultural activity and there are no long vacations
4. How has the tourism sector developed or changed in the community in recent years? (i.e. has
progressed, is the same, has deteriorated). Please explain.
Progress has been made and the population has its benefits, but lack of organization
5. Is the development of the tourism industry considered a top priority in the community?
Yes, a priority for the town and the town hall.
 What is the vision for the next 5-10 years? (Please request plans and development for the
sector or other relevant documents).
The municipality has a characteristic, doesn’t keep a mayor for more than a period (3 years),
mayors change or abandon the proposed projects, inhabitants do have the projection to
improve tourism.
 What are the biggest planning challenges and priorities?
Strengthen the population and give them resources to promote the municipality at a national
level and consolidate it in tourism.
 Are there any current threats to the tourism sector in your community?
No threat to tourists
 What resources do you consider necessary to overcome these threats / follow the priorities?
No threats
6. What percentage of the community participates in tourism activities?
60% of the population participates in cultural and tourist activities
 Are there demographic groups that are more involved in these activities?
 To what extent and capacity do women participate?
They have a lot of participation for its capacity and the integration in the cultural activities
that are developed.
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 How has it changed in the last few years?
Cultural activities are maintained
7. How much of the other industries depend on or are affected by tourism in your community?
(Eg, farmers, coffee growers, construction, vendors, etc.)
No dependency
8. How do you anticipate that the Project could affect tourism in this area?
Do not know the project in depth and cannot give an opinion
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Key Informant Guide on Tourism - Gamaniel Salomón Pérez López, Head of
Social Projection, Town Hall, San Pedro Puxtla
1. Please describe the type of tourists coming to this area.
Cultural (customs and traditions)
 How many tourists visit each year?
There are 1,000 tourists per year

 Has this number changed in recent years?
Is increasing

 What is the percentage of foreigners in relation to national tourism?
90% national and 10% foreign, currently the largest number are nationals and we’re working
to increase the number of foreigners.

 Where are the foreign tourists from? What are the countries of origin?
United States, Canada, Australia

 How long do they usually stay (estimate length of visit)?
Between 15 days to a month

 Has this profile changed in recent years?
It the same profile of the tourist, we works to increase the tourism maintaining its profile
2. What are the main destinations and attractions in this community for tourists?
Mirador de la Cruz, The Pool of the Zapote, The Colonial Church, El Salto de Tequendama
 Has it changed in recent years? In which way (s)
The same sites are maintained but the accesses are improved

 And for what reasons?
The municipality is projected as touristic from the municipality

 Are services and hotels sufficient in number and quality to meet demand?
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There are no restaurants, hostels, hotels for tourists, we seek to project first the increase in
tourism.
3. What are the busiest times for tourism?
 What are the seasons of greatest and least activity? (i.e. cultural festivals, natural
phenomena, holidays, holidays)
Greater Activity
August, Easter week and New Year's Eve
Lesser Activity
The weeks that are not vacation or cultural activity
4. How has the tourism sector developed or changed in the community in recent years? (i.e. has
progressed, is the same, has deteriorated). Please elaborate.
It has a tourism committee promoted by the municipality to project the cultural activities of the
area
5. Is the development of the tourism industry considered a top priority in the community?
Priority is given to tourism by encouraging the municipality and people
 What is the vision for the next 5-10 years? (Please request plans and development for the
sector or other relevant documents).
Having a green and productive municipality in all its areas, the proposals are expected to
improve tourism with its inhabitants

 What are the biggest challenges and priorities?
The strengthening of people, which are the ones that generate the development of the
municipality

 Are there any current threats to the tourism sector in your community?
There are no threats in the sector which allows to boost tourism, this is the strength of its
inhabitants to promote culture.

 What resources do you consider necessary to overcome these threats / follow the priorities?
No threats
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6. What percentage of the community participates in tourism activities?
60% of the community participates in the cultural activities of the municipality
 Are there demographic groups that are more involved in these activities?
There is no difference in participation
 To what extent and capacity do women participate?
The majority are women with their different capacities depending on the cultural activity
that takes place
 How has it changed in the last few years?
They participate more, the elder and young people in the different activities, we are working
to involve people with average age and to relay on to the new generations.
7. How much of the other industries depends on or are affected by tourism in your community?
(i.e., farmers, coffee growers, construction, vendors, etc.)
There is no dependence because the municipality is mostly agricultural on a small scale
8. How do you anticipate that the Project could affect tourism in this area?
It would help communities that have no electricity
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Key Informant Guide on Tourism - Jonathan Menéndez, Head of Unit of
Tourism, Town Hall, Ahuachapán.
1. Please describe the type of tourists coming to this area.
Eco tourism, night tourism
 How many tourists visit them each year?
They are approximately 20,000 tourists

 Has this number changed in recent years?
Yes, there is a significant increase for the various activities budgeted by the city and tourism
institutions

 What is the percentage of foreigners in relation to national tourism?
It has 70% of foreigners and 30% of national tourists

 Where are the foreign tourists from? What are the countries of origin?
France, United States, Australia, Japan, Czech Republic

 How much time do they usually stay (estimate length of visit)?
In general, foreign tourists stay for a month

 Has this profile changed in recent years?
Yes, hotel demand has increased
2. What are the main destinations and attractions in this community for tourists?
Thermal Route, (geothermal power station, Coffee Route, Architectural Route and Historical
Route)
 Has it changed in recent years? In which way (s)
Yes, in the way that is being done by the municipality, projects that attract different types of
tourists.
 And for which reasons?
The investment of private companies in the area attracts more influx of tourists
 Are services and hotels sufficient in number and quality to meet demand?
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No, but there are already new investments that are working in new hotels
3. What are the busiest times for tourism?
 What determines the seasons of greatest and least activity? (i.e. cultural festivals, natural
phenomena, holidays, holidays)
Greater Activity
In the months of September to May, holidays and holidays
Lesser Activity
In national festivals, due to lack of cultural promotion
4. How has the tourism sector developed or changed in the community in recent years? (i.e. has
progressed, is the same, has deteriorated). Please elaborate.
It has progressed with the few investments in infrastructure made by the town halls and private
companies.
5. Is the development of the tourism industry considered a top priority in the community?
Yes, we have the unconditional support of the commune for the execution of projects
 What is the vision for the next 5-10 years? (Please request plans and development for the
sector or other relevant documents).

To be one of the municipalities most visited at national level according to the plans drawn
up by the town hall.

 What are the biggest planning challenges and priorities?

Links with government institutions and private companies

 Are there any current threats to the tourism sector in your community?

There are no threats to tourism in the area, working together with institutions to provide
security

 What resources do you consider necessary to overcome these threats / follow the priorities?

No threats
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6. What percentage of the community participates in tourism activities?
The community integrates in a 50% to 70% depending on the type of activity that is carried out
 Are there demographic groups that are more involved in these activities?
No, always everyone participates.
 To what extent and capacity do women participate?
As far as the organization and logistics of the programmed activity
 How has it changed in the last few years?
Change to improve as people from all environments and areas are involved
7. How much of the other industries depend on or are affected by tourism in your community?
(i.e., farmers, coffee growers, construction, vendors, etc.)
It depends on the activity performed, but it is about including all possible industries to make
the event bigger
8. How do you anticipate that the Project could affect tourism in this area?
Yes, it affects since this project is located in one of the areas where tourist activities are more
frequent.
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Key Informant Guide on Tourism- Manuel Melgar, Thermals of Santa Teresa,
Assistant Manager, Ahuachapán
1. Please describe the type of tourists coming to this area.
Holiday tourism
 How many tourists visit them each year?
Approximately 30,000 tourists are received per year
 Has this number changed in recent years?
Yes, it’s higher than previous years
 What is the percentage of foreigners in relation to national tourism?
60% is national tourism and 40% is foreign
 Where are the foreign tourists from? What are the countries of origin?
Argentinian, Venezuelan, Colombian, Swedish, Italian, United States and Canadian.
 How much time do they usually stay (estimate length of visit)?
8 hours of the day in general
 Has this profile changed in recent years?
It has changed in the sense that before, we only had national tourists and today it increased
the foreign tourism.
2. What are the main destinations and attractions in this community for tourists?
Termales del Río, Alicante and Las Cabanas de los Ausoles
 Has it changed in recent years? In which way (s)
Places are the same, what has changed is more and better infrastructure
 And for which reasons?
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Investment is the biggest reason to remain, in the resorts you being injected.
 Are services and hotels sufficient in number and quality to meet demand?
The services and hotels are sufficient for now for the number of tourists
3. What are the busiest times for tourism?
 What determines the seasons of greatest and least activity? (i.e. cultural festivals, natural
phenomena, holidays, holidays)
Greater Activity
The August holidays
Easter
End of the year
Cultural events and holidays in the country
Lesser Activity
The workers do not have much time to go out, for their work and the economic part is
determinant
4. How has the tourism sector developed or changed in the community in recent years? (i.e. has
progressed, is the same, has deteriorated). Please elaborate.
Tourism has grown with the promotion of the Ministry of Tourism and the tourist company,
with the route of flowers and other cultural activities and have no problems of insecurity.
5. Is the development of the tourism industry considered a top priority in the community?
The tourism industry has priority on the part of the central and municipal government and the
owners of tourist centers.
 What is the vision for the next 5-10 years? (Please request plans and development for the
sector or other relevant documents).
Development vision has been increased by increasing service and infrastructure
 What are the biggest planning challenges and priorities?
Expand the pool and restaurant area
 Are there any current threats to the tourism sector in your community?
There are no threats and there is constant presence of the police
 What resources do you consider necessary to overcome these threats / follow the priorities?
No threats
6. What percentage of the community participates in tourism activities?
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80% of the employees are from the community who previously worked on the farm, that
was a benefit, the resort is visited by local families
 Are there demographic groups that are more involved in these activities?
As for employees, there are more men
 To what extent and capacity do women participate?
There’s no difference, they carry out the same activities
 How has it changed in the last few years?
Much has changed with investment; more infrastructure has been built and the community
progresses
7. How much of the other industries depend on or are affected by tourism in your community?
(i.e., farmers, coffee growers, construction, vendors, etc.)
No problems
How do you anticipate that the Project could affect tourism in this area?
They will not have problems where it is currently located, it will be a benefit to the other
communities
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Key Informant Guide for Religion / Beliefs - Abdulio López Cortez, Pastor,
Evangelical Church Monte Horeb, Central American Mission, Santo Domingo de
Guzman
1. What is the mission of your organization? What are the services provided by your organization?
Preach the gospel to believers or non-believe; Sunday worship and Sunday Bible study
To whom are these services provided?
To their conglomerates and others who wish to visit the church

2. What are the main religious / spiritual institutions in the area?
There is only one in the municipality

 What percentage do you think belongs to each belief?
222 assembled in his church, Prince of Peace 200, Christ Calls You 50 , Israelites 200, Love and
Faith 40, Tabernacle 20, Adventists 210, Assemblies of God 50, Holy Sion 60, Renewed
(Catholic) 150
 What days do they meet?
Every day from 3 to 5 (Central American mission)

3. Are there major religious / spiritual events in the community? Please describe.
There are 4 campaigns a year, Cult United Cheers 3 a year, 6 vigils a year

4. Are there places in the community that have special religious / spiritual importance to people? (Eg
altar, views, routes, cemeteries, etc.)
There is only one house of prayer in the municipality

5. Have you noticed any tension or disagreement between religious / spiritual groups in the area?
No, there is respect for the freedom of worship
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 Do you think there are any groups that are considered marginalized or discriminated
against? Please describe.
No, all of us have good relationships

6. Have there been changes in religious / spiritual aspects in the community in recent years? Please
describe.
No, all of us have good relationships and we maintain our religious principles
 In your opinion, what caused these changes? (i.e. immigration / emigration, leadership
changes, influence of culture / media, etc.)
No, have had no changes
 Are there unmet religious / spiritual needs in the community? Please describe
If families need God, they come or people are visited to increase their faith and fill their needs
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Key Informant Guide on Religion / Beliefs Santo Domingo - Main
Adventist Pastor José Solis 7398-1748 (contact accomplished by the municipal secretary
Glandy Vasquez)
1. What is the mission of your organization? What are the services provided by your
organization? Who do these services provide? Seventh-day Adventists are one of the
strongest groups beyond the urban zone. Pastor Solis is in charge and has founded
all Adventist temples in the area.
2. What are the main religious / spiritual institutions in the area?
 What percentage do you think belongs to each belief? About 30% of believers
could be Adventists (has to be confirmed)
 What days do they meet? Saturdays
3. Are there major religious / spiritual events in the community? Please describe.
Sometimes there are campaigns, but Adventists do not direct activities at the
municipal level as the Catholic Church (only in the urban area) does
4. Are there places in the community that have special religious / spiritual importance
to people? (i.e. altar, views, routes, cemeteries, etc.) Temples.
5. Have you noticed any tension or disagreement between religious / spiritual groups
in the area? Not truly.
 Do you think there are any groups that are considered marginalized or
discriminated against? Please describe. No.
6. Have there been changes in religious / spiritual aspects in the community in recent
years? Please describe. The number of evangelical churches has increased, although
there are many denominations and little direction altogether by them.
 In your opinion, what caused these changes? (i.e. immigration / emigration,
leadership changes, influence of culture / media in the West etc.) The lack of
evangelization in less accessible places by the Catholic Church.
7. Are there unsatisfied religious / spiritual needs in the community? Please describe.
I could not tell.
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Key Informant Guide on Religion / Beliefs - Carlos Alvarez, Pasrish Priest, The
Assumption Parish (La Asunción), Ahuachapán
1. What is the mission of your organization? What are the services provided by your organization?
Evangelize people living in the parish territory, especially the poorest. Services: care for children,
young people, families and the sick in our parish
To whom are these services provided?
To people living in our parish territory
2. What are the main religious / spiritual institutions in the area?
In the municipality of Ahuachapán there are four Catholic parishes with communities in the
various sectors
➢ What percentage do you think belongs to each belief?
Catholics around 120,000, various denominations of churches and organizations with
names known internationally, is the rest of the population
➢ What days do they meet?
Especially on Sundays but there are small community gatherings every day
3. Are there major religious / spiritual events in the community? Please describe.
There are massive parish celebrations; In Lent and especially in Holy Week.
On the occasion of the year of mercy, on May 14, we gathered 3,000 people
4. Are there places in the community that have special religious / spiritual importance to people?
(i.e. altar, views, routes, cemeteries, etc.)
The Parish Temples
The small churches in each parish sector
5. Have you noticed any tension or disagreement between religious / spiritual groups in the area?
No, in general there is tolerance and one lives peacefully among all
➢ Do you think there are any groups that are considered marginalized or discriminated against?
Please describe.
There are areas living in extreme poverty: Cantons San Ramón and Suntecumat
6. Have there been changes in religious / spiritual aspects in the community in recent years? Please
describe.
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It is not noticeable at first sight but people are slowly changing, the people of the countryside are
more religious, the city is more materialistic.
➢ In your opinion, what caused these changes? (i.e. immigration / emigration, leadership changes,
influence of culture / media, etc.)
Immigration
The migrations
Remittances from abroad
Gangs and corruption
➢ Are there unmet religious / spiritual needs in the community? Please describe
Closer community care is needed
Lack of basic services in some places
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Key Informant Guide on Religion / Beliefs - Nestor Henry Zamora, President,
Iglesia de Jesucristo de los Santos de los Últimos Días, Ahuchapán
1. What is the mission of your organization? What are the services provided by your organization?
The mission of the organization is to provide a place of worship for people; as well as ecclesiastical
services and religious proselytism
To whom are these services provided?
To the members of the church and to the community itself

2. What are the main religious / spiritual institutions in the area?
In the zone there are 6 buildings destined to the mission of offering religious services and of
adoration.
➢ What percentage do you think belongs to each belief?
Currently of the total number of members enrolled in the church, 21% are attending worship services
➢ What days do they meet?
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, but especially on Sundays

3. Are there major religious / spiritual events in the community? Please describe.
An event every 6 months where all the units of the church are concentrated in one place

4. Are there places in the community that have special religious / spiritual importance to people?
(i.e. altar, views, routes, cemeteries, etc.)
Only the chapels that already exist

5. Have you noticed any tension or disagreement between religious / spiritual groups in the area?
To this day, no
➢ Do you think there are any groups that are considered marginalized or discriminated against?
Please describe.
No, since we believe that the gospel is for all
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6. Have there been changes in religious / spiritual aspects in the community in recent years? Please
describe.
We do not see changes we maintain in our principles
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
➢ In your opinion, what caused these changes? (i.e. immigration / emigration, leadership changes,
influence of culture / media, etc.)
Regarding the changes, they do not interfere with our activities
➢ Are there unmet religious / spiritual needs in the community? Please describe
No, we don’t have, our religious, spiritual needs are covered
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Key Informant Guide on Transportation - Ahuchapaneco Transport
Association (ASOTRA), Ismael Sambran, Legal Representative and President
of the Association
1. What are the most common areas of travel or commuting among the inhabitants of this area?
What is the frequency and the main reasons for the displacement? (Market, school, visit
family, goods and services and / or rest, enjoy free time)
Most people use transportation routes to get to the workplace, trade and tourism
2. What types of transportation do you use to travel or displacement areas (Are these common
transportation methods?)
• 1_ Public Transport (bus, minibus) __ X__
• 2_Bicycle ____
• 3_Motorcycle__
• 4_Car / truck ___
• 5_Taxi___
• 6_Aquatic transportation___
• 7_ Horse / Mule ___
➢ Are there times of the year when it is not possible to use some types of transportation?
Please specify.
Public transport transits the 365 of the year
3. There are access points for:
• 1_ Paved road __X___
• 2_Non-paved road__
• 3_Trail / Path__
• 4_River__
➢ Are access points widely used?
Yes, the points are very used to approach the transport to get to work
➢ What is the quality of access points? Are they safe to travel?
Yes __ No _X_
If they are dangerous, why?
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They do not have areas to park and pick up passengers, this generates traffic, accidents and
injuries to the pedestrians
Are there times of the year when they are unusable or unsafe?
No, they are always used throughout the year
➢ Are there roads, intersections, etc.? In the area considered to be hazardous areas for traffic
accidents? Yes ___ No __X__
The road is paved and the risk is minimal in winter and summer
4. What are the main factors that cause accidents?
The biggest cause of accidents is the distraction of the driver, the lack of driving manners that
people have and the lack of road signs.
(Request information on accident data)
➢ Have these changed in recent years?
The population is larger and the vehicle fleet is larger and the streets remain the same
➢ Are there plans at the institution / department level to address them?
There are no plans for government institutions to address these issues
➢ Are your organization's programs / activities related to accident prevention?
There are no plans to address these issues
5. Is there industrial development in the area that affects transport / road conditions?
There is no industrial development affecting the road, by traffic or heavy vehicles
➢ Are there passing of industrial trucks / agricultural material (cheeses, bananas) that especially
affect the road / road in this area?
If there is heavy commercial transportation coming from Guatemala, this makes heavy traffic
and wear of the highway
➢ Is there traffic of the industrial vehicle in the area? Tourism?
No, they do not have that problem with industrial vehicle traffic nor tourism.
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Key Informant Guide on Education - Professor Jorge Alberto Barrera, principal,
Caserio Los Rivera School, canton El Caulote Santo Domingo de Guzman.
1. How many schools are there in the community or municipality? (I.e. preschool,
elementary, high school, and colleges)
Number of schools_________________
Number of school centers 1
Number Educational complex_________________________________________
Number of universities_____________________________________________
Observation:
In the canton El Caulote only exists this school that attends the hamlets, La Barranca, Las
Promises, Los Arenales, Los Rivera and Los Perez
 Are there children and youth in the community going to schools in other communities?
Yes, in urban schools of the municipality
How long does it take to get there?
Depending on the location area, it will be between 30 and 40 minutes
2. What do you think about the quality of education that is proportioned in school?
If it is good, what are the strengths of the education system in the community?
It is good, we have good facilities and specialized teachers and a lot of work is done in the
discipline, but there is always a lack of more training to provide a better service, greater support
from the parents and have late allocated budgets.
If it is poor, what are the challenges facing the community? What are the root causes of these
challenges?

3. Generally, what level / how many years of education does the adult population have in
the community?
The degree of study reached by the adults in the area of attention of the school is sixth grade.
4. What is the dropout rate (estimate)?
From 2% to 3% in school
 Has this changed in recent years?
1
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Yes, it has increased by crime and change of address, the town hall provides them with
transportation to the school, to help with security and to avoid dropping out

 At what age is it more common for children to leave school?
Students leave school at age 12 and 15
 Are there demographic groups or certain specific areas that are more likely to drop out?
The areas covered by the school, can be said to be the same both in ages and sex
 What are the most common causes of dropout?
Delinquency, changes of address, family disintegration
(i.e. work, marriage, lack of interest, cost, mobility)
5. Are community members prepared for highly skilled work?
No, because of its low level of study and the area is of subsistence agricultural cultivation, to
which the greater part of the population of the zone is dedicated
6. Are there highly qualified jobs available in the area?
 Are there situations in which people in the community do not have access to jobs due to
the lack or lack of specific training? In your opinion, which are the areas that would have
to be developed more?
There are no skilled jobs in the area, most of them work in domestic services and agricultural
work, the information is not very accessible in the area because it is rural.
 Is education valued in the community?
It is of high priority in the school and community, the guidelines of the Ministry are applied, but
it requires the help of the parents
 Is school dropout considered a priority issue for your department / municipality?
For the school, it it a priority and with the help of programs of the Ministry, home visits are made
to them to know the reasons why the student is missing, with the help of the town hall with
transportation, it is a question of overcoming drop out.
7. How do you think the Project could affect education and employment in your
community?
2
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He does not know the project, but supposes that it will help the communities
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Key Informant Guide on Education– Professor Rodrigo Alfonso
Nerio, Vice Principal, General Francisco Menéndez School, Apaneca
1. How many schools are there in the community or municipality? (i.e.
preschool, elementary, high school, and university) Five schools, three 1-9
(elementary and middle school), kindergarten and high school. In Centro
Menéndez there are two shifts with 350 students in the morning and 320
in the evening. At the Daniel Carias Institute there are 300 high school
students. In general, the morning shift is dominated by people in the
urban and peri-urban area of Apaneca, and others who travel about 4km,
from more rural areas in the afternoon.
 Are there children and youth in the community going to schools in other
communities? If yes, where are these schools? How long does it take to get
there? They can travel up to an hour to an hour and a half.
2. What is your opinion about the quality of education that is proportioned
in school?
 If it is good, what are the strengths of the education system in the
community? It is accessible and quite complete, but some materials and
highly qualified teachers are missing.
 If it is poor, what are the challenges facing the community? What are the
root causes of these challenges?
3. Generally, what level / how many years of education has the adult
population in the community? Maybe they reach 6th grade if we merge
rural and urban population.
4. What is the dropout rate (estimate)? For girls (40% after 6th grade) it is
higher than for boys (20-30%)
 Has this changed in recent years?
 At what age is it more common for children to leave school? 13-14
 Are there demographic groups or certain specific areas that are more
likely to drop out? Girls after 6th grade
 What are the most common causes of dropout? (i.e. work, marriage, lack
of interest, cost, mobility) work, custom.
5. Are community members prepared for highly skilled work? No. Are there
highly qualified jobs available in the area? Not truly.
 Are there situations in which people in the community do not have access
to jobs due to the lack or lack of specific training? Not very often.
 In your opinion, which are the areas that would have to be developed
more? Tourism

1
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 Is education valued in the community? Yes, but only as far as the idea
goes, not so much in practice.
 Is school dropout considered a priority issue for your department /
municipality? Yes, especially for teenagers as they are considered to be at
greater risk of being integrated into a gang for illicit activities, especially if
they live in areas of greater risk.
6. How do you think the Project could affect education and employment in
your community? I think that would not affect at all, if by chance could
temporarily increase the income of some by employment.

2
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Key Informant Guide on Education - Canton Los Magueyes School, Fausto Rodil
Gómez Méndez, Principal, Ahuachapán
1. How many schools are there in the community or municipality? (I.e. preschool, primary,
secondary, and colleges)
Number of schools_________________
Number of school centers 2
Number Educational complex_________________________________________
Number of universities_____________________________________________
Observation: The information refers to the zone of the Canton Los Magueyes, Schools closest to
the project
 Are there children and youth in the community going to schools in other communities?
Yes, to the schools in the urban area of Ahuachapán
How long does it take to get there? 20 minutes from the community to the urban area of the
municipality
2. What do you think about the quality of education that is proportioned in school?
It is good, teachers have their specialty according to the areas they teach
 If it is good, what are the strengths of the education system in the community?
The discipline, teachers committed to education and specialized
 If it is poor, what are the challenges facing the community? What are the root causes of
these challenges?
3. Generally, what level / how many years of education does the adult population have in
the community?
There is approximately 25% illiteracy and in general the population has up to ninth grade
4. What is the dropout rate (estimate)?
7% of 1,400 students
➢Has this changed in recent years?
Yes, it has changed in relation to the dropout of previous years
Observation:
_______________________________________________________________________________
1
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 At what age is it more common for children to leave school? In this area the students leave
the school between the 12 and 13 years
 Are there demographic groups or certain specific areas that are more likely to drop out?
There is no specific area, in terms of gender of the students the percentages are the same
 What are the most common causes of dropout? (i.e. work, marriage, lack of interest, cost,
mobility)
Change of address and delinquency

5. Are community members prepared for highly skilled work?
50% of the community has preparation for qualified jobs, the other 50% is dedicated to crafts
6. Are there highly qualified jobs available in the area?
 Are there situations in which people in the community do not have access to jobs due to
the lack of specific training? In your opinion, which are the areas that would have to be
developed more?
With the technological advance, people have all kinds of information but more than information
is employment capacity of companies and government
➢Is education valued in the community?
Yes, in the community it is valued as well as in the school, that is why we strive and feel
committed to the community
➢Is school dropout considered a priority issue for your department / municipality?
Yes, it is a priority to improve educational indicators on which the ministry emphasizes.
7. How do you think the Project could affect education and employment in your community?
We do not know the project, but it is a benefit not for the community directly but would always
help the other communities.

2
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Key Informant Guide on Education - Guía de Informante Clave de EducaciónBernandino E. Zamora School, Luis Ángel Lemus Martínez, Principal, Canton El
Barro School
1. How many schools are there in the community or municipality? (I.e. preschool, elementary,
high school, and colleges)
Number of schools_________________
Number of school centers 1
Number Educational complex_________________________________________
Number of universities_____________________________________________
Observation: The information is of the zone of the canton El Barro and we only have one school
center
 Are there children and youth in the community going to schools in other communities?
Yes, to the School Centers of the canton Los Magueyes or Las Victorias
How long does it take to get there?
They are 30 minutes away from each school
2. What do you think about the quality of education that is proportioned in school?
Strategically speaking, it is excellent because they are teaches with subject specialty
 If it is good, what are the strengths of the education system in the community?
Discipline and Specialized Teachers
 If it is poor, what are the challenges facing the community? What are the root causes of
these challenges?
____________________________________________________________________________
3. Generally, what level / how many years of education does the adult population have in the
community?
In the community the ninth grade is the highest level achieved.
4. What is the dropout rate (estimate)?
The 2% is the school dropout rate, of a population of 344 students
 Has this changed in recent years?
Yes, students change address, communities are left behind because of the social situation in the
country
1
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 At what age is it more common for children to leave school?
The most common ages that students have to leave the school are 13 and 14 years and are
incorporated with families into subsistence agricultural production
 Are there demographic groups or certain specific areas that are more likely to drop out?
Because of the scarce economic resources of their families, without specific areas in the
community
 What are the most common causes of dropout?
Lack of family work, lack of interest in the student and family
(i.e. work, marriage, lack of interest, cost, mobility)
5. Are community members prepared for highly skilled work?
Yes, because in the community there are engineers, teachers, nurses and young people, a very
small percentage is concerned with getting ahead with their studies
6. Are there highly qualified jobs available in the area?
 Are there situations in which people in the community do not have access to jobs due to
the lack or lack of specific training? In your opinion, which are the areas that would have
to be developed more?
Education in general and technical education to have a better development in the different areas,
have a population prepared in the technical and social makes communities grow.
➢Is education valued in the community?
It is essential for the educational community, for them to be the most essential in their
development and for the institution
➢Is school dropout considered a priority issue for your department / municipality?
In the case of our school does not prioritize, there are specific cases in each of them and we
address the situation of the student to avoid dropout
7. How do you think the Project could affect education and employment in your community?
It could not affect, instead it would be a source of work for the elderly for benefit of their
economic and educational status.

2
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Key Informant Guide for Police / Security – Secretary of Peace Court –
Nelson Darío Magaña (2483-7007)
1. Who is responsible for maintaining security in your community? (E.j. local police,
departmental police (state), national police, army, fire department, voluntary committee
or other) Local Police
 How many people are there permanently in the area of security / protection? Are
they sufficient to maintain the security of the community? 14. No, many do not
attend to cases where there may be involvement of gangs (who are usually better
armed than police forces)

2. What aspects of security are most relevant to the community itself?
 Have there been recent trends or changes in crime rates / types of crimes, narcotic
abuse, etc. Or in conditions of public safety in general? The municipality in general is
relatively healthy, it had one homicide in total last year. In general the gangs have
limited themselves to making threats, although several years ago (2011) there was a
case where four people were killed in a week. The reason was to silence witnesses
who witnessed another homicide. Once the murderers were apprehended, a similar
case has not been seen again.
 Have there been recent changes in perceptions and ways of seeing the community
about their safety and well-being? Not much, beyond fear of what happens in
neighboring municipalities and how that activity intensifies.
 Are there any areas of the community that could be considered most dangerous? If
so, what types of problems, incidents occur in these areas? As you get closer towards
San Antonio del Monte in the way to Sonsonate, the danger increases significantly.
All criminal activity related to gangs increases (extortion, robbery, murder, drug
trafficking, etc.).

3. What are the issues of greatest concern? In Santo Domingo, the main problem is the
friction between neighbors for property issues and trespassing, or areas in dispute for
inheritance, land rights (sometimes for non-existent or poorly written deeds). Find
information on small crimes, violence, non-violent crimes, drug addiction, alcohol use
and prostitution. There are no known instances of prostitution, but there are a few
alcoholics known to the people (who have families or homes they could go to) but have
caused some altercation in the center of the urban area. Cases of cattle theft occur,
although in general they are opportunists, butchering the animal to sell the meat in
Sonsonate the same day. Intrafamiliar violence, especially among the more rural
communities, goes unreported most of the time due to fear and what it would mean to
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lose the family bond. Clear accusations have sometimes been withdrawn. Have there
been recent changes? No.What are the main causes of concern? i.e. Main causes such as
factors of social or environmental origin, abuse of narcotics, presence of gangs, etc. The
gangs could intensify their presence and influence at any time (there is presence, but
generally do not cause problems of specific violence, and rather control or monitor
areas, schools, activities.)

4. In relation to traffic accidents, are they common? In some turns, but they are not
frequent and almost always from tiredness or perhaps intoxication, although from time
to time by malfunctions. Is there a great incidence? Do you have statistics on this? No.
Any specific awareness or prevention program? Unknown.

5. What do you think about the influence that the Project could have on security and
protection issues? Minimum to none.
Mr. Magaña stated that the OAS has sponsored a program of judicial facilitators to seek
satisfactory arrangements for both complaining parties and thus lower the burden of
criminal and minor cases. The local judge is called Clara Luz Alferez Pérez since 1999 and is
also an alternate judge of First Instance in Acajutla. It is a key person for the locality and for
its link with Acajutla it could be interesting to have her in the workshops. He also informed
us about the current Mayor's case, which recently lost a labor claim for dismissal of 13
Municipal employees earlier this year, after the current Mayor took command. This
situation puts the budget of St. Domingo de Guzman at risk because now he has to
reintegrate the ex-employees and compensate them according to the law, which does not
allow him to act according to his works and government program.
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Key Informant Guide for Police / Security – Mrs. Amelia Cruz- Social
Promoter, Town Hall, Acajutla
1. Who is responsible for maintaining security in your community?




National Civil Police
Municipal Police

How many people are there permanently in the area? 15 Elements of the National Civil
Police Approx. And 6 Municipal Police Elements. Are they sufficient to maintain the
security of the community? No, they can not cover the entire municipality.
2. What aspects of security are most relevant to the community itself?
 Have there been recent trends or changes in crime rates / types of crimes, narcotic
abuse, etc. Or in conditions of public safety in general? The recent trend is extortion,
narcotics abuse, vehicle airlift and the increase in gang members.
 Has there been any recent change in the community's perceptions and way of looking at
their safety and well-being?
 Are there any areas of the community that can be considered more dangerous? If so,
what types of problems, incidents occur in these areas? Yes, the most dangerous areas are
where gang members reside. In the case of sellers or employees coming from opposing gang
communities, there may be some clashes or extortions in the particular case of sellers.

3. What are the issues of greatest concern? The issue that generates greater concern is the
existence and possible proliferation of gangs, which may be gaining strength. Have there been
recent changes? At the moment its growth is not excessive and notorious, it is expected to stop
or decrease. What are the main causes of concern? The presence of gangs.

4. In relation to traffic accidents, are they common? Is there a great incidence? Do you have
statistics on this? A specific program of sensitization or prevention? The most common
accidents in the area, are motorcycles, are mostly occurring because they are driven by
unauthorized persons and therefore cause accidents. The National Civil Police, constantly
conducts inspections in the area to sanction this fault to the traffic law and thus prevents
accidents. There are no statistics in the municipality, this is data managed nationally through the
Vice Ministry of Transportation
5. What do you think about the influence that the Project could have on security and protection
issues? At the beginning of the project there could be immigration, in that case there is a risk that people
from all over will enter the municipality, thus increasing the risk of installing delinquents who take
advantage of the activity generated by the project, one of the cases could be the increase in thefts.
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Appendix F – Interview Letters

San Salvador February 8, 2016

SIRS
MUNICIPALITY OF SAN PEDRO PUXTLA
MR. MUNICIPAL MAYOR
Mr. CARLOS ARMANDO JOMA CABRERA
PRESENT
Dear Mr, Joma,
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
We are grateful for the personal assistance we received with Mrs. Mercedes
Vásquez Municipal Secretary on our recent visit.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and whose transmission line will
go from that municipality until. Connect to the geothermal sub station in
Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support in being able to provide information and identify the actors in the area to
publicize the project and collect their impressions.
In particular we aim to obtain information on: education, religion, gender,
transport, tourism, livestock and agriculture, health centers, public infrastructure,
police. Traffic, security, as well as any other relevant actor.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr.. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

In advance we thank you for your attention to the present and we remain at your
disposal for any communication to the telephones described below.
Attentively,

Transmission Line Manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016
Mr. Arnoldo Benavides Larín
Western Regional Manager
ANDA
Dear Engineer Benavides:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular, we want to obtain information about:
The infrastructure and public services responsibility of the institution, how they
work, type of existing infrastructure, and other aspects that we are interested to
know for our preliminary studies in the different municipalities where the project
is located. We are waiting for your response to interview the people you refer to us.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

San Salvador February 8, 2016
SIRS
MUNICIPALITY OF SONSONATE
MR. MUNICIPAL MAYOR
Mr. JOSE ROBERTO AQUINO RUIZ
PRESENT
Dear Mr, Aquino,
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
We thank you personally for our recent visit.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and whose transmission line will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support in being able to provide information and identify the actors in the area to
publicize the project and collect their impressions.
In particular we aim to obtain information on: education, religion, gender,
transportation, tourism, livestock and agriculture, health centers, public
infrastructure, police. Traffic, security, as well as any other relevant actor.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr.. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
In advance we thank you for your attention to the present and we remain at your
disposal for any communication to the telephones described below.
Attentively,

Transmission Line Manager

San Salvador February 8, 2016
SIRS
MUNICIPALITY OF SANTO DOMINGO DE GUZMAN
MR. MUNICIPAL MAYOR
Mr. GUILLERMO SENSENTE SANTIAGO
PRESENT
Dear Mr, Sensente,
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
We are grateful to Mr. Manuel Vasquez of Social Promotion for our recent visit.

Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and whose transmission line will
go from that municipality until. Connect to the geothermal sub station in
Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support in being able to provide information and identify the actors in the area to
publicize the project and collect their impressions.
In particular we aim to obtain information on: education, religion, gender,
transport, tourism, livestock and agriculture, health centers, public infrastructure,
police. Traffic, security, as well as any other relevant actor.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr.. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
In advance we thank you for your attention to the present and we remain at your
disposal for any communication to the telephones described below.
Attentively,

Transmission Line Manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016

Mr. Luis Alfredo Gomez
Christian Mission ELIM
Ahuachapan

Dear Mr. Gomez:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular, we seek to obtain information and know the mission of your
organization:
For which we have elaborated a Guide with different questions such as: what is its
mission, who provides the services, its institutions, population and other aspects
that we are interested to know for our preliminary studies in the municipality.

Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

San Salvador February 8, 2016
SIRS
MUNICIPALITY OF AHUACHAPAN
MR. MUNICIPAL MAYOR
Mr. ABDILIO FLORES VASQUEZ
PRESENT
Dear Mr, Vasquez,
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
We are grateful to Mrs. Claudia Azucena of Social Promotion for our recent visit.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and whose transmission line will
go from that municipality until. Connect to the geothermal sub station in
Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support in being able to provide information and identify the actors in the area to
publicize the project and collect their impressions.
In particular we aim to obtain information on: education, religion, gender,
transport, tourism, livestock and agriculture, health centers, public infrastructure,
police. Traffic, security, as well as any other relevant actor.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr.. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
In advance we thank you for your attention to the present and we remain at your
disposal for any communication to the telephones described below.
Attentively,

Transmission Line Manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016

Dr. Luis Ernesto Muñoz Canizalez
Director Medical Unit
Salvadoran Institute of Social Security (ISSS)
Ahuachapan
Dear Dr. Muñoz:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular we intend to obtain information and know about:
Infrastructure and services available types of epidemiological surveillance, how
they work, type of existing infrastructure, and other aspects that we are interested
to know for our preliminary studies in the municipality.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016
Mr. Santos Rafael Aleman Ortega
Executive Director
National Center for Agricultural and Forestry Technology
"Enrique Alvarez Cordova"
Road to Santa Ana, Km 33 1/2, Municipality of Ciudad Arce,
La Libertad
Dear Engineer Benavides:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.

We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular we intend to obtain information and know about:
Types of agriculture are being practiced in the communities, demographic groups
involved, to what extent and capacity, harvested products and their consumption,
and other aspects that we are interested to know for our preliminary studies in the
different municipalities where the project is located. We are waiting for your
response to interview the people you refer to us.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016
Dr. Cecilia Herrera
Director of UCSFI
Ahuachapan

Dear Dr. Herrera:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular we intend to obtain information and know about:
The infrastructure and services available, types of epidemiological surveillance,
how they work, type of existing infrastructure, morbidity statistics, health units,
health homes and other aspects that we are interested to know for our preliminary
studies in the municipality.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016

Sirs
National Civil Police, Land Transit
Chief Sub Inspector Ahuachapan Delegation
Carlos Antonio Garcia

Dear Sub Inspector Garcia:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular, we seek to obtain information on:
Relevant aspects of security and protection of the municipality and to know traffic
statistics, as well as any relevant aspects.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016

Mrs. Beatriz de Contreras
General Manager
Tours Universales

Dear Mrs. Contreras:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular, we seek to obtain information on:
Types of tourists that come to the area, number of visits, changes in recent years,
countries of origin of tourists, their challenges, programs, and other aspects that we
are interested to know for our preliminary studies in the municipality.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016

Mrs. Evelin Saz Madrid
Departmental Coordinator
ISDEMU
Dear Mrs. Madrid:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular, we seek to obtain information on:
Gender, for which we have elaborated a Guide with different questions such as:
what is the role of your organization, its challenges, programs, observed changes,
causes and other aspects that we are interested to know for our preliminary studies
in the municipality.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016

Hector Donald Aquino Pimentel
Departmental Director of Education
Ahuachapan
Dear Mr. Aquino:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular we intend to obtain information and know about:
The infrastructure and number of schools, educational complexes, universities, and
their population, how they work and other aspects that we are interested to know
for our preliminary studies in the different municipalities of the department where
the project is located. In addition we hope to allow us to interview the schools
closest to the project when the stroke is determined.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016

Ismael Sambrano
President and Legal Representative
ASOTRA
Dear Mr. Sambrano:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular, we seek to obtain information on:
On which are the most frequent destinations of the inhabitants of the zone, types of
transport and their appreciation of the road infrastructure, and other aspects that
we are interested to know for our preliminary studies in the municipalities.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016

Nestor Zamora
Stake President
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
Ahuachapan
Dear President Zamora:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular, we seek to obtain information and know the mission of your
organization:
For which we have elaborated a Guide with different questions such as: what is its
mission, who provides the services, its institutions, population and other aspects
that we are interested to know for our preliminary studies in the municipality.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016

Reverend Carlos Alvarez m.j
Parish Church of Our Lady of the Assumption
Ahuachapan
Reverend Father Alvarez:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular, we aim to obtain Information on:
What is its mission, who provides the services, its institutions, population and other
aspects that we are interested to know for our preliminary studies in the
municipality.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager

Antiguo Cuscatlán, April 1, 2016
Mr. Arnoldo Benavides Larín
Western Regional Manager
ANDA
Dear Engineer Benavides:
Receive a warm greeting from ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.
Our company has been designated to produce electricity based on natural gas
whose generation plant will be located in Acajutla and a transmission line that will
go from that municipality to connect to the sub-geothermal station in Ahuachapán.
We are in the initial stage of the preliminary studies corresponding to eventually
obtain the permits of construction of this line, for this purpose we have contracted
the services of the company ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (ERM)
established in Washington, DC, for which we request your collaboration And
support we can provide information and identify the actors in the area to publicize
the project and collect their impressions.
In particular, we want to obtain information about:
The infrastructure and public services responsibility of the institution, how they
work, type of existing infrastructure, and other aspects that we are interested to
know for our preliminary studies in the different municipalities where the project
is located. We are waiting for your response to interview the people you refer to us.
Local ERM professionals assigned to this task are Mr. Carlos Reyes and Mr. Roberto
Escalante, as well as Mrs. Brenda Lovato of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, S.A. de C.V.

Cordially,

Project manager
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INTRODUCTION
This report contains a description of the activities and results achieved in the tenth month of
Management of Right of Way of the Transmission Line (TL) for the project "Generation of 355
MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS WITH GENERATION PLANT IN ACAJUTLA, SONSONATE ".
The report is developed according to the three main areas of work which includes the
management of rights of way: Social Management, Technical Management and Legal
Management, and according to the main and relevant activities are reflected in Appendix No. 1:
Work Programme of Right of Way Management.
At the closing of this report, it has reached 83% of design validation of the trace of the TL overall,
with 88% viability. The three 3 sections of the project that have been determined according to
the progress in the definition of design and management of right of way are maintained,
representing the 3 work fronts for the various studies underway:
Section A, Comprising 77 plots in 17.00 km within the coffee-growing region of Ahuachapán and
Apaneca, with a design defined in 100% to date. The intermediate section identified as " East
Option " includes 27 plots on a length of 7.30 km, and is currently at the stage of preliminary
studies, starting with the detailed topographical survey. This section has already been fully
traversed in the field with the team of designers and accompanied by the owners of some of the
affected properties, projecting to this date an 83% of viability. The remaining 9.50 km, is already
under negotiation and payment of rights of way, processing simultaneously the approvals of the
right of way blueprints by Cadastre-CNR of the department of Ahuachapán.
Section B, Comprising 133 plots in 19.50 km, currently under negotiation, payment and deed for
the constitution of the rights of way of the electroduct. Of the 133 plots, it’s been managed to
submit economic bids on 112 plots (84%), achieving close economic agreements with the owners
of 86 plots (65%) of which have been fully or partially paid and deeded 71 plots (54%). Pending
economic offers to present and / or pending payments to be done correspond to the plots where
legal problems are being solved and it is necessary to advance the process, to avoid jeopardizing
the funds for compensation.
Section C, Comprising 59 plots in 6.90 km at the exit of Acajutla and where they continue to
study various alternatives projected onto private property, east and away from the CA12;
however, in the alternatives were found limits for social and environmental aspects, legal
situations and lack of acceptance of owners in some properties, in addition to the reduced space
for the execution of the TL due to saturation of the sector by transmission lines and existing
distribution besides the current high demand for the development of related projects. To date,
it’s being given emphasis to the projected trace over the CA12 on the right side of the road from
Acajutla to Sonsonate, which propitiate less execution risk by projecting all the infrastructure
over the right of way, and strips not greater than 10. 00 meters wide to acquire estate in private
3
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property. EDP is already reconciling technical solutions between ETESAL and AES for the
solution over CA12.
To date, the length of the trace study of TL is approximately 43.40 km, keeping it way through the
municipalities of Ahuachapán, Apaneca and San Pedro Puxtla in the department of Ahuachapán,
and the municipalities of Santo Domingo, Sonsonate and Acajutla in the department of Sonsonate,
with a total of 269 properties identified under the trace.
Management of rights of way, with a modification to the contract, continues to bear the
consequences of arrears because of lack ok definition in the design of sections A and C in past
months, specifically in the activities of development of individual blueprints, submission of
blueprints to Cadastre -CNR for review and approval, valuations and negotiation, payment and
deed of right of way strips. Although for mid-July / 2016 the presentation of drawings CadastreCNR department of Ahuachapan could be started, times for criteria and review-approval are
greater than those who were experienced in the department of Sonsonate for section B , limiting
us to make payments and title deeds to property owners affected in section A.
Also, the limitations that some property owners had to start the detailed topographical survey, in
East Option of Section A, will delay obtaining information and the development of individual
blueprints of affectation. In Section C, is still pending the start of the uprising in detail
topography, if the latter is developed on private property and not on the right of way of the CA12
to Acajutla drives to Sonsonate as has been studying since March / 2016.
It is important to emphasize that the work program for the management of rights set out with the
vision to implement activities simultaneously along the trace, so to this date and the lack of
definition of the solution in the section C is imminently necessary to review the work program
integrated all studies being run and adjust to the actual conditions of the project, to avoid falling
into non-compliance of goals through causes outside of rights of way management.
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1 SOCIAL AREA:
Social activities developed in this area in the tenth month of management, are described below:
1.1 PERFORMANCE OF SOCIAL MANAGEMENT OFFICE
For the month of July / 2016, attention to owners / holders is maintained; in total were recorded
in our guestbook 7 people classifying them by subject and gender, presented in Table 1 below:
DETAILS TABLE OF VISITS TO SOCIAL MANAGEMENT OFFICE, SONSONATE
REASON

WOMEN

MEN

Project information request, delivery of documents and legal procedures

1

1

Signature of valuation and compensatory payment notification

1

3

Delivery of resumes for job market

1

0

Filing of Complaints or Claims

0

0

Total
3
Table 1.- Details table of visits social management office, Sonsonate

4

1.1.1 ATTENTION OF OWNERS / HOLDERS AND RECEIPT OF DOCUMENTS
As detailed above in Table 1, one of the main reasons of attention to owners / holders was
reporting of valuations and compensation payments, another reason to visit since the opening of
the office has been the delivery of resumes of people interested in being hired in the construction
stage of the project.
Likewise, continues the visit of owners / holders in order to follow up on the solution of legal
cases in the estates to be occupied by the trace of the TL.

Illustration 1 - Attention to owners in Social Management Office.
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1.1.2 JOB
In the Office of Social Management, has been received 1 person seeking information for a job
opportunity and delivering his resume. This information is entered it in our database and thus is
sent to the Office of Social Services in Acajutla, responsible for social information, product of the
management for the power plant to be built in the same municipality.
1.1.3 RECEIVING COMPLAINTS AND RESOLUTION
To this date there have been no complaints or claims; however, the complaints mechanism
remains active, which runs specifically in the Office of Social Management. For the benefit and
ease of the inhabitants of the radius of influence of the project, work teams are mobilized in the
field, they are ready to receive any kind of filing of complaint during home visits that develop
daily.
1.2 PROGRESS IN IDENTIFYING ESTATES AND PROPERTY OWNERS / HOLDERS
Continued accompaniments to teams of technical and legal managers, to ensure collaboration of
the owner / holder of the property, both field trips and topographical surveying activities, as for
measurements that require processes with Cadastre-CNR for solving legal cases and approval of
rights of way blueprints which will support the rights of electroduct acquired for EDP.
It also continued making home visits and presence in the sector " East Option " in the
municipality of Apaneca, counting this date with 85% acceptance to the TL by owners / holders,
with the remaining 15% will continue to make the necessary efforts running out alternative
solutions to achieve viability. See Annex No.2: General Plan of Design Definition on East Option.
1.3 ADVANCES IN OBTAINING ENTRY PERMITS
For July / 2016, were reported a total of 243 permits obtained, of these 88 are verbal and 155
written of a total of 269 plots, so considering a 90% advance in collecting them.
The following table and graphs, summarizes the results achieved to date in obtaining permits to
enter the properties, which in turn reflects the typology, that along with the advance of
management reporting and compensatory payments are identified in Annex No. 3: General and
Management Follow Up Plan.
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SUMMARY TABLE OF ENTRY PERMITS
Number
of
Permits

%

Affected
length
(Km) *

%

Affected area
(m2)

%

Verbal

88

32.71%

13.92

34.04%

542.600

34.00%

Written

155

57.62%

19.08

46.66%

758.781

47.54%

Process

19

7.06%

6.34

15.51%

242.065

15.17%

Denied

7

2.60%

1.32

3.23%

49.455

3.10%

Pending

0

0.00%

0.23

0.56%

3,194

0.20%

269

100.00%

40.89

100.00%

1596.094

100.00%

Management

TOTAL

*This distance is equal to the sum of private land affected areas, not considered are streets, streams, rivers, etc. The total length of
the trace is 41.92 km (according to trace under study)

Table 2.- Summary table of permits obtained to date

PROGRESS AMOUNT OF PERMITS
269

300
250
200

155

150
88
100
19

50

7

0

0
Verbal

Written
Escrito

Cant.
Denied
Process
Proceso
Negado

Pending
Pendiente

TOTAL

Illustration 2.- Bar Chart of advance in obtaining permits, according to number of permits.
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PROGRESS DISTANCE+
40.89
0.23
1.32
Dist. Kms

6.34
19.08
13.92

0.00

10.00
20.00
Denied
TOTAL
Pendiente
Negado
Pending

30.00
Process
Proceso

40.00
Written
Escrito
Verbal

50.00

Illustration 3.- Bar Chart of advance of permits, according to length affected.

% PROGRESS AREA

100.00%
0.20%
3.10%
%

15.17%
47.54%
34.00%

0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00% 60.00% 70.00% 80.00% 90.00% 100.00%
TOTAL

Pending
Pendiente

Denied
Negado

Process
Proceso

Written
Escrito

Verbal

Illustration 4.- Bar Chart of advance of permits, according to affected areas.
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1.4 PROGRESS IN THE COLLECTION OF DOCUMENTS
The social and legal team continues on home visits to collect personal documents (DUI and NIT)
and property (deeds), complementing the latter with requests to the Registry of ownership of
literals of deeds when necessary, this collection has been focused on section B where progress is
made on the follow up of legal cases of the property to be used by the band and negotiations and
payments thereof.
It is to note that the pending documentation will be complemented, when delivered by the owner
at the time of negotiation and before deeding of the rights of way of the electroduct.
Table 3 summarizes the number and type of documents obtained to date.
SUMMARY OF COLLECTION OF DOCUMENTS
DOCUMENTS
AHUACHAPAN
SONSONATE
(Owner, Holder, Legal Representative)
DUI
64
99
NIT
95
63
DEED
127
121

(Provided by owners and literal requested to CNR)

TOTAL
163
158
248

Table 3.- Summary of collection of documents.

1.5 IDENTIFICATION OF POSSIBLE CASES OF INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT
In the report for July / 2016, 6 cases of involuntary resettlement remained, however, with design
modifications for the aerial arrival of the TL to the GEO’s electrical sub-station in the municipality
of Ahuachapán, avoided affecting five cases identified above, reducing to 1 case of involuntary
resettlement in the 43.4 Km designed to date projected.
The only case of resettlement is located on plot 246 where tower 128 is projected, boundary
between Section B and Section C in the sector of the exit of Acajutla, identified as Rea-6. Below is
the involuntary resettlement defined to date:
SUMMARY OF CASES OF INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT DEFINED
N
o.

1

NOMENCLATURE

Re-6

PLOT
ACCORDING
TO PROJECT

VERTICE /
PARKING

246

18/35 +000

NAME OF THE HEAD OF
THE FAMILY

Head by
genre
F

M

No
STRUCTURES
(HOUSES)

NUMBER OF
HOUSEHOL
DS

Julio Alberto
x
1
1
Menendez Ramirez
Source: Based on data collected by EDP Rights of Way Management team in field trip conducted between 12/08/2015 to
12/16/2015, municipalities of Acajutla and Ahuachapan.
Table 4- Summary table of cases involuntary resettlement defined.
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The possibility of increasing cases of resettlement is still open, according to the definition of
design of the TL in section C.
1.6 PROGRESS IN IDENTIFYING
RESETTLEMENT.

PROPERTIES

FOR

SOLVING

INVOLUNTARY

After identifying property for the relocation of the affected family, progress is being made in the
collection of documents of ownership, financial offers and personal documents of owners.
Likewise, the valuations are made and property registry studies, to rule out any legal problem, in
order to ensure legal tenure to the beneficiaries. For each of the alternatives, records have been
conformed to assess each of the offerings and identify the most suitable for the family group who
will be moved.
It should be noted that offers for sale, taken from about 3 months ago, are being followed up
regarding their availability, in some cases there is no longer a sale offer; so, if the purchase of
property continues to be postponed, there is a risk of not having any more availability of sale in
any of the alternatives identified. If this happens, a new search and selection process must be
made again, to have new alternatives that meet the IFC requirements and meets the needs of the
beneficiary family.
1.7 SOCIOECONOMIC CENSUS
There’s been a collection of information, in order to socioeconomically characterize the family to
be moved and define eligibility, compensation and assistance in accordance with procedures for
involuntary resettlement established by IFC in its Performance Standard 5.
As 100% of the trace of the TL is defined, the number of plots to censor will be determined, since
only will be surveyed the families who are forced to move physically and outside the building
that they currently inhabit due to the direct impact to be generated.
1.8 CUTOFF DATE
In section B it continues notifying the "Cut-off Date or Closing Date" dated April/ 05/ 2016,
specifically to owners / holders and is simultaneously performed with the valuation notification
prior to payment and deeding of the rights of way of the electroduct.
On July/ 07/ 2016 it’s been defined the design of section A and thus the "Cut-off Date or Closing
Date", which as in the section B are reported simultaneously to the valuation notification prior to
payment and deeding f the rights of way of the electroduct.
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Therefore, only Section C is pending to set a cut-off date and will be consistent with the definition
of the design of the TL.
As we mentioned before, the cutoff date allows to inform and generate credibility of the
processes, and safeguard from people who want to be favored of the compensatory processes.
The written notification contains the name, location of the property, according to project
identification, status of tenure and the stipulated closing date. Delivery is supported with a copy
of the note and a list, which will be signed by the recipient of the notification, i.e. the owner or
legal representative.
Bellow, illustration of home visits to notify the cut-off date to owners / holders of property
affected by the passing of the TL:

Illustration 5.- Notification of cut-off date to owners / holders.

In relation to the case of resettlement, still has not been notified of the cutoff date until achieving
an economic agreement with the owner of the property on which it now stands, to confirm the
need to relocate the family, as in compliance with Standard 5 of the IFC, is necessary to prevent
affected families entering a state of anxiety by moving them form the place that for many years
has been their home, and false expectations generated with the possibility of improving their
living conditions. As is the case of the last adjustment to the trace in July / 2016 which allowed to
stop considering the families as possible beneficiaries and there will be no need to relocate them.
When notifying the cutoff date for resettlers, the process of choosing the alternative is initiated
by the beneficiary families, negotiations must already exist, by EDP with the owners of
alternative properties, offer for sale and purchase commitment in case the alternative it’s
selected by the beneficiary, which to this date has not been performed.
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1.9 DISCLOSURE OF PROGRESS MANAGEMENT (OWNERS AND HOLDERS)
As the Performance Standard 5 of the IFC dictates, the disclosure of relevant information is
crucial in the process of participation of those directly affected, so in the management of rights of
way, from first contact an information flow was established directly with owners / holders to
maintain good availability to grant the right of way of the TL in their properties.
At this stage of disclosure, it is being reported on the progress of the negotiations and the
different steps involved in the project, to ensure a transparent and informed process for which a
new information brochure has been made describing each step to develop in the stage of
negotiation-payment and deeding, which is explained and delivered by social managers in home
visits.

2 TECHNICAL AREA:
Below, activities in this area of study are described:
2.1 MAINTENANCE OF GENERAL PLANS AND MONITORING.
It continues to maintain general plans and monitoring of management, and the development and
updating of individual plans of affection to be presented to Cadastre-CNR for their respective
review and approval regarding design variations.
To date, in section B there’s no projections of further modifications to trace, because of the
progress in acquiring rights of way, so it’s only being finalized the presentations of plans to the
Cadastre-CNR in plots with legal processes, having to this date 100% of definition of properties
and areas to be occupied by the TL.
In section A, dated July, 2016, the trace of the TL was defined and proceeded to review and define
the areas to be occupied by the TL at each property to intervene.
In section C, it’s still considering cadastral information to perform preliminary calculations and
definition of general plans, based on the different traces being studied. Once the design has been
defined and with detailed topographical information, the general project plans will be updated.
In Annex # 4: General Affectation Plans, it can be seen what to this date constitutes the total of the
plots according to the project, identifying the owners, properties and areas to take over the TL.
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2.2 REVIEW IN FIELD OF TOPOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
To date, 100% of the detailed information of the topographical survey in the section B is had.
In section A and specifically in the trace of the East Option, they demarcations of bench marks for
the CNR and limits of the primary polygonal have begun, planning to start the survey in detail in
the first week of August / 2016.
2.3 ELABORATION OF PLANS AND TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE RIGHTS OF WAY
STRIPS
In section B, between TP51 to the TP128 comprising 19.5 km and a total of 133 properties the
total of affectation plans has been elaborated with their respective technical descriptions, which
as there’s progress in the management of negotiation and payment of the rights of way to owners
will be provided to the legal area to be incorporated into deeding projects.
For this month of July in which the was endorsed the overall design of Section A, between TP1
and TP51 and comprising 17 km and a total of 76 plots, it has been revised and defined 48
individual blueprints in which detailed topographic information is available, which have started
being presented to the Cadastre-CNR for their respective review and approval.
2.4 PLANS FOR FILING IN TECHNICAL REVIEW CATASTRO-CNR
With the endorsement of EDP as of April 4, 2016, in Section B started presenting plans to the
Cadastre of the CNR in the department of Sonsonate and Ahuachapán, for technical review and
approval of the affected portions of each property where rights of way of the electroduct should
be built.
At the closing date of this report, have been submitted to the Cadastre-CNR in different
departments, Ahuachapán and Sonsonate, plans for review and approval, as follows:
SUMMARY TABLE OF PRESENTATION OF PLANS FOR REVIEW AND APPROVAL
SECTION

PLANS SUBMITTED

PLANS APPROVED

A

39

0

104

103

B

Table 5.- Summary table plans submitted to Cadastre-CNR.
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2.5 VALUATION OF PROPERTIES
To date, there are 181 plots valuations comprised in 9.5 km of the trace of section "A" and 19.5
km of section "B", which designs have been defined since past months. For the month of July /
2016, field inspections have initiated for the development of 28 valuations in the plots included
in the East Option, which design was recently defined.

3 LEGAL AREA:
In the month of July / 2016, it continues to develop 5 major activities in the Legal Area: Land
Registry Research; Solving Problems / Legal Cases of the affected properties; Negotiation
amounts to cancel by the Constitution of Rights of Way of Electroduct; Payment of full or partial
compensation through deeding of the Constitution of Rights of Way or Constitution Pledge of Law
of Rights of Way; and registration of Deeds of Rights of Way in the Land Registry and Mortgages.
The first operation or activity is aimed to feedback from the legal situation of each plot, while
100% of the trace of the TL is defined. Likewise, the CNR verified the legal status of properties
located under the new traces studied to determine their viability and verifying the registration
status of the property in deeding and payment process.
The second activity or management, is to start and monitor the proceedings or procedures that
solve legal constraints identified in 132 buildings affected by the TL. So, the team of lawyers and
notaries, continues to make visits to owners in order to generate an environment of trust,
achieving timely collaboration for streamlining processes.
The third activity is the negotiation with each of the owners of the affected properties, this
negotiation aims acceptance of the amount of compensation for the owner.
The fourth activity starts when it has been reached a financial agreement with the owner, and
corresponds to the payment of the total or partial amount of the compensation within a period
not exceeding fifteen working days, signing simultaneously the Public Deed of Constitution of
Rights of Way of Electroduct or the Pledge of Constitution of Right of Way of Electroduct.
The fifth activity is the presentation to the Registry of Property and Mortgages of the Department
of Ahuachapan and Sonsonate for prompt and timely registration. Concluding with the
registration process of creation of rights of way on each parcel within the outline of the project.
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3.1 PROGRESS IN THE REGISTRY AND CADASTRAL VERIFICATION
To date, we have 100% of the cadastral-registration verifications of the property under the trace
currently being studied, as well as properties that have been affected by the projection of new
traces proposed.
See Annex No. 5: General Matrix of Plots and Owners identified to date, which reflects all
cadastral-registration information verified at the CNR in each of the properties affected by the TL.
3.2 IDENTIFICATION OF LEGAL CASES
To date 126 properties have been identified that have a problem or legal case to solve, equivalent
to approximately 46.84% of all affected properties; 126 properties represent a total of 159
processes, proceedings or legal resolution procedures to solve any risk in the construction of the
transmission line.
The 159 cases identified are classified as follows; 103 legal cases that have been identified
through cadastral-registration verification in the CNR, and 56 legal problems identified by the
approach to the owners / holders of the properties.
4. Bar graph illustration of progress in permits, according to affected areas.

Illustration 6Bar Graph. - Legal Cases.
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Legal cases and problems identified to date have been classified according to its complexity and
solution time, defining four types described as follows:
1) Green: simple cases whose complexity and resolution times do not exceed 6 months in office.
2) Yellow: cases of medium complexity and those which resolution times are between 6 and 10
months in office.
3) Orange: cases of medium complexity and those with resolution times of over 11 contractual
months in office, but not impossible to legalize the rights of way of electroduct.
4) Red: The highly complex cases without possibility of reaching a resolution, which represent
impossibility to legalize the rights of way of electroduct.
It must be kept in mind that legal problems, both registry and field may coincide in the same
property, presenting more than one case and of different complexity or color so the color that
will prevail is the one indicating greater complexity.
Below are tables 7 through 10 summarizing the classification of legal cases identified by
complexity and type of solution.

SUMMARY TABLE OF REGISTRY LEGAL CASES
CORRELATIVE

LEGAL CASE

AHUACHAPAN

SONSONATE

TOTAL

1

Mortgage

25

12

37

2

Right of Way

3

22

25

3

Presentations pending
registration

7

3

10

4

Pledge

4

4

8

5

Well Family

4

2

6

6

Alerts

9

0

9

7

No history

6

1

7

8

Garnishment

1

0

1

59

44

103

TOTAL

Table 6.- Table summary of legal cases by type
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SUMMARY TABLE OF LEGAL CASES BY ACCORDING TO COMPLEXITY OF SOLUTION
TYPE BY COMPLEXITY OF SOLUTION

DEPARTMENT
GREEN

YELLOW

ORANGE

RED

Ahuachapán

55

0

4

0

Sonsonate

31

13

0

0

TOTAL

86

13

4

0

Table 7.- Table summary of legal cases by complexity of the solution

SUMMARY TABLE OF LEGAL ISSUES
CORRELATIVE
1
2
3
4
5
6

LEGAL CASE

AHUACHAPAN

SONSONATE

TOTAL

12

4

16

0
1
0

1
19
7

1
twenty
7

1

2

3

0

1

1

Proceedings for
acceptance of inheritance
Supplementary title
Special power
Domain Transfer
Measures of remeasurement
Dismemberment led by
its owner

7

Judicial partition

4

0

4

8

Meeting Properties

1

2

3

9

Adverse possession

1

0

1

20

36

56

TOTAL

Table 8.- Summary table of legal problems by type

SUMMARY TABLE OF LEGAL PROBLEMS BY COMPLEXITY OF SOLUTION
TYPE BY COMPLEXITY OF SOLUTION

DEPARTMENT
GREEN

YELLOW

ORANGE

RED

Ahuachapán

1

6

13

0

Sonsonate

3

2. 3

10

0

TOTAL

4

29

2. 3

0

Table 9.- Summary table of legal problems by complexity of solution.
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In Annex No.6: Matrix of Legal Cases, you can see in detail each case identified by the color of
type that corresponds according to the complexity.
3.3 RESOLUTION OF LEGAL CASES
The legal team continues meeting with owners / holders on the premises of the Office of Social
Management and / or home visits in support for social managers to obtain all necessary
information and documents for monitoring processes, proceedings or legal procedures.
Below, the details of efforts made on the side of the legal team:


Obtaining documents such as birth, death and marriage certificates, before the
corresponding municipality for the various proceedings of acceptance of inheritance, for
further and immediate start.



Obtaining cadastral denomination certifications at the National Registration Center (CNR)
for the Proceedings of Supplementary Titles.



Obtaining authorization from the owners to present to the mortgagee for mortgage
cancellations or request authorization for Constitution of Right of Way.



Development of special attorney powers in cases of owners abroad



Elaboration of Deeds of Domain Transfers.

As a progress of the resolution of the various legal situations that are in properties that must be
sanitized by the legal team, the total 159 processes, proceedings or procedures identified in 126
properties across the trace; is currently developing these activities in Section B, to date there are
57 properties that have a problem or legal case to solve, what represents to us 76 processes,
proceedings or procedures of legal resolution.
In Section B, until the month of July have been resolved a total of 30 legal problems, in process of
resolution a total of 32 legal problems, from start to finish negotiations with the owner a total of
33 legal problems, not initiated by lack of cooperation by the owners a total of 11 legal problems.
Progress in resolving legal problems in section B represents us to this date, a 28.30%.
Here are some field visits and meetings in our facilities in Sonsonate conducted in July / 2016
with owners / holders by the legal area are illustrated.
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Illustration 7.- Payment and Deeding of Constitution of
Right of Way of electroduct.

Illustration 8.- Meeting with Cooperative Association,
to explain how Legal Status will be obtained.

Illustration 9.- Notice of amount of compensation.
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Illustration 10 - Payment and Deeding of Constitution
busway.

Legal advice and notary services are performed at no cost to owners / holders of the affected
properties, which has led them to cooperate and provide the necessary documentation; as some
of the proceedings represent high costs that they cannot pay.
In legal cases and problems that have not been completed at the time of the negotiation, we will
arrange the signing of deed of pledge of constitution of rights of way (if possible) versus paying a
percentage of the compensation, in order to generate confidence on the owner / holder. At the
end of the process in favor of the owners / holders, all of the negotiated rights of way will be
payed and legalized in favor of EDP in cases where only a promise of constitution of rights was
obtained.
This is to ensure the execution of the work and the subsequent legalization of rights of way of
electroduct.
3.4 NEGOTIATING AMOUNTS TO PAY FOR CONSTITUTION OF RIGHTS OF WAY.
As part of the activities of legal area, notification and negotiation of the appraisals to the owners /
holders of the affected properties it is performed.
Continuing the development of this activity, a total of 112 plots were notified, of which 86 plots
are accepted, leaving 26 parcels pending response from the owners / holders and in some cases
legal representatives.
It is noteworthy, that there has not been reported any negative or rejection by owners / holders /
responsible of the property to date, there is an availability of negotiation, which minimizes the
risk of executing the TL.
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3.5 ELABORATION / REVIEW OF PROJECTS OF DEED OF PROMISE OR CONSTITUTION OF
RIGHTS OF WAY.
As part of the activities of the Legal Department is the elaboration and review of projects of deeds
of Constitution of Rights of Way or Promises of Constitution of Rights of Way, which must be
signed when advance payment is made or the total amount of compensation result of the
negotiation is paid.
In this activity, we have analyzed the legal / registration or legal cases of each plot to determine
which instrument is to be implemented for payment of compensations, classified as follows:
a) Deeds of Constitution of Rights of Way shall be granted in plots that are free of
encumbrances.
b) Deed of Promise of Constitution of Rights of Way on parcels which are being freed from
legal problems.
3.6 TOTAL OR PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COMPENSATION BY THE DEEDING OF
CONSTITUTION OF RIGHTS OF WAY OR PROMISE OF CONSTITUTION OF RIGHTS OF
WAY.
This activity is being developed this July in section B, which consists of a total of 133 plots; and as
a result of negotiations closed on that section it has proceeded to full or partial payment of
compensation to owners of properties that constitute or promise to constitute the Rights of Way
of the Electroduct.
Payment of compensation is done by providing and obtaining the signature of the Public Deed of
Rights of Way or Promise of Constitution of Rights of Way.
At the close of this report it has been made full payment of compensation of 67 plots, obtaining
the signature of the Deed of Constitution of Rights of Way by the owner and partial payment of
compensation of 4 plots, with obtaining the signature of the Deed of Promise of Constitution of
Rights of Way by the owner / holder.
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3.7 REGISTRATION OF DEEDS OF CONSTITUTION OF RIGHTS OF WAY IN THE REGISTRY
OF LAND AND MORTGAGES.
As a result of the payment and deeding done to the owners, there have been a total of 57
testimonies of Constitution of Rights of Way, to the Registry of Land and Mortgages,
corresponding to the Department of Sonsonate 43 presentations and the Department of
Ahuachapán 14 presentations.
To date 57 of the Deeds of Constitution of Rights of Way presented, have been obtained 41 deeds
registered and withdrawn, finding a total of 16 presented and pending registration,
corresponding 7 to the department of Ahuachapán and 9 to the department of Sonsonate.
3.8 REQUEST OF CADASTRAL LOCATIONS, LITERAL CERTIFICATIONS OF DEEDS AND
LITERAL CERTIFICATIONS OF LEGAL STATUS.
To date, 425cadastral locations have been requested of which 255 are kept within the proposed
trace, due to variations that the initial design has had. It continues with the cadastral
identification of new properties by changes in the trace. Cadastral locations are broken down as
follows: 116 cadastral locations of properties in the Department of Ahuachapan and 139
cadastral locations in the Department of Sonsonate.
Also, we have obtained a total of 325 literal certifications of deeds of properties located in
different traces that have been studied, of which 213 literal certificates of deeds corresponding to
191 properties located under the trace currently held in study and definition, which are broken
down as follows: 114 literals in the department of Ahuachapán and 99 literals in the department
of Sonsonate.
It was obtained from the Registry of Commerce the literal certifications attesting the legal status
of the companies that are in the validated trace, such as the Incorporation, modifications and
Credentials. Accounting for a total of 41 certifications that are broken down as follows: 34 literal
certifications of the department of Ahuachapán and 7 literal certifications of the department of
Sonsonate, which complement information for 19 plots under the trace.
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4 CONCLUSIONS


In general, with a definition of 83% design (specifically in sections A and B), and 70% of
topographic information of all the trace, and a revised work program in contractual
deadline until November/12/2016, the management of rights of way has a lower
percentage of progress than expected for this date.



The project with 10 months of study, keeps a percentage of viability between about 85% 90%, which includes the acceptance and cooperation to the project by the owners /
possessors of property located in different sections of the trace.



With the design defined in section A and based on the results of the first approaches to
owners to start negotiation processes, a considerable level of risk is projected in East
Option, where property owners have expressed having high economic expectations to
yield the rights of way of electroduct for EDP, but do not present rejection of the project.



To date, with an increase of 65% in economic agreements reached in Section B, in the
remaining 35%, 8 plots are identified projecting a risk level for the implementation of the
TL, where some owners are absent they are identified or have expressed having economic
expectations well above the values determined in the market study of the radius of
influence; by strategy, they will be treated as special cases to ensure that solutions to be
implemented won’t distort the results achieved with the other owners of neighboring
properties.



After a year of conducted market research with the basis on which the first budget for the
acquisition of rights of way was made, and in compliance with the Performance Standard
5 of the IFC, an upgrade of market values will be required, specifically in sections A and C,
representing the eco-touristic and industrial sectors respectively. This update of values
modify the budget, with an upward trend.



Arrears accumulated as a result of different circumstances, plus the lack of definition in
the design in section C, continue to project risks in meeting goals in the management
activities of rights of way and fund disbursement schedule. To date it is no longer possible
to meet the targets set for the month of August / 2016 and on. It is essential that the
design of section C is defined in the month of August / 2016 to start negotiations with
owners.



Archaeological findings and any results of EIA studies, that recommend extemporaneous
changes in the trace currently under implementation and / or definition, jeopardize the
progress achieved to date in studies of Design and Management of Rights of Way.
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS
Due to the limited progress in the work program of management of rights of way, the recent start
of the proceedings in section A and the lack of design of section C, the recommendations of past
reports are repeated:


It’s recommended to define as soon as possible, the solution of the exit of the Acajutla
plant until Km. 7 of the CA12 leading to Sonsonate, to start or continue with the efforts of
the acquisition of rights of way.



It is recommended to strengthen the various specialists to improve the degree of progress
in the definition of the TL, ensuring full availability of the technical team of designers to
meet the needs of the project (review and rethinking of design changes), as a product of
the steps taken with the property owners in the negotiation process, also because of the
different specialties of study that run simultaneously, enabling to fulfill the runtimes of the
management activities of rights of way.



Keep expedited payment and deeding that has developed after the negotiations, to ensure
the environment of trust and credibility that has been earned the failure of compliance by
EDP in the commitments agreed with the owners.



Define and formalize new strategies for the acquisition of rights of way of electroduct with
property owners whose expectations exceed the values for compensation studied and
defined, both in section B that already has 65% progress in the negotiation process and
50% on payments to owners, and especially in the coffee growing sector of Apaneca,
department of Ahuachapán.



It reiterates the need to implement an information campaign of the project to publicize its
benefits both at national and local levels, noting that will be public usefulness and be
environmentally friendly, without forgetting the Social Responsibility of the Company.



Review and modification is recommended for the work program of Management of Rights
of Way, adapting to the possible dates of design definition in section C.
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ANNEX 5: GENERAL MATRIX OF PARCELS AND OWNERS.

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

1

1

A

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.

ADVANCE OR WEEKLY UPDATE
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HIDROELECTRICA DEL RIO
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WITHDRAWAL (Right of
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power of EDP)

1
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REGISTRATION OF
RIGHT OF WAY
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AT CNR

1

CASES IN WHICH
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1
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PAYMENT AND
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1

LENGTH OF
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CLOSED NEGOTIATION

ETESAL, S.A. DE C.V.

AFFECTED AREA
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(Related data with plane PDF)
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1
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FRAME PLAN OF RIGHT
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No. parcel of land s/ Project
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROJECT

TECHNICAL DATA OF AREAS OF RIGHT OF WAY

Section

1

Código Municipio

Municipality

No. Correlative

CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
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PROJECT INFORMATION AND
AUTHORIZATION FOR PRELIMINARY
STUDIES

CADASTRE PLAN
PRESENTED-CNR

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

Resolved Cases

Pre antecedent
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M

X

Y
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Complex legal situation
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Enrollment or
Registration

M²

Resolution period not exceeding 6 months

Area according to Area according to
Rest Registral M²
System M²
Document M²

42,894.63

163,430.77

42,894.63

Property Location

Nature of the property

Registration Legal Status

Portion B, Cantons Santa Rosa Acacalco, Los Magueyes
and El Barro, Jurisdiction and Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

Observations Registration Legal Status

Acquisition date

10-07-2003

NO BACKGROUND

3

101

U29

132

A

2

HECTOR ENRIQUE MORAN
BARRIOS

1

1

1

1

1

11,568.08

16,551.61

302.56

411487.106

311252.668

15027275-00000 as. 1

192 book 160

38,500.00

38,500.00

38,500.00

Canton Acacalco, denominated "San Juan", Jurisdiction
and Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with Right of Way,
Alert de FECAFE

4

101

U29

132

A

2A

HECTOR ENRIQUE MORAN
BARRIOS

1

1

1

1

1

2,843.59

4,068.61

78.38

411492.892

311268.884

15027274-00000 as. 1

193 book 160

14,000.00

13,287.88

13,287.88

Canton Acacalco, San Juan, Jurisdiction and Department
of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with Right of Way,
Alert of FECAFE

1

1

1

1

4,326.51

6,190.36

145.71

411421.041

310968.986

NO BACKGROUND

1

1

1

3,195.12

4,571.58

77.62

411429.955

310868.602

15026755-00000 As.4

15026755-00000 As.2

25,570.63

75,126.65

25,570.63

Canton Los Magueyes, denominated El Regadío,
Jurisdiction and Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with mortgage

12,121.07

17,342.83

299.12

411444.944

310699.821

15012949-00000 as. 1

31 book 241

53,181.48

53,181.48

50,851.78

Lot N° 3, Canton El Barro, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

Alert: property affected with restriction of domain transfer, by
Emergency Coffee Fund (FECAFE) Debt $ 6,093.75. Property Liens
with Right of Way of Transmission Line in favor of CEL, in an area of
21,693.00 m2, inscription 3 of volume 426.
Alert: property affected with restriction of domain transfer, by
Emergency Coffee Fund (FECAFE) Debt $ 6,093.75. Property Liens
with Right of Way of Transmission Line in favor of CEL

10-15-1966

10-16-1966

5

101

R29

283

A

3

COMISION EJECUTIVA
HIDROELECTRICA DEL RIO
LEMPA, CEL

6

101

U29

128

A

4

EDUARDO RAFAEL MENDEZ
FLOREZ CABEZAS

7

101

U24

457

A

7

COMISION EJECUTIVA
HIDROELECTRICA DEL RIO
LEMPA, CEL

1

1

1

1

8

101

U24

413

A

13

RAMON RAMIREZ

1

1

1

1

1

8,033.95

11,494.98

215.27

411315.635

310447.015

15019362-00000 as. 1

38 BOOK 592

35,000.00

35,000.00

35,000.00

Canton Apanzunco and El Barro de los Ausoles,
Jurisdiction and Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with pledge

1

1

1

1

1

7,012.12

10,032.94

183.96

411268.860

310236.991

15088157-00000 as. 1

15024107-00000 AND
15024511-00000

37,100.00

37,100.00

37,100.00

Canton El Barro de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

12-02-2002

1

1

1

1

1

7,210.57

10,316.88

198.41

411219.846

310048.39

15014411-00000 AS. 13

15014411-00000 AS. 6

28,000.00

28,000.00

28,000.00

Rural

Free of liens

06-03-2011

1

1

1

1

1

2,263.99

3,239.32

52.98

411156.323

309902.182

15017007-00000 AS.13

15017007-00000 AS.6

17,500.00

17,500.00

17,500.00

Rural

Free of liens

06-03-2011

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

1

COMISION EJECUTIVA
HIDROELECTRICA DEL RIO
LEMPA, CEL
JOSE LINO VELASQUEZ
GONZALEZ
JOSE LINO VELASQUEZ
GONZALEZ

1

Canton Santa Rosa Acacalco, Jurisdiction and Department
of Ahuachapán

No Background
Mortgage a / f of Banco de Fomento Agropecuario for an amount of $
49, 275.00; For the term of 15 years; Beginning of Liens: 11/7/2014.
A Portion was segregated by the North-East course of 2,329.70 M2;
Enrolled to the Registry 15088158-00000, in favor of Geotérmica
Salvadoreña S.A. de C.V (GESAL), Free of liens.
Liens with Pledge, in favor of Unión de Exportadores, S.A. de C.V:,
amounted to $ 2,571.43; Term: 15 months; Interest: 16% per year; Date
of beginning of liens 06/27/00.

11-07-2014

09-05-1974

07-16-1990

101

U21

29

A

14

10

101

U21

2

A

15

11

101

U21

1

A

16

12

101

U20

105

A

17

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

1

1

1

1

1,157.11

1,655.59

30.66

411114.391

309805.668

15090838-00000 as. 1

M03029393

1,735.40

1,735.40

1,735.40

13

101

U20

109

A

18

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

1

1

1

1

1,590.33

2,275.44

54.06

411098.488

309763.662

15090834-00000

M03029392

2,915.88

2,915.88

2,915.88

14

101

U20

110

A

18-A

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

1

1

1

1

1,433.44

2,050.97

41.29

411094.593

309712.310

15090830-00000 as. 1

M03029391

3,254.85

3,254.85

3,254.85

15

101

U20

106

A

19

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

1

1

1

1

3,999.25

5,722.13

103.29

411093.557

309672.281

15090765-00000 as. 1

M03029378

7,343.81

7,343.81

7,343.81

101

U20

128

A

19-A

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

1

1

1

1

789.32

1,129.36

60.71

411150.916

309568.403

15090821-00000 AS.1

M03029390

7,563.53

7,563.53

7,563.53

101

U20

103

A

21

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

1

1

1

1

350.17

501.02

34.84

411123.014

309560.279

15090761-00000 AS. 1

M03029377

1,648.61

1,648.61

1,648.61

101

U20

120

A

21-A

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

1

1

1

1

1,247.88

1,785.47

40.07

411133.452

309518.761

15090816-00000

M03029389

4,383.31

4,383.31

4,383.31

101

U20

114

A

23

1

1

1

1

1

1,244.63

1,780.82

40.01

411120.178

309481.027

15090812-00000

M03029388

4,341.75

4,341.75

4,341.75

20

101

U20

111

A

25

1

1

1

1

1

1,239.66

1,773.71

40.01

411106.903

309443.294

15090804-00000 AS. 1

M03029387

3,785.27

3,785.27

3,785.27

21

101

U20

108

A

27

1

1

1

1

1

1,123.66

1,607.73

37.14

411093.629

309405.561

15090800-00000

M03029386

3,188.56

3,188.56

3,188.56

22

101

U20

98

A

29

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

1

1

1

1

2,757.31

3,945.16

62.92

411069.806

309361.879

15090786-00000 AS. 1

M03029382

2,757.31

2,757.31

2,757.31

23

101

U20

85

A

32

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

1

1

1

241.60

345.68

24.16

411044.686

309298.511

15091637-00000 AS. 1

M03029346

241.60

241.60

241.60

24

101

U20

89

A

33

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

1

1

1

241.60

345.68

24.16

411053.975

309294.809

15091632-00000 AS. 1

M03029345

241.60

241.60

241.60

25

101

U20

94

A

34

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

1

1

1

241.60

345.68

24.16

411063.265

309291.107

15091628-00000 AS. 1

M03029344

241.60

241.60

241.60

26

101

U20

97

A

35

1

1

1

1

241.60

345.68

24.16

411072.554

309287.404

15091624-00000

M03029343

241.60

241.60

241.60

Lot 5, Pol. 24, Lotification las Arboledas, Canton o Barro de
Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

27

101

U20

100

A

35-1

1

1

1

1

34.18

48.90

24.16

411081.843

309283.702

15091621-00000

M03029342

241.60

241.60

241.60

Lot 4, Pol. 24, Lotification las Arboledas, Canton o Barro de
Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

05-05-1999

Rural

Liens with mortgage

16

17

18

19

AHUACHAPAN

9

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA
ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

ANA MARIBEL ALVAREZ BORJA

1

Canton El Barro, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
Canton El Barro de los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and
Department of Ahuachapán
parcel of land 13, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o Barro de
Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of Ahuachapán.
parcel of land 12, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o
Barro de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
parcel of land 11, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o
Barro de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
Lot 3, Zona verde, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o
Barro de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
parcel of land 10, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o
Barro de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
Lot 2, Green zone, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o
Barro de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
parcel of land 9, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o Barro
de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
parcel of land 8, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o Barro
de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
parcel of land 7, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o Barro
de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
parcel of land 6, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o Barro
de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
parcel of land No. 2, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o
Barro de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
Lot 8, Polygon 24, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o
Barro de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
Lot 7, Polygon 24, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o
Barro de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán
Lot 6, Polygon 24, Lotification Las Arboledas, Canton o
Barro de Los Ausoles, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán

28

101

R32

81

A

36

29

101

R32

201

A

37

CARLOS ALFREDO MENDEZ
FLOREZ

1

1

1

1

1

1,027.37

1,469.96

25.67

411041.255

308834.924

1

WEEK 30

15017317-00000 AS. 7

15017317-00000 AS. 3

2,800.00

2,800.00

2,800.00

Canton El Barro de los Ausoles, La Conejera, Jurisdiction
and Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with mortgage

30

101

R32

43

A

38

CARLOS ALFREDO MENDEZ
FLOREZ

1

1

1

1

1

2,020.00

2,890.22

54.11

411035.753

308767.051

1

WEEK 30

15014955-00000 AS. 7

15014955-00000 AS. 3

28,000.00

28,000.00

28,000.00

Called place Barro Blanco and el Agua Caliente, Canton El
Barro, Jurisdiction and Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with mortgage

31

101

R32

44

A

39

1

1

1

1

1

13,707.09

19,612.10

378.44

411032.576

308727.869

1

WEEK 30

15015687-00000 AS. 2

15015687-00000 AS. 1

35,000.00

35,000,00

35,000,00

Canton Barro de Los Ausoles, San Jorge, Jurisdiction and
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

32

101

R32

99 (today 221)

A

42

25,809.71

36,928.53

681.21

411002.155

308353.043

15124370-00000 AS. 1

15010848-00000

1,033,762.284

1,033,762.285

1,033,762.286

Canton el Barro, Jurisdiction and Department of
Ahuachapán.

Rural

Free of liens

It corresponded to the parcel of land cadastral 99, but was gathered
generating parcel of land 221.

01-07-2009

84,000.00

In the place el Saltillal, Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department
of Ahuachapán.

Liens with mortgage

Property Liens with First Open Mortgage, Amount: $ 133,535.00; Term:
180 months; Start of encumbrance: 05-28-2014. Denied Rehearing
Presentation, 03-09-2015

05-15-2006

11-05-2004

33

101

R32

90

A

43

GERARDO ENRIQUE MENDEZ
FLOREZ CABEZAS
JOSE ERNESTO ROMERO
BORJA PAPINI; JUAN JOSE
BORJA PAPINI; JULIA
MARGARITA BORJA PAPINI AND
MARGARITA ALDEMIRA PAPINI
RUIZ DE BORJA

1

1

1

1

1

17,189.60

24,594.88

453.63

411036.404

309266.583

1

WEEK 30

15085673-00000 AS. 12

15085673-00000 AS. 10

172,800.00

172,800

172,800

Canton El Barro, of name Bélgica, Jurisdiction and
Department of Ahuachapán

Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to Banco Hipotecario, from
El Salvador, S.A. Amount: $ 200,000.00; Term: 180 months; Start of
liens: 01-02-2011, was modified as to the term, which expires on
01/02/2037
Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to Banco Hipotecario, from
El Salvador, S.A. Amount: $ 200,000.00; Term: 180 months; Start of
liens: 01-02-2011, was modified as to the term, which expires on
01/02/2037
Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to Banco Hipotecario, from
El Salvador, S.A. Amount: $ 200,000.00; Term: 180 months; Start of
liens: 01-02-2011, was modified as to the term, which expires on
01/02/2037

CARLOS ALFREDO MENDEZ
FLOREZ

1

NEGOCIOS MAGAÑA DELLA
TORRE, S.A. DE C.V.

1

1

1

10,829.24

15,494.47

266.06

411377.413

307826.839

15036226-00000 AS. 4

15036226-00000 AS. 1

84,000.00

84,000.00

Rural

02-01-2012

02-01-2012

02-01-2012

11-07-2015

34

101

R32

117

A

44-1

MONTECARLOS ESTATE, S.A.
de C.V.

1

1

12,426.35

17,779.62

577.57

411617.878

307634.624

15017218-00000 AS. 7

40 book 795

39,885.01

39,885.01

39,885.01

Canton El Barro de los Ausoles, know by Finca San José
de la Montaña, Departament of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with mortgage

Liens with First Open Mortgage, amounted to $ 13,061.22; Term: 60
months; Interest: 6% per year; Start date 09/20/96, inscription 78 BOOK
437 of Mortgages; Liens with Second Mortgage, As. 3, amounted to $
496,571; Term: 96 months; Interest: 9% per year; Start date: 03/25/03;
Both in favor of Banco Salvadoreño, S.A. NIT OF COMPANY: 0614120803-105-2; Deed of incorporation inscribed in 18 BOOK 1842 of
Companies. BATRES family society

35

102

R01

28, 29 and 64
(today 374)

A

46-1

NEGOCIOS MAGAÑA DELLA
TORRE, S. A. DE C.V.

1

1

27,374.84

39,167.92

850.77

411824.251

307465.514

15143995-00000 as. 1

15086134-00000 AND
15129865-00000

222,375.53

222,375.53

222,375.53

In the place El Zaitillal, described in the literal C, of the first,
Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with mortgage

Liens with First Open Mortgage, in favor of Banco Hipotecario de El Salvador,
S.A., amounted to $ 300,000; Term: 180 months; Start date of liens: 06/23/10

09-23-2014

36

102

R01

30

A

47-1

1

1

2,594.92

3,712.81

161.49

412063.160

306825.774

NO BACKGROUND

NO BACKGROUND

37

102

R01

146

A

48-1

1

3,347.60

4,789.75

87.72

411991.197

306775.605

NO BACKGROUND

NO BACKGROUND

Liens with pledge and
Presentations pending
registration

Property liens with Pledge in favor of Sociedad Cooperativa de
Caficultores de Juayua de R.L .; Amount: $ 12,342.86; Term: 12
months; Interest: 14% per year. Start of liens: 11-03-1998.
Presentations: Production Credit and Mortgage, both in favor of
Sociedad Cooperativa de Caficultores de Juayua de R.L. Observed:
does not compare with antecedent.

12-05-1973

Alert of FECAFE

Alert Registry, the co-owner AMADA MARGARITA MILE CORNER,
owed an amount of $ 25,646.75; Property affected with Restriction of
Domain Transfer. Art. 21 Law of Creation of the Emergency Fund for
Coffee.

02/17/07; and
07/10/12, the last

Liens with mortgage and
Alert FECAFE

Property Liens with Mortgages in favor of the International Bank of
Costa Rica, S.A. (Panama): a) First Mortgage; Amount: $ 55,000.00;
Term: 240 months; Beginning of Liens: 27-04-2006. And b) Second
Open Mortgage; Amount: $ 6,937,463.29; Term: 108 months; Start of
liens: 28-01-2011. Modified in terms of the term extending to 192
months. Owner owes an amount of $ 43,799.56. Affected with
restriction of transfer of dominion, FECAFE.

04-27-2006

Property Liens with Mortgages in favor of the CooperativeSociedad
Cooperativa de Cafetaleros de San José de la Majada de R.L. A) First
Open Mortgage; Amount: $ 14,285.71; Term: 240 months; Beginning
of liens: 06-28-2001. And b) Second Open Mortgage; Amount: $
4,571.43; Term: 240 months; Beginning of liens: 07-23-2001.
Presentation of pledge 200301004125, observed since 07-04 -2014.

12-05-1973

39

40

41

42

43

102

APANECA

38

102

102

102

102

102

R01

R01

R01

R01

R01

R01

51

36

53

54

26

258

A

A

A

A

A

A

JOSE ROMERO ASCENCIO
RECINOS AND FREDI RAFAEL
ASCENCIO
MARIA ANGELICA BORJA DE
FERGUSON

49-1

GLORIA BEATRIZ ARTERO
MENDOZA

50

ERNESTO ANTONIO ANGULO
MILLA; JOSE EDUARDO
ANGULO MILLA; JUAN CARLOS
ANGULO MILLA; NOEMY
MARGARITA ANGULO DE
POMA; AMADA MARGARITA
MILLA DE ANGULO; SANTA
MARGARITA DE APANECA, S.A.
DE C.V.

59-1

AGROPECUARIA GUADALUPE,
S.A. DE C.V.

60-1

FLOR DEL TRANSITO ARTERO
MENDOZA

61-1

BERTA RODRIGUEZ VIUDA DE
BORJA; ANA GLORIA BORJA
RODRIGUEZ AND FRANCISCO
MANUEL BORJA

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6,561.48

5,052.75

6,750.61

9,388.17

7,229.47

9,658.77

192.33

184.33

185.67

411833.421

411712.315

411714.052

306665.613

15036178-00000

306068.653

15036962-00000 AS. 4, 5,
6

306582.396

15036413-00000 AS. 9

34 book 274

1 book 185

15036413-00000 AS. 1

14,547.71

189,000.00

47,661.28

14,547.71

189,000.00

47,661.28

14,547.71

Place El Zaitillal, Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of
Ahuachapán

189,000.00

Canton Saltillal, Finca El Naranjo, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

47,661.28

Place El Zaitillal, Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of
Ahuachapán

1

5,257.13

7,521.90

162.76

411713.971

306558.289

15037588-00000 as. 1

62 book 300

47,661.28

47,661.28

47,661.28

Place El Zaitillal, hijuela 4, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

1

12,510.45

17,899.95

330.29

411713.421

306395.528

15036399-00000 AS. 1

14 BOOK 569 AND 21
BOOK 539

135,800.00

135,800.00

135,800.00

Finca San José, Canton El Zaitillal, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Rural

Rural

Rural

Liens with mortgage and
presentations pending
registration

Rural

Free of liens

09-14-1956 and 1223-1952

62-1

MARIETTA SUAREZ DE BRIGHT

1

1

12,549.29

17,955.52

331.97

411912.717

305679.435

15036219-00000 AS.1

19 BOOK 511

218,605.17

218,605.17

218,605.17

Place La Cumbre, Hijuela D Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with Mortgage and
pledge, Alert

Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to Sociedad Cooperativa de
Cafetaleros de San José La Majada de R.L .; Amount: $ 57,143.00;
Term: 240 months; Start of liens: 29-06-2001. Property Liens with
Pledge in favor of Banco Salvadoreño, S.A .; Amount: $ 533,196.24.
Start of liens: October 17, 2002.Alert from FECAFE, Producer owes $
13,256.50. For which it has domain transfer restriction.

1

1

21,513.95

30,782.16

630.25

412159.338

305457.205

15077529-00000

15036676-00000

223,541.00

223,541.00

223,541.00

Hijuela B, place la Cumbre, Canton El Saitillal, denominated
Montecasino, Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of
Ahuachapán

Rural

Presentations pending
registration, free of liens

Presentations pending to register for segregation by sale and Donation
observed 200401003406 and 200401004852.

1

5,895.04

8,434.62

174.69

412530.650

304183.73

15141164-00000 AS. 2

15141164-00000 AS. 1

488,937.85

483,031.18

488,937.85

Canton San Ramoncito, place denominated Sisiniapa,
Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

44

102

R01

257

A

63-1

ALEIDA CAMILA VALDIVIESO
MARTINEZ AND GONZALO
HERNANDO VALDIVIESO
MARTINEZ

45

102

R03

33 (today 801)

A

64

ESCAFE, S.A. DE C.V.

1

04-30-1987

04-25-2001

07-10-2013

Legal Problems

Observations Legal Problems

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

66-1

49

102

R03

83

A

66-2

50

102

R03

82

A

66-3

51

102

R03

85

A

67-1

52

102

53

102

R03

R03

86

57

A

A

MARIO ARTURO ZALDAÑA
AVELAR
PEDRO JOSE ARTERO
SALAZAR
AMADA MARGARITA MILLA DE
ANGULO

412376.706

304719.537

NO BACKGROUND

1

1

4,916.18

7,034.07

138.46

412436.682

304506.850

15035514-00000

48 BOOK 878

18,408.00

18,408.00

18,408.00

Place Pila de San Andrés, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Presentations pending
registration, free of liens

Presentation of Purchase. Observed. 200601010633 and
200401004384

10-12-1987

1

1

37.51

53.67

13.24

412468.610

304513.390

15035995-00000

14 BOOK 950

4,500.00

4,500.00

4,500.00

Place Pila de San Andrés, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Presentations pending
registration, free of liens

Presentations pending to register for sale. Both observed. "The
antecedent does not confront" both in favor of Julio Cesar Zaldaña
Avelar

10-12-1987

1

1

769.59

1,101.13

34.97

412513.503

304398.875

NO BACKGROUND

1

1

2,275.93

3,256.40

61.45

412487.484

304357.333

15036959-00000

70-1

JESUS IMELIDA PEREZ
ALARCON ; JOSÉ ABRAHAM
PÉREZ ALARCON AND OSCAR
ANTONIO PÉREZ ALARCÓN

1

1

2,453.53

3,510.51

81.07

412570.092

303953.994

15037681-00000 AS. 1

56 BOOK 113

28,000

27,120

27,120

In the suburbs of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

71-2

CHALAN INVERSIONES, S.A. DE
C.V.

1

1

56

102

R03

448

A

72-1

MEMO S.A. DE C.V.

1

1

NA
PA
EC
PAN
AHUAC
AH

450

A

70

TAMALPAIS, S.A.

71

GLORIA VIRGINIA DE LA PAZ
FERGUSON DE BORJA
NATHAN

72

ANA MARINA MAGAÑA DE ORTEGA;
ERNESTO FEDERICO MAGAÑA
GRANADOS; JOSE MARIO MAGAÑA
GRANADOS; MARIA ELENA MAGAÑA
DE CASTRILLO; ALVARO ALFREDO
MAGAÑA GRANADOS; MARIA
TERESA MAGAÑA GRANADOS DE
GILBERT

102

R06

62

A

Rural

21,000.00

A

61

Albania, Place Pila de San Andrés, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

21,000.00

844

A

10,600.00

21,000.00

R03

443

10,600.00

72 BOOK 811

102

R03

10,600.00

15035512-00000

55

102

44 BOOK 193

304313.894

73

ALBERTO VALDIVIESO BORJA
AND COMPAÑIA SUCESORES

1

1

1

1

14,616.01

435.67

412576.944

303910.019

WEEK 30
9,960.63

14,251.67

283.82

412249.454

303417.444

Rural

Free of liens

Liens with pledge

Property Liens with Pledge in favor of the Cooperativa de Cafetaleros de
San José de La Majada de R.L .; Amount: $ 5,616.00; Term: 15
months; Interest: 8.50% per annum; Start of liens: 09-08-2015.

11-23-1994

Rural

Free of liens

Segregation of Portion of 880 M2 for right of way, enrolled to the
registration 15036334-00000

03-07-1949

Rural

Right of Way of Aqueduct
and Alert

15107622-00000 as. 2

15107622-00000 as. 1

112,062.58

112,062.58

56,031.29

15144796-00000 as. 1

15107622-00000

56,031.29

56,031.29

56,031.29

Segregated from Portion 4, Literal B, forms part of the
Hacienda Monterrey, Apaneca, Ahuachapán

Rural

Alert

15107621-00000 as. 3

15107621-00000 as. 2

118,418.3494

118,418.3494

118,418.3494

Portion 3, Literal B, forms part of the Hacienda Monterrey,
Apaneca, Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

R/L GERARDO IGNACIO DE JESUS BORJA FERGUSON

04-12-2010

Rural

Liens with mortgage

Liens with First Mortgage in favor of Alba Petroleos of El Salvador,
Sociedad por Acciones de Economia Mixta de C.V.; Amount: $
500,000.00; Square: 12 months; Beginning of Liens: 08/19/2014.

03-11-2005

291.66

411997.421

303265.317

15107620-00000 as. 2

15107620-00000 as. 1

112,417.3897

112,417.3897

112,417.3897

1

14,320.38

20,489.59

324.45

411938.280

303229.660

15107619-00000 AS. 2

15107619-00000 AS. 1

109,413.56

109,413.56

109,413.56

Literal B, Portion 1, Quezalapa, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán.

Rural

Liens with mortgage

Property Liens with First Open Mortgage, in favor of the Banco
Hipotecario de El Salvador, S.A.; Amount: $ 48,000; 300 months;
Beginning of liens: 04-20-2005.

02-01-2005

1

5,229.69

7,482.64

136.57

411839.462

302917.719

15037856-00000;
15037862-00000

As. 1

7, 000 y 2,800
respectivamente

7, 000 y 2,800
respectivamente

7, 000 y 2,800
respectivamente

Both in Place La Bellota, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

Define which of the two properties or whether both are affected. Presentation on
both plates, 200301004125 Pledge of Contitución

both 12/15/98

56,000.00

In the place "La Bellota" Portion described in the literal "B",
Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Alert of FECAFE;
Presentations pending
registration

FECAFE ALERT. Restriction of Domain Transfer for owing owners to FECAFE.
Five presentations pending registration of Credits to Production numbers
201601005084; 201601005091, 201601005092, 201601005093, 201601005094

08-03-1987

Liens with mortgage

Liens with First Open Mortgage, in favor of the Sociedad Ingeniero José
Antonio Salaverría y Compañía de C.V.; Amount $ 65,000, Term: 300
months; Date of start of liens: 20-09-02. Inscribed to the seat 2. A
Portion of 157,254.68 M2 was segregated, in favor of the Sociedad
Viveros de Santa Ana, S.A de C.V., enrolled to the registry 1503709000000; On which 2 Mortgages fall, also has Alert.

12-12-1991

8,150.98

1

5,980.27

11,662.42

8,556.57

213.49

165.69

411797.081

411795.670

302783.930

15036103-00000 AS. 1

302542.940

15074901-00000 AS. 1

10 BOOK 670

87 BOOK 644

56,000.00

369,565.68 M2

56,000.00

212,311.00

212,311.00

In the denominated places "Quezalapa" and "Cerro
Grande", Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of
Ahuachapán

Rural

R06

40

A

74

SOCIEDAD VIVEROS SANTA
CLARA, S.A. DE C.V.

1

1

1

1

1

15,506.22

22,186.30

405.71

411799.382

302399.183

15037090-00000 AS. 1

42 BOOK 678

157,254.68

157,254.68

157,254.68

In the denominated places "Quezalapa and "Cerro Grande",
Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with mortgage

63

102

R06

30

A

75

JOSE ANTONIO JESUS
SALAVERRIA BORJA

1

1

1

1

1

24,956.69

35,708.03

659.59

411869.229

302000.079

15037454-00000 as 1

46 BOOK 198

119,000.00

119,000.00

119,000.00

In the denominated place El Cerrón, Jurisdiction of
Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with mortgage

64

102

R06

63

A

76

REVAL, S.A.

1

1

1

1

23,936.68

34,248.60

630.07

412035.139

301324.449

15037726-00000 AS. 7

15037726-00000 AS. 6

414,769.33

280,000.00

414,769.33

Canton Siguacta, Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of
Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

102

R06

3

A

77

66

102

R06

11

A

78

COMERCIAL EXPORTADORA,
S.A. DE C.V.

67

102

R07

91

A

79

REPUBLICA CAFETALERA S.A.
DE C.V.

68

102

R07

85

A

80

69

102

R07

92

A

70

102

R07

52 (today parcel
of land 99)

71

110

R01

72

110

R01

4,356.70

78.51

412226.030

300763.550

15037711-00000 as. 1

53 BOOK 461

119,000.00

119,000.00

119,000.00

Place called Siguacta, Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department
of Ahuachapán.

Rural

1

1

1

1

20,135.53

28,809.92

522.16

412294.140

300715.244

15037078-00000 AS. 14

15037078-00000 AS. 1

174,800.00

174,800.00

174,800.00

Place know by the name of Finca "San Antonio", Place
"Siguacta, described in the f literal, Quezalapa, Jurisdiction
of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán.

Rural

Free of liens

1

1

1

1

1

7,705.24

11,024.66

202.34

412331.882

300198.492

15036608-00000 AS. 10

15036608-00000 AS. 1

160,000.00

160,000.00

160,000.00

In the place denominated Siguacta, Canton Quezalapa,
Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán.

Rural

Free of liens

02-15-2013

IRISH COFFEE S.A DE C.V.

1

1

1

1

1

17,431.95

24,941.63

458.74

412365.702

299993.076

15036933-00000 AS. 6

15036933-00000 AS. 1

160,000.00

160,000.00

160,000.00

In the place denominated Siguacta, Canton Quezalapa,
Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán.

Rural

Free of liens

12-20-2007

81

REPUBLICA CAFETALERA S.A.
DE C.V.

1

1

1

1

1

5,154.01

7,374.36

136.82

412484.155

299556.829

15099534-0000 AS.6

15099534-0000 AS.1

430,000.00

430,000.00

430,000.00

Rural

Free of liens

06-19-2008

A

82

IRISH COFFEE S.A DE C.V.

1

1

1

1

1

22,683.72

32,455.87

597.42

412547.493

299498.508

15117974-00000 AS.2

15116379-00000

1,336,465.98

1,336,465.98

1,336,465.98

Rural

Free of liens

280

A

82-A

IRISH COFFEE S.A DE C.V.

1

1

1

1

1

5,660.52

8,099.07

149.28

412817.551

298901.176

15116857-00000 AS. 6

15116857-00000 AS. 5

97,271.94

97,271.94

97,271.94

Rural

Free of liens

06-22-2007

281

A

82-B

IRISH COFFEE S.A DE C.V.

1

1

1

1

1

4,429.97

6,338.40

117.54

412868.725

298795.744

15116856-00000 AS. 6

15116856-00000 AS. 5

14,410.87

14,410.87

14,410.87

Rural

Free of liens

06-22-2007

279

A

82-C

IRISH COFFEE S.A DE C.V.

1

1

1

1

1

2,940.74

4,207.61

75.23

413001.721

298678.153

15116859-00000 AS. 6

15116859-00000 AS. 5

31,519.39

31,519.39

31,519.39

74

110

R01

278

A

82-D

IRISH COFFEE S.A DE C.V.

1

1

1

1

1

20,232.36

28,948.46

532.44

413058.572

298614.564

15116860-00000 AS. 6

15116860-00000 AS. 5

184,888.19

184,888.19

184,888.19

75

110

R01

19

A

87

SOCIEDAD VISTA HERMOSA
S.A.

1

1

1

1

26,680.53

38,174.50

702.23

413260.497

298153.152

15067518-00000 AS. 1

39 BOOK 950

386,840.34

386,840.34

386,840.34

76

110
110

R02
R01

149
27

A

92

ROBERTO ANTONIO INOCENTE
SALAVERRIA SALGUERO

1

1

1

1

1

37,391.71

53,500.06

983.22

413330.622

297478.231

15067176-00000 as. 12

15067176-00000 as. 10

560,000.00

560,000.00

77

110

R02

238

A

93

ROBERTO ANTONIO INOCENTE
SALAVERRIA SALGUERO

1

1

1

1

1

6,050.58

8,657.17

160.20

413506.632

296529.610

15067180-00000 as. 8

15067180-00000 as. 6

130,800.00

130,800.00

81

PEDRO

82

SAN

80

PUXTLA

79

110

110

110

R02

R02

R02

125

110

127

99

B

B

B

B

94

96

97

PEDRO JOSE ARTERO
SALAZAR AND MARIA DE
JESUS CONTRERAS

PEDRO JIMENEZ PADILLA

HUGO ERNESTO PUENTE
MEJIA

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

698

B

99

83

110

R02

128

B

100

ZOILA HAYDEE RUIZ

1

1

1

84

110

R02

129

B

101

ZOILA HAYDEE RUIZ AGUIRRE
DE RODRIGUEZ

1

1

1

85

110

R02

130

B

102

OLIVIA ANTONIA RUIZ

86

110

R02

96

B

103

GUILLERMO ANTONIO JIMENEZ
SIGUENZA

87

110

R02

693

B

105-1

GUILLERMO ANTONIO JIMENEZ
SIGUENZA

142

B

1

1

1

R02

R02

1

ANDRES ENRIQUE SIGUENZA
JIMENEZ

110

110

1

98

ANDRES ENRIQUE SIGUENZA
JIMENEZ; GUILLERMO ANTONIO
SIGUENZA JIMENEZ, AND
ANDRES JIMENEZ MONROY

88

Property Liens with First Mortgage Open to theSociedad Ingeniero José
Antonio Salaverría y Compañía de C.V. Amount: $ 46,000.00; Term:
Liens with Mortgage; Alert of 300 months; Beginning of liens: 25-07-2002. Registration Alert: The
FICAFE
Right of the Co-Owners have Restriction of Domain Transfer, for
debiting an amount of $ 10,728.50, to the Fondo de Emergencia del
Café.

3,044.94

1

106

RAFAELA CASTRO VIUDA DE
RUIZ(Possible Heirs: Carolina
Morales and Yanira Morales)

1

15,245.10

1

1

1

1

1

3,550.42

6,891.98

7,482.59

1

1

21,812.69

5,079.94

9,861.04

10,706.09

462.65

93.70

181.01

197.03

413560.877

413704.494

413727.206

413764.219

296385.511

296007.992

295923.884

295738.451

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5,600.00

Liens with mortgage

130,800.00

El Retiro, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla, Department of
Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with mortgage

96,800.00

Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

12,689.00

Canton El Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

30,966.00

Place called El Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro
Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Rural

Rural

Liens with Mortgage,
Presentations pending
registration

Free of liens

Free of liens

5,600.00

Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

Rural

Free of liens

12-16-2013

12-16-2013

16-02-1996
23-03-1925

Antecedent establishes that to arrive at this parcel of land it is passed by
the estate of Carlos Aguilar, taking care of in the way, a fraction of 3
varas of width.

06-27-2011

03-06-1989

2,355.00

2,355.00

Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

03-06-1957

295354.862

15068116-00000 AS. 1

162 BOOK 173

11,000.00

11,000.00

11,000.00

Identified as El Primero, Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of
San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

10-06-1961

1

562.34

804.60

14.80

413820.796

1

1

1,809.97

2,589.71

47.52

413822.841

295340.996

1

1

1

1

9,409.75

13,463.48

249.61

413829.720

295294.357

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5,667.45

8,108.99

148.70

413745.800

295049.093

1

1

1

294912.539

1

1

WEEK 30

1

The first two owners own the Nuda Propiedad, corresponding to a 50%
right to each. The last owner has 100% of usufruct rights

Identified as El Segundo, Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of
San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with mortgage

15067121-00000 AS. 9

15067121-00000 AS. 8

7,000.00

7,000.00

7,000.00

In the place called El Huachipilín, Identified as Portion Dos
of the Portion Sexta, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Liens with mortgage

Property Liens with Open Mortgage, in favor of the Banco de Fomento
Agropecuario. Amount: $ 30,000.00; Term: 120 months; Interest:
8.50% per year; Start of liens: 12/07/2011

12-07-2011

15067099-00000 as 5

15067099-00000 as 1

35,000.00

35,000.00

32,557.76

Canton El Huachipilín, Identified as La Primera, Jurisdiction
of San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

3 segregations

04-03-2009

Embargo and Liens with
Mortgage

Property Liens with First Mortgage inscribed to the number 103 BOOK
360 of Mortgages, in favor of Carlos Elvidio Ayala Campos; Amounting
to $ 5,714.29; Term: 6 months; Interest: 3% monthly; Beginning of liens
10/26/86. Relinquish on this property two embargos according to the
following detail: a) Juzgado de lo Laboral of Sonsonate, in civil matters;
Amounting to 50,000 colones; Inscribed to the number 29 BOOK 32 of
Anotaciones Preventivas de Embargo and b) Juzgado de lo Civil of
Sonsonate; Inscribed to seat 4; Amounting to 16,500 colones; In both
does not specify the reference of the judgment; Both in favor of Carlos
Elvidio Ayala Campos. THE PROPERTY IS THE SECOND.

08-19-1959

Rural

Owner deceased, two heirs. One in the USA and one in the
country. Mrs. Teresa Méndez will provide contact.
Owner deceased, two heirs. One in the USA and one in the
country. Mrs. Teresa Méndez will provide contact.

Waiting for offer

7,000.00

Identified as Segundo, Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of
San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán.

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences
Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Real Estate Meeting

7,000.00

84,000.00

Waiting for offer

02-17-1959

7,000.00

84,000.00

Re-measurement
procedures

According to research in the field, the property identified by
owner corresponds to the catastro identify. Due to the fact
that the registration area is smaller than what is in the field, it is
necessary to carry out Remedy Proceedings.

Owner deceased. Mrs. Teresa is one of the ten heirs, three of
them in the USA. She will be the contact with everyone. You
were asked for documentation of all to start Inheritance
Acceptance Diligences.

183 BOOK 125

84,000.00

Owner lives in the USA. Power of attorney special format was
delivered to Mr. Roque Mejía, who stated that he will be the
proxy. Personal owner documents have already been
requested to be shipped from the USA.

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

15067936-00000 AS. 1

245 BOOK 184

RESOLVED
Power of attorney
special

07-25-1984

Property Liens with First Mortgage in favor of Carlos Schmidt and
Company, amounted $ 57.14; Term: 12 months; Interest: 1% monthly;
Liens Start Date 05/03/1968

15068122-00000 as. 1

Mr. Pedro Jiménez Padilla will grant Power of attorney special
in favor of his son Celso Eduardo Jiménez Gutiérrez.
8/3/2016 Power of attorney special was signed in favor of
Celso Eduardo Jiménez Gutiérrez.

10-13-1972

2,355.00

413818.904

413816.059

5,600.00

Rural

Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to the Banco de Desarrollo
de El Salvador, amount: $ 300,000.00; Term: 180 months; Beginning of
liens: 12/16/2014.
Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to the Banco de Desarrollo
de El Salvador, amount: $ 300,000.00; Term: 180 months; Beginning of
liens: 12/16/2014. Inscribed to Seat 9.
Property Liens with First Open Mortgage, in favor of Banco Agrícola
Comercial de El Salvador, S.A.; Amount: $ 114,285.71; Term 120
months; Beginning of Liens: 02-16-1996. Modification regarding the
term extending 5 years more expiring on 16-02-2011. Presentations
Observed: 1) Production Credit. Observed 04-03-2001. 2) Modification
of Mortgage, observed on 11-01-2001. And 3) Production Credit,
observed from 11-01-2001.

262 BOOK 121

14.16

182.73

36 BOOK 566

30,966.00

560,000.00

Denominated El Retiro, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

01-17-1994

15067680-00000 AS. 1

740.00

9,782.97

15067372-00000 AS. 1

30,966.00

12,689.00

Free of liens

295367.689

517.19

6,837.41

WEEK 30

40 BOOK 533

12,689.00

Rural

06-22-2007

21,000.00

1

1

15067182-00000 AS. 2

187 BOOK 188

96,800.00

Liens with mortgage

21,000.00

295546.957

1

1

1

15067688-00000 AS. 1

96,800.00

Rural

06-22-2007

21,000.00

413792.463

1

1

1

WEEK 30

71 BOOK 809

Liens with mortgage

Property Liens with First Mortgage Open to the DBanco de Desarrollo
de El Salvador, amount: $ 200,000.00; Term: 180 months; Beginning of
liens: 7/2/2014.
Property Liens with First Mortgage Open to the DBanco de Desarrollo
de El Salvador, amount: $ 200,000.00; Term: 180 months; Beginning of
liens: 7/2/2014.

06-22-2007

6 BOOK 868

175.51

1

1

1

1

15068785-00000 AS. 1

Rural

It corresponded to parcel of land 52; Now is parcel of land 99 of the
same map and sector

12-19-2012

15067655-00000 AS. 1

9,578.99

1

1

1

1

WEEK 30, 31

Denominated Tequendama, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán
Canton La Concepción, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán
Denominated Rivera Dos, Finca Miramar and San Rafael,
Canton La Concepción; Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán
Denominated Rivera Uno, Finca Miramar and San Rafael,
Canton La Concepción; Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán
Denominated El Coco, Finca Miramar and San Rafael,
Canton La Concepción; Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán
Denominated El CuiLot, Finca Miramar and San Rafael,
Canton La Concepción, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán
Denominated Santa Elena Número Uno, located in the
Parajes called El Durazno, Los Limos and El Guachipilín,
Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla, Department of
Ahuachapán

AWARD IN PAYMENT ENROLLED ON 04/21/16

10-30-1990

Canton Guachipilín, Finca denominated "Las Cuatro
Reinas", Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla, Department of
Ahuachapán

6,694.85

1

1

Domain Purchase
Requisition

10-11-2001

1

R01

R02

12-22-1972

1

110

110

12-12-1991

1

73

78

Property Liens with Mortgages in favor of the Banco Internacional de
Costa Rica, S.A. (Panama): a) First Open Mortgage; Amount: $
718,857.14; Term: 540 months; Beginning of Liens: 11-26-1993. And
b) Second Open Mortgage; Amount: $ 6,937,463.29; Term: 108
months; Start of Liens: 01-28-2011. Modified as to the term extending 7
years more, will expire on January 28, 2027.
1) Mortgage in favor of the Banco Internacional de Costa Rica S.A. In
the amount of $ 125,714.29; Term of 540 months. Beginning of Lien:
31/1/11 2) Mortgage in favor of Banco Internacional de Costa Rica S.A.
In the amount of $ 6, 937,463.29; Term of 192 months. Start of Liens:
1/28/11

1

1

Mr. Pedro José Artero Salazar stated that he is in the process
of rectifying the registration of 25% of property that by mistake
the CNR registered in favor of María de Jesús Contreras,
since she died 50 years ago and does not own property on
her property.

03-04-2015

15,951.69

102

65

03-11-2005

11,148.79

62

SILVIA MARINA SALAZAR
TOBAR AND VIDA ELIZABETH
SALAZAR TOBAR

R / L MARIA JULIA BORJA LAGOS. Segregation of Portion of
56,031.29 M2, identified as parcel of land 844, enrolled to the registry
15144796-00000 in favor of Chalan Inversiones, S.A. Of C.V.
R / L MARIA JULIA BORJA LAGOS. Property with restriction of transfer
of domain by FECAFE. Amount owed: $ 35,287.00, beginning January
18, 2013.

Portion 4, Literal B, part of the Hacienda Monterrey,
Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

1

1

1

08-20-1965

Portion 2, Literal B, forms part of the Hacienda Monterrey,
Apaneca, Ahuachapán

1

1

20,912.59

Observations Legal Problems

No Background

412502.243

1

rural

Legal Problems

No Background

133.07

R03

02-18-2009

199.37

8,023.67

102

Liens with mortgage

Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened in favor of Union of
Exporters, S.A. Of C.V .; Amount: $ 41,714.29; Term: 240 months;
Beginning liens: 06-13-2001

11,727.45

79,354.40

5,607.82

73-1

Acquisition date

8,196.43

79,354.40

1

A

Observations Registration Legal Status

1

79,354.40

68-1

449

Registration Legal Status

1

15037316-00000 AS. 1

El Chilamate,San Ramoncito, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán.

Nature of the property

305011.247

1

60

Property Location

412427.508

ARIES S.A. DE C.V.

A

Area according to Area according to
Rest Registral M²
System M²
Document M²

288.83

71-1

37

Pre antecedent

Albania, Place Pila de San Andrés, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

R03

Complex legal situation

15,002.27

A

R03

Enrollment or
Registration

1

102

Resolution period not exceeding 11 months

COMMENTS

MAURICIO ALFONSO AREVALO
MATA

DORA ESTELA BORJA NATHAN
DE SALAVERRIA

Resolution period not exceeding 10 months

10,485.23

447 today 845

102

Resolution period not exceeding 6 months

1

R03

59

Resolved Cases

1

102

58

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

15037316-00000 AS. 3
AND 4

54

57

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.

ADVANCE OR WEEKLY UPDATE

A

Y

REGISTERED AND
WITHDRAWAL (Right of
Way registered and in
power of EDP)

84

X

PROGRESS IN THE
PRESENTATION AND
REGISTRATION OF
RIGHT OF WAY

SCRIPTURE PRESENTED
AT CNR

R03

M

CASES IN WHICH
CONSTITUTION PROMISE
WAS SIGNED

102

V²

COORDINATES

PAYMENT AND
SCRIPTURE

48

ANA LIDIA DEL CARMEN PEREZ
DE CHACON
JULIO CESAR SALDAÑA
AVELAR, ALEJANDRO ANTONIO
SALDAÑA AVELAR; MARIO
ARTURO SALDAÑA AVELAR
AND ANA MARIA SALDAÑA
AVELAR

M²

LENGTH OF
AFFECTION

CLOSED NEGOTIATION

65-1

AFFECTED AREA

PROGRESS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF
NEGOTIATION, PAYMENT AND SCRIPTURE OF THE
RIGHT OF WAY
(Related data with plane PDF)

NOTIFIED
(Including closed and
pending negotiations)

A

CADASTRE PLAN
APPROVAL-CNR

14

CADASTRE PLAN
PRESENTED-CNR

R03

FRAME PLAN OF RIGHT
OF WAY

102

DEFINITION AND APPROVAL OF THE RIGHT OF WAY
AREA

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY IN
DETAIL

47

TECHNICAL DATA OF AREAS OF RIGHT OF WAY

CADASTRAL LOCATION
GENERAL PROPERTY

64-1

NO COLLABORATION TO
THE PROJECT

A

NO STATEMENT

13

Parcel of land

Section

R03

Código Municipio
102

Municipality

46

AIDA DEL ROCIO BOLAÑOS
MILLA; MARIA AIDA MILLA DE
BOLAÑOS; AMADA MARGARITA
MILLA DE ANGULO AND NOEMY
MARGARITA ANGULO DE POMA

No. Correlative

Owner / Possessor

Sector

VERBAL
AUTHORIZATION

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROJECT

No. parcel of land s/ Project

CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
PROPERTY

FEASIBILITY STAGE
PROJECT INFORMATION AND
AUTHORIZATION FOR PRELIMINARY
STUDIES

WRITTEN
AUTHORIZATION

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED

Waiting for offer

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

110

90

110

91

110

92

110

R02

R02

R02

R02

136

135

392

392

B

B

B

B

AFFECTED AREA

LENGTH OF
AFFECTION

COORDINATES

PROGRESS IN THE
PRESENTATION AND
REGISTRATION OF
RIGHT OF WAY

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.

ADVANCE OR WEEKLY UPDATE

DEFINITION AND APPROVAL OF THE RIGHT OF WAY
AREA

PROGRESS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF
NEGOTIATION, PAYMENT AND SCRIPTURE OF THE
RIGHT OF WAY
(Related data with plane PDF)

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

Resolved Cases

Resolution period not exceeding 6 months

Resolution period not exceeding 10 months

Resolution period not exceeding 11 months

Complex legal situation

294172.710

15067357-00000 AS. 3

15067357-00000 AS. 1

70,000.00

70,000.00

70,000.00

In the place denominated Tepunagua Grande, Jurisdiction
of San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán.

Rural

Free of liens

Minor co-owner. Deysi Lisbeth Gutiérrez Jimenez is 13 years old.

02-11-2008

1

1

1

1

2,018.49

2,888.06

111.28

414150.328

293900.760

15068402-00000 AS. 1

F.R. 11-002201-000 AS. 2

18,073

18,073

18,073

parcel of land 251/1, Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro
Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Family property

Restriction by Family property ends 06/21/17

12-17-1987

8,918.36

12,760.39

252.62

414134.937

293848.789

1

15068362-00000 AS 1

11-001914-000

447,711.00

450,711.00

450,711.00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

General property of where expropriate FINATA can be this rest. In this
parcel of land and in the 558,377,379,373,375,437

01-13-1995

2,442.72

1

2,100.03

3,495.05

3,004.72

227.20

79.52

57.32

414110.741

414188.099

414173.633

REGISTERED AND
WITHDRAWAL (Right of
Way registered and in
power of EDP)

414163.610

1

12,321.71

413943.429

Y

SCRIPTURE PRESENTED
AT CNR

330.79

1

8,611.76

302.15

X

CASES IN WHICH
CONSTITUTION PROMISE
WAS SIGNED

15,124.73

1

1

16,547.60

M

PAYMENT AND
SCRIPTURE

10,570.82

1

1

11,565.28

V²

CLOSED NEGOTIATION

1

1

1

M²

NOTIFIED
(Including closed and
pending negotiations)

1

1

1

CADASTRE PLAN
APPROVAL-CNR

1

1

1

CADASTRE PLAN
PRESENTED-CNR

1

1

FRAME PLAN OF RIGHT
OF WAY

107-C

CLARA LUZ GUTIERREZ
GARCIA, JOSE GUILLERMO
GUTIERREZ GARCIA, DEYSI
LISBETH GUTIERREZ JIMENEZ,
PABLO REMBERTO OSORIO
GARCIA, BLANCA DEYSI
JIMENEZ DE GUTIERREZ,
YESSICA TATIANA GUTIERREZ
JIMENEZ, SILVIA DEL CARMEN
GUTIERREZ GARCIA.

CADASTRAL LOCATION
GENERAL PROPERTY

107-B

CLARA LUZ GUTIERREZ
GARCIA, JOSE GUILLERMO
GUTIERREZ GARCIA, DEYSI
LISBETH GUTIERREZ JIMENEZ,
PABLO REMBERTO OSORIO
GARCIA, BLANCA DEYSI
JIMENEZ DE GUTIERREZ,
YESSICA TATIANA GUTIERREZ
JIMENEZ, SILVIA DEL CARMEN
GUTIERREZ GARCIA.

1

NO COLLABORATION TO
THE PROJECT

107-A

CLARA LUZ GUTIERREZ
GARCIA, JOSE GUILLERMO
GUTIERREZ GARCIA, DEYSI
LISBETH GUTIERREZ JIMENEZ,
PABLO REMBERTO OSORIO
GARCIA, BLANCA DEYSI
JIMENEZ DE GUTIERREZ,
YESSICA TATIANA GUTIERREZ
JIMENEZ, SILVIA DEL CARMEN
GUTIERREZ GARCIA.

1

NO STATEMENT

107

SUCCESSION MARIA JOSEFINA
LETONA (Possible Heir: Ana
Margot Perez de Peters)

VERBAL
AUTHORIZATION

Owner / Possessor

WRITTEN
AUTHORIZATION

Parcel of land

Section

Sector

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROJECT

TECHNICAL DATA OF AREAS OF RIGHT OF WAY

No. parcel of land s/ Project

89

Código Municipio

Municipality

No. Correlative

CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
PROPERTY

FEASIBILITY STAGE
PROJECT INFORMATION AND
AUTHORIZATION FOR PRELIMINARY
STUDIES

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY IN
DETAIL

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED

294787.434

COMMENTS
Enrollment or
Registration

15067723-00000 AS. 1

294531.997

15067003-00000 AS. 3

15067529-00000 AS. 3

294310.633

15067092-00000 AS. 3

294230.650

Pre antecedent

2 BOOK 152

15067003-00000 AS.1

15067529-00000 AS. 1

15067092-00000 AS. 1

Area according to Area according to
Rest Registral M²
System M²
Document M²

56,000.00

93,169.00

15,705.00

15,705.00

41, 383.00

93,169.00

15,705.00

15,705.00

41, 383.00

93,169.00

15,705.00

15,705.00

Property Location

Place called Cushuata, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán.

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla, Department
of Ahuachapán.

Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla, Department
of Ahuachapán.

Nature of the property

Rural

Rural

Rural

Rural

Registration Legal Status

Observations Registration Legal Status

Free of liens

Free of liens

Free of liens

Free of liens

Minor co-owner. Deysi Lisbeth Gutiérrez Jimenez is 13 years old.

Minor co-owner. Deysi Lisbeth Gutiérrez Jimenez is 13 years old.

Minor co-owner. Deysi Lisbeth Gutiérrez Jimenez is 13 years old.

Acquisition date

Legal Problems

Observations Legal Problems

10-24-1958

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences. We had
contact with Mr. Guillermo Guillen, who is the lawyer of Señira
Margarita de Peters. He will give information to the heirs of
Maria Josefina Letona. 7730-4602

Judicial partition

Mr. Pablo Remberto Osorio García stated that a
topographical survey has already been carried out to make a
Judicial partition effective. He will provide a copy to prove that
he will only be affected along with Jose Guillermo Gutiérrez
García, Clara Luz Gutiérrez García and Silvia del Carmen
Gutiérrez García.

Judicial partition

Mr. Pablo Remberto Osorio García stated that a
topographical survey has already been carried out to make a
Judicial partition effective. He will provide a copy to prove that
he will only be affected along with Jose Guillermo Gutiérrez
García, Clara Luz Gutiérrez García and Silvia del Carmen
Gutiérrez García.

Judicial partition

Mr. Pablo Remberto Osorio García stated that a
topographical survey has already been carried out to make a
Judicial partition effective. He will provide a copy to prove that
he will only be affected along with Jose Guillermo Gutiérrez
García, Clara Luz Gutiérrez García and Silvia del Carmen
Gutiérrez García.

Judicial partition

Mr. Pablo Remberto Osorio García stated that a
topographical survey has already been carried out to make a
Judicial partition effective. He will provide a copy to prove that
he will only be affected along with Jose Guillermo Gutiérrez
García, Clara Luz Gutiérrez García and Silvia del Carmen
Gutiérrez García.

02-04-2007

02-11-2008

02-11-2008

110

R02

392

B

107-D

CLARA LUZ GUTIERREZ
GARCIA, JOSE GUILLERMO
GUTIERREZ GARCIA, DEYSI
LISBETH GUTIERREZ JIMENEZ,
PABLO REMBERTO OSORIO
GARCIA, BLANCA DEYSI
JIMENEZ DE GUTIERREZ,
YESSICA TATIANA GUTIERREZ
JIMENEZ, SILVIA DEL CARMEN
GUTIERREZ GARCIA.

110

R02

392

B

107-E

MARÍA MERCEDES GARCÍA
PÉREZ

110

R03

375-437-558

B

116

ERCILIA RAFAELA CUELLAR DE
ORTIZ

1

1

1

1

96

110

R03

424

B

119

JULIO ADALBERTO PADILLA
ALVAREZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,205.14

1,724.31

32.19

414049.219

293590.145

1

1

1

1

15100532-00000 AS. 2

15100532-00000 AS. 1

4,781.80

4,781.80

4,781.80

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

02-21-2011

97

110

R03

364

B

120

PANTALEO MARZULLO

1

1

1

1

1

2,148.90

3,074.65

56.55

414029.569

293571.794

1

1

1

1

15068152-00000 AS. 4

15068152-00000 AS. 3

9,420.00

9,420.00

9,420.00

parcel of land 252/8, Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San
Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

11-16-2011

RESOLVED.
Domain Transfer

It will no longer be a domain transfer, it will deal with the
current registrar.

06-07-1989

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences
(Declaration of
Reclining Heritage
and Posthumous
Recognition of
Paternity)

Pending initiation of Inheritance Acceptance Diligences, a
possible heir was discussed, Mr. Mauro Hernández, who said
that there are five brothers, three of them dead. He states that
he will initiate the Diligencias in his favor.

95

100

PEDRO

101

SAN

98

PUXTLA

94

AHUACHAPAN

93

99

110

R03

348

B

122

SUCCESSION JORGE GARCIA
(Possible Heir: José Mauro
Hernández)

110

R03

360 today 704

B

122-1

AMANDA EUGENIA GARCIA
GARCIA

123

SUCCESSION LINO TORRES
(Possible Heir: Marío Martínez
Torrez)

110

110

R03

R03

342

326

B

B

124

MARIO MARTINEZ TORREZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

526.44

753.23

44.46

414011.100

293487.488

1

1

2,240.65

1

1

1,532.49

3,205.92

2,192.69

72.76

40.19

413984.277

413983.651

WEEK 30

1

1

293419.326

126

SALVADOR LOPEZ GARCIA

1

1

1

1

1

1

4,402.77

6,299.48

115.95

413953.014

293069.613

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,550.70

2,218.74

41.25

413941.340

292955.283

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,841.72

2,635.13

48.30

413937.291

292915.628

1

R03

357

B

129

REYNA ELISABETH LOPEZ DE
PEREZ

106

110

R03

281

B

131

JOSEFINA JIMENEZ

107

110

R03

283

B

132

GONZALO GUTIERREZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

108

110

R03

277

B

134

SUCCESSION ANTONIO MEJIA
(Possible Heir: Ana Mejía de Ruíz,
Evangelina Hernández)

1

1

1

1

109

110

R03

282

B

135

NUVIA ESPERANZA AGUIRRE
DE OLIVARES

1

1

1

1

1

110

110

R03

280

B

136

JOSE LUIS OLIVARES DULCE
FLORES

1

1

1

1

111

110

R03

302

B

137

MOISES ESCOBAR GARCIA

1

1

1

112

110

R03

296

B

138

OVEL GARCIA Y MARIA ISABEL
LOBOS REYES DE GARCIA

1

1

113

110

R03

450

B

139

ANA MARIANA CORTEZ

1

140

SUCCESSION ROBERTO
HERRERA (Possibles Heirs:
Tomasa del Milgaro Martínez de
Herrera, Omar Oseas Herrera
Martínez, Mauda Elizabeth
Martínez de García, Erikc Adilson
Herrera Martínez, Marlón Vladimir
Herrera Martínez )

141

SANTIAGO HUMBERTO RUIZ
GRANADINO

116

117

DOMINGO DE

115

110

GUZMAN

114

119
120

SANTO

118

314

314

314

R03

R01

292

299, 297, 268

R01

R01

B

B

B

568 (today 685)

B

1

1

1

1

1

1

293380.228

9,458.73

13,533.55

249.13

413978.339

293317.633

1

B

110

413983.321

1

291

105

62.20

1

R03

127

3,385.80

1

110

1

2,366.37

10,295.17

14,730.33

270.68

413932.058

292864.383

1,015.07

1,452.36

26.32

413900.359

292553.943

1

1

1

1

1

1

834.44

1,193.92

22.07

413897.530

292526.235

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,572.21

2,249.52

41.24

413895.375

292505.125

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,082.21

1,548.43

28.54

4138941.148

292463.728

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,491.55

2,134.11

39.13

413888.180

292434.664

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,536.41

35,050.77

2,198.30

50,150.64

40.48

916.88

413884.196

413882.010

292395.647

292355.059

144

1

1

1

1

1

1

20,450.54

29,260.63

537.57

414322.410

291149.520

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4,412.69

10,723.92

6,313.68

15,343.78

103.08

281.11

414276.479

414335.013

291576.628

9,043.00

9,043.00

9,043.00

parcel of land 252/9, Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San
Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Family property

15146511-00000 as. 1

15068233-00000

1,783.95

1,783.95

1,783.95

parcel of land 252/13, Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of
San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

7,675.00

parcel of land 252/14, Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of
San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

1

1

1

WEEK 30

314

R01

569

B

146

314

R01

310

B

146-1

GUSTAVO ADOLFO RAMIREZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

797.80

1,141.49

73.55

414201.621

290566.898

1

314

R01

288

B

147

RAMON MIRON

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,656.51

2,370.13

47.17

414181.068

290640.900

1

4,349.00

parcel of land 252/15, Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of
San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

RESOLVED
Liens with mortgage

07-20-2002

Owner works in the Municipality of San Pedro Puxtla, states
that the mortgage is already paid and has already initiated the
process of cancellation

06-06-1989

02/11/2016. We visited Mrs. Santa Gloria Ruiz, who is the
daughter of the deceased, who states that until the 2nd week
of March she returns from the United States. The spouse of
the deceased Mrs. Aminta Portillo, to express her willingness
to initiate Inheritance Acceptance Diligences and
subsequently carry out segregation by sale in favor of Mr.
Cristino Jacobo. According to research in the field, there has
been contact with Mr. Cristino Jacobo who claims to be the
owner of the property.

88,203.00

15067463-00000 AS. 1

48 BOOK 481

29,900.00

29,900.00

29,900.00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

RESOLVED
Presentations pending
registration. Free of liens

Rural

Free of liens

Rural

RESOLVED
Presentations pending
registration. Free of liens

02-02-2015

Presentation 200401000829. Segregation by sale observed.

15067503-00000 AS. 3

15067503-00000 AS. 1

18,300.00

18,300.00

18,300.00

15067381-00000 AS. 6

15067381-00000 AS. 3

10,899,00

10,899,00

10,899,00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

07-30-2011

15068740-00000 AS. 1

134 BOOK 185

3,920.00

3,920.00

3,920.00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

04-09-1969

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

RESOLVED
Liens with Mortgage

Owner canceled the amount owed, with compensation for constituting
the right of way. In process of mortgage cancellation. Recorded with
First Open Mortgage, in favor of the Banco de Fomento Agropecuario,
amounted to $ 7,296.34; Term: 120 months; Date of beginning of liens
30/05/1997, inscribed to 13 BOOK 458 Mortgages

4,218.00

Canton Texispulco, parcel of land 254/18, Jurisdiction of
San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Family property

1

15067341-00000 AS. 1

6 BOOK 337

7,200.00

7,200.00

7,200.00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

02-14-1979

1

15067745-00000 AS. 2

15067745-00000 AS. 1

7,000.00

7,000.00

7,000.00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

Free of liens

01-21-2016

15068387-00000 AS. 1

FOLIO REAL 11-00481100

8,820.00

8,820.00

8,820.00

parcel of land Lot Agrícola 254, polygon 13, Canton
Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla, Department of
Ahuachapán

Rural

RESOLVED
Family property

15068830-00000 AS. 1

53 BOOK 955

2,800.00

2,800.00

2,800.00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

15067545-00000 AS. 1

84 BOOK 275

14,000.00

921.00

921.00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Rural

1

WEEK 31

WEEK 30

1

1

WEEK 30

10098888-00000 AS. 5

59 BOOK 651

10098888-00000 AS. 1

10016646-00000 AS. 1

83 BOOK 979

10001955-00000

INSC. 6 BOOK 1209INSC. 60 BOOK 480

7,700.00

275,886.00

48,070.00

110,978.00

7,700.00

275,886.00

48,070.00

110,978.00

7,700.00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

275,886.00

Place denominated "Camalotío", Canton El Carrizal,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of
Sonsonate

Inheritance Acceptance Diligences completed. In process of
registration in Property Registry. Lawyer carrying the case
stated that she is about to withdraw without registering the
pending submissions to be able to file the declaration of heirs.

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Visit the owner. No legal problem and willing to collaborate
with the Project. Waiting for offer.
Possessor Mr. Nazario Martínez (deceased), daughter
Andrea Martínez, in favor of her will be the Transfer of
Domain.

Obtained written authorization to process and request
documentation and information on mortgage in BFA

10-01-1986

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences.
Inheritance
Certifications of birth, death and marriage certificates
Acceptance
obtained. Requesting personal documents from the alleged
Diligences
heirs, Mrs. Ana Mejía has obtained DUI of two brothers, in the
process of getting the rest.
Visit the owner. No legal problem and willing to collaborate
with the Project.
Ramón Aguirre sold property in favor of José Olivares, without
RESOLVED Domain public deed. In the process of formalizing Buying, antecedent
Transfer
and documents of the buyer have been provided, pending
seller's documents.
Waiting for offer

Free of liens

11-16-1998

Waiting for offer

Free of liens

01-07-1977

Power of attorney
special

Property for sale, owner does not agree with the project.

05-25-1992

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Pending the start of Inheritance Acceptance Diligences, he
spoke with the wife of the deceased Mrs. Concepcion de
Herrera, who stated that they are heirs: she and her four
children. Stating that will transfer his hereditary right for their
children.

Free of liens

Rural

RESOLVED
Liens with Mortgage

Property Liens with First Mortgage, a favor of Federación de Cajas de
Crédito (FEDECREDITO); Amount: $ 2,440.00; Term: 144 months;
Interest: 5.5%, beginning of Lien: 02-05-1968. Registered to Book 43 of
Mortgages

04-19-2004

Mortgage: A / F of Banco de Fomento Agropecuario for an amount of $
24,300, with a term of 120 months. Start of liens 4/22/2004 Pledge: A /
F of Banco de Fomento Agropecuario for an amount of $ 14,600, with a
Liens with Mortgage, Pledge term of 60 months. Start of liens 8/31/2007. Right of Way: The first two
and Right of Way
meters wide a / f of theConferencia Evangélica de las Asambleas de
Dios and the second of four meters wide established to the north course
a / f of FINATA, sidewalk is accessible until arriving at the national road
that El Carrizal leads to Santo Domingo de Guzmán.

05-09-1994

It was visited. See registration observation.

Liens with Mortgage and
pledge

Mortgage: a / f of the Banco de Fomento Agropecuario for an amount
of $ 21,690.00; With a term of 120 months. Start of liens 13/07/1998
Pledge: a / f of the Banco de Fomento Agropecuario for an amount of $
7,000, with a term of 48 months. Start of liens 17/10/2007

03-10-1997

It was visited. See registration observation.

A pledge was created, inscribed in seat 2, in favor of the Banco de
Fomento Agropecuario; Amounted to $ 7,000; Term: 48 months;
Interest: 11% per year; Start of liens: 10/17/07

04-14-2006

It was visited. See registration observation.

48,070.00

Canton El Carrizal, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de
Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

110,978.00

In the place denominated El CamaLot, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Liens with pledge

Rural

RESOLVED
Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

03-14-1991

Rural

Rural

As there is no transfer of domain with the constitution of the right of way
will be presented deed of right of way for registration in CNR. Family
property from 3/14/91 to 10/7/2020

Waiting for offer

03-30-1977

4,218.00

Family property. Start: 10-1-86 end: 04-26-2016

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

04-10-1984

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

70,000.00

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences.
Certifications of birth, death and marriage certificates have
been requested.

Owner canceled the amount owed, with compensation for constitution
of the right of way. In process of mortgage cancellation. Property Liens
with first Mortgage in favor of FUSALDE, amount: $ 800.00; Term: 15
months; Interest: 2%; Beginning of liens: 08-24-2006

88,203.00

70,000.00

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

05-22-1989

88,203.00

70,000.00

Waiting for offer

Family property started 05-22-1989 Ends: 12-16-2018

11-004068-000

12 BOOK 284

Pending initiation Inheritance Acceptance Diligences, possible
heirs reside in San Salvador.

Family property

4,218.00

1

1

4,349.00

Rural

15068226-00000 as. 1

15067083-00000 AS. 1

1

4,349.00

7,675.00

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences

Waiting for offer

09-19-2015

11-000001-000

1

1

15068493-00000 AS. 1

7,675.00

Family property started 06/07/1989 ends: 01/01/2019

15068350-0000 AS.1

291413.160

JOSE ADANILSON OSORIO
PINEDA

11-004084-000

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

15067550-00000 AS. 1

1

1

1

1

292593.801

1

11-004101-000

15068493-00000 AS. 3

1

413904.429

JOSE ADANILSON OSORIO
PINEDA AND DAVID OSORIO
CASTRO

1

1

1

41.57

PABLO ANTONIO SANTOS
MACHADO

1

1

1

2,246.31

143

1

1

1,569.97

1

15068151-00000 a. 1

15068232-00000 a. 1

103

1

1

293493.257

GUILLERMO RUIZ PEÑATE

B

1

1

124-A

289

1

1

B

R03

1

293533.981

320

110

1

413989.079

R03

104

1

43.08

110

1

1

2,339.06

102

MARIA DEL TRANSITO PEREZ
DE GUERRA, CATALINA PEREZ
DE JUAREZ, MARIA ELISA
PEREZ PEREZ, JOSE MANUEL
PEREZ JIMENEZ AND JUAN
FRANCISCO PEREZ JIMENEZ

1

1

1

1,634.79

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences
RESOLVED
Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

10157288-00000 as. 1

Supplementary Title

118,969.12

118,969.12

118,969.12

Canton El Carrizal, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de
Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

10072486-00000 AS.3

10072486-00000 AS.1

10,500.00

10,500.00

10,500.00

Canton El Carrizal, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán,
Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

10-10-2000

10084118-00000 As. 1

3 BOOK 1090

7,000.00

7,000.00

7,000.00

First lot, Canton El Carrizal, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo
de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate.

Rural

Free of liens

11-23-1993

RESOLVED
Power of attorney
special

Power of attorney special granted by Gustavo Adolfo Ramírez
was obtained in favor of Etelia Antonia Ramírez de Ramírez.
Owner in USA
Visited, Legal problem free

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

CLOSED NEGOTIATION

PAYMENT AND
SCRIPTURE

ALEJANDRO RAMOS GARCIA

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,184.59

1,694.91

46.72

414175.025

290595.202

1

1

1

1

122

314

R01

285

B

149

RAMON MIRON

1

1

1

1

1

1

292.49

418.49

25.21

414172.757

290547.621

1

1

1

1

123

314

R01

300

B

151

SALVADOR VASQUEZ PEREZ

124

314

R01

295

B

153

ISRRAEL HERNANDEZ PEREZ

125

314

R01

298

B

154

TITO LOPEZ

126

314

R01

292

B

155

MARIA ANGELICA RAMOS DE
MEJIA

127

314

R01

319

B

156-1

CELESTINA CORTES GARCIA

128

314

R01

305

B

157-1

ALEJANDRO ALVAREZ
CORTEZ

129

314

R01

290

B

158-1

LUIS ALONSO RAMIREZ
RAMIREZ

130

314

R01

699

B

159-1

131

314

R01

615

B

159-2

132

314

R01

614

B

159-3

FERNANDO SANTIAGO
AREVALO
MARGARITO SANTIAGO
SANCHEZ
BERNARDA SANTIAGO
SANCHEZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

X

Y

6,469.62

1

10062630-00000 AS. 1

64 BOOK 513

44,942.00

44,942.00

44,942.00

1

1

10072950-00000 AS. 1

11 BOOK 827

7, 000

7, 000

7, 000

In the place called Callejón del Río Tepechapa, Jurisdiction of
Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

04-14-1983

1

1

1

1

10058616-00000 As. 2

10058616-00000 As. 1

5,600.00

5,600.00

5,600.00

Place called callejón del Río Tepechapa, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

04-06-2016

1

1

1

1

1

10169776-00000 AS. 4

10169776-00000 AS. 2

12,942.14

25,883.74

12,942.14

Rural

Free of liens

12-05-2009

290068.847

1

1

1

1

1

10169775-00000 AS. 1

10005431-00000

45,971.17

45,971.17

45,971.17

Rural

Free of liens

12-03-2007

414184.692

289969.289

1

1

1

1

1

10169778-00000 AS. 1

10005431-00000

43,582.11

43,582.11

43,582.11

Rural

Free of liens

12-03-2007

255.08

414207.044

289865.642

10081184-00000 AS. 1

13 BOOK 1027

28,000.00

28,000.00

28,000.00

Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán,
Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

12-01-1994

13,380.47

247.44

414273.393

289616.369

1

1

10061233-00000 AS. 4

10061233-00000 AS. 1

56,000.00

56,000.00

56,000.00

Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán,
Department of Sonsonate

Rural

RESOLVED
Liens with Mortgage

1

1

10078128-00000 AS. 2

10078128-00000 AS. 1

24,937.85

25,287.85

24,937.85

Rural

10201431-00000 AS. 1

10200011-00000

8,231.177

8,231.177

8,231.177

1

10121012-00000 AS. 1

10068354-00000

70.00

70.00

70.00

10121011-00000 AS. 1

10078128-00000

350.00

350.00

350.00

10012342-00000 AS. 1

7 BOOK 927

2,712.15

2,712.15

2,712.15

414164.927

290383.411

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

445.29

637.12

49.66

414162.010

290322.222

1

1

1

1

1

1

509.05

728.35

50.74

414201.291

290348.189

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2,089.67

2,989.90

64.83

414179.244

290307.095

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5,319.40

7,611.00

140.35

414158.574

290250.153

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,194.34

1,708.86

30.89

414159.974

290083.910

1

1

1

1

1

1

3,890.62

5,566.70

102.61

414163.223

1

1

1

1

1

1

4,031.18

5,767.81

106.16

1

1

1

1

1

1

9,700.77

13,879.86

1

1

1

1

1

9,351.74

R01

307

B

160-1

134

314

R01

301

B

161-1

VICENTA OSORIO VIUDA DE
ESQUIVEL

135

314

R02

504

B

162-1

FRANCISCO ERSIDES
VASQUEZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

6,415.99

9,180.00

169.12

414347.174

289369.928

136

314

R02

1022

B

163-1

ANA MARISOL RAMIREZ RAMOS

1

1

1

1

1

1

118.59

169.68

28.63

414392.007

289231.638

137

314

R02

505

B

164-1

SIMONA MARTINEZ DE
RAMIREZ

1

1

1

166.04

237.57

18.80

414381.406

289214.673

1

1

1

1

141

AHUACHAPAN

314

140

142

314

R02

507

B

167-1

JESUS RAMIREZ

1

1

1

1

314

R02

318

B

168-1

1

1

1

1

1

314

R02

321

B

172-1

1

1

1

1

1

MANUEL DE JESUS PINEDA
RAMIREZ
ZAIDA JULIETA AREVALO DE
FIGUEROA; MARIA LETICIA
GUTIERREZ DE TOBAR AND
ARTURO TOVAR AREVALO

1

714.41

1,022.18

25.10

414353.580

289213.350

1

1

848.54

1,214.09

22.49

414353.202

289197.096

1

1

884.50

1,265.54

23.19

414352.613

289171.498

1

1

1

1,491.14

2,133.52

38.98

414352.147

289151.230

1

1

1

3,336.26

4,773.52

87.82

414351.228

289111.289

1

1

143

314

R02

319

B

175-1

GUSTAVO ADOLFO RAMIREZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,749.63

2,503.37

45.82

414349.187

289022.603

1

144

314

R02

317 - 336

B

176-1

GILBERTO SERMEÑO CANDELL

1

1

1

1

1

1

8,851.82

12,665.18

233.97

414348.084

288974.652

1

148

149

150

151

152

DOMINGO DE

147

SANTO

146

GUZMAN

145

1

1

1

1

1

1

R02

322

B

179-1

MARIA ROSA PEREZ GARCIA

1

1

1

1

1

1

2,340.68

3,349.04

61.62

414322.017

288605.723

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,868.95

2,674.09

49.73

414310.095

288545.158

1

1

1

1

1

16,370.75

23,423.27

430.27

414301.570

288501.848

1

41,416.62

59,258.90

1,122.74

414121.521

288099.422

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

314

R02

326

B

180-1

EITHEL CANDELL GUTIERREZ,
OSMIN CANDELL OSORIO,
DELMA ADALINDA CANDEL
OSORIO, OSBERTO CANDEL
OSORIO, JOSE HITEL CANDEL
OSORIO

314

R02

471

B

180-2

JULIO MAGAÑA PINEDA

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

314

R02

324

B

181

MARIA VERONICA ALFARO DE
SENSENTE, TERESA
ELIZABETH DELGADO DE
SENSENTE, ISMAEL SENSENTE
SANTIAGO, NESTOR ALFONSO
SENSENTE JIMENEZ, RINA
RAMIREZ DE GUTIERREZ,
OSBERTO CANDEL OSORIO,
JAIRO ELY MAGAÑA
GUTIERREZ, ALICIA CANDEL
GUTIERREZ AND ROSA YEILIN
PEREZ DE GALICIA

314

R02

289-300

B

183

CARLOS CHRISTIAN MORAN
NAVAS

314

314

R02

R02

301

280

B

B

186

187

OSCAR ARMANDO GUTIERREZ
AREVALO; EDUARDO
ARMANDO GUTIERREZ RAUDA
AND MARIA JULIA AREVALO
VIUDA DE GUTIERREZ

BLANCA JULIA GUTIERREZ DE
PALMA AND MARIA JULIA
AREVALO VIUDA DE
GUTIERREZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3,235.44

4,629.27

85.69

414338.069

288732.954

1,643.81

2,351.96

42.66

414328.158

288649.073

9,075.04

8,719.13

12,984.57

12,475.33

238.59

229.61

414099.009

414075.586

286992.330

286754.736

1

188

154

314

R02

481

B

189

CARLOS PINEDA

1

1

1

1

1

1

4,218.17

6,035.36

110.70

414047.899

286360.319

1

190

EDWIN NELSON MAGAÑA
SERMEÑO AND JUAN CARLOS
MAGAÑA SERMEÑO, JULIO
MAGAÑA PINEDA

1

1

1

1

1

1

2,374.98

3,398.12

63.01

414089.070

286254.105

1

191

RENE MARTINEZ LOPEZ AND
MARIA IMELDA MARTINEZ DE
AREVALO

192

SUCCESSION JOSE DOMINGO
MARTINEZ (Possibles Heirs:
YURIN MARTINEZ DE VASQUEZ;
ELWING MARTINEZ LOPEZ AND
IVAN MARTINEZ LOPEZ)

314

314

314

314

R03

R03

R03

R03

R03

250

253

254

255

256

B

B

B

B

B

193

ELWING MARTINEZ LOPEZ

194

SUCCESSION RENE MARTINEZ
LOPEZ (Possibles Heirs: ANA
GLORIA DE MARTINEZ,
ANGELICA MARIA MARTINEZ,
EDGARDO MARTINEZ)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

860.74

1,231.55

22.63

22.62

414167.882

414175.925

11-07-2015

Rural

Free of liens

01-14-2002

Rural

Free of liens

01-14-2002

Rural

RESOLVED
with Mortgage

29, 872.0022

29, 872.0022

In the place called Sesecapa, Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of
Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

Rural

Liens with Mortgage

10087006-00000 AS. 1

58 BOOK 1156

12,480.0071

12,480.0071

12,480.0071

In the place called Sesecapa, Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of
Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

05-03-2013

1

1

1

918.44

1,314.10

24.14

414183.305

286010.993

1

1

161

314

R03

258

B

196

YURIN MARTINEZ DE VASQUEZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

971.09

1,389.44

22.56

414192.342

285987.680

1

1

1

1

1

162

314

R03

259

B

197

YURIN MARTINEZ DE VASQUEZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,240.86

1,775.42

32.66

414200.485

285966.670

1

1

1

1

1

163

314

R03

260

B

198

OVIDIO GARCIA

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,106.01

1,582.48

30.23

414211.626

285937.930

1

1

1

1

164

314

R03

251

B

199

YURIN MARTINEZ DE VASQUEZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,482.87

2,121.69

38.39

414221.959

285911.271

1

1

1

1

1

First Mortgage, in favor of Luis Alonso Barillas Orellana. Amount: $ 1,257.14.
Term 6 months, interest 4% monthly; Start 12-03-1998. Inscribed in the 5th
book 807 of mortgages.

10085865-00000 AS. 2

10085865-00000 AS. 1

6,816.0089

6,816.0089

6,816.0089

In the place called Sesecapa, Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of
Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

01-30-2016

WEEK 30

10006769-00000

10006769-00000

73,500.00

73,500.00

73,500.00

In the point called Sesecapa, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

07-14-2009

10006779-00000 as. 23

10006779-00000 as. 20

228,666.00

228,666.00

228,666.00

Place called Los Arcos o La Barranca, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate.

Rural

Free of liens

11-14-2015

10035727-00000 As. 1

1

Owners Osberto and José Hotel reside in the USA. Power
format delivered.

9,734.48

WEEK 31

286030.031

1

RESOLVED
Power of attorney
special

9,734.48

10035725-00000 As. 1

1

Owner residing in Italy, had a telephone contact with the brother of
owner, Mr. José María Pérez García who asked to be visited in San
Salvador for a better explanation of the project.

9,734.48

20,570.0078

286050.783

IVAN MARTINEZ LOPEZ

Power of attorney
special

10061082-00000 AS. 1

10035721-00000 As. 1

195

10-09-1996

10061082-00000 AS. 3

20,570.0078

286066.444

B

14-06-2016. se comunicó con propietario, aun en tramite el
poder. Señores Jesús y Daniel residen en EE.UU. Se entregó
formato de poder.

In the place called Sesecapa, Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of
Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

20,570.0078

286192.892

257

09-29-1994

RESOLVED
Power of attorney
special

06-30-1987

36,872.22

10057320-00000 As. 2
AND 3

R03

RESOLVED, obtained Power of attorney special. According to
information in the field, the owner made a transfer to Gustavo
Ramírez who lives in the United States. Waiting for copy of writing
and Testimony of Power of attorney special.

10106299-00000 AS. 1

WEEK 30

314

RESOLVED
Power of attorney
special

Free of liens

79 BOOK 675

24 BOOK 658

17 BOOK 702

142,863.50

142,863.50

139, 190.00

142,863.50

WEEK 30

WEEK 30

73 BOOK 308

10024711-00000

10024711-00000

10024711-00000

31,500.00

5,645.6432

5,645.4875

5,645.2505

139, 190.00

142,863.50

The thrid portion, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de
Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

The Fourth Portion, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de
Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Rural

Liens with Mortgage and
Presentations pending
registration

Proindividual rights: the last two correspond to 50% c / u of the Right of
Usufruct, and the First 100% of the Right of the Nude Property.
Property Recorded with First Mortgage in favor of Banco de Fomento
Agropecuario, amount: $ 2,285.71; Term: 60 months; Interest: 17% per
annum; Beginning of liens: 13/08/1987. Inscribed to No. 110 of
Mortgage Book 448. Presentation of Cancellation of Usufruct Law,
observed from 02-16-2016, authorization from the Creditor Bank is
requested.

RESOLVED
Presentation of Cancellation of Usufruct Right, observed since
Free of liens, Presentations 02/18/2016, for not correctly listing the property, present Certification of
pending registration
Original Death Certificate.

Dismemberment in
the Head of its owner

RESOLVED
Power of attorney
special

06-13-2016. Already made the changes in the folios. Is
performing the process of cancellation of mortgage. They are
making changes of pages. 02-11-2016. It obtained Power of
Oscar and Maria Julia, Dui and Nit of Both. Telephone
contact was made with Mr. Herberth Cruz, and Power of
attorney special format was given, because he resides a coowner abroad, and is currently in the country, and will be
managed to obtain it.

RESOLVED
Power of attorney
special

Entered Cancellation of Usufruct. 06-13-2016. Already made
the changes in the folios. They are making changes of pages.
02-17-2016. Power of the 2 Co-owners was obtained in favor
of Mr. Gerber Cruz. You have DUI and NIT of both and Deed
of Property. Mr. Herberth Cruz was contacted by telephone,
and was given Power of attorney special format as he states
that he will obtain power from his other brothers who own
other parcel of land of land.

07-06-1999

RESOLVED
Power of attorney
special

02-11-2016. Power was obtained from Mrs. Maria del
Carmena favor of Mr. Gerber Cruz. Dui and Nit and Deed of
Property. Full. We had a telephone contact with Mr. Herberth
Cruz, and was given Power of attorney special format as he
states that he will obtain power from his other brothers who
own other parcel of land of land.
Propietario en EE.UU.

10-01-1986

10-01-1986

41,600.00

In the place denominated El Arco, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate.

Rural

Free of liens

210,250.00

168,650.00

In the place denominated El Arco, PRIMERA PORTION,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of
Sonsonate.

Rural

Free of liens

05-17-2014

Power of attorney
special

210,250.00

210,250.00

In the place denominated El Arco, SEGUNDA PORTION,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of
Sonsonate.

Rural

Free of liens

27/1/08 Y 01/05/09

RESOLVED
Power of attorney
special

31,500.000

Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of
Sonsonate

10-23-2008

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences Mr. René
Martínez deceased, according to Mrs. Ana Gloria de
Martínez, wife of the deceased this property is located in this
parcel of land.

5,645.6432

Identified as Portion One, in El Canton El Zope, Jurisdiction
of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate.

05-03-1999

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences. According
to Mrs. Ana Gloria de Martínez the property was bought by
word by Edgardo Martínez. On the field visit no relatives of the
deceased were found to corroborate what had been said.

5,645.5875

Identified as Portion Second in El Canton El Zope,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of
Sonsonate.

05-03-1999

Domain Transfer

Elwin Martínez López will transfer the domain in favor of
Edgardo Martínez, according to information provided by Mrs.
Ana Gloria de Martínez. The resolution of this transfer is
lengthened by the fact that both parties reside in the United
States.

5,645.2505

Identified as Portion Third, in El Canton El Zope,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of
Sonsonate.

Rural

Free of liens

05-03-1999

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Owner deceased. The wife of the owner, Mrs. Ana Gloria de
Martínez, says she has started Inheritance Acceptance
Diligences. In process of obtaining contact number of the
lawyer.

Rural

Free of liens

05-03-1999

Power of attorney
special

Owner lives in the USA.

31,500.000

5,645.6432

5,645.5875

5,645.2505

Rural

Rural

Rural

Free of liens

Free of liens

Free of liens

Transit Right of Way of 3 meters of width was constituted towards the
heading north-west.

Meeting and Remeasurement
Diligence
Meeting and Remeasurement
Diligence

Owner showed deed of sale without background inscribed.

Rural

10067751-00000 AS. 1

Owner in USA Contact was made with the brother: Mr. Joel
Ramírez.

Proceedings of
Supplementary Title

07-21-2006

6,921.84

Owner transferred property to Mr. Luis Ramírez

06-10-1993

Free of liens

6,921.84

10068627-00000 as. 1

160

Liens First Mortgage, in favor of Financiera Calpia, S.A. Amount: $ 1,028.57; Term:
48 months, beginning January 21, 1999.

Rural

6,921.84

210,250.00

1,223.29

Free of liens

Supplementary Title

72 BOOK 784

854.97

Rural

10159509-00000 AS. 1

10071568-00000 AS. 2
AND 3

1

Power of attorney
special

Identified as the second, Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

168,650.00

1

12-04-2000

07-11-2006

21 BOOK 670

1

Free of liens

Free of liens

10067587-00000 As. 10

1

RESOLVED Domain
Transfer

Rural

10067226-00000 AS. 1

RESOLVED Domain
Transfer

01-08-1977

10106299-00000 AS. 2

1

1

First Mortgage Opened in favor of BFA, amounted to $ 800.00; Term 60
months, since 07/04/1980. Inscribed in the book 339 of Mortgages.

Describe as the first, Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

41,600.00

414161.811

11-21-1980

35,750.00

41,600.00

15.23

Free of liens

35,750.00

10067587-00000

882.50

Rural

35,750.00

10114008-00000 As. 1

616.79

03-18-2005

10098790-00000 AS. 1

1

1

Free of liens

10098790-00000 AS. 5

286529.508

1

Rural

01-28-2013

414053.382

1

Visited, Legal problem free

Free of liens

174.65

1

06-06-2006

Rural

9,491.76

414153.552

Free of liens

Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán,
Department of Sonsonate

6,633.88

129.36

Rural

6,305.96

1

7,036.96

Visited, Legal problem free

6,305.96

1

4,918.20

09-17-2011

6,305.96

1

1

Segregated from identified as the first, Canton El CauLot,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of
Sonsonate
Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán,
Department of Sonsonate

Free of liens

10148128-00000 AS. 1

1

1

Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán,
Department of Sonsonate

Rural

10148128-00000 AS. 2

1

1

Identified as the first, Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate
Segment of Two Portion, Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

03-14-2016. Initiated proceedings, Notification of the
Syndicate, 11-02-2016. CDC was requested in the
Sonsonate Registry. Pending to carry out Proceedings of
Supplementary Degree.

06-28-2016

No Background

1

1

Canton El CauLot, Third portion, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo
de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate
Canton El CauLot, second portion, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo
de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate
Canton El CauLot, first portion, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de
Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

RESOLVED
Diligencias de Título
Supletorio

Observations Legal Problems

Free of liens

In the place called Sesecapa, Canton El CauLot, descrito como
"Hijuela del Literal D", Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán,
Department of Sonsonate

1

B

314

WEEK 31

1

480

159

WEEK 30

314

1

El Carrizal, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán,
Department of Sonsonate
Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de
Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate
Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán,
Department of Sonsonate

Legal Problems

Rural

NO BACKGROUND

178-1

R02

158

WEEK 30

B

314

157

1

325

1

WEEK 30

1

R02

153

156

1

314

MARIA DEL CARMEN PINEDA
DE GUTIERREZ

155

1

1

WEEK 30

FRANCISCA PEREZ DE
AREVALO; HIPOLITA AREVALO
PEREZ; JESUS ANTONIO
AREVALO PEREZ; DANIEL
AREVALO PEREZ; AMADEO
AREVALO PEREZ AND ANTONIA
AREVALO PEREZ

1

Visited, Legal problem free

6,469.62

82.51

1

06-03-1996

6,469.62

3,772.99

1

Free of liens

Supplementary Title

2,636.98

1

Rural

10144871-00000 AS. 1

1

1

7,000.00

Visited, Legal problem free

6,469.62

1

1

7,000.00

10-20-2010

6,469.62

1

1

7,000.00

Free of liens

6,469.62

1

AMADO RAMIREZ

28 BOOK 324

Rural

Supplementary Title

1

166-1

10006876-00000 AS. 2

Lot 2, Canton El Carrizal, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de
Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate.
Thrid lot, Canton El Carrizal, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo
de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate.

10158545-00000 AS.1

1

B

7,000.00

1

290458.213

320

7,000.00

Located in the Canton El Carrizal, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

414168.494

R02

7,000.00

Registration Legal Status

4480.000

21.97

314

10057710-00000 AS. 3

Observations Registration Legal Status

Acquisition date

Nature of the property

4480.000

1,775.38

133

139

10057710-00000 AS. 5

Property Location

4,480.00

1,240.83

165-1

Pre antecedent

9 BOOK 403

1

B

Area according to Area according to
Rest Registral M²
System M²
Document M²

Enrollment or
Registration

10059695-00000 As. 4

1

503

COMMENTS

1

1

R02

Complex legal situation

4,557.1440

1

314

Resolution period not exceeding 11 months

4,557.1440

290522.438

ASOCIACION COOPERATIVA DE
PRODUCCION AGROPECUARIA
DE HOMBRES INDIGENAS, SAN
FRANCISCO DE ASIS DE R.L.

138

Resolution period not exceeding 10 months

4,557.1440

414171.556

SIMONA MARTINEZ DE
RAMIREZ

Resolution period not exceeding 6 months

Supplementary Title

83.16

1

Resolved Cases

10203148-00000 as. 1

3,752.93

1

WEEK 30

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

Canton EL Carrizal, denominated Tepechapa, Jurisdiction
of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

2,622.96

1

1

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.

ADVANCE OR WEEKLY UPDATE

NOTIFIED
(Including closed and
pending negotiations)

148

M

SCRIPTURE PRESENTED
AT CNR

CADASTRE PLAN
APPROVAL-CNR

B

V²

CASES IN WHICH
CONSTITUTION PROMISE
WAS SIGNED

CADASTRE PLAN
PRESENTED-CNR

286

NO COLLABORATION TO
THE PROJECT

R01

NO STATEMENT

314

VERBAL
AUTHORIZATION

121

Parcel of land

WRITTEN
AUTHORIZATION

M²

Municipality

Owner / Possessor

No. Correlative

Sector

FRAME PLAN OF RIGHT
OF WAY

COORDINATES

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY IN
DETAIL

LENGTH OF
AFFECTION

CADASTRAL LOCATION
GENERAL PROPERTY

AFFECTED AREA

PROGRESS IN THE
PRESENTATION AND
REGISTRATION OF
RIGHT OF WAY

No. parcel of land s/ Project

DEFINITION AND APPROVAL OF THE RIGHT OF WAY
AREA

PROGRESS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF
NEGOTIATION, PAYMENT AND SCRIPTURE OF THE
RIGHT OF WAY
(Related data with plane PDF)

Section

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROJECT

TECHNICAL DATA OF AREAS OF RIGHT OF WAY

Código Municipio

CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
PROPERTY

FEASIBILITY STAGE
PROJECT INFORMATION AND
AUTHORIZATION FOR PRELIMINARY
STUDIES

REGISTERED AND
WITHDRAWAL (Right of
Way registered and in
power of EDP)

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED

In seat two was acquired the nude property of the property, in seat
three, was consolidated the Right of Usufruct and Nuda Property

10035728-00000 As. 1

10024711-00000

5,645.10

5,645.10

5,645.10

Identified as Portion Fourth, in El Canton El Zope,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of
Sonsonate

10035729-00000 As. 2

10035729-00000 As. 1

5,645.49

5,645.49

5,645.49

Identified as Portion Fifth in El Canton El Zope, Jurisdiction
of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

07-18-2001

Visited, Legal problem free

10035730-00000 As. 1

10024711-00000

5,645.7188

5,645.7188

5,645.7188

Identified as Portion Six, in El Canton El Zope, Jurisdiction
of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

05-03-1999

Visited, Legal problem free

10035731-00000 As. 2

10035731-00000

5,646.1504

5,646.1504

5,646.1504

Identified as Portion Seventh, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate.

Rural

Free of liens

12-09-2002

It was visited, without legal problem. It will be consulted in
relation to the built houses on which the design passes.

10060883-00000 As. 5

10060883-00000 As. 4

45,720.00

45,720.00

45,720.00

Was part of "Arcos y Barranca", Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

10-27-2015

Visited, Legal problem free

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

167

315

168

315

R25

R25

70

523 (today 756)

B

B

201

202

INDALECIO ALVAREZ

INDALECIO ALVAREZ

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.

ADVANCE OR WEEKLY UPDATE

Y

REGISTERED AND
WITHDRAWAL (Right of
Way registered and in
power of EDP)

X

PROGRESS IN THE
PRESENTATION AND
REGISTRATION OF
RIGHT OF WAY

SCRIPTURE PRESENTED
AT CNR

M

CASES IN WHICH
CONSTITUTION PROMISE
WAS SIGNED

V²

COORDINATES

PAYMENT AND
SCRIPTURE

CARLOS AREVALO OSORIO

M²

LENGTH OF
AFFECTION

CLOSED NEGOTIATION

200

AFFECTED AREA

PROGRESS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF
NEGOTIATION, PAYMENT AND SCRIPTURE OF THE
RIGHT OF WAY
(Related data with plane PDF)

NOTIFIED
(Including closed and
pending negotiations)

B

CADASTRE PLAN
APPROVAL-CNR

73

CADASTRE PLAN
PRESENTED-CNR

R25

FRAME PLAN OF RIGHT
OF WAY

315

DEFINITION AND APPROVAL OF THE RIGHT OF WAY
AREA

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY IN
DETAIL

166

TECHNICAL DATA OF AREAS OF RIGHT OF WAY

CADASTRAL LOCATION
GENERAL PROPERTY

199-1

NO COLLABORATION TO
THE PROJECT

B

NO STATEMENT

78

Parcel of land

Section

R25

Código Municipio
315

Municipality

165

TERESA DE JESUS AYALA DE
AREVALO

No. Correlative

Owner / Possessor

Sector

VERBAL
AUTHORIZATION

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROJECT

No. parcel of land s/ Project

CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
PROPERTY

FEASIBILITY STAGE
PROJECT INFORMATION AND
AUTHORIZATION FOR PRELIMINARY
STUDIES

WRITTEN
AUTHORIZATION

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

Resolved Cases

Resolution period not exceeding 6 months

Enrollment or
Registration

Pre antecedent

Area according to Area according to
Rest Registral M²
System M²
Document M²

1

1

1

1

1

941.95

1,347.74

24.53

414283.360

285858.009

1

1

1

1

1

10025176-00000 as. 5

10025176-00000 as. 1

13,741.21

13,741.21

13,741.21

1

1

1

1

1

1

2,655.17

3,799.02

70.24

414266.743

285809.493

1

1

1

1

1

10024669-00000 As. 5

10024669-00000 As. 3

9,875.78

9,875.78

9,875.78

1

1

1

1

1

1

907.32

1

3,672.46

1,298.19

5,254.56

23.93

99.52

414286.412

414294.999

285744.991

10023744-00000 As. 1

285722.838

10023665-00000 As. 1

Real Folio 06-003838-000

Real Folio 06-003860-000

7,018.81

20,483.73

7,018.81

20,483.73

Property Location

parcel of land 76/16, denominated Hacienda Santa Clara,
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate
parcel of land 76/15, denominated La Hacienda Santa
Clara, Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

203

RAMON SALAMA JUAREZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,762.55

2,521.86

46.20

414319.748

285632.495

1

1

1

1

1

10003591-00000 As. 4

Real Folio 06-003859-000

13,515.33

13,515.33

13,515.33

170

315

R25

60

B

204

RAMON SALAMA JUAREZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

862.67

1,234.31

23.29

414319.919

285586.202

1

1

1

1

1

10005754-00000 As. 6

10005754-00000 As. 5

8,193.76

8,193.76

8,193.76

parcel of land 77/25, Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and
Department of Sonsonate

It enjoys Transit Right of Way by the north course of 4 meters of width

07-10-1998

1

1

10003437-00000 AS. 8

10003437-00000 AS. 1

9,570.64

9,570.64

9,570.64

Rural

Free of liens

Owner lives in San Luis La Herradura. Tel. 6184-9159 and 7925-3371

10-01-2003

1

1

10023757-000000 AS.5

10023757-00000 AS. 1

3,874.94

3,874.94

3,874.94

Rural

Free of liens

Owner lives in San Luis La Herradura. Tel. 6184-9159 and 7925-3371

12-29-2009

10023738-00000 AS.6

10023738-00000 AS.5

6,787.47

6,787.47

6,787.47

Rural

Free of liens

01-10-2014

WEEK 30

10023957-000000

06-003833-000

3,883.57

3,883.57

3,883.57

Rural

Free of liens

09-27-1983

WEEK 30

10080418-000000

71 BOOK 1008

6,994.31

6,994.31

6,994.31

Rural

Free of liens

01-14-2011

1

WEEK 31

10080417-000000

70 BOOK 1008

23,600.00

23,600.00

23,600.00

Rural

Free of liens

10-05-1994

1

1

WEEK 31

10002492-000000 AS.10

10002492-000000 AS.9

15,672.28

15,672.28

15,672.28

Rural

Free of liens

03-17-2014

1

1

1

WEEK 31

10071115-00000 AS. 1

81 BOOK 770

7,000.00

7,000.00

7,000.00

Rural

Free of liens

02-26-1990

1

1

1

WEEK 31

10071165-00000 AS.3

10071165-00000 AS.2

7,000.00

7,000.00

7,000.00

Rural

Free of liens

08-24-2007

Rural

Free of liens

05-04-2011

Rural

Free of liens

01-07-2016

Rural

Free of liens

01-08-2004

Power of attorney
special

07-07-2016. It will not have power, it will come in September.
Owner in USA

Rural

Free of liens

10-06-1998
18-07-2007

Power of attorney
special

Owners do not agree with project, unless it is monthly
payment in the time that the right of way lasts.

Rural

Liens with Mortgage

Property Liens with second mortgage in favor of Claudio Bautista,
amount: $ 5,000.00; Term: 6 months, interest: 3% monthly; Beginning
of liens: 04-26-2006

06-10-1998

Power of attorney
special

Owners do not agree with project, unless it is monthly
payment in the time that the right of way lasts.

In process of mortgage cancellation. Lien with first Open Mortgage in
favor of Banco Procredit, S.A .; Amount: $ 17,000.00; Term: 120
months; Start date: 04/30/07; Inscribed to seat 5. It was modified
according to seat 6, extending the period of 5 more years, ending on
04/10/22

10-22-2002

Power of attorney
special

Owner resides in USA. Possible attorney Ramón Segovia
Ocotán.

1

172

315

R25

68

B

206

SANDOR NECTALI REYES
SALAMA

1

1

1

1

1

1

3,350.86

4,794.41

93.46

414320.081

285542.182

1

1

1

1

173

315

R25

82

B

207-1

FELICIANO GUTIERREZ PEREZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

600.09

858.61

71.05

414358.337

285473.110

1

1

1

174

315

R25

74

B

208

FELICIANO GUITIERREZ PEREZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,109.78

1,587.88

37.70

414320.470

285437.016

1

1

1

175

315

R25

69

B

209

MARIA DELFINA OSORIO DE
AREVALO

1

1

1

1

1

1,583.27

2,265.34

67.44

414320.639

285391.072

1

1

176

315

R25

81

B

210

GABRIEL PIECHO REYES

1

1

1

1

1

855.17

1,223.58

57.26

414320.875

285327.087

1

1

1

1

177

315

R25

87 (today 691)

B

211

BENJAMIN AREVALO OSORIO

1

1

1

1

1

1,976.81

2,828.41

51.56

414320.875

285327.087

1

1

1

1

315

R25

72

B

212

BENJAMIN AREVALO OSORIO

1

1

1

1

1

1

3,568.53

5,105.86

91.67

414320.986

285297.048

1

1

1

1

315

R25

77

B

213

BLANCA ZOILA MENDEZ DE
CRESPIN

1

1

1

1

1

1

5,157.93

7,379.96

138.29

414321.373

285167.770

1

1

1

315

R25

79

B

216-1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,597.00

2,284.99

45.81

414337.203

285051.088

1

1

315

R25

76

B

216-2

JUAN DE JESUS ROSA

1

1

1

1

1

1

144.50

206.75

20.16

414368.970

285008.723

1

1

AHUACHAPAN

1

315

R25

88

B

218

CESAR DOUGLAS MIRANDA
RAMIREZ

315

R25

568

B

219

PEDRO ANTONIO CASTILLO
RIVAS

1

1

1

1

1

1

17,231.47

24,654.79

453.46

414342.805

284628.109

1

1

1

1

1

1

3,863.42

5,527.78

101.58

414186.951

284213.527

184

185

186

SONSONATE

183

315

R25

569

B

220

ELSA GUADALUPE ESTRADA,
VICTOR MANUEL ESTRADA
AND JOSE ALFREDO ESTRADA

315

R24

60

B

221

ELSA GUADALUPE ESTRADA,
VICTOR MANUEL ESTRADA
AND JOSE ALFREDO ESTRADA

1

1

1

1

1

1

2,845.67

4,071.59

74.75

414398.345

284969.551

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

10,782.88

15,428.15

283.90

414426.956

284899.849

1

1

187

315

R24

45

B

222

MILTON ADELMO SORIANO
CACERES

1

1

1

1

1

1

4,031.48

5,768.24

106.16

414103.937

284127.864

188

315

R24

189

B

223

TRINIDAD SEGOVIA DIAZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

5,293.26

7,573.60

139.21

414057.115

284029.808

189

315

190

315

R24

R24

37

33

B

B

224

225

RAUL SEGOVIA

ISAIAS RAMOS MANGANDI

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4,724.70

16,836.64

6,760.10

24,089.86

126.16

444.61

413998.250

413948.625

283906.533

283790.465

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

268.77

413927.850

283360.330

1

1

1

192

315

R24

39

B

226-A

EBERARDO JIMENEZ PEREZ Y
ROGELIO PEREZ JIMENEZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

2,105.31

3,012.28

59.82

413999.840

283118.840

1

1

1

R24

31

B

228

ISABEL GALICIA PEREZ

1

1

1

1

195

315

R24

34

B

229

ANIBAL DE JESUS SEGOVIA
LEIVA AND ISIDRO JESUS LEIVA

1

1

1

1

196

315

197

315

R24

36

B

R24

36

B

B

230

231

JOSE FIDENCIO SEGOVIA

JOSE FIDENCIO SEGOVIA

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

13,608.57

19,471.14

357.47

413982.930

283026.018

1

1

234.45

335.45

19.12

414027.364

282677.317

1

1

1

3,255.30

4,657.68

87.31

414029.781

282658.355

1

1

1

2,263.58

3,238.73

59.57

414040.926

282570.891

1

1

1

1

1

1

2,630.10

3,763.15

69.22

414048.400

282512.244

1

10013438-00000

21,000.00

21,000.00

21,000.00

Lot 54-A, Sección Montaña Verde, Hacienda Santa Clara,
Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

10009008-00000 AS. 9

1

1

1

WEEK 30

1

1

WEEK 30

1

1

1

1

1

WEEK 31

WEEK 31

10009008-00000 AS. 8

10068989-00000 AS.1

13,581.27

81,118.02

13,581.27

81,118.02

04-02-1969

13,581.27

Identified with Number 54, Section Montaña Verde, de la
Hacienda Santa Clara, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

05-23-2016

5/23/2016. Purchase deeds were signed. Mr. Raúl Segovia
showed a power of attorney special in his favor granted by the
owner in which it empowers him to sell, likewise, the agent
RESOLVED Domain proclaims that he will make sale in favor of one of his children
Transfer
of that property, since it belonged to him and only He
transferred it in favor of Mrs. Dora Alicia Segovia so that she
could obtain a credit in the BFA that according to him still
pending payment. Registralmente the property is free of liens.

81,118.02

Lot number one, of the section Montaña Verde, of the
Hacienda Santa Clara. Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

04-19-2004

RESOLVED Power Owner resides in USA, but visits the country regularly. Social
of attorney special
area already has telephone contact.
Causing died 5 years ago in Sonsonate. The spouse has not
started Inheritance Acceptance Diligences. Called to happen:
spouse, mother of the deceased, three children of legal age
and a minor child. The spouse of Causante María Navarrete,
telephone, provided the telephone. 7710-5512.

10079094-00000 AS.3

10079094-00000 AS. 2

34,625.36

34,625.36

34,229.82

Canton Santa Emilia, Was part of Lot Number Four,
Section El Cafetal, Hacienda Santa Clara - Santa Emilia,
Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

11-11-2003

10074974-00000 AS. 2

10074974-00000 AS. 1

10,500.00

10,500.00

10,500.00

Lot number 24, Section El Cafetal, Hacienda Santa Clara,
Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

05-17-2007

Rural

Free of liens

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Legal problem free

01-17-2008

RESOLVED Power
of attorney special

Owner in USA. It will be necessary to obtain Power of attorney
special and it is presumed that will be in favor of Enrique
Ramos. Spouse of Mr. Enrique provided cell number 71065679

RESOLVED Domain
Transfer

Domain Transfer will be made to Isabel Galicia Pérez.

10146096-00000 AS. 2

10146096-00000 AS. 1

70,252.13

70,252.13

70,252.13

Canton Las Tablas, Caserío El Cafetal, Jurisdiction and
Department of Sonsonate

10044863-00000

10044863-00000

35,000.00

35,000.00

35,000.00

Lot 2, Section El Cafetal, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

06-19-2016

10065836-00000 AS,4

10065836-00000 AS.1

35,000.00

35,000.00

35,000.00

Lot Number 3, Section El Cafetal, Hacienda Santa Clara,
Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate.

Rural

Free of liens

11-23-2004

Legal problem free

01-12-1978

No legal problem will be dealt with Mr. Fidencio. In a field visit
made on 12/09/15 the owner stated that his son Aníbal de
Jesús Segovia is doing the topographical survey to begin the
process of partition in favor of all the children of the owner. In
the Place telephone was spoken with Mr. Aníbal and he
promised to provide digital archive of the survey once it has.
This will be until the end of January 2016.

10060537-00000

90 BOOK 433

27,039.0034

27,039.0034

27,039.0034

Lot Number 4-A, Section El Cafetal, Hacienda Santa Clara,
Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

parcel of land 36 is divided into two properties

10060538-00000

90 BOOK 433

35,736.0020

35,736.0020

35,736.0020

Lot Number 4-B, Section El Cafetal, Hacienda Santa Clara,
Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

parcel of land 36 is divided into two properties

01-12-1978

No legal problem will be dealt with Mr. Fidencio. In a field visit
made on 12/09/15 the owner stated that his son Aníbal de
Jesús Segovia is doing the topographical survey to begin the
process of partition in favor of all the children of the owner. In
the Place telephone was spoken with Mr. Aníbal and he
promised to provide digital archive of the survey once it has.
This will be until the end of January 2016.

1,448.29

414057.182

282443.325

1

10039494-00000 AS. 21

10039494-00000 AS. 15

1,635,064.98

1,635,064.98

1,345,886.85

Jurisdiction of Acajutla y Sonsonate, Department of
Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

2 Segregations: 10196264-00000. parcel of land 870, map 0315r23
and 10196265-00000. parcel of land 608, map 0301r14

10-25-2012

Legal problem free

MILTON BENITEZ Y BENITEZ

1

1

1

1

1

1

13,060.44

18,686.88

345.62

414072.008

281067.291

1

10064377-00000 AS. 1

23 BOOK 571

288, 245.07

288, 245.07

288, 245.07

Hacienda Jordania, Lot N° 2, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department
of Sonsonate.

Rural

Free of liens. Presentations
pending registration.

Presentation 200203002376, sale in favor of Carmen Elena Sosa de Benítez.
Observed because the property had lien. Since 03-19-02.

10-02-1981

Pending registration for sale in favor of Carmen Elena Sosa
de Benítez. Seller: Milton Benítez y Benítez (deceased)

1

1

1

1

1

1

15,431.27

22,079.06

406.94

414184.520

280691.946

1

1

1

1

1

10093109-00000 AS 1

73 BOOK 1264

142, 363.55

142, 363.55

142, 363.55

05-20-1998

Legal problem free

1

1

1

1

1

1

11,736.60

16,792.73

308.76

414237.857

280252.421

1

1

1

1

1

10064378-00000 AS. 8

10064378-00000 AS. 7

104, 836.45

104, 836.45

104, 836.45

Right of Way of Aqueduct in favor of Tomás Palomo from 07-10-1943.

04-01-2016

Legal problem free

1

1

1

10202438-00000

86 BOOK 581

201,156.46

10068706-00000 AS. 8

10068706-00000 AS. 7

349,208.17

200

301

R13

40

B

236

201

301

R13

99

B

237

202

301

R13

233

B

239

JOSE MANUEL RIVERA FUNES

1

1

1

1

1

1

7,347.97

10,513.48

193.75

414301.278

279949.964

1

203

301

R13

105

B

240

INVERSIONES
AGROPECUARIAS DE
OCCIDENTE, S.A. DE C.V.

1

1

1

1

1

1

24,178.00

34,593.88

636.53

414335.418

279787.151

1

ACAJUTLA

10119932-00000 AS. 1

78,066.85

235-1

241-A

ROSARIO DEL CARMEN RIVERA
FUNES
ROSARIO DEL CARMEN RIVERA
FUNES

INVERSIONES
AGROPECUARIAS DE
OCCIDENTE, S.A. DE C.V.

301

R13

43 (today 2537)

B

241-B

INVERSIONES DK, S.A. DE C.V.

301

R13

39

B

242

ELBA GLADIS IRAHETA DE
ESCOBAR

207

301

R13

37

B

243

HECTOR ALFREDO DUEÑAS
AND DEYSI NERIZ TURCIOS DE
DUEÑAS

208

301

R13

32

B

244

OSCAR MANUEL GUTIERREZ
ROSALES

R12

3977 today
4189

B

RESOLVED
Liens with Mortgage

54,561.68

B

301

Rural

1

200

209

parcel of land 127/1, Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and
Department of Sonsonate

1

R14

206

29,050.00

1

301

205

1

29,050.00

Legal problem free

1

199

B

1

29,050.00

Owner lives in the USA.

1

R23

43 (today 2536)

WEEK 30

Real Folio 06-003989-000

Power of attorney
special

1

315

R13

1

10113253-00000 As. 3

Owner resides in USA. Mr. Carlos Osorio told us that the
possible attorney will be Benjamín Osorio

232

198

301

163,479.5772

Power of attorney
special

PRODUCTORA SALVADOREÑA
DE CONCENTRADOS S.A DE
C.V.

1
2 today 871

204

163,479.5772

10068989-00000 AS.2

14,525.27

315

1

1

10,151.85

194

163,479.5772

Located in Hacienda Santa Clara, marked with the number
55, Section Montaña Verde, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate.

1

1

10139686-00000 AS 1

110,950.00

1

1

10139686-000000 AS.3

110,950.00

1

1

11,264.42

110,950.00

1

1

11,264.42

48 BOOK 1235

1

1

11,264.42

10004683-00000 AS. 1

1

1

10023577-000000 AS.9

1

SUCCESSION JOSE LUIS ARCIA
GARCIA (Possible Heirs: MARIA
LUPA NAVARRETE DE ARCIA)

ROSALIO RAMOS MANGANDI

10023577-00000 AS.12

308,000.00

226

227

13,298.87

308,000.00

B

B

13,298.87

308,000.00

35 (today 235)

38

WEEK 31

13,298.87

parcel of land 79/13, denominated Hacienda Santa Clara,
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate
parcel of land 79/12, Belonged to the denominated
Hacienda Santa Clara, Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and
Department of Sonsonate
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate

10093414-00000 AS. 1

R24

R24

1

10023576-00000 AS.6

Located in the Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate,
dismembered from another to the south-east course.

1

315

315

1

10023576-00000 AS. 9

parcel of land 77/5, Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction of Sonsonate,
Department of Sonsonate
parcel of land 75/53, was part of Hacienda Santa Clara,
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate
parcel of land 77/6, denominated Hacienda Santa Clara,
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate
Hacienda Santa Clara, Canton Las Tablas. Jurisdiction and
Department of Sonsonate
Place know as Hacienda Santa Clara, Canton Las Tablas,
Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate
parcel of land 77/49, denominaed Hacienda Santa Clara,
Canton Las Tablas. Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate
Located in the Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate,
dismembered from lot 17, of the Rio San Pedro Section, of
the Santa Clara Lotification.

Segregated from lots numbers eighteen B, nineteen, twenty
and twenty-one, from the Rio San Pedro Section,
Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate

191

193

WEEK 30

10093414-00000 AS. 1
AND 3

1

07-07-2016. Closed negotiation. 05-12-2016. parcel of land
215, of Mr. Hidelfonso was eliminated, and the situation is
RESOLVED Domain
lack of collaboration on the part of the possible heirs. This
Transfer
prevents the Domain Transfer from completing the Inheritance
Acceptance Diligences.

Free of liens

1

1

03-16-2000

Rural

285571.545

1

05-08-1996

In the denominated Hacienda Santa Clara, Canton Las
Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate

414351.276

284984.237

It enjoys Transit Right of Way of 4 meters wide on parcel of land 77/4,
and property of Manuel de Jesus Jiménez; Also supports traffic right of
way of 4 meters wide that is constituted on parcel of land 77/26 and
77/25.
It enjoys Transit Right of Way of 4 meters wide on the parcel of land
77/27, 77/4, and property of Manuel de Jesus Jiménez

10,499.88

25.64

414387.332

Domain Transfer

10,499.88

1,454.59

51.74

10-12-1999

10,499.88

1,016.63

2,821.19

Free of liens

It enjoys Transit Right of Way of 4 meters wide on the parcel of land
77/2, 77/3 and property of Manuel de Jesus Jiménez. Segregation by
the south - east course, of 3,496 M2, registered with the registration
number 10124781 - 00000, identified as parcel of land 514.
Segregation parcel of land 755.

10013229-00000

1

1,971.76

Domain Transfer

10013521-00000 AS. 1

1

1

09-27-1983

1

1

1

It enjoys Transit Right of Way of 4 meters wide on parcel of land 76/15,
76/16, 76/19, 76/6, 76/5, 76/4.

04-25-2000

1

1

Free of liens

Registered owner, who states that although he has not
granted deeds of property to his daughters ladies Filomena,
Isabel Reyna, Mercedes, Marta, Adilia Carolina all of Alvarez
last name. He has physically determined their share of the
property. All potential owners have expressed disagreement
with the project.
Registered owner, who states that although he has not
granted deeds of property to his daughters ladies Filomena,
Isabel Reyna, Mercedes, Marta, Adilia Carolina all of Alvarez
last name. He has physically determined their share of the
property. All potential owners have expressed disagreement
with the project.

Liens with Transit Right of Way of 4 meters of width.

1

1

11-24-2004

Liens with Traffic Right of
Way

1

1

It enjoys a 4-meter-wide traffic right of way on parcel of land 76/16,
76/19, 76/6, 76/5, 76/4, and it supports 4-meter wide traffic right of way
in favor of parcel of land 76 / 14.

Rural

BENJAMIN AREVALO OSORIO

1

10-28-2002

parcel of land 77/27, Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction of
Sonsonate, Department of Sonsonate

205-1

217

Observations Legal Problems

3,513.16

B

B

Legal Problems

3,513.16

80

90

Rural

Acquisition date

3,513.16

R25

R25

Rural

Observations Registration Legal Status

10037175-00000 AS. 1

315

315

Complex legal situation

10037175-00000 AS. 3

171

182

Free of liens

Free of liens

B

ALBA JANETH ELENA DE
PEREZ

Rural

Rural

67

181

Free of liens

14,418.17

R25

SONIA ELIZABETH OSORIO

Rural

parcel of land 77/1 , denominated Hacienda Santa Clara,
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate

315

180

Registration Legal Status

parcel of land 76/14, denominated Hacienda Santa Clara,
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate

169

179

Nature of the property

7,018.81

parcel of land 77/26, denominated Hacienda Santa Clara,
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate

178

Resolution period not exceeding 11 months

COMMENTS

1

1

Resolution period not exceeding 10 months

245

LEMAZA S.A. DE C.V.

1

1

1

1

1

1

6,453.80

9,234.10

169.84

414467.786

279155.890

1

10189780-00000 AS. 1

10065047-00000

28,262.30

349,208.17

28,262.30

Lot ONE B, Hacienda Jordania, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate
Lot ONE A, Hacienda Jordania, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate

Rural
Rural

Liens with Traffic Right of
Way
Liens with Traffic Right of
Way and aqueduct

127,656.46

Lot ONE A, Hacienda El Coyol, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Liens with aqueduct Right of
Way

Segregation to the North Route of 70,000, which was later divided into
2 one of 25 areas (10091024-0000) and the rest 10072440. Another
segregation 3,500.00

07-10-1981

Legal problem free

349,208.17

Lot Number two, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Rural

Liens with Mortgage and
Right of Way of Aqueduct
and Transit

Property Lien with First Mortgage, in favor of María Magdalena
Cárcamo Rodríguez amount with modification: $ 375,000.00; Term: 36
months; Interest: 12% per annum, beginning of lien: 04-11-2013.

04-11-2013

Partial lien deduction

04-11-2013

Partial lien deduction

12-20-2013

For notification

05-29-1981

For notification

09-30-1986

For notification

05-31-1983

For notification

02-25-2011

Legal problem free

28,262.30

Canton El Coyol, Portion number two, Jurisdiction of
Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Liens with Mortgage

Rural

Liens with Right of Way of
Aqueduct and Transit

1

1

1

1

1

6,814.05

9,749.54

179.38

414502.211

278991.718

1

10065047-00000 as. 7

10065047-00000 as. 5

47,832.31

183,729.30

47,832.33

It formed part of the marking in its antecedent like LOT
NUMBER THREE, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

1

1

1

1

1

1

17,380.67

24,868.26

458.00

414452.535

278825.553

1

10062674-00000 as. 1

63 BOOK 514

174,604.085

174,604.085

174,604.085

Lot numer one, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Rural

Liens with Right of Way of
Aqueduct and Transit

1

1

1

1

1

1

6,261.66

8,959.18

95.86

414224.921

278430.703

10068756-00000

44 BOOK 705

174,604.085

174,604.085

174,604.085

Lot number two, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Rural

Liens with Right of Way of
Aqueduct and Transit

1

1

1

1

1

6,880.21

9,844.20

414134.084

278273.126

10024348-00000

41 BOOK 558

533,114.07

533,114.07

533,114.07

Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Liens with Right of Way of
Transit

63,413.20

In the place denominated La Majada, was part of the
Hacienda denominated "La Yuca", Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

1

1

1

WEEK 30

1

1

1

1

1

7,744.56

11,080.92

209.03

414121.155

278057.302

1
1

10046230-00000 AS. 15

10046230-00000 AS. 1

63,413.20

65,682

New parcel of land segregated from the 43. Property lien with First
Mortgage, in favor of María Magdalena Cárcamo Rodríguez amount
with modification: $ 375,000.00; Term: 36 months; Interest: 12% per
annum, beginning of Lien: 11-04-2013.
According to registration information the property is Free of liens. But
the document details that it is lien with Right of Way of Aqueduct and
Transit.
2 Right of Way of Aqueduct: 1) in favor of Tomás Palomo from 10-071943 and 2) in favor of Soc. Eduardo Shonemberg y Compañía from
07-04-1972. Traffic Right of Way: 1) It falls on Hacienda Santa Clara
and Santa Emilia from 04-01-1946 and 2) 9 meters wide in favor of
Hacienda Santa Clara from 03-07-1973
2 Right of Way of Aqueduct: 1) in favor of Tomás Palomo from 10-071943 and 2) in favor of Soc. Eduardo Shonemberg y Compañía from
07-04-1972. Traffic Right of Way: 1) It falls on Hacienda Santa Clara
and Santa Emilia from 04-01-1946 and 2) 9 meters wide in favor of
Hacienda Santa Clara from 03-07-1973
In a belt 12 meters wide by 300 meters long, located on the last section
of the west course.

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

Y

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.

ADVANCE OR WEEKLY UPDATE

X

REGISTERED AND
WITHDRAWAL (Right of
Way registered and in
power of EDP)

M

PROGRESS IN THE
PRESENTATION AND
REGISTRATION OF
RIGHT OF WAY

SCRIPTURE PRESENTED
AT CNR

V²

COORDINATES

CASES IN WHICH
CONSTITUTION PROMISE
WAS SIGNED

M²

LENGTH OF
AFFECTION

PAYMENT AND
SCRIPTURE

AFFECTED AREA

CLOSED NEGOTIATION

CADASTRE PLAN
APPROVAL-CNR

CADASTRE PLAN
PRESENTED-CNR

FRAME PLAN OF RIGHT
OF WAY

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY IN
DETAIL

DEFINITION AND APPROVAL OF THE RIGHT OF WAY
AREA

PROGRESS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF
NEGOTIATION, PAYMENT AND SCRIPTURE OF THE
RIGHT OF WAY
(Related data with plane PDF)

NOTIFIED
(Including closed and
pending negotiations)

TECHNICAL DATA OF AREAS OF RIGHT OF WAY

CADASTRAL LOCATION
GENERAL PROPERTY

NO COLLABORATION TO
THE PROJECT

NO STATEMENT

Owner / Possessor

VERBAL
AUTHORIZATION

Parcel of land

No. parcel of land s/ Project

Sector

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROJECT

Section

Código Municipio

Municipality

No. Correlative

CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
PROPERTY

FEASIBILITY STAGE
PROJECT INFORMATION AND
AUTHORIZATION FOR PRELIMINARY
STUDIES

WRITTEN
AUTHORIZATION

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

Resolved Cases

Resolution period not exceeding 6 months

COMMENTS
Enrollment or
Registration

Pre antecedent

Area according to Area according to
Rest Registral M²
System M²
Document M²

Rural

Liens with Mortgage

277838.043

10191843-00000 AS. 2

10191843-00000 AS. 1

245,336.19

92,347.50

245,336.19

Caserío la Nueva, Canton San Julián, Jurisdiction of
Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL. Before
parcel of land: 1325 and 1326

11-14-2013

414303.766

277747.580

10137883-00000 AS. 3

10137883-00000 AS. 1

361,576.89

361,576.89

361,576.89

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

11-17-2014

312.65

414114.575

276934.282

10137882-00000 AS. 3

10137882-00000 AS. 1

180,788.45

180,788.45

180,788.45

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

11-19-2014

13,800.57

253.83

413989.872

276638.202

10137881-00000 AS. 6

10137881-00000 AS. 5

180,788.45

180,788.45

180,788.45

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

02-13-2015

7,634.88

10,923.98

200.92

413890.690

276402.717

10137880-00000 AS.6

10137880-00000 AS.5

180,742.76

180,742.76

179,773.68

Property liens with right of way of electricity conduit in favor of CEL. The
First Usufructuary and the second Nude Owner each of 100% of the
right.

02-22-2016

1

3,943.29

5,642.06

103.77

413810.565

276212.480

10145302-00000 AS. 5

10145302-00000 AS. 4

19,939.34

19,939.34

19,939.34

1

1

1,355.74

1,939.79

35.68

413770.265

276116.799

10199359-00000 as. 1

10145303-00000

8,572.33

8,572.33

8,572.33

1

1

1,151.15

1,647.06

30.29

413756.702

276084.596

10145303-00000 AS. 5

10145303-00000 AS. 4

16,834.97

16,834.97

8,262.64

1

211

301

R12

1325 and 1326
today 4232

C

247

SIMON PEDRO VARELA TABLAS

212

301

R12

1335

C

248

213

301

R12

1334

C

214

301

R12

1333

215

301

R12

216

301

217

218

395.25

565.52

10.23

414283.708

277910.861

1

14,205.31

20,324.95

373.56

414302.065

SIMON PEDRO VARELA TABLAS

1

25,635.42

36,679.16

674.88

250

LUZ DE MARIA VARELA DE
SUVILLAGA

1

11,880.58

16,998.74

C

251

SIMON PEDRO VARELA TABLAS

1

9,645.36

3972 today
1332

C

252

ANA SILVIA LACAYO DE
VARELA

1

R12

4016

C

253

TOMAS MOLINA FLORES

1

301

R12

4731

C

254

TOMAS MOLINA FLORES

301

R12

4732

C

255

VICTOR MANUEL ESCOBAR
MENDEZ

1

1

1

1

301

R12

4018

C

256

MOISES HERNANDEZ ESTRADA

1

1

1,044.78

1,494.87

27.49

413744.667

276056.024

10145214-00000 AS. 5

10145214-00000 AS. 4

7,169.93

7,169.93

7,169.93

220

301

R12

4019

C

257

NANCY EVELYN BAUTISTA
JOVEL

1

1

1,020.23

1,459.74

26.85

413733.995

276030.685

10145215-00000 AS. 5

10145215-00000 AS.4

7,174.20

7,174.20

7,174.20

221

301

R12

4020

C

258

NANCY EVELYN BAUTISTA
JOVEL

1

1

942.10

1,347.96

24.12

413723.574

276005.942

10145216-00000 AS. 5

10145216-00000 AS.4

7,143.84

7,143.84

7,143.84

222

301

R12

4021

C

259

MOISES HERNANDEZ ESTRADA

1

1

888.11

1,270.70

23.37

413713.950

275983.094

10145217-00000 AS. 4

10145217-00000 AS.3

7,156.56

7,156.56

7,156.56

223

301

R12

4022

C

260

JOSE ARTURO FLORES

1

1

818.82

1,171.57

21.55

413704.871

275961.537

10145218-00000 AS.4

10145218-00000 AS.3

7,096.37

7,096.37

7,096.37

224

301

R12

4023

C

261

JOSE ARTURO FLORES

1

1

804.25

1,150.72

21.16

413696.515

275941.697

10145219-00000 AS.4

10145219-00000 AS.3

7,104.36

7,104.36

7,104.36

225

301

R12

4024

C

262

JOSE ARTURO FLORES

1

1

809.52

1,158.25

21.30

413688.299

275922.192

10145220-00000 AS.4

10145220-00000 AS.3

7,125.46

7,125.46

7,125.46

301

R12

4025

C

263

JOSE ARTURO FLORES

1

1

808.42

1,156.68

21.27

413680.026

275902.550

10145221-00000 AS.4

10145221-00000 AS. 3

7,089.69

7,089.69

7,089.69

301

R12

4026

C

264

JOSE ARTURO FLORES

1

1

839.98

1,201.84

21.10

413671.772

275882.954

10145222-00000 AS.4

10145222-00000 AS.3

7,136.57

7,136.57

7,136.57

AHUACHAPAN

219

235

ACAJUTLA

Free of liens

08-17-2005

Visited, Legal problem free

Rural

Free of liens

08-17-2005

Visited, Legal problem free

02-29-2016

New owner. Owner lives in the USA. The land manager, Mr.
Victor Manuel Cruz, stated that he did not have a contact
number, and she is the one who communicates with Mr.
Víctor.
Visited, Legal problem free

10145226-00000 AS.4

7,116.28

1

541.32

774.51

14.40

413630.103

275784.021

10145227-00000 AS.4

10145227-00000 AS.2

7,601.34

10,876.00

211.12

413598.685

275709.428

10042333-0000'0 AS. 3

10042333-00000 AS. AS.2

R11

224

C

273

JOSE MARIA CHAVEZ

237

301

R11

225

C

274

ADRIAN CALDERON

238

301

R11

727

C

275

NAPOLEON HUEZO

1

239

301

R11

732

C

276

APOLINARIO GARCIA

1

240

Rural

10145226-00000 AS.5

301

301

R11

834

C

277

BLANCA LIZZETTE UMAÑA

1

1

22,039.37

22,180.02

22,039.37

22,180.02

2,279.21

3,261.10

59.98

413473.801

275412.927

10110557-00000 as.4

10110557-00000 as.1

22,233.94

22,233.94

22,233.94

690.05

987.32

18.56

413450.519

275357.651

10110555-00000 AS.4

10110555-00000 AS.3

22,865.01

22,865.01

22,865.01

1

245.33

351.02

6.08

413441.766

275339.019

10145245-00000 AS. 2

10145245-00000 AS. 1

7,327.42

7,327.42

7,327.42

1

5,047.61

7,222.12

133.27

413435.925

275323.003

10145250-00000 AS. 2

10145250-00000 AS. 1

7,175.81

7,175.81

7,175.81

1

1

3,418.53

4,891.23

83.38

413380.885

275192.327

10182941-00000 AS. 7

10182941-00000 AS. 2

21,223.06

28,434.90

21,223.06

241

301

R11

814

C

278

NICOLASA CAMPOS DE
GUTIERREZ

242

301

R11

778

C

279

ISTA

243

301

R11

785

C

279-A

NAPOLEON HUEZO

280

EDGAR EFRAIN SANCHEZ AND
JUANA FRANCISCA SANCHEZ
CAMPOS

1

1

6,106.35

8,736.96

160.63

413126.984

274630.033

10182938-00000 AS. 2

10182938-00000 AS. 1

30,719.52

30,719.52

30,719.52

1

1

1,899.36

2,717.60

51.75

413089.591

274567.932

10182937-00000 AS. 2

10182937-00000 AS. 1

30,238.77

30,238.77

30,238.77

1

352.61

504.51

37.33

413094.482

274540.530

10121134-00000 AS.2

10121134-00000 AS.1

17,793.95

17,793.95

17,793.95

1

6,114.54

8,748.68

167.90

413080.246

274552.412

10121133-00000 AS. 2

10121133-00000 AS. 1

21,269.54

21,269.54

21,269.54

244

301

R11

784

C

245

301

R11

783

C

281

ERMELINDA OSORIO DE
GOMEZ, SAMUEL ELOP GOMEZ
OSORIO

246

301

R11

782

C

282

PEDRO ISRAEL HERNANDEZ
TREJO

247

301

R11

274

C

282-A

248

301

R11

273

C

283

249

301

R11

291

C

ROGELIO HERNANDEZ DIAZ
AND ANTONIA CATALINA TREJO
DE HERNANDEZ
DINA DEL CARMEN VAZQUEZ
AND VICTOR MANUEL
CARDONA RODRIGUEZ

1

1

1

1

284

ISTA

1

1

250

301

R11

787

C

285

MARIA IRMA BERNAL DE
GUEVARA

251

301

R11

367

C

286

JOSE LUIS FRANCO JIMENEZ

252

301

R11

366

C

286-A

RAFAEL EVARCISTO AGUILAR

253

301

R11

305

C

286-B

254

301

R11

306

C

286-C

CARLOS HUMBERTO MACAY
GRANADOS
APOLINARIO GARCIA AND
MARIA DEL CARMEN
CARRANZA DE GARCIA

1

3,529.83

5,050.49

100.19

413348.274

275114.900

10189040-00000 AS. 1

10182941-00000

6,506.88

6,506.88

6,506.88

1

1,226.35

1,754.66

30.71

413299.358

274998.765

10182932-00000 AS. 1

10178691-00000

26,768.16

26,768.16

26,768.16

1

1,276.47

1,826.38

32.93

413310.756

275013.744

10182940-00000 AS. 2

10182940-00000 AS. 1

26,500.70

26,500.70

26,500.70

1

1

7,516.52

909.88

1

10,754.63

1,301.85

197.87

22.79

413265.415

412931.075

274918.178

274488.406

10182939-00000 AS. 2

10010075-00000 as. 1

10182939-00000 AS. 1

10006370-00000

Owner in USA Responsible for the land Mr. José Arturo
Flores, said that he has power, which will be provided in the
course of the project.
Owner in USA Responsible for the land Mr. José Arturo
Flores, said that he has power, which will be provided in the
course of the project.
Both owners reside in EE. UU. Power must be obtained from
the Mrs. Jiménez. In charge of the land Mr. José Arturo
Flores, he said that he has Mr. Jiménez's power, which will be
provided to us during the project.
Both owners reside in EE. UU. Power must be obtained from
the Mrs. Jiménez. In charge of the land Mr. José Arturo
Flores, he said that he has Mr. Jiménez's power, which will be
provided to us during the project.

Owner resides in San Salvador, contacted without legal
problem

275803.066

236

Visited, Legal problem free

07-25-2001

413638.125

10110558-00000 AS.4

11-23-2012

Free of liens

20.68

10110558-00000 AS. 6

Free of liens

Rural

1,124.35

275475.621

Rural

01-24-2001

785.82

413500.207

Visited, Legal problem free

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

1

68.03

11-23-2012

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

1

3,315.62

Free of liens

Rural

7,154.15

2,317.32

Rural

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 6, lot 3, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.

7,154.15

1

Visited, Legal problem free

02-11-2002

10145225-00000 AS.4

JOSE MARIA CHAVEZ

11-23-2012

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

10145225-00000 AS.5

272

Free of liens

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

275822.257

C

Rural

Rural

413646.207

223

Visited, Legal problem free

22,180.02

20.80

R11

11-30-2012

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 6, lot 4, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.

1,131.15

301

Free of liens

08-27-2011

790.57

10110559-00000 AS.5

Rural

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

1

10110559-00000 AS.15

Visited, Legal problem free

Rural

1

275552.874

11-30-2012

22,039.37

7,137.29

413532.745

Free of liens

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

7,137.29

79.41

Rural

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 6, lot 5, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.

7,137.29

4,326.70

Visited, Legal problem free

07-15-2003

10145224-00000 AS.4

3,023.97

02-06-2013

Free of liens

10145224-00000 AS.5

1

Free of liens

Rural

275842.162

C

Rural

329,691.81

413654.591

222

Visited, Legal problem free

329,691.81

21.60

R11

05-08-2013

329,691.81

1,174.33

301

Free of liens

01-19-2016

820.75

271

234

Rural

Free of liens

1

MARIA CONCEPCION MENJIVAR
ORELLANA

Visited, Legal problem free

Rural

1

1

01-19-2015

7,137.81

OSCAR ARMANDO JIMENEZ

DOUGLAS JONATAN
SOLORZANO SALAZAR

Free of liens

7,137.81

266

270

Rural

7,137.81

C

C

Visited, Legal problem free

Power of attorney
special

4028

1246

01-19-2015

08-19-2010

R12

R12

Liens with Mortgage

The name of the new owner will be consulted with neighbors

Free of liens

301

301

233

Rural

Property liens with First Mortgage in favor of Archimedes Hamilton
Pineda Urías and Ofilia Urías Sánchez; Amount: $ 9,500.00; Term: 24
months; Beginning of Lien: 04/23/2015

Domain Transfer

Rural

7,152.09

1

01-19-2015

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 13, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.

7,152.09

FRANCISCO ADAN CERON
CORTEZ

Free of liens

7,116.28

7,152.09

269

Rural

7,116.28

10145223-00000 AS.4

C

Visited, Legal problem free

Power of attorney
special

10145223-00000 AS.5

4123

06-09-2015

08-19-2010

275862.582

R12

Free of liens

Free of liens

413663.192

301

232

Rural

Rural

21.16

OSCAR ARMANDO JIMENEZ
AND LUCIA ESTELA PAZ DE
JIMENEZ

Visited, Legal problem free

7,154.15

1,204.72

268

12-02-2014

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 12, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.

841.99

C

Free of liens

Power of attorney
special

1

4122

Rural

02-21-2013

1

R12

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

Free of liens

OSCAR ARMANDO JIMENEZ

301

Rural

Rural

265

231

Rural

02-21-2013

C

267

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 14, lot 10, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 14,
San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 14, lot 11, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 1, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 2, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 3, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 4, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 5, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 6, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 7, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 8, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 9, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 10, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 11, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.

Rural

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct
Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct
Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

Power of attorney
special

Owner lives in Canada. Mr. Wuilfin was handed power format,
because he will be processed in Canada until July. But if it is
necessary before the management will be done according to
a possible proxy.

Free of liens

4027

C

PORTION 1, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Rural

Observations Legal Problems

Rural

R12

4029

PORTION 4, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate
PORTION 3, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate
PORTION 2, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Legal Problems

Power of attorney
special

301

R12

12-02-2015

Lot number four, polygon number 13, Jurisdiction of
Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

PETRONA QUINTANILLA DE
RIVAS

301

Observations Registration Legal Status

572.00

246

230

Acquisition date

Registration Legal Status

572.00

B

OSCAR ARMANDO JIMENEZ
AND LUCIA ESTELA PAZ DE
JIMENEZ

Nature of the property

572.00

1267

229

Property Location

10035323-00000 AS. 8

R12

228

Complex legal situation

10035323-00000 AS. 9

301

227

Resolution period not exceeding 11 months

Property Lien with First Mortgage, in favor of the Caja de Crédito de
Acajutla, Sociedad Cooperativa de R.L. de Capital Variable; Amount; $
16,000.00; Term: 240 months; Interest: 15% per year on balance;
Beginning of liens: 12-02-2015.

210

226

Resolution period not exceeding 10 months

31,907.70

539,688

31,907.70

64,564

31,907.70

64,564

1,174.32

1,680.22

32.30

412872.669

274472.351

10182942-00000 AS. 3

10182942-00000 AS. 2

1,465.93

1,465.93

1,465.93

868.16

1,242.16

38.36

412818.796

274458.332

10125643-00000 AS.3

10125643-00000 AS.2

960.47

960.47

960.47

1

644.49

922.13

43.57

412819.680

274441.457

10125644-00000 AS.9

10125644-00000 AS.5

1,443.03

1,443.03

1,443.03

1

6,170.91

8,829.34

157.83

412644.932

274423.248

10136226-00000 AS. 3

10136226-00000 AS. 2

32,584.51

32,584.51

32,584.51

1

6,014.70

8,605.83

163.23

412486.763

274391.331

10136227-00000 AS.2

10136227-00000 AS.1

30,109.75

30,109.75

30,109.75

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 14, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda Kilo 5, Portion B, Hacienda Las Mercedes,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 6, lot 1, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, Lot 32, San Julián, Jurisdiction of
Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 11, Lot 37, San Julián, Jurisdiction of
Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 2, Lot 12, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 2, Portion 3, San Julián, Jurisdiction of
Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 2, Lot 4, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 2, Lot 11, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Lot Numer Ten, Polygon "Dos", of the Proyecto Lotification
Agrícola San Jorge Kilo Cinco - First Portion, Portion two
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 2, Lot 9, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. 2, Lot 8, San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.
LOTIFICATION EL CORRALON, Lot #2, POLYGON 1OF
THE SECOND PORTION OF THE HACIENDA SAN
JORGE KILO 5
LOTIFICATION EL CORRALON, Lot #1, POLYGON 1 OF
THE SECOND PORTION OF THE HACIENDA SAN
JORGE KILO 5
HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, SECOND PORTION,
CANTON SAN JULIAN, ACAJUTLA, SONSONATE
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco, Lotification
Agrícola, Pol. A, Solar 1, San Julián, Jurisdiction of
Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.
HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, ASIENTO
COMUNITARIO, POLYGON D, SOLAR #6, PORTION OF
THE PORTION 3
HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, ASIENTO
COMUNITARIO, POLYGON D, SOLAR #7, PORTION OF
THE PORTION 3
HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, LOTIFICATION
AGRICOLA POLYGON 3 Lot 1
HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, LOTIFICATION
AGRICOLA POLYGON 3 Lot 2

Lien with First Mortgage Opened to Banco Procredit, S.A.; Amount: $
28,000.00; Term: 240 months; Start date: 02/29/2016; Inscribed to seat
8.

The property was visited, no owner was found,
Power of attorney
special

Owner in USA. José Adán Menjívar who is the brother of the
owner was not found on the property. Information was left
with the head of the Hacienda. Dangerous zone by criminal
groups.
Owner was not found, already visited by another affected
parcel of land in previous design proposal. It will be visited on
December 30 to discuss the new parcel of land affected. It
was re-visited on the 30th and granted permission for new
parcel of land affected. No legal problem.
Owner was not found, already visited by another affected
parcel of land in previous design proposal. It will be visited on
December 30 to discuss the new parcel of land affected. It
was re-visited on the 30th and granted permission for new
parcel of land affected. No legal problem.

Rural

Liens with Mortgage

Rural

Free of liens

09-01-2012

Rural

Free of liens

03-31-2011

Rural

Free of liens

10-20-2011

Visited, Legal problem free

Rural

Family property

02-16-2012

Edgar Efraín Sánchez sold his right in favor of Mrs. Nicolasa
Campos Vda. De Gutiérrez

Rural

Family property

Rural

Start on 02-16-2012 and expires on 02-16-2032

Start on 01/19/2012 and beats on 01-19-2032

Domain Transfer

The Domain Transfer is limited according to articles 233 and
234, of the Constitution of the Republic

In the field was found Mr. Rogelio Hernandez Diaz, who
claimed to be the owner of the property. You should contact a
lawyer who has done the paperwork.
Owner is a sailor, is in the highlands, works in Plataformas
Petroleras, the father Mr. Rogelio Hernández states that
owner will come in February.

01-19-2012

Domain Transfer

Free of liens

12-14-2011

Power of attorney
special

Rural

Free of liens

11-07-2011

Visited, provided, or displayed in writing when their child is
present.

Rural

Free of liens

06-27-2011

Interview with Owner Mr. Víctor Cardoña, provided us with a
plan with polygons and Lots of a part of parcel of land 165
(according to cadastre). No legal problem

Domain Transfer

The Domain Transfer is limited according to articles 233 and
234, of the Constitution of the Republic. In this parcel of land
is a dam that is born from the river El Venado. Mr Víctor
Cardoña said that Portion was left as a green zone for ISTA.

Rural

Free of liens

10-22-1998

Rural

Free of liens

04-04-2012

Rural

Free of liens

03-20-2004

Power of attorney
special

Owner in USA. In charge Santos Leticia de León, will pass
information to the owner.

Rural

Free of liens

03-16-2005

Power of attorney
special

Owner in USA. In charge Rafael Guerrido (brother-in-law), will
pass information to owner.

Rural

Free of liens

11-25-2005

Visited, Legal problem free

Rural

Free of liens

06-27-2011

Visited, Legal problem free

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

256

301

R11

308

C

286-E

CRUZ FLORES BATRES

1

4,855.34

6,947.02

127.77

412361.466

274366.047

6,757.43

124.29

412239.649

274341.465

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.

ADVANCE OR WEEKLY UPDATE

Y

REGISTERED AND
WITHDRAWAL (Right of
Way registered and in
power of EDP)

X

PROGRESS IN THE
PRESENTATION AND
REGISTRATION OF
RIGHT OF WAY

SCRIPTURE PRESENTED
AT CNR

M

CASES IN WHICH
CONSTITUTION PROMISE
WAS SIGNED

V²

PAYMENT AND
SCRIPTURE

COORDINATES

M²

4,722.84

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

Resolved Cases

Resolution period not exceeding 6 months

Resolution period not exceeding 10 months

Resolution period not exceeding 11 months

Complex legal situation

COMMENTS
Enrollment or
Registration

Pre antecedent

10136228-00000 AS.4

10136228-00000 AS.3

10136229-00000 AS.3

10136229-00000 AS.2

Area according to Area according to
Rest Registral M²
System M²
Document M²

27,774.90
27,438.05

27,774.90
27,438.05

27,774.90

Property Location

Nature of the property

Registration Legal Status

HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, LOTIFICATION
AGRICOLA POLYGON 3 Lot 3

Rural

Free of liens

Observations Registration Legal Status

Acquisition date

09-12-2012

Rural

Liens with Mortgage

Mortgaged in favor of Banco Procredit S.A. For an amount of $30,000
and with a term of 240 months. Start of lien 2/21/16

Rural

Free of liens

03-31-2004

Visited, Legal problem free

28,195.11

HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, LOTIFICATION
AGRICOLA, POLYGON 3, Lot 7, PORTION SAN
JOAQUIN

Rural

Free of liens

07-02-2015

Visited, information was left with caretaker of parcel of land

Rural

Free of liens

06-27-2011

286-F

CRUZ FLORES BATRES

258

301

R11

310

C

286-G

CARLOS HUMBERTO MACAY
GRANADOS

286-H

ELSA JEANETH RIVAS CAMPOS
HOY DE FIGUEROA AND ALEX
BLADIMIR FIGUEROA
ALVARADO
1

1

3,988.15

5,706.24

104.95

411791.830

274251.098

10136233-00000 AS. 2

10136233-00000 AS. 1

28,185.56

28,185.56

28,185.56

Lot 8, Polygon 3 of the proyecto of Lotification Agrícola,
Hacienda San Jorge Kilo Cinco, Portion San Joaquín,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

1

1

3,968.08

5,677.53

104.42

411689.443

274230.437

10136234-00000 AS. 3

10136234-00000 AS. 2

28,464.70

28,464.70

28,464.70

Lot 9, Polygon 3, Lotification Agrícola, Hacienda San Jorge
Kilo Cinco, know by San Joaquín, Canton San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

06-16-2004

27,784.65

Lot 10, Polygon 3, Lotification Agrícola, Hacienda San
Jorge Kilo Cinco, know by San Joaquín, Canton San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

06-17-2005

Rural

Liens with Mortgage

C

301

R11

312

C

287

261

301

R11

313

C

288

ANA GLADIS CASTRO VIUDA DE
MONTOYA

289

CARLOS HUMBERTO MACAY
GRANADOS AND MIRNA
BEATRIZ CONTRERAS DE
MACAY

262

ACAJUTLA

260

MANUEL DE JESUS CORTEZ
RAMIREZ AND PAZ TEJADA DE
CORTEZ

301

R11

314

C

301

R10

431

C

290

EVER ALEXANDER OVANDO
MEDRANO

264

301

U10

761 (today 770)

C

291-A

JULIO CESAR COMANDARI
JIMENEZ

265

301

U10

232

C

292

SOCIEDAD EL MILAGRO 80, S.A.
DE C.V.

266

301

U10

93

C

294

AGAVE, S.A.

267

301

U10

163

C

295

COMANDARI JIMENEZ

296

DUKE ENERGY
INTERNACIONAL EL
SALVADOR, SOCIEDAD EN
COMANDITA POR ACCIONES
DE C. V.

263

269

301

AHUACHAPAN

268

301

U10

U10

714

743

C

C

297

1

1

10136230-00000 as.3

10136230-00000 as.2

28,206.28

28,206.28

28,206.28

4,317.23

6,177.09

113.61

412002.536

274293.617

10136231-00000 As. 3

10136231-00000 As. 2

27,091.93

27,091.93

27,091.93

3,862.02

5,978.96

5,525.78

109.97

101.73

411894.717

411668.370

274271.860

10136232-00000 as. 4

274226.185

10136235-00000 AS. 4

10136232-00000 as. 3

10136235-00000 AS. 3

28,195.11

27,784.65

28,195.11

27,784.65

5,608.35

8,024.42

147.54

411592.379

274135.212

10114708-00000 AS. 3

10114708-00000 AS. 1

584,029.71

584,029.71

584,029.71

1

4,859.26

6,952.62

127.86

411429.637

273940.386

10177662-00000 as. 1

10060870-00000

74,756.64

74,756.64

74,756.64

Segregated of the Lot Number Three, Canton San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Free of liens

1

1

8,642.62

12,365.85

227.44

411429.637

273940.386

10036534-00000 as. 1

49 BOOK 543

115,536.14

115,536.14

115,536.14

Canton San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Rural

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

11-20-1981

1

1

12,532.57

17,931.60

437.22

410955.037

273876.624

10028512-00000

98 BOOK 448

48,927.00

48,927.0037

48,927.0037

Segregated of the Lot Number Two, Canton San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

11-08-1978

1

4,079.76

5,837.32

351.49

410950.935

273857.471

10023078-00000 AS. 4

38 BOOK 861

101,664.65

86,487.00

101,664.65

Lot One, Canton San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

10-18-2015

1

3,193.63

4,569.45

211.74

410714.308

273861.600

10017812-00000 AS.1

10017810-00000

127,970.29

127,970.29

127,970.29

Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate .

Rural

Presentation pending
registration

Presentation of Assignment of Right of Right of Way of Aqueduct, in
favor of Generadora Acajutla, S.A. Of C.V. Observed since 07-27-2013

05-27-1999

Liens with Right of way
Pipeline

Property Liens with 3 Righ of Way of Gas Pipeline: a) in favor of Texaco
Caribbean Inc., Beginning of liens 12-22-1993. B) in favor of
Almacenadora del Pacífico S.A. de C.V. Beginning of liens 06-12-1992.
And c) in favor of Refinería Petrolera Acajutla Limitada S.A de C.V. Start
of liens 12-23-2010.

07-21-2005

1

1

1

1

19

274316.098

1

1

88

412113.944

Canton San Julián, was part of the denominated Hacienda
El Zope, Portion One, Punta Remedios, Puntas Remedio,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

1

155

128.25

4,178.75

1

COMISION EJECUTIVA
PORTUARIA AUTONOMA-CEPA

6,972.93

10-03-2011

C

311

4,873.45

HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, LOTIFICATION
AGRICOLA, POLYGON 3, Lot 5, PORTION SAN
JOAQUIN
HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, LOTIFICATION
AGRICOLA, POLYGON 3, Lot 6, PORTION SAN
JOAQUIN

07-14-2005

309

R11

7

247

18,865.58

179

179

142

96

26,992.87

496.58

410669.721

273887.403

10148075-00000 AS. 1

112

86

67

4

57

41

10048965-00000 AND
10004367-00000

1,043,040.01

1,043,040.01

Visited, Legal problem free

Liens with pledge

Lot# 4 , POLYGON 3, HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5

R11

301

Observations Legal Problems

Rural

27,438.05

301

1

Legal Problems

Property Liens with Pledge in favor of Banco de Fomento Agropecuario,
for an amount of $ 22,000; For the term of 96 months. Beginning lien
3/30/08

257

259

1

LENGTH OF
AFFECTION

CLOSED NEGOTIATION

AFFECTED AREA

PROGRESS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF
NEGOTIATION, PAYMENT AND SCRIPTURE OF THE
RIGHT OF WAY
(Related data with plane PDF)

NOTIFIED
(Including closed and
pending negotiations)

CADASTRE PLAN
APPROVAL-CNR

1

CADASTRE PLAN
PRESENTED-CNR

CARLOS HUMBERTO MACAY
GRANADOS

FRAME PLAN OF RIGHT
OF WAY

286-D

DEFINITION AND APPROVAL OF THE RIGHT OF WAY
AREA

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY IN
DETAIL

C

TECHNICAL DATA OF AREAS OF RIGHT OF WAY

CADASTRAL LOCATION
GENERAL PROPERTY

307

NO COLLABORATION TO
THE PROJECT

R11

NO STATEMENT

301

Owner / Possessor

WRITTEN
AUTHORIZATION

Parcel of land

No. parcel of land s/ Project

Sector

Section

255

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROJECT

Código Municipio

Municipality

No. Correlative

CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
PROPERTY

FEASIBILITY STAGE
PROJECT INFORMATION AND
AUTHORIZATION FOR PRELIMINARY
STUDIES

VERBAL
AUTHORIZATION

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED

1,043,040.01

Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Rural

Property liens with First Mortgage Open in favor of Caja de Crédito de
Acajutla, Sociedad Cooperativa de R.L. $ 175,000.00; Term: 180
months; Interest: 12% per annum; Start of liens: 09-11-2015.

04-18-2009

07-30-2009

Not found, will visit again. He visited again and said he did not
agree with the project, says he will not give consent for any
procedure.
Not found, will visit again. He visited again and said he did not
agree with the project, says he will not give consent for any
procedure.

GRIS, S.A. DE C.V.

Energía del Pacífico, LTDA. de C.V.

ANNEX 6: GENERAL MATRIX OF LEGAL CASES.

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

Parcel of land

101

R29

50

A

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

No. parcel of land s/ Project

Sector

Section

1

Código Municipio

Municipality

No. Correlative

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED
CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROPERTY
PROJECT

Owner / Possessor

Enrollment or
Registration

1A

COMISION EJECUTIVA
HIDROELECTRICA DEL RIO
LEMPA, CEL

NO BACKGROUND

Resolved Cases

Area according to
Document M²

Rest Registral M²

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.
Resolution period not exceeding 11
Resolution period not exceeding 6 months
Resolution period not exceeding 10 months
months

Property Location

Registration Legal Status

U29

132

A

2

HECTOR ENRIQUE MORAN
BARRIOS

15027275-00000 as. 1

38,500.00

38,500.00

Canton Acacalco, denominated "San Juan", Jurisdiction
and Department of Ahuachapán

Liens with Right of Way,
Alert de FECAFE

3

101

U29

132

A

2A

HECTOR ENRIQUE MORAN
BARRIOS

15027274-00000 as. 1

14,000.00

13,287.88

Canton Acacalco, San Juan, Jurisdiction and Department
of Ahuachapán

Liens with Right of Way,
Alert of FECAFE

NO BACKGROUND

Canton Santa Rosa Acacalco, Jurisdiction and
Department of Ahuachapán

No Background

AHUACHAPAN

101

101

R29

283

A

3

COMISION EJECUTIVA
HIDROELECTRICA DEL RIO
LEMPA, CEL

101

U29

128

A

4

EDUARDO RAFAEL MENDEZ
FLOREZ CABEZAS

15026755-00000 As.4

25,570.63

25,570.63

Canton Los Magueyes, denominated El Regadío,
Jurisdiction and Department of Ahuachapán

Liens with mortgage

101

U24

413

A

13

RAMON RAMIREZ

15019362-00000 as. 1

35,000.00

35,000.00

Canton Apanzunco and El Barro de los Ausoles,
Jurisdiction and Department of Ahuachapán

Liens with pledge

101

R32

81

A

36

CARLOS ALFREDO MENDEZ
FLOREZ

15085673-00000 AS. 12

172,800.00

172,800

Canton El Barro, of name Bélgica, Jurisdiction and
Department of Ahuachapán

Liens with mortgage

8

101

R32

201

A

37

CARLOS ALFREDO MENDEZ
FLOREZ

15017317-00000 AS. 7

2,800.00

2,800.00

Canton El Barro de los Ausoles, La Conejera, Jurisdiction
and Department of Ahuachapán

Liens with mortgage

9

101

R32

43

A

38

CARLOS ALFREDO MENDEZ
FLOREZ

15014955-00000 AS. 7

28,000.00

28,000.00

Called place Barro Blanco and el Agua Caliente, Canton
El Barro, Jurisdiction and Department of Ahuachapán

Liens with mortgage

10

101

R32

90

A

43

NEGOCIOS MAGAÑA DELLA
TORRE, S.A. DE C.V.

15036226-00000 AS. 4

84,000.00

84,000.00

In the place el Saltillal, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán.

Liens with mortgage

5

6

7

Acquisition date

NO BACKGROUND

2

4

Observations Registration Legal Status

Alert: property affected with restriction of domain transfer, by
Emergency Coffee Fund (FECAFE) Debt $ 6,093.75. Property Liens
with Right of Way of Transmission Line in favor of CEL, in an area of
21,693.00 m2, inscription 3 of volume 426.
Alert: property affected with restriction of domain transfer, by
Emergency Coffee Fund (FECAFE) Debt $ 6,093.75. Property Liens
with Right of Way of Transmission Line in favor of CEL

Mortgage a / f of Banco de Fomento Agropecuario for an amount of $
49, 275.00; For the term of 15 years; Beginning of Liens: 11/7/2014.
Liens with Pledge, in favor of Unión de Exportadores, S.A. de C.V:,
amounted to $ 2,571.43; Term: 15 months; Interest: 16% per year;
Date of beginning of liens 06/27/00.
Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to Banco Hipotecario,
from El Salvador, S.A. Amount: $ 200,000.00; Term: 180 months;
Start of liens: 01-02-2011, was modified as to the term, which expires
on 01/02/2037
Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to Banco Hipotecario,
from El Salvador, S.A. Amount: $ 200,000.00; Term: 180 months;
Start of liens: 01-02-2011, was modified as to the term, which expires
on 01/02/2037
Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to Banco Hipotecario,
from El Salvador, S.A. Amount: $ 200,000.00; Term: 180 months;
Start of liens: 01-02-2011, was modified as to the term, which expires
on 01/02/2037
Property Liens with First Open Mortgage, Amount: $ 133,535.00;
Term: 180 months; Start of encumbrance: 05-28-2014. Denied
Rehearing Presentation, 03-09-2015

10-15-1966

10-16-1966

11-07-2014

07-16-1990

02-01-2012

02-01-2012

02-01-2012

05-15-2006

11

101

R32

117

A

44-1

MONTECARLOS ESTATE, S.A.
de C.V.

15017218-00000 AS. 7

39,885.01

39,885.01

Canton El Barro de los Ausoles, know by Finca San José
de la Montaña, Departament of Ahuachapán

Liens with mortgage

Liens with First Open Mortgage, amounted to $ 13,061.22; Term: 60
months; Interest: 6% per year; Start date 09/20/96, inscription 78
BOOK 437 of Mortgages; Liens with Second Mortgage, As. 3,
amounted to $ 496,571; Term: 96 months; Interest: 9% per year;
Start date: 03/25/03; Both in favor of Banco Salvadoreño, S.A. NIT
OF COMPANY: 0614-120803-105-2; Deed of incorporation inscribed
in 18 BOOK 1842 of Companies. BATRES family society

12

102

R01

28, 29 y 64
(hoy 374)

A

46-1

NEGOCIOS MAGAÑA DELLA
TORRE, S. A. DE C.V.

15143995-00000 as. 1

222,375.53

222,375.53

In the place El Zaitillal, described in the literal C, of the
first, Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

Liens with mortgage

Liens with First Open Mortgage, in favor of Banco Hipotecario de El
Salvador, S.A., amounted to $ 300,000; Term: 180 months; Start date of
liens: 06/23/10

09-23-2014

Property liens with Pledge in favor of Sociedad Cooperativa de
Caficultores de Juayua de R.L .; Amount: $ 12,342.86; Term: 12
months; Interest: 14% per year. Start of liens: 11-03-1998.
Presentations: Production Credit and Mortgage, both in favor of
Sociedad Cooperativa de Caficultores de Juayua de R.L. Observed:
does not compare with antecedent.

12-05-1973

14

15

16

17

APANECA

13

102

R01

30

A

47-1

102

R01

146

A

48-1

102

102

102

R01

R01

R01

51

36

53

A

A

A

49-1

50

59-1

JOSE ROMERO ASCENCIO
RECINOS AND FREDI RAFAEL
ASCENCIO
MARIA ANGELICA BORJA DE
FERGUSON

GLORIA BEATRIZ ARTERO
MENDOZA

NO BACKGROUND

NO BACKGROUND

NO BACKGROUND

NO BACKGROUND

15036178-00000

ERNESTO ANTONIO ANGULO
MILLA; JOSE EDUARDO
ANGULO MILLA; JUAN CARLOS
ANGULO MILLA; NOEMY
15036962-00000 AS. 4, 5,
MARGARITA ANGULO DE
6
POMA; AMADA MARGARITA
MILLA DE ANGULO; SANTA
MARGARITA DE APANECA, S.A.
DE C.V.

AGROPECUARIA GUADALUPE,
S.A. DE C.V.

15036413-00000 AS. 9

14,547.71

189,000.00

47,661.28

14,547.71

189,000.00

47,661.28

Place El Zaitillal, Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of
Ahuachapán

Canton Saltillal, Finca El Naranjo, Jurisdiction of
Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

Place El Zaitillal, Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of
Ahuachapán

Liens with pledge and
Presentations pending
registration

Alert of FECAFE

Liens with mortgage and
Alert FECAFE

11-05-2004

Alert Registry, the co-owner AMADA MARGARITA MILE CORNER,
owed an amount of $ 25,646.75; Property affected with Restriction of
02/17/07; and
Domain Transfer. Art. 21 Law of Creation of the Emergency Fund for 07/10/12, the last
Coffee.

Property Liens with Mortgages in favor of the International Bank of
Costa Rica, S.A. (Panama): a) First Mortgage; Amount: $ 55,000.00;
Term: 240 months; Beginning of Liens: 27-04-2006. And b) Second
Open Mortgage; Amount: $ 6,937,463.29; Term: 108 months; Start of
liens: 28-01-2011. Modified in terms of the term extending to 192
months. Owner owes an amount of $ 43,799.56. Affected with
restriction of transfer of dominion, FECAFE.

04-27-2006

Legal Problems

Complex legal situation

Observations Legal Problems

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

19

20

AHUACHAPAN

18

Parcel of land

No. parcel of land s/ Project

Sector

Section

Código Municipio

Municipality

No. Correlative

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED
CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROPERTY
PROJECT

Rest Registral M²

Property Location

47,661.28

Place El Zaitillal, hijuela 4, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

Liens with mortgage and
presentations pending
registration

60-1

102

R01

258

A

62-1

MARIETTA SUAREZ DE BRIGHT

15036219-00000 AS.1

218,605.17

218,605.17

Place La Cumbre, Hijuela D Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

Liens with Mortgage and
pledge, Alert

63-1

ALEIDA CAMILA VALDIVIESO
MARTINEZ AND GONZALO
HERNANDO VALDIVIESO
MARTINEZ

15077529-00000

223,541.00

223,541.00

Hijuela B, place la Cumbre, Canton El Saitillal,
denominated Montecasino, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

Presentations pending
registration, free of liens

Presentations pending to register for segregation by sale and
Donation observed 200401003406 and 200401004852.

04-25-2001

AIDA DEL ROCIO BOLAÑOS
MILLA; MARIA AIDA MILLA DE
BOLAÑOS; AMADA MARGARITA
MILLA DE ANGULO AND
NOEMY MARGARITA ANGULO
DE POMA

15037316-00000 AS. 3
AND 4

79,354.40

79,354.40

El Chilamate,San Ramoncito, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán.

Liens with mortgage

Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened in favor of Union of
Exporters, S.A. Of C.V .; Amount: $ 41,714.29; Term: 240 months;
Beginning liens: 06-13-2001

02-18-2009

102

R01

257

A

64-1

22

102

R03

14

A

65-1

23

102

R03

84

A

66-1

ANA LIDIA DEL CARMEN PEREZ
DE CHACON
JULIO CESAR SALDAÑA
AVELAR, ALEJANDRO ANTONIO
SALDAÑA AVELAR; MARIO
ARTURO SALDAÑA AVELAR
AND ANA MARIA SALDAÑA
AVELAR

102

R03

83

A

66-2

MARIO ARTURO ZALDAÑA
AVELAR

102

R03

82

A

66-3

PEDRO JOSE ARTERO
SALAZAR

15037588-00000 as. 1

47,661.28

NO BACKGROUND

15035514-00000

15035995-00000
NO BACKGROUND

18,408.00

4,500.00

Place Pila de San Andrés, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

Presentations pending
registration, free of liens

Presentation of Purchase. Observed. 200601010633 and
200401004384

10-12-1987

4,500.00

Place Pila de San Andrés, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán

Presentations pending
registration, free of liens

Presentations pending to register for sale. Both observed. "The
antecedent does not confront" both in favor of Julio Cesar Zaldaña
Avelar

10-12-1987

No Background

86

A

68-1

MAURICIO ALFONSO AREVALO
MATA

15035512-00000

21,000.00

21,000.00

Albania, Place Pila de San Andrés, Jurisdiction of
Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

27

102

R03

447 hoy 845

A

71-1

ARIES S.A. DE C.V.

15107622-00000 as. 2

112,062.58

56,031.29

Portion 4, Literal B, part of the Hacienda Monterrey,
Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

28

102

R03

844

A

71-2

CHALAN INVERSIONES, S.A. DE
C.V.

15144796-00000 as. 1

56,031.29

56,031.29

Segregated from Portion 4, Literal B, forms part of the
Hacienda Monterrey, Apaneca, Ahuachapán

73-1

DORA ESTELA BORJA NATHAN
DE SALAVERRIA

112,417.3897

Portion 2, Literal B, forms part of the Hacienda
Monterrey, Apaneca, Ahuachapán

31

32

33

102

102

102

102

R03

R03

R03

R06

R06

449

450

443

62

40

A

A

A

A

A

70

TAMALPAIS, S.A.

72

ANA MARINA MAGAÑA DE
ORTEGA; ERNESTO FEDERICO
MAGAÑA GRANADOS; JOSE
MARIO MAGAÑA GRANADOS;
MARIA ELENA MAGAÑA DE
CASTRILLO; ALVARO ALFREDO
MAGAÑA GRANADOS; MARIA
TERESA MAGAÑA GRANADOS DE
GILBERT

73

74

ALBERTO VALDIVIESO BORJA
AND COMPAÑIA SUCESORES

SOCIEDAD VIVEROS SANTA
CLARA, S.A. DE C.V.

15107620-00000 as. 2

15107619-00000 AS. 2

15036103-00000 AS. 1

15074901-00000 AS. 1

15037090-00000 AS. 1

04-30-1987

18,408.00

R03

102

12-05-1973

No Background

102

30

Property Liens with Mortgages in favor of the CooperativeSociedad
Cooperativa de Cafetaleros de San José de la Majada de R.L. A)
First Open Mortgage; Amount: $ 14,285.71; Term: 240 months;
Beginning of liens: 06-28-2001. And b) Second Open Mortgage;
Amount: $ 4,571.43; Term: 240 months; Beginning of liens: 07-232001. Presentation of pledge 200301004125, observed since 07-04 2014.
Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to Sociedad Cooperativa
de Cafetaleros de San José La Majada de R.L .; Amount: $
57,143.00; Term: 240 months; Start of liens: 29-06-2001. Property
Liens with Pledge in favor of Banco Salvadoreño, S.A .; Amount: $
533,196.24. Start of liens: October 17, 2002.Alert from FECAFE,
Producer owes $ 13,256.50. For which it has domain transfer
restriction.

Acquisition date

A

A

29

Observations Registration Legal Status

54

13

26

Registration Legal Status

R01

R03

APANECA

Area according to
Document M²

102

102

25

Enrollment or
Registration

Resolved Cases

FLOR DEL TRANSITO ARTERO
MENDOZA

21

24

Owner / Possessor

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.
Resolution period not exceeding 11
Resolution period not exceeding 6 months
Resolution period not exceeding 10 months
months

112,417.3897

109,413.56

56,000.00

369,565.68 M2

157,254.68

Property Liens with Pledge in favor of the Cooperativa de
Cafetaleros de San José de La Majada de R.L .; Amount: $ 5,616.00;
Liens with pledge
Term: 15 months; Interest: 8.50% per annum; Start of liens: 09-082015.
R / L MARIA JULIA BORJA LAGOS. Segregation of Portion of
Right of Way of Aqueduct
56,031.29 M2, identified as parcel of land 844, enrolled to the
and Alert
registry 15144796-00000 in favor of Chalan Inversiones, S.A. Of
R / L MARIA JULIA BORJA LAGOS. Property with restriction of
Alert
transfer of domain by FECAFE. Amount owed: $ 35,287.00,
beginning January 18, 2013.

11-23-1994

03-11-2005

03-04-2015

Liens with mortgage

Liens with First Mortgage in favor of Alba Petroleos of El Salvador,
Sociedad por Acciones de Economia Mixta de C.V.; Amount: $
500,000.00; Square: 12 months; Beginning of Liens: 08/19/2014.

03-11-2005

109,413.56

Literal B, Portion 1, Quezalapa, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán.

Liens with mortgage

Property Liens with First Open Mortgage, in favor of the Banco
Hipotecario de El Salvador, S.A.; Amount: $ 48,000; 300 months;
Beginning of liens: 04-20-2005.

02-01-2005

56,000.00

In the place "La Bellota" Portion described in the literal
"B", Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

Alert of FECAFE;
Presentations pending
registration

FECAFE ALERT. Restriction of Domain Transfer for owing owners to
FECAFE. Five presentations pending registration of Credits to Production
numbers 201601005084; 201601005091, 201601005092, 201601005093,
201601005094

08-03-1987

Liens with mortgage

Liens with First Open Mortgage, in favor of the Sociedad Ingeniero
José Antonio Salaverría y Compañía de C.V.; Amount $ 65,000,
Term: 300 months; Date of start of liens: 20-09-02. Inscribed to the
seat 2. A Portion of 157,254.68 M2 was segregated, in favor of the
Sociedad Viveros de Santa Ana, S.A de C.V., enrolled to the registry
15037090-00000; On which 2 Mortgages fall, also has Alert.

12-12-1991

Liens with mortgage

Property Liens with Mortgages in favor of the Banco Internacional de
Costa Rica, S.A. (Panama): a) First Open Mortgage; Amount: $
718,857.14; Term: 540 months; Beginning of Liens: 11-26-1993. And
b) Second Open Mortgage; Amount: $ 6,937,463.29; Term: 108
months; Start of Liens: 01-28-2011. Modified as to the term
extending 7 years more, will expire on January 28, 2027.

12-12-1991

212,311.00

157,254.68

In the denominated places "Quezalapa" and "Cerro
Grande", Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of
Ahuachapán

In the denominated places "Quezalapa and "Cerro
Grande", Jurisdiction of Apaneca, Department of
Ahuachapán

Legal Problems

Complex legal situation

Observations Legal Problems

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

44

PUXTLA

R06

30

A

No. parcel of land s/ Project

Section

Parcel of land

Owner / Possessor

Enrollment or
Registration

Resolved Cases

Area according to
Document M²

Rest Registral M²

Property Location

75

JOSE ANTONIO JESUS
SALAVERRIA BORJA

15037454-00000 as 1

119,000.00

119,000.00

In the denominated place El Cerrón, Jurisdiction of
Apaneca, Department of Ahuachapán

15037711-00000 as. 1

119,000.00

119,000.00

Place called Siguacta, Jurisdiction of Apaneca,
Department of Ahuachapán.

102

R06

3

A

77

110

R01

279

A

82-C

IRISH COFFEE S.A DE C.V.

15116859-00000 AS. 6

31,519.39

31,519.39

110

R01

278

A

82-D

IRISH COFFEE S.A DE C.V.

15116860-00000 AS. 6

184,888.19

184,888.19

110
110

R02
R01

149
27

A

92

ROBERTO ANTONIO INOCENTE
SALAVERRIA SALGUERO

15067176-00000 as. 12

560,000.00

560,000.00

Denominated El Retiro, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

110

R02

238

A

93

ROBERTO ANTONIO INOCENTE
SALAVERRIA SALGUERO

15067180-00000 as. 8

130,800.00

130,800.00

El Retiro, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla, Department of
Ahuachapán

R02

R02

125

99

B

B

94

PEDRO JOSE ARTERO
SALAZAR AND MARIA DE
JESUS CONTRERAS

98

ANDRES ENRIQUE SIGUENZA
JIMENEZ

15068785-00000 AS. 1

15067372-00000 AS. 1

96,800.00

5,600.00

Denominated El Coco, Finca Miramar and San Rafael,
Canton La Concepción; Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán
Denominated El CuiLot, Finca Miramar and San Rafael,
Canton La Concepción, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

15067680-00000 AS. 1

2,355.00

2,355.00

110

R02

129

B

101

ZOILA HAYDEE RUIZ AGUIRRE
DE RODRIGUEZ

15068116-00000 AS. 1

11,000.00

11,000.00

Identified as El Primero, Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction
of San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

7,000.00

Identified as El Segundo, Canton Guachipilín,
Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla, Department of
Ahuachapán

7,000.00

In the place called El Huachipilín, Identified as Portion
Dos of the Portion Sexta, Jurisdiction of San Pedro
Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

110

R02

96

B

103

GUILLERMO ANTONIO JIMENEZ
SIGUENZA

15067121-00000 AS. 9

7,000.00

7,000.00

46

47

48

110

110

110

R02

R02

R02

142

136

135

B

B

B

106

RAFAELA CASTRO VIUDA DE
RUIZ(Possible Heirs: Carolina
Morales and Yanira Morales)

107

SUCCESSION MARIA JOSEFINA
LETONA (Possible Heir: Ana
Margot Perez de Peters)

107-A

CLARA LUZ GUTIERREZ
GARCIA, JOSE GUILLERMO
GUTIERREZ GARCIA, DEYSI
LISBETH GUTIERREZ JIMENEZ,
PABLO REMBERTO OSORIO
GARCIA, BLANCA DEYSI
JIMENEZ DE GUTIERREZ,
YESSICA TATIANA GUTIERREZ
JIMENEZ, SILVIA DEL CARMEN
GUTIERREZ GARCIA.

15068122-00000 as. 1

15067723-00000 AS. 1

15067003-00000 AS. 3

84,000.00

56,000.00

93,169.00

According to research in the field, the property identified by
owner corresponds to the catastro identify. Due to the fact
that the registration area is smaller than what is in the field,
it is necessary to carry out Remedy Proceedings.

06-22-2007

12-16-2013

12-16-2013

10-06-1961

ZOILA HAYDEE RUIZ

15067936-00000 AS. 1

03-06-1989

Re-measurement
procedures

06-22-2007

Free of liens

100

OLIVIA ANTONIA RUIZ

Domain Purchase
Requisition

10-30-1990

03-06-1957

B

102

16-02-1996
23-03-1925

Mr. Pedro José Artero Salazar stated that he is in the
process of rectifying the registration of 25% of property that
by mistake the CNR registered in favor of María de Jesús
Contreras, since she died 50 years ago and does not own
property on her property.

12-22-1972

Free of liens

128

B

Observations Legal Problems

5,600.00

Free of liens

Liens with mortgage

Property Liens with First Mortgage in favor of Carlos Schmidt and
Company, amounted $ 57.14; Term: 12 months; Interest: 1%
monthly; Liens Start Date 05/03/1968

Liens with mortgage

Property Liens with Open Mortgage, in favor of the Banco de
Fomento Agropecuario. Amount: $ 30,000.00; Term: 120 months;
Interest: 8.50% per year; Start of liens: 12/07/2011

Embargo and Liens with
Mortgage

Property Liens with First Mortgage inscribed to the number 103
BOOK 360 of Mortgages, in favor of Carlos Elvidio Ayala Campos;
Amounting to $ 5,714.29; Term: 6 months; Interest: 3% monthly;
Beginning of liens 10/26/86. Relinquish on this property two
embargos according to the following detail: a) Juzgado de lo Laboral
of Sonsonate, in civil matters; Amounting to 50,000 colones;
Inscribed to the number 29 BOOK 32 of Anotaciones Preventivas de
Embargo and b) Juzgado de lo Civil of Sonsonate; Inscribed to seat
4; Amounting to 16,500 colones; In both does not specify the
reference of the judgment; Both in favor of Carlos Elvidio Ayala
Campos. THE PROPERTY IS THE SECOND.

84,000.00

41, 383.00

93,169.00

Identified as Segundo, Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction
of San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán.

Place called Cushuata, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán.

Free of liens

Free of liens

Minor co-owner. Deysi Lisbeth Gutiérrez Jimenez is 13 years old.

Complex legal situation

Legal Problems

Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

R02

130

1) Mortgage in favor of the Banco Internacional de Costa Rica S.A.
In the amount of $ 125,714.29; Term of 540 months. Beginning of
Liens with mortgage
Lien: 31/1/11 2) Mortgage in favor of Banco Internacional de Costa
Rica S.A. In the amount of $ 6, 937,463.29; Term of 192 months.
Start of Liens: 1/28/11
Property Liens with First Mortgage Open to theSociedad Ingeniero
José Antonio Salaverría y Compañía de C.V. Amount: $ 46,000.00;
Liens with Mortgage; Alert
Term: 300 months; Beginning of liens: 25-07-2002. Registration
of FICAFE
Alert: The Right of the Co-Owners have Restriction of Domain
Transfer, for debiting an amount of $ 10,728.50, to the Fondo de
Emergencia del Café.
Property Liens with First Mortgage Open to the DBanco de
Liens with mortgage
Desarrollo de El Salvador, amount: $ 200,000.00; Term: 180 months;
Beginning of liens: 7/2/2014.
Property Liens with First Mortgage Open to the DBanco de
Liens with mortgage
Desarrollo de El Salvador, amount: $ 200,000.00; Term: 180 months;
Beginning of liens: 7/2/2014.
Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to the Banco de
Liens with mortgage
Desarrollo de El Salvador, amount: $ 300,000.00; Term: 180 months;
Beginning of liens: 12/16/2014.
Property Liens with First Mortgage Opened to the Banco de
Liens with mortgage
Desarrollo de El Salvador, amount: $ 300,000.00; Term: 180 months;
Beginning of liens: 12/16/2014. Inscribed to Seat 9.
Property Liens with First Open Mortgage, in favor of Banco Agrícola
Comercial de El Salvador, S.A.; Amount: $ 114,285.71; Term 120
Liens with Mortgage,
months; Beginning of Liens: 02-16-1996. Modification regarding the
Presentations pending
term extending 5 years more expiring on 16-02-2011. Presentations
registration
Observed: 1) Production Credit. Observed 04-03-2001. 2)
Modification of Mortgage, observed on 11-01-2001. And 3)
Production Credit, observed from 11-01-2001.

Acquisition date

Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

110

R02

Observations Registration Legal Status

96,800.00

Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

110

Registration Legal Status

SAN

45

Sector

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.
Resolution period not exceeding 11
Resolution period not exceeding 6 months
Resolution period not exceeding 10 months
months

SILVIA MARINA SALAZAR
TOBAR AND VIDA ELIZABETH
SALAZAR TOBAR

110

PEDRO

43

102

110

41

42

Código Municipio

Municipality

AHUACHAPAN APANECA

No. Correlative

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED
CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROPERTY
PROJECT

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences
Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Owner deceased, two heirs. One in the USA and one in the
country. Mrs. Teresa Méndez will provide contact.
Owner deceased, two heirs. One in the USA and one in the
country. Mrs. Teresa Méndez will provide contact.

02-17-1959

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Owner deceased. Mrs. Teresa is one of the ten heirs, three
of them in the USA. She will be the contact with everyone.
You were asked for documentation of all to start
Inheritance Acceptance Diligences.

12-07-2011

Real Estate Meeting

Waiting for offer

08-19-1959

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences

10-24-1958

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences. We had
contact with Mr. Guillermo Guillen, who is the lawyer of
Señira Margarita de Peters. He will give information to the
heirs of Maria Josefina Letona. 7730-4602

Judicial partition

Mr. Pablo Remberto Osorio García stated that a
topographical survey has already been carried out to make
a Judicial partition effective. He will provide a copy to prove
that he will only be affected along with Jose Guillermo
Gutiérrez García, Clara Luz Gutiérrez García and Silvia del
Carmen Gutiérrez García.

02-04-2007

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

54

PEDRO

53

SAN

52

110

PUXTLA

51

110

110

110

110

R02

R02

R02

R02

R03

R03

Parcel of land

392

392

392

392

348

342

Section

Sector

B

B

B

B

B

B

No. parcel of land s/ Project

50

110

AHUACHAPAN

49

Código Municipio

Municipality

No. Correlative

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED
CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROPERTY
PROJECT

Owner / Possessor

107-B

CLARA LUZ GUTIERREZ
GARCIA, JOSE GUILLERMO
GUTIERREZ GARCIA, DEYSI
LISBETH GUTIERREZ JIMENEZ,
PABLO REMBERTO OSORIO
GARCIA, BLANCA DEYSI
JIMENEZ DE GUTIERREZ,
YESSICA TATIANA GUTIERREZ
JIMENEZ, SILVIA DEL CARMEN
GUTIERREZ GARCIA.

107-C

CLARA LUZ GUTIERREZ
GARCIA, JOSE GUILLERMO
GUTIERREZ GARCIA, DEYSI
LISBETH GUTIERREZ JIMENEZ,
PABLO REMBERTO OSORIO
GARCIA, BLANCA DEYSI
JIMENEZ DE GUTIERREZ,
YESSICA TATIANA GUTIERREZ
JIMENEZ, SILVIA DEL CARMEN
GUTIERREZ GARCIA.

107-D

CLARA LUZ GUTIERREZ
GARCIA, JOSE GUILLERMO
GUTIERREZ GARCIA, DEYSI
LISBETH GUTIERREZ JIMENEZ,
PABLO REMBERTO OSORIO
GARCIA, BLANCA DEYSI
JIMENEZ DE GUTIERREZ,
YESSICA TATIANA GUTIERREZ
JIMENEZ, SILVIA DEL CARMEN
GUTIERREZ GARCIA.

107-E

MARÍA MERCEDES GARCÍA
PÉREZ

122

SUCCESSION JORGE GARCIA
(Possible Heir: José Mauro
Hernández)

123

SUCCESSION LINO TORRES
(Possible Heir: Marío Martínez
Torrez)

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

Enrollment or
Registration

15067529-00000 AS. 3

15067092-00000 AS. 3

15067357-00000 AS. 3

15068402-00000 AS. 1

15068151-00000 a. 1

15068232-00000 a. 1

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.
Resolution period not exceeding 11
Resolution period not exceeding 6 months
Resolution period not exceeding 10 months
months

Resolved Cases

Area according to
Document M²

15,705.00

15,705.00

70,000.00

18,073

9,043.00

7,675.00

Rest Registral M²

15,705.00

15,705.00

Property Location

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán.

Canton Guachipilín, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán.

70,000.00

In the place denominated Tepunagua Grande,
Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla, Department of
Ahuachapán.

18,073

parcel of land 251/1, Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San
Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

9,043.00

parcel of land 252/9, Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of
San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

7,675.00

parcel of land 252/14, Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of
San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Registration Legal Status

Free of liens

Free of liens

Free of liens

Family property

Family property

Family property

05-25-1992

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Pending the start of Inheritance Acceptance Diligences, he
spoke with the wife of the deceased Mrs. Concepcion de
Herrera, who stated that they are heirs: she and her four
children. Stating that will transfer his hereditary right for
their children.

56

110

R03

281

B

131

JOSEFINA JIMENEZ

15068740-00000 AS. 1

3,920.00

3,920.00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

15068350-0000 AS.1

4,218.00

4,218.00

Canton Texispulco, parcel of land 254/18, Jurisdiction of
San Pedro Puxtla, Department of Ahuachapán

Family property

15067545-00000 AS. 1

14,000.00

921.00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Free of liens

B

139

ANA MARIANA CORTEZ

140

SUCCESSION ROBERTO
HERRERA (Possibles Heirs:
Tomasa del Milgaro Martínez de
Herrera, Omar Oseas Herrera
Martínez, Mauda Elizabeth
Martínez de García, Erikc Adilson
Herrera Martínez, Marlón Vladimir
Herrera Martínez )

59

60

110

314

R03

R01

292

B

B

143

PABLO ANTONIO SANTOS
MACHADO

15067083-00000 AS. 1

10016646-00000 AS. 1

7,700.00

48,070.00

7,700.00

48,070.00

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

Canton El Carrizal, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de
Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

02/11/2016. We visited Mrs. Santa Gloria Ruiz, who is the
daughter of the deceased, who states that until the 2nd
week of March she returns from the United States. The
spouse of the deceased Mrs. Aminta Portillo, to express
her willingness to initiate Inheritance Acceptance
Diligences and subsequently carry out segregation by sale
in favor of Mr. Cristino Jacobo. According to research in the
field, there has been contact with Mr. Cristino Jacobo who
claims to be the owner of the property.

Property for sale, owner does not agree with the project.

88,203.00

450

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences.
Certifications of birth, death and marriage certificates have
been requested.

Power of attorney
special

88,203.00

R03

Pending initiation of Inheritance Acceptance Diligences, a
possible heir was discussed, Mr. Mauro Hernández, who
said that there are five brothers, three of them dead. He
states that he will initiate the Diligencias in his favor.

01-07-1977

15068226-00000 as. 1

110

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences

10-01-1986

GUILLERMO RUIZ PEÑATE

58

05-22-1989

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences
Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences
(Declaration of
Reclining Heritage
and Posthumous
Recognition of
Paternity)
Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

124-A

134

Family property started 05-22-1989 Ends: 12-16-2018

06-07-1989

Judicial partition

Mr. Pablo Remberto Osorio García stated that a
topographical survey has already been carried out to make
a Judicial partition effective. He will provide a copy to prove
that he will only be affected along with Jose Guillermo
Gutiérrez García, Clara Luz Gutiérrez García and Silvia del
Carmen Gutiérrez García.

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

B

B

Family property started 06/07/1989 ends: 01/01/2019

12-17-1987

Judicial partition

Mr. Pablo Remberto Osorio García stated that a
topographical survey has already been carried out to make
a Judicial partition effective. He will provide a copy to prove
that he will only be affected along with Jose Guillermo
Gutiérrez García, Clara Luz Gutiérrez García and Silvia del
Carmen Gutiérrez García.

04-09-1969

320

277

Restriction by Family property ends 06/21/17

02-11-2008

Judicial partition

Mr. Pablo Remberto Osorio García stated that a
topographical survey has already been carried out to make
a Judicial partition effective. He will provide a copy to prove
that he will only be affected along with Jose Guillermo
Gutiérrez García, Clara Luz Gutiérrez García and Silvia del
Carmen Gutiérrez García.

Free of liens

R03

R03

Minor co-owner. Deysi Lisbeth Gutiérrez Jimenez is 13 years old.

02-11-2008

Observations Legal Problems

06-06-1989

110

110

Minor co-owner. Deysi Lisbeth Gutiérrez Jimenez is 13 years old.

02-11-2008

Legal Problems

Free of liens

55

57

Minor co-owner. Deysi Lisbeth Gutiérrez Jimenez is 13 years old.

Acquisition date

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Canton Texispulco, Jurisdiction of San Pedro Puxtla,
Department of Ahuachapán

SUCCESSION ANTONIO MEJIA
(Possible Heir: Ana Mejía de
Ruíz, Evangelina Hernández)

Observations Registration Legal Status

Complex legal situation

Family property. Start: 10-1-86 end: 04-26-2016

Free of liens

Liens with Mortgage,
Pledge and Right of Way

Mortgage: A / F of Banco de Fomento Agropecuario for an amount of
$ 24,300, with a term of 120 months. Start of liens 4/22/2004 Pledge:
A / F of Banco de Fomento Agropecuario for an amount of $ 14,600,
with a term of 60 months. Start of liens 8/31/2007. Right of Way: The
first two meters wide a / f of theConferencia Evangélica de las
Asambleas de Dios and the second of four meters wide established
to the north course a / f of FINATA, sidewalk is accessible until
arriving at the national road that El Carrizal leads to Santo Domingo
de Guzmán.

05-09-1994

Possessor Mr. Nazario Martínez (deceased), daughter
Andrea Martínez, in favor of her will be the Transfer of
Domain.
Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences.
Certifications of birth, death and marriage certificates
obtained. Requesting personal documents from the alleged
heirs, Mrs. Ana Mejía has obtained DUI of two brothers, in
the process of getting the rest.

It was visited. See registration observation.

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

314

R01

Parcel of land

568 (hoy 685)

Section

Sector

B

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.
Resolution period not exceeding 11
Resolution period not exceeding 6 months
Resolution period not exceeding 10 months
months

Resolved Cases

No. parcel of land s/ Project

61

Código Municipio

Municipality

No. Correlative

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED
CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROPERTY
PROJECT

Owner / Possessor

144

JOSE ADANILSON OSORIO
PINEDA AND DAVID OSORIO
CASTRO

10157288-00000 as. 1

118,969.12

118,969.12

Canton El Carrizal, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de
Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Enrollment or
Registration

10001955-00000

Area according to
Document M²

110,978.00

Rest Registral M²

Property Location

Registration Legal Status

Observations Registration Legal Status

Acquisition date

110,978.00

In the place denominated El CamaLot, Jurisdiction of
Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Liens with Mortgage and
pledge

Mortgage: a / f of the Banco de Fomento Agropecuario for an amount
of $ 21,690.00; With a term of 120 months. Start of liens 13/07/1998
Pledge: a / f of the Banco de Fomento Agropecuario for an amount of
$ 7,000, with a term of 48 months. Start of liens 17/10/2007

03-10-1997

It was visited. See registration observation.

Liens with pledge

A pledge was created, inscribed in seat 2, in favor of the Banco de
Fomento Agropecuario; Amounted to $ 7,000; Term: 48 months;
Interest: 11% per year; Start of liens: 10/17/07

04-14-2006

It was visited. See registration observation.

314

R01

569

B

146

63

314

R02

504

B

162-1

FRANCISCO ERSIDES
VASQUEZ

10078128-00000 AS. 2

24,937.85

24,937.85

Identified as the first, Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Free of liens

12-04-2000

314

R02

505

B

164-1

SIMONA MARTINEZ DE
RAMIREZ

10121012-00000 AS. 1

70.00

70.00

Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán,
Department of Sonsonate

Free of liens

01-14-2002

10121011-00000 AS. 1

350.00

Segregated from identified as the first, Canton El CauLot,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of
Sonsonate

Free of liens

01-14-2002

NO BACKGROUND

65
66

314

R02

503

B

165-1

SIMONA MARTINEZ DE
RAMIREZ

314

R02

507

B

167-1

JESUS RAMIREZ

314

R02

322

B

69

70

71

72

73

DOMINGO
SANTO

68

314

R02

324

B

MARIA ROSA PEREZ GARCIA

10087006-00000 AS. 1

12,480.0071

12,480.0071

181

MARIA VERONICA ALFARO DE
SENSENTE, TERESA
ELIZABETH DELGADO DE
SENSENTE, ISMAEL SENSENTE
SANTIAGO, NESTOR ALFONSO
SENSENTE JIMENEZ, RINA
RAMIREZ DE GUTIERREZ,
OSBERTO CANDEL OSORIO,
JAIRO ELY MAGAÑA
GUTIERREZ, ALICIA CANDEL
GUTIERREZ AND ROSA YEILIN
PEREZ DE GALICIA

10006769-00000

73,500.00

73,500.00

In the point called Sesecapa, Jurisdiction of Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

314

R02

301

B

186

314

R02

481

B

189

CARLOS PINEDA

10067587-00000 As. 10

191

RENE MARTINEZ LOPEZ AND
MARIA IMELDA MARTINEZ DE
AREVALO

10057320-00000 As. 2
AND 3

192

SUCCESSION JOSE DOMINGO
MARTINEZ (Possibles Heirs:
YURIN MARTINEZ DE
VASQUEZ; ELWING MARTINEZ
LOPEZ AND IVAN MARTINEZ
LOPEZ)

314

314

R03

R03

R03

253

254

255

B

B

B

No Background

179-1

OSCAR ARMANDO GUTIERREZ
AREVALO; EDUARDO
ARMANDO GUTIERREZ RAUDA
AND MARIA JULIA AREVALO
VIUDA DE GUTIERREZ

314

350.00

In the place called Sesecapa, Canton El CauLot, Jurisdiction of
Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

DE

67

GUZM
UACHAPAN
HN
AA

62

JOSE ADANILSON OSORIO
PINEDA

64

139, 190.00

The thrid portion, Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de
Guzmán, Department of Sonsonate

Liens with Mortgage and
Presentations pending
registration

168,650.00

168,650.00

In the place denominated El Arco, PRIMERA PORTION,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department
of Sonsonate.

Free of liens

31,500.000

Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department
of Sonsonate

10035721-00000 As. 1

ELWING MARTINEZ LOPEZ

10035727-00000 As. 1

10035728-00000 As. 1

74

314

R03

256

B

194

75

314

R03

257

B

195

IVAN MARTINEZ LOPEZ

Free of liens

142,863.50

193

SUCCESSION RENE MARTINEZ
LOPEZ (Possibles Heirs: ANA
GLORIA DE MARTINEZ,
ANGELICA MARIA MARTINEZ,
EDGARDO MARTINEZ)

Liens with Mortgage

10067226-00000 AS. 1

10035725-00000 As. 1

31,500.00

5,645.6432

5,645.6432

Identified as Portion One, in El Canton El Zope,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department
of Sonsonate.

Free of liens

Free of liens

First Mortgage, in favor of Luis Alonso Barillas Orellana. Amount: $ 1,257.14.
Term 6 months, interest 4% monthly; Start 12-03-1998. Inscribed in the 5th
book 807 of mortgages.

Proindividual rights: the last two correspond to 50% c / u of the Right
of Usufruct, and the First 100% of the Right of the Nude Property.
Property Recorded with First Mortgage in favor of Banco de Fomento
Agropecuario, amount: $ 2,285.71; Term: 60 months; Interest: 17%
per annum; Beginning of liens: 13/08/1987. Inscribed to No. 110 of
Mortgage Book 448. Presentation of Cancellation of Usufruct Law,
observed from 02-16-2016, authorization from the Creditor Bank is
requested.

In seat two was acquired the nude property of the property, in seat
three, was consolidated the Right of Usufruct and Nuda Property

Legal Problems

Power of attorney
special
Meeting and Remeasurement
Diligence
Meeting and Remeasurement
Diligence
Proceedings of
Supplementary Title

10-09-1996

Power of attorney
special

07-14-2009

Dismemberment in
the Head of its
owner

Owner in USA Contact was made with the brother: Mr. Joel
Ramírez.

Owner showed deed of sale without background inscribed.
Owner residing in Italy, had a telephone contact with the brother
of owner, Mr. José María Pérez García who asked to be visited in
San Salvador for a better explanation of the project.

10-01-1986

RESOLVED
Power of attorney
special

05-17-2014

Power of attorney
special

Propietario en EE.UU.

10-23-2008

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences Mr. René
Martínez deceased, according to Mrs. Ana Gloria de
Martínez, wife of the deceased this property is located in
this parcel of land.

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Pending start Inheritance Acceptance Diligences.
According to Mrs. Ana Gloria de Martínez the property was
bought by word by Edgardo Martínez. On the field visit no
relatives of the deceased were found to corroborate what
had been said.

05-03-1999

Domain Transfer

Elwin Martínez López will transfer the domain in favor of
Edgardo Martínez, according to information provided by
Mrs. Ana Gloria de Martínez. The resolution of this transfer
is lengthened by the fact that both parties reside in the
United States.
Owner deceased. The wife of the owner, Mrs. Ana Gloria
de Martínez, says she has started Inheritance Acceptance
Diligences. In process of obtaining contact number of the
lawyer.

Owner lives in the USA.

05-03-1999

Identified as Portion Second in El Canton El Zope,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department
of Sonsonate.

5,645.2505

5,645.2505

Identified as Portion Third, in El Canton El Zope,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department
of Sonsonate.

Free of liens

05-03-1999

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

5,645.10

5,645.10

Identified as Portion Fourth, in El Canton El Zope,
Jurisdiction of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, Department
of Sonsonate

Free of liens

05-03-1999

Power of attorney
special

Free of liens

Observations Legal Problems

06-13-2016. Already made the changes in the folios. Is
performing the process of cancellation of mortgage. They
are making changes of pages. 02-11-2016. It obtained
Power of Oscar and Maria Julia, Dui and Nit of Both.
Telephone contact was made with Mr. Herberth Cruz, and
Power of attorney special format was given, because he
resides a co-owner abroad, and is currently in the country,
and will be managed to obtain it.

5,645.5875

5,645.4875

Complex legal situation

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

77

78

79
80
81

82

315

H TUEA C H A P A N
SONSON
AA

76

R25

Parcel of land

70

B

No. parcel of land s/ Project

Sector

Section

Código Municipio

Municipality

No. Correlative

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED
CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROPERTY
PROJECT

201

Owner / Possessor

INDALECIO ALVAREZ

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

Enrollment or
Registration

10023744-00000 As. 1

Resolved Cases

Area according to
Document M²

7,018.81

Rest Registral M²

7,018.81

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.
Resolution period not exceeding 11
Resolution period not exceeding 6 months
Resolution period not exceeding 10 months
months

Property Location

parcel of land 76/14, denominated Hacienda Santa Clara,
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate

Registration Legal Status

It enjoys Transit Right of Way of 4 meters wide on parcel of land
76/15, 76/16, 76/19, 76/6, 76/5, 76/4.

Free of liens

It enjoys Transit Right of Way of 4 meters wide on the parcel of land
77/2, 77/3 and property of Manuel de Jesus Jiménez. Segregation by
the south - east course, of 3,496 M2, registered with the registration
number 10124781 - 00000, identified as parcel of land 514.
Segregation parcel of land 755.

10-12-1999

Liens with Traffic Right of
Way

Liens with Transit Right of Way of 4 meters of width.

04-25-2000

315

R25

523 (hoy 756)

B

202

INDALECIO ALVAREZ

10023665-00000 As. 1

20,483.73

14,418.17

315

R25

80

B

205-1

BENJAMIN AREVALO OSORIO

10037175-00000 AS. 3

3,513.16

3,513.16

parcel of land 77/27, Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction of
Sonsonate, Department of Sonsonate

315

R25

69

B

209

MARIA DELFINA OSORIO DE
AREVALO

10023738-00000 AS.6

6,787.47

6,787.47

315

R25

90

B

217

ALBA JANETH ELENA DE
PEREZ

10023576-00000 AS. 9

13,298.87

13,298.87

315

R25

568

B

219

PEDRO ANTONIO CASTILLO
RIVAS

10139686-000000 AS.3

163,479.5772

163,479.5772

315

R25

569

B

220

ELSA GUADALUPE ESTRADA,
VICTOR MANUEL ESTRADA
AND JOSE ALFREDO ESTRADA

10093414-00000 AS. 1
AND 3

308,000.00

308,000.00

Segregated from lots numbers eighteen B, nineteen,
twenty and twenty-one, from the Rio San Pedro Section,
Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate

10004683-00000 AS. 1

110,950.00

110,950.00

Located in Hacienda Santa Clara, marked with the
number 55, Section Montaña Verde, Jurisdiction and
Department of Sonsonate.

Liens with Mortgage

10119932-00000 AS. 1

21,000.00

21,000.00

Lot 54-A, Sección Montaña Verde, Hacienda Santa
Clara, Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate

Free of liens

Free of liens

Power of attorney
special

Owner lives in the USA.

Free of liens

01-08-2004

Power of attorney
special

07-07-2016. It will not have power, it will come in
September. Owner in USA

Free of liens

10-06-1998
18-07-2007

Power of attorney
special

Owners do not agree with project, unless it is monthly
payment in the time that the right of way lasts.

06-10-1998

Power of attorney
special

Owners do not agree with project, unless it is monthly
payment in the time that the right of way lasts.

04-02-1969

Power of attorney
special

Owner resides in USA. Possible attorney Ramón Segovia
Ocotán.

11-11-2003

Inheritance
Acceptance
Diligences

Causing died 5 years ago in Sonsonate. The spouse has
not started Inheritance Acceptance Diligences. Called to
happen: spouse, mother of the deceased, three children of
legal age and a minor child. The spouse of Causante María
Navarrete, telephone, provided the telephone. 7710-5512.

60

B

221

84

315

R24

189

B

223

TRINIDAD SEGOVIA DIAZ

10079094-00000 AS.3

34,625.36

34,229.82

Canton Santa Emilia, Was part of Lot Number Four,
Section El Cafetal, Hacienda Santa Clara - Santa Emilia,
Jurisdiction and Department of Sonsonate

10064377-00000 AS. 1

288, 245.07

288, 245.07

Hacienda Jordania, Lot N° 2, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate.

Free of liens. Presentations
pending registration.

10093109-00000 AS 1

142, 363.55

142, 363.55

10064378-00000 AS. 8

104, 836.45

104, 836.45

Lot ONE B, Hacienda Jordania, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate
Lot ONE A, Hacienda Jordania, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate

Liens with Traffic Right of
Way
Liens with Traffic Right of
Way and aqueduct

10202438-00000

201,156.46

127,656.46

Lot ONE A, Hacienda El Coyol, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate

Liens with aqueduct Right
of Way

349,208.17

Lot Number two, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Liens with Mortgage and
Right of Way of Aqueduct
and Transit

35 (Hoy 235)

B

226

86

301

R14

200

B

235-1

MILTON BENITEZ Y BENITEZ

87

301

R13

40

B

236

88

301

R13

99

B

237

89

301

R13

233

B

239

JOSE MANUEL RIVERA FUNES

240

INVERSIONES
AGROPECUARIAS DE
OCCIDENTE, S.A. DE C.V.

91

301

ACAJUTLA

90

R13

105

B

301

R13

43 (hoy 2536)

B

241-A

301

R13

43 (hoy 2537)

B

241-B

93

301

R13

39

B

94

301

R13

37

95

301

R13

32

92

ROSARIO DEL CARMEN
RIVERA FUNES
ROSARIO DEL CARMEN
RIVERA FUNES

INVERSIONES
AGROPECUARIAS DE
OCCIDENTE, S.A. DE C.V.

10068706-00000 AS. 8

349,208.17

Canton El Coyol, Portion number two, Jurisdiction of
Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Registered owner, who states that although he has not
granted deeds of property to his daughters ladies
Filomena, Isabel Reyna, Mercedes, Marta, Adilia Carolina
Domain Transfer
all of Alvarez last name. He has physically determined their
share of the property. All potential owners have expressed
disagreement with the project.
07-07-2016. Closed negotiation. 05-12-2016. parcel of land
215, of Mr. Hidelfonso was eliminated, and the situation is
RESOLVED Domain
lack of collaboration on the part of the possible heirs. This
Transfer
prevents the Domain Transfer from completing the
Inheritance Acceptance Diligences.
Power of attorney
Owner resides in USA. Mr. Carlos Osorio told us that the
special
possible attorney will be Benjamín Osorio

05-04-2011

R24

R24

Domain Transfer

Registered owner, who states that although he has not
granted deeds of property to his daughters ladies
Filomena, Isabel Reyna, Mercedes, Marta, Adilia Carolina
all of Alvarez last name. He has physically determined their
share of the property. All potential owners have expressed
disagreement with the project.

Free of liens

315

315

Observations Legal Problems

01-10-2014

83

85

09-27-1983

Legal Problems

Free of liens

ELSA GUADALUPE ESTRADA,
VICTOR MANUEL ESTRADA
AND JOSE ALFREDO ESTRADA

SUCCESSION JOSE LUIS ARCIA
GARCIA (Possible Heirs: MARIA
LUPA NAVARRETE DE ARCIA)

Acquisition date

Free of liens

parcel of land 77/1 , denominated Hacienda Santa Clara,
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate

Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate
parcel of land 79/13, denominated Hacienda Santa Clara,
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate
Canton Las Tablas, Jurisdiction and Department of
Sonsonate

Observations Registration Legal Status

Complex legal situation

10189780-00000 AS. 1

28,262.30

28,262.30

Liens with Mortgage

INVERSIONES DK, S.A. DE C.V.

10065047-00000 as. 7

47,832.31

47,832.33

242

ELBA GLADIS IRAHETA DE
ESCOBAR

10062674-00000 as. 1

174,604.085

174,604.085

Lot numer one, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Liens with Right of Way of
Aqueduct and Transit

B

243

HECTOR ALFREDO DUEÑAS
AND DEYSI NERIZ TURCIOS DE
DUEÑAS

10068756-00000

174,604.085

174,604.085

Lot number two, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Liens with Right of Way of
Aqueduct and Transit

B

244

OSCAR MANUEL GUTIERREZ
ROSALES

10024348-00000

533,114.07

533,114.07

Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Liens with Right of Way of
Transit

It formed part of the marking in its antecedent like LOT
Liens with Right of Way of
NUMBER THREE, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Aqueduct and Transit
Sonsonate

Property Liens with second mortgage in favor of Claudio Bautista,
amount: $ 5,000.00; Term: 6 months, interest: 3% monthly;
Beginning of liens: 04-26-2006

Presentation 200203002376, sale in favor of Carmen Elena Sosa de Benítez.
Observed because the property had lien. Since 03-19-02.

Right of Way of Aqueduct in favor of Tomás Palomo from 07-101943.
Segregation to the North Route of 70,000, which was later divided
into 2 one of 25 areas (10091024-0000) and the rest 10072440.
Another segregation 3,500.00
Property Lien with First Mortgage, in favor of María Magdalena
Cárcamo Rodríguez amount with modification: $ 375,000.00; Term:
36 months; Interest: 12% per annum, beginning of lien: 04-11-2013.
New parcel of land segregated from the 43. Property lien with First
Mortgage, in favor of María Magdalena Cárcamo Rodríguez amount
with modification: $ 375,000.00; Term: 36 months; Interest: 12% per
annum, beginning of Lien: 11-04-2013.
According to registration information the property is Free of liens. But
the document details that it is lien with Right of Way of Aqueduct and
Transit.
2 Right of Way of Aqueduct: 1) in favor of Tomás Palomo from 10-071943 and 2) in favor of Soc. Eduardo Shonemberg y Compañía from
07-04-1972. Traffic Right of Way: 1) It falls on Hacienda Santa Clara
and Santa Emilia from 04-01-1946 and 2) 9 meters wide in favor of
Hacienda Santa Clara from 03-07-1973
2 Right of Way of Aqueduct: 1) in favor of Tomás Palomo from 10-071943 and 2) in favor of Soc. Eduardo Shonemberg y Compañía from
07-04-1972. Traffic Right of Way: 1) It falls on Hacienda Santa Clara
and Santa Emilia from 04-01-1946 and 2) 9 meters wide in favor of
Hacienda Santa Clara from 03-07-1973
In a belt 12 meters wide by 300 meters long, located on the last
section of the west course.

10-02-1981

Pending registration for sale in favor of Carmen Elena
Sosa de Benítez. Seller: Milton Benítez y Benítez
(deceased)

05-20-1998

Legal problem free

04-01-2016

Legal problem free

07-10-1981

Legal problem free

04-11-2013

Partial lien deduction

04-11-2013

Partial lien deduction

12-20-2013

For notification

05-29-1981

For notification

09-30-1986

For notification

05-31-1983

For notification

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

Parcel of land

No. parcel of land s/ Project

Sector

Section

Código Municipio

Municipality

No. Correlative

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED
CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROPERTY
PROJECT

Owner / Possessor

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

Enrollment or
Registration

Resolved Cases

Area according to
Document M²

Rest Registral M²

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.
Resolution period not exceeding 11
Resolution period not exceeding 6 months
Resolution period not exceeding 10 months
months

Property Location

Registration Legal Status

Observations Registration Legal Status

301

R12

1267

B

246

PETRONA QUINTANILLA DE
RIVAS

10035323-00000 AS. 9

572.00

572.00

Lot number four, polygon number 13, Jurisdiction of
Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

97

301

R12

1325 y 1326
hoy 4232

C

247

SIMON PEDRO VARELA
TABLAS

10191843-00000 AS. 2

245,336.19

245,336.19

Caserío la Nueva, Canton San Julián, Jurisdiction of
Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

98

301

R12

1335

C

248

SIMON PEDRO VARELA
TABLAS

10137883-00000 AS. 3

361,576.89

361,576.89

PORTION 4, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

301

R12

1334

C

250

10137882-00000 AS. 3

180,788.45

180,788.45

301

R12

1333

C

251

10137881-00000 AS. 6

180,788.45

180,788.45

PORTION 3, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate
PORTION 2, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct
Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

301

R12

3972 hoy 1332

C

252

ANA SILVIA LACAYO DE
VARELA

10137880-00000 AS.6

180,742.76

179,773.68

PORTION 1, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate

Property liens with right of way of electricity conduit in favor of CEL.
Liens with Right of Way of
The First Usufructuary and the second Nude Owner each of 100% of
Electroduct
the right.

301

R12

4732

C

255

VICTOR MANUEL ESCOBAR
MENDEZ

10145303-00000 AS. 5

16,834.97

8,262.64

10145214-00000 AS. 5

7,169.93

7,169.93

99
100
101

102

AHUACHAPAN

96

Property Lien with First Mortgage, in favor of the Caja de Crédito de
Acajutla, Sociedad Cooperativa de R.L. de Capital Variable; Amount;
Liens with Mortgage
$ 16,000.00; Term: 240 months; Interest: 15% per year on balance;
Beginning of liens: 12-02-2015.
Liens with Right of Way of Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL. Before
Electroduct
parcel of land: 1325 and 1326

LUZ DE MARIA VARELA DE
SUVILLAGA
SIMON PEDRO VARELA
TABLAS

R12

4018

C

256

104

301

R12

4027

C

265

OSCAR ARMANDO JIMENEZ

10145223-00000 AS.5

7,152.09

7,152.09

105

301

R12

4028

C

266

OSCAR ARMANDO JIMENEZ

10145224-00000 AS.5

7,137.29

7,137.29

301

R12

4029

C

267

OSCAR ARMANDO JIMENEZ
AND LUCIA ESTELA PAZ DE
JIMENEZ

10145225-00000 AS.5

7,154.15

7,154.15

301

R12

4122

C

268

OSCAR ARMANDO JIMENEZ
AND LUCIA ESTELA PAZ DE
JIMENEZ

10145226-00000 AS.5

7,116.28

7,116.28

MARIA CONCEPCION
MENJIVAR ORELLANA

103

106

107

ACAJUTLA

301

MOISES HERNANDEZ
ESTRADA

108

301

R11

222

C

271

109

301

R11

223

C

272

110

301

R11

224

C

273

111

112

113

301

301

301

R11

R11

R11

834

778

784

C

C

C

277

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 14, lot 11, San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 1, San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 10, San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 11, San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.

12-02-2015

11-17-2014

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

11-19-2014

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

02-13-2015

Free of liens

02-21-2013

Power of attorney
special

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 12, San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.

Free of liens

08-19-2010

Power of attorney
special

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 11, lot 13, San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.

Free of liens

08-19-2010

Power of attorney
special

Power of attorney
special

Owner in USA Responsible for the land Mr. José Arturo
Flores, said that he has power, which will be provided in
the course of the project.
Owner in USA Responsible for the land Mr. José Arturo
Flores, said that he has power, which will be provided in
the course of the project.
Both owners reside in EE. UU. Power must be obtained
from the Mrs. Jiménez. In charge of the land Mr. José
Arturo Flores, he said that he has Mr. Jiménez's power,
which will be provided to us during the project.
Both owners reside in EE. UU. Power must be obtained
from the Mrs. Jiménez. In charge of the land Mr. José
Arturo Flores, he said that he has Mr. Jiménez's power,
which will be provided to us during the project.
Owner in USA. José Adán Menjívar who is the brother of
the owner was not found on the property. Information was
left with the head of the Hacienda. Dangerous zone by
criminal groups.
Owner was not found, already visited by another affected
parcel of land in previous design proposal. It will be visited
on December 30 to discuss the new parcel of land affected.
It was re-visited on the 30th and granted permission for
new parcel of land affected. No legal problem.
Owner was not found, already visited by another affected
parcel of land in previous design proposal. It will be visited
on December 30 to discuss the new parcel of land affected.
It was re-visited on the 30th and granted permission for
new parcel of land affected. No legal problem.
New owner. Owner lives in the USA. The land manager,
Mr. Victor Manuel Cruz, stated that he did not have a
contact number, and she is the one who communicates
with Mr. Víctor.

Domain Transfer

The Domain Transfer is limited according to articles 233
and 234, of the Constitution of the Republic

JOSE MARIA CHAVEZ

10110558-00000 AS. 6

22,180.02

22,180.02

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Liens with Right of Way of
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 6, lot 4, San Julián, Jurisdiction
Electroduct
of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

02-11-2002

JOSE MARIA CHAVEZ

10110557-00000 as.4

22,233.94

22,233.94

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Liens with Right of Way of
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 6, lot 3, San Julián, Jurisdiction
Electroduct
of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

01-24-2001

Lien with First Mortgage Opened to Banco Procredit, S.A.; Amount: $
28,000.00; Term: 240 months; Start date: 02/29/2016; Inscribed to
seat 8.

02-29-2016

279

ISTA

10182932-00000 AS. 1

26,768.16

26,768.16

280

EDGAR EFRAIN SANCHEZ AND
JUANA FRANCISCA SANCHEZ
CAMPOS

10182939-00000 AS. 2

31,907.70

31,907.70

10182938-00000 AS. 2

30,719.52

30,719.52

10182937-00000 AS. 2

30,238.77

30,238.77

114

301

R11

783

C

281

ERMELINDA OSORIO DE
GOMEZ, SAMUEL ELOP GOMEZ
OSORIO

115

301

R11

782

C

282

PEDRO ISRAEL HERNANDEZ
TREJO

Visited, Legal problem free
Power of attorney
special

22,039.37

21,223.06

The name of the new owner will be consulted with
neighbors

02-21-2013

22,039.37

21,223.06

Domain Transfer

Free of liens

10110559-00000 AS.15

10182941-00000 AS. 7

Power of attorney
special

Owner lives in Canada. Mr. Wuilfin was handed power
format, because he will be processed in Canada until July.
But if it is necessary before the management will be done
according to a possible proxy.

01-19-2015

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Liens with Right of Way of
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 6, lot 5, San Julián, Jurisdiction
Electroduct
of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.

BLANCA LIZZETTE UMAÑA

Observations Legal Problems

02-22-2016

01-19-2015
Property liens with First Mortgage in favor of Archimedes Hamilton
Pineda Urías and Ofilia Urías Sánchez; Amount: $ 9,500.00; Term:
24 months; Beginning of Lien: 04/23/2015

Legal Problems

11-14-2013

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

Free of liens

Liens with Mortgage

Acquisition date

Complex legal situation

Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 2, Lot 12, San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 2, Lot 4, San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.
Lot Numer Ten, Polygon "Dos", of the Proyecto
Lotification Agrícola San Jorge Kilo Cinco - First Portion,
Portion two Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 2, Lot 9, San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.
Hacienda San Jorge, Kilo 5, Portion El Casco,
Lotification Agrícola, Pol. 2, Lot 8, San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.

Liens with Mortgage

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

08-27-2011

Free of liens

Family property

Family property

Free of liens

03-31-2011

Start on 02-16-2012 and expires on 02-16-2032

Start on 01/19/2012 and beats on 01-19-2032

Edgar Efraín Sánchez sold his right in favor of Mrs.
Nicolasa Campos Vda. De Gutiérrez

02-16-2012

01-19-2012

Domain Transfer

12-14-2011

Power of attorney
special

In the field was found Mr. Rogelio Hernandez Diaz, who
claimed to be the owner of the property. You should
contact a lawyer who has done the paperwork.
Owner is a sailor, is in the highlands, works in Plataformas
Petroleras, the father Mr. Rogelio Hernández states that
owner will come in February.

GENERAL MATRIX OF RIGHT OF WAY MANAGEMENT OF THE PROYECT: ¨GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY OF 355 MW BASED ON NATURAL GAS, WITH A GENERATION PLANT TO BE BUILT IN ACAJUTLA¨

117

118

119

120

301

LA C H A P A N
A C A JAUHT U

116

R11

Parcel of land

291

C

No. parcel of land s/ Project

Sector

Section

Código Municipio

Municipality

No. Correlative

GENERAL DATA ON PROPERTY AFFECTED
CATASTRAL IDENTIFICATION OF
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY BY
PROPERTY
PROJECT

284

Owner / Possessor

ISTA

SYMBOLS OF LEGAL
TYPING:

Enrollment or
Registration

10010075-00000 as. 1

Resolved Cases

Area according to
Document M²

539,688

Rest Registral M²

64,564

301

R11

367

C

286

JOSE LUIS FRANCO JIMENEZ

10125643-00000 AS.3

960.47

960.47

301

R11

366

C

286-A

RAFAEL EVARCISTO AGUILAR

10125644-00000 AS.9

1,443.03

1,443.03

301

R11

308

C

286-E

CRUZ FLORES BATRES

10136229-00000 AS.3

27,438.05

27,438.05

IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTIES AND OWNERS,REGISTRATION AND CADASTRAL, TYPING PROBLEMS AND LEGAL MANAGEMENT.
Resolution period not exceeding 11
Resolution period not exceeding 6 months
Resolution period not exceeding 10 months
months

Property Location

HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, SECOND PORTION,
CANTON SAN JULIAN, ACAJUTLA, SONSONATE

HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, ASIENTO
COMUNITARIO, POLYGON D, SOLAR #6, PORTION
OF THE PORTION 3
HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, ASIENTO
COMUNITARIO, POLYGON D, SOLAR #7, PORTION
OF THE PORTION 3
Lot# 4 , POLYGON 3, HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5

Registration Legal Status

Observations Registration Legal Status

Acquisition date

10-22-1998

Domain Transfer

Free of liens

03-20-2004

Power of attorney
special

Owner in USA. In charge Santos Leticia de León, will pass
information to the owner.

Free of liens

03-16-2005

Power of attorney
special

Owner in USA. In charge Rafael Guerrido (brother-in-law),
will pass information to owner.

Liens with pledge

Property Liens with Pledge in favor of Banco de Fomento
Agropecuario, for an amount of $ 22,000; For the term of 96 months.
Beginning lien 3/30/08

HACIENDA SAN JORGE KILO 5, LOTIFICATION
Mortgaged in favor of Banco Procredit S.A. For an amount of
AGRICOLA, POLYGON 3, Lot 5, PORTION SAN
Liens with Mortgage
$30,000 and with a term of 240 months. Start of lien 2/21/16
JOAQUIN
Canton San Julián, was part of the denominated
Property liens with First Mortgage Open in favor of Caja de Crédito
Hacienda El Zope, Portion One, Punta Remedios, Puntas
Liens with Mortgage
de Acajutla, Sociedad Cooperativa de R.L. $ 175,000.00; Term: 180
Remedio, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of
months; Interest: 12% per annum; Start of liens: 09-11-2015.
Sonsonate
Canton San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department Liens with Right of Way of
Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.
of Sonsonate
Electroduct

07-14-2005

309

C

286-F

CRUZ FLORES BATRES

10136230-00000 as.3

28,206.28

28,206.28

301

R10

431

C

290

EVER ALEXANDER OVANDO
MEDRANO

10114708-00000 AS. 3

584,029.71

584,029.71

122

301

U10

232

C

292

SOCIEDAD EL MILAGRO 80,
S.A. DE C.V.

10036534-00000 as. 1

115,536.14

115,536.14

123

301

U10

93

C

294

AGAVE, S.A.

10028512-00000

48,927.00

48,927.0037

Segregated of the Lot Number Two, Canton San Julián,
Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

11-08-1978

124

301

U10

163

C

295

COMANDARI JIMENEZ

10023078-00000 AS. 4

101,664.65

101,664.65

Lot One, Canton San Julián, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Department of Sonsonate

Liens with Right of Way of
Electroduct

Property Lien with Right of Way of conduit in favor of CEL.

10-18-2015

296

DUKE ENERGY
INTERNACIONAL EL
SALVADOR, SOCIEDAD EN
COMANDITA POR ACCIONES
DE C. V.

Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate .

Presentation pending
registration

Presentation of Assignment of Right of Right of Way of Aqueduct, in
favor of Generadora Acajutla, S.A. Of C.V. Observed since 07-272013

05-27-1999

Liens with Right of way
Pipeline

Property Liens with 3 Righ of Way of Gas Pipeline: a) in favor of
Texaco Caribbean Inc., Beginning of liens 12-22-1993. B) in favor of
Almacenadora del Pacífico S.A. de C.V. Beginning of liens 06-121992. And c) in favor of Refinería Petrolera Acajutla Limitada S.A de
C.V. Start of liens 12-23-2010.

07-21-2005

126

301

301

U10

U10

714

743

C

C

297

COMISION EJECUTIVA
PORTUARIA AUTONOMA-CEPA

10017812-00000 AS.1

10148075-00000 AS. 1

127,970.29

1,043,040.01

127,970.29

1,043,040.01

Jurisdiction of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate

Observations Legal Problems

Free of liens

R11

125

Legal Problems

The Domain Transfer is limited according to articles 233
and 234, of the Constitution of the Republic. In this parcel
of land is a dam that is born from the river El Venado. Mr
Víctor Cardoña said that Portion was left as a green zone
for ISTA.

301

121

Complex legal situation

10-03-2011

04-18-2009

11-20-1981

Not found, will visit again. He visited again and said he did
not agree with the project, says he will not give consent for
any procedure.
Not found, will visit again. He visited again and said he did
not agree with the project, says he will not give consent for
any procedure.

Appendix H - Socioeconomic Data Sheet
Menéndez-Ramírez Family

Appendix I - Model of Contract with Owners

NUMBER ________. BOOK ________. PROMISE OF CONSTITUTION OF RIGHT OF
WAY. In the city of Sonzacate, At _______ hours of the day ____ July of the two thousand
sixteen. Before me, ______________, Notary, of the address of San Salvador, department
of San Salvador, the Mr. ______________, ________ years of age, __________, of the
address of _________, Department of ___________, whom I now know and identify through
your Identity Document Number _______________, with Tax Identification Number
_______________________; And, who in the course of this instruments will be called “The
Promising”; On the other hand, ALEJANDRO GUSTAVO ALLE, who is fifty-five years old,
Engineer, from the domicile of Santa Tecla, department of La Libertad, Argentine nationality,
who I know the bearer of his Residence Card: CA-FOUR number FOUR ONE THREE ZERO
FOUR issued on day two September of two thousand thirteen by the Directorate General
for Migration and Immigration, with expiration date September 6, two thousand and
seventeen, acting as Special Attorney of “ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO, LIMITADA DE
CAPITAL VARIABLE”, which can be shortened “ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO, LTDA. DE
C.V.” and “EDP, LTDA. DE C.V.”, of Salvadoran nationality, of the domicile of San
Salvador, with Tax Identification Number zero five hundred one-hundred and twenty-one
thousand two hundred and thirteen-one hundred and one-six, whose legal identity I attest to
being legitimate and sufficient for having had in view the Testimony of the Public Deed of
Special Power granted by Mr. Eduardo Antonio Zablah Hasbún, known by Eduardo Antonio
Zablah Touché Hasbún, acting as General Manager and Legal Representative of the society
“ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO, LIMITADA DE CAPITAL VARIABLE”, which can be shortened
“ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO, LTDA. DE C.V.” and “EDP, LTDA. DE C.V.”, In the city of San
Salvador, at sixteen hours on the thirteenth day of May, two thousand sixteen, before the
offices of the Notary Mario Eduardo Ayala Claros, and enrolled in the Trade Register on the
seventeenth day of May, two thousand sixteen, FORTY-THREE of the Book ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY-EIGHT of the Registry of Other Commercial
Contracts of the Registry of Commerce, which states that Mr. ALEJANDRO GUSTAVO
ALLE, is empowered to act on behalf of and in representation of ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO,
LTDA. DE C.V. to sign this Contract of PROMISE OF CONSTITUTION OF RIGHT OF WAY;
in the aforementioned power, the authorizing Notary testified to the legal status of the Legal
Representative of the Company and the legal existence of the same; To whom it will
indiscriminately be called the "Company" or the "Beneficiary"; and each one of the
previous ones appearing, THEY TELL ME: That by this act they celebrate a CONTRACT
OF PROMISE OF CONSTITUTION OF RIGHT OF WAY OF ELECTRODUCT, which shall

be governed by the following provisions: I) STATEMENT OF DOMAIN AND STATE OF
THE PROPERTY: The Promising is currently the owner and possessor of a rustic property
situated in the jurisdiction of ______, Department of _________, of an area of
_____________ SQUARE METER, registered in their favor under the number plate
____________ - ZERO ZERO ZERO ZERO ZERO of the Root and Mortgage Registry of
the _______ West Section, Department of ________. The Promising also declares that it is
its intention to grant a Right of Way contract on the previous property in favor of the
Company, however, to this day the Promising can not constitute said Right of Way because
there is in the property a legal problem that precludes The constitution of the right of way,
which consists of ________________.II) PROMISE OF CONSTITUTION OF RIGHT OF
WAY: Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement, the Promising
irrevocably promises to constitute right of way right of way for busway in favor of the
Company, on a strip of land located within the property described in the previous clause,
which is of a surface extension of ____________________SQUARE METER and is located
in the __________ direction of the general building (the "Right of Way") and will be used for
the development of an electric power transmission line (the "Transmission Line");III) PRICE
OF THE PROMISE OF RIGHT OF WAY: The parties agree that the total price that the
Company will pay in favor of the Promising as consideration for the granting of the Right of
Way will be the amount of ______________ DOLLARS OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA WITH ______________ CENTS OF DOLLAR OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA more taxation; IV) TERM: The term for the formalization of the Right of Way will
be sixteen months from this date, as long as the property is registered with one hundred
percent of property right in its favor and is inscribable the right of way of In favor of the
Company in the corresponding Property Registry. The Promising undertakes to provide,
during the period indicated above, any documentation that facilitates the preparation and
registration of the Public Deed of Constitution of the Right of Way. The term indicated in this
clause may be extended by mutual agreement by means of cross-letters, for equal or partial
periods when the condition indicated in clause I of this instrument has not been resolved. V)
PAYMENT METHOD: In this act, the Company delivers the amount of ________________
DOLLARS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WITH ______________ CENTS OF
DOLLAR OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, in concept of "advance" by the
constitution of the Right of Way, amount that the Promising declares to receive to its entire
satisfaction. The parties expressly agree that this amount will be deducted from the total
amount indicated in clause III of this instrument, so that only the amount of ______________

DOLLARS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WITH ______________ CENTS OF
DOLLAR OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, in the event that the Right of Way is
pledged by this agreement, which will be canceled by the Company in favor of the
Promissant through a single payment that will be made at the time of signing the Public
Deed of Constitution of the Right of Way, within the period determined in clause IV of this
instrument. VI) OBLIGATIONS OF THE PROMISING: The Promising obliges to: i) To sign
with the Company the respective Public Deed of Right of Way, free of any encumbrance, in
order to be registered in the corresponding Land Registry, also obliging to make delivery
and tradition of the right of way and other rights That corresponds to him on the strip that
will be taxed with the Right of Way in favor of the Society; and ii) Keep up-to-date payments
of all taxes, fees, contributions and / or taxes affecting the property in general, so that it is
solvent and does not hinder the process of registration of the Right of Way for not being up
to date with the payment of such taxes. VII) OBLIGATIONS OF THE COMPANY: The
Company agrees to: i) Pay the outstanding part of the price in the event of formalization of
the Right of Way; And ii) Pay the fees and expenses caused by this contract, as well as
those arising from the right of way of the corresponding busway. VIII) TERMINATION OF
THE CONTRACT OF PROMISE OF CONSTITUTION OF RIGHT OF WAY OF
ELECTRODUCT. This contract will end in the following cases: a) Due to the expiration of
the term or its extensions indicated in clause IV of this instrument; B) Due to the impossibility
for the Promising to deliver the accessory documents for the execution of the constitution of
right of way of busway; And c) Unilateral withdrawal of the Company with respect to
formalizing the Right of Way contract, for which it will be sufficient for the Company to notify
the Promiser of its intention not to formalize the Right of Way. If for reasons a) and b), the
Right of Way was not formalized, the Promising undertakes to return to the Company the
amount received in this act as an "advance". Likewise, in the event that the Right of Way is
not constituted for breaching the Promising its obligation to deliver documents or for the
simple refusal of the Right of Way to formalize the Right of Way, it is obligated to pay the
Company as a deadline and in addition Repayment of the "advance", the amount of
_____________

DOLLARS

OF

THE

UNITED

STATES

OF

AMERICA

WITH

______________ CENTS OF DOLLAR OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, in terms
of penalty; Being therefore obliged to deliver immediately to the Company the total amount
of ______________ DOLLARS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WITH
______________ CENTS OF DOLLAR OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. IX)
EXECUTIVE STRENGTH: For the corresponding judicial effects, the parties declare and

acknowledge that this contract will be enforceable pursuant to article four hundred and fiftyseven, ordinal first, of the Code of Civil and Commercial Procedure. X) OBTAINING
PROJECT PERMITS. Regardless of whether the Right of Way is formalized or not,
Promising authorizes the Company to request any permits, authorizations and licenses
necessary for the development of the Line of Transmission in the Property and in the area
to be affected by the Right of Way to any competent authority, including, without limitation,
state and municipal authorities, the General Superintendence of Electricity and
Telecommunications (SIGET), the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources (MARN),
among others. The parties agree that it is the sole responsibility of the Company to obtain
all permits, authorizations and licenses previously related to the Transmission Line. XI)
MODIFICATIONS. The parties may by mutual agreement modify, amend or change this
Agreement of PROMISE OF RIGHT OF WAY and other documents that comprise it, having
to document it to have legal effects by means of instruments duly authorized and subscribed
by both parties. Modifications, amendments or changes adopted by the parties in
accordance with what is agreed in this clause shall form an integral part of the PROMISE
OF RIGHT OF WAY Contract and shall therefore be strictly enforceable. XII) SPECIAL
ADDRESS AND APPLICABLE LEGISLATION: This agreement will be subject and
interpreted according to the laws of the Republic of El Salvador. In case of dispute, both
parties indicate as their special domicile the one of the city of San Salvador, to whose courts
they submit. This was how those who appeared to explain the legal effects of this deed were
expressed; And read that it was for me all written in its entirety, in a single act without
interruption, ratify its content for being drafted to their entire will, and sign with me. ATTEST.

NUMBER------. BOOK ______. In the city of Sonzacate, Department of Sonsonate, at ---------- hours of the day ---------- July of the
year two thousand and sixteen. IN FRONT OF ME, _____________________, Notary, of the domicile of the City and Department
of San Salvador, appear: i) On the one hand, Mr. __________________, _______ years of age, ______________, of the address
of Sonsonate, Department of Sonsonate, person whom I do not know but I identify by means of its Unique Identity Document
Number ___________________, and with Tax Identification Number ________________________________ Which is hereinafter
referred to as "The Owner", and ii) On the other hand, ALEJANDRO GUSTAVO ALLE, who is fifty-five years old, Engineer, from
the domicile of Santa Tecla, department of La Libertad, Argentine nationality, who I know the bearer of his Residence Card: CAFOUR number FOUR ONE THREE ZERO FOUR issued on day two September of two thousand thirteen by the Directorate
General for Migration and Immigration, with expiration date September 6, two thousand and seventeen, acting as Special Attorney
of “ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO, LIMITADA DE CAPITAL VARIABLE”, which can be shortened “ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO,
LTDA. DE C.V.” and “EDP, LTDA. DE C.V.”, of Salvadoran nationality, of the domicile of San Salvador, with Tax Identification
Number zero five hundred one-hundred and twenty-one thousand two hundred and thirteen-one hundred and one-six, Whose legal
identity I attest to being legitimate and sufficient for having had in view the Testimony of the Public Deed of Special Power granted
by Mr. Eduardo Antonio Zablah Hasbún, known by Eduardo Antonio Zablah Touché Hasbún, acting as General Manager and
Legal Representative of the society “ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO, LIMITADA DE CAPITAL VARIABLE”, which can be shortened
“ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO, LTDA. DE C.V.” and “EDP, LTDA. DE C.V.”, In the city of San Salvador, at sixteen hours on the
thirteenth day of May, two thousand sixteen, before the offices of the Notary Mario Eduardo Ayala Claros, and enrolled in the
Trade Register on the seventeenth day of May, two thousand sixteen, FORTY-THREE of the Book ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTY-EIGHT of the Registry of Other Commercial Contracts of the Registry of Commerce, which states that Mr.
ALEJANDRO GUSTAVO ALLE, is empowered to act on behalf of and in representation of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., to sign this
Contract of Constitution of Righ of Way of Electroduct; In the aforementioned power, the authorizing Notary testified to the legal
status of the Legal Representative of the Company and the legal existence of the same; and THEY TELL ME: which hereby grant
a contract for the constitution of RIGHT OF WAY OF ELECTRODUCT, which shall be governed by the following clauses: I)
DOMAIN STATEMENT: The owner declares that he is the owner and current holder of a property inscribed in his favor under the
number _________ of the Book _____________, of Property now transferred in the Real Folio System Automated in the number
plate __________________, before the Registry of Real Estate and Mortgages of the Third Section of the West, which
corresponds to the Department of Sonsonate, which is of a rustic nature and is located in _________, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Departament of Sonsonate, identified as _________, with an original surface extension of ______________ SQUARE METER, but
that by previous dismemberments the real estate has been reduced to a registry rest of _________________________ SQUARE
METER. That the rest of the property previously related according to its antecedent is taxed with right of ways inscribed in the

Registry of the Real Property of Sonsonate thus: a) of aqueduct according to inscription number thirty-nine of Volume three
hundred and six; b) of aqueduct and transit, inscription number one hundred twenty-eight Volume one hundred and nine; c) of
transit, inscription number twenty-eight of Volume one hundred and nine; ch) of transit, inscription number one hundred twentyeight Volume one hundred and nine; d) transit, inscription number one hundred and ninety-two of Volume one hundred and thirty
and the stipulations in the writing authorized in the offices of Notary Doctor Roberto Antonio Zavaleta, eleven of July of one
thousand nine hundred and seventy-two inscribed to the number twenty-seven and twenty-eight of Volume three hundred sixteen.
The right of ways that are related in the antecedent are not affected by the constitution of the right of way of bus that later on is
constituted. II) CONSTITUTION OF RIGHT OF WAY REAL RIGHT OF ELECTRODUCT: By this means, the owner constitutes on
the land of his previously related Property, RIGHT OF WAY OF ELECTRODUCT, for an indefinite period in favor of society EDP,
LTDA. DE C. V., To install cables for the transmission and / or distribution of electrical energy, fiber optics and their associated
support and installation structures and, if necessary, their reconversion. The strip of land on which the right of way of electric
conduit falls that in this act is constituted and that according to the plans of EDP, LTDA. DE C. V., is identified as a parcel of land
_________, is located, measured and adjoined as detailed below: Located on the projected axis of the transmission line of two
hundred and thirty kilovolts that starts at the plant generating electric energy based on natural gas in the municipality of Acajutla
and ends at the Electric Substation of ETESAL, S.A. de C.V. Located in the municipality of Ahuachapán, of a superficial extension
of ______________________ SQUARE METER, equivalent to _________________ SQUARE STICKS and whose technical
description is the following one: starting from the point one that is identified with the geodesic coordinates: length
___________________ and latitude _______________________. NORTH SIDE: _____________________. SOUTH SIDE:
_______________________________. WEST SIDE _________________________. Consequently, the owner hereby makes the
right-of-way to EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., Being forced to the sanitation of Law if necessary. Likewise, the representative of EDP,
LTDA. DE C.V., accepts the tradition of the right of way constituted by means of this instrument. III) PRICE AND DEADLINE. The
right of way and its related annexed rights in Clause II, constitute the owner in favor of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., For an indefinite
period. Likewise, the owner declares that it constitutes the right of way and rights attached for the total amount of __________
DOLLARS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WITH _______ CENTS OF THE DOLLAR OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, as compensation for the constitution of the previous real right, compensation that includes damages and losses
derived from: i) the limitations to which the property is subject with the right of way that is constituted and the property attached to
it because of the constitution of the right of way; (Ii) Activities necessary for the conservation of lines; iii) The incorporation of any
type of structure in the encumbered property; And iv) Any other limitation that could be suffered by the property because of the tax
made. The amount previously established will be paid in two installments as follows: i) In this act EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., makes
delivery of _______________ DOLLARS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WITH __________ CENTS OF DOLLAR OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, amount that the owner declares to receive to his satisfaction. EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., is
authorized to enter the land subject of the easement to make the inspections and studies necessary for the development of its
activities. IV) POWERS AND LIMITATIONS DERIVED FROM THE RIGHT OF WAY: In accordance with the owner's will and the

payment for compensation made by EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., in this act the property on which the right of way has been constituted is
subject to the following limitations and conditions that if unobserved by the owner, is exempted to EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., of any civil
and criminal liability that may arise: a) Employees of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., will be able to transit on the right of way now
constituted, either by foot, in motor vehicles or in machinery necessary for the accomplishment of the works object of this right of
way, among others for the construction, custodia, maintenance and repair of lines of transmission And / or distribution; b) The
constituted right of way authorizes EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., or its contractors, to carry out in the portion of the encumbered building
any structure facility (towers or poles), and necessary construction, once the full payment of the price of this contract has been
made; c) Authorizes to remove any obstacles within the respective path, including trees that approach the wires dangerously, in
order to maintain a minimum distance of five meters, as long as this is necessary for the construction and optimal maintenance of
the lines Transmission and / or distribution, being the responsibility of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., the repair or compensation if for any
reason caused damages with these actions; d) The transmission lines shall maintain a minimum vertical height of eight meters on
agricultural land, on public and private roads, the minimum height shall be nine meters; e) Within the strip of the right of way is
restricted to the owner or owner of the property to excavate within fifteen meters of the support structures, Constructing buildings
for any purpose or use, storing flammable or explosive materials, accumulating materials or other objects, planting or permanence
of waterlogged crops or vegetation that in their final development are close to five meters of cables, mining open sky or blades,
Remote tunnel mining less than fifteen meters from the base of the supporting structures of the conductors, installation of irrigation
canals, drainage or the like. Excavations that are carried out farther than the prohibited and the use of agricultural or construction
machinery that guarantee a minimum distance of five meters with the cables, will require the express approval of EDP, LTDA. DE
C.V., f) Burnings are not allowed regardless of their nature or motive, not even being controlled; g) The parties declare their
agreement so that once registered right of way constituted by means of the present document, this tax can be ceded in property or
in guarantee on the part of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., In favor of any public or private institution, Salvadoran or foreign, without further
processing than the respective notification, being accepted by the owner in this act; and h) The location and area to be occupied
by the right-of-way strip described in this instrument may be modified at the request of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V. if it is necessary to
make adjustments to the design of the transmission line due to strictly technical aspects or lack of permits of the competent
institutions. In this case, the parties are obliged to maintain the terms and conditions agreed upon in this contract and to authorize
the strip according to the technical or permissive needs. In case the new area to be occupied was greater than that recorded in this
contract, EDP, LTDA. DE C.V. agrees to pay the difference and in proportion to the amount canceled in this act. Otherwise, if the
area is smaller, EDP, LTDA. DE C.V. no refund will be required from the owner. V) SPECIAL ADDRESS: For all legal effects of
this document, both parties indicate as domicile special the one of the City of San Salvador. The notary undersigned states: 1)
That I explained to the grantor the legal effects of this deed of constitution of right of way; 2) That prior to the granting of this deed,
I advised the grantor of the obligation to be solvent of the corresponding taxes for the inscription of the testimony of this deed in the

corresponding Real Estate and Mortgage Registry. This was expressed by those who appeared to those who explained the legal
effects of this instrument, and read that they had all written in a single uninterrupted act, ratify its content and signed.- ATTEST.

NUMBER------. BOOK ______. In the city of Sonzacate, Department of Sonsonate, at ---------- hours of the day ---------- July of the
year two thousand and sixteen. IN FRONT OF ME, _____________________, Notary, of the domicile of the City and Department
of San Salvador, appear: i) On the one hand, Mr. __________________, _______ years of age, ______________, of the address
of Sonsonate, Department of Sonsonate, person whom I do not know but I identify by means of its Unique Identity Document
Number ___________________, and with Tax Identification Number ________________________________ Which is hereinafter
referred to as "The Owner", and ii) On the other hand, ALEJANDRO GUSTAVO ALLE, who is fifty-five years old, Engineer, from
the domicile of Santa Tecla, department of La Libertad, Argentine nationality, who I know the bearer of his Residence Card: CAFOUR number FOUR ONE THREE ZERO FOUR issued on day two September of two thousand thirteen by the Directorate
General for Migration and Immigration, with expiration date September 6, two thousand and seventeen, acting as Special Attorney
of “ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO, LIMITADA DE CAPITAL VARIABLE”, which can be shortened “ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO,
LTDA. DE C.V.” and “EDP, LTDA. DE C.V.”, of Salvadoran nationality, of the domicile of San Salvador, with Tax Identification
Number zero five hundred one-hundred and twenty-one thousand two hundred and thirteen-one hundred and one-six, Whose legal
identity I attest to being legitimate and sufficient for having had in view the Testimony of the Public Deed of Special Power granted
by Mr. Eduardo Antonio Zablah Hasbún, known by Eduardo Antonio Zablah Touché Hasbún, acting as General Manager and
Legal Representative of the society “ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO, LIMITADA DE CAPITAL VARIABLE”, which can be shortened
“ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO, LTDA. DE C.V.” and “EDP, LTDA. DE C.V.”, In the city of San Salvador, at sixteen hours on the
thirteenth day of May, two thousand sixteen, before the offices of the Notary Mario Eduardo Ayala Claros, and enrolled in the
Trade Register on the seventeenth day of May, two thousand sixteen, FORTY-THREE of the Book ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTY-EIGHT of the Registry of Other Commercial Contracts of the Registry of Commerce, which states that Mr.
ALEJANDRO GUSTAVO ALLE, is empowered to act on behalf of and in representation of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., to sign this
Contract of Constitution of Righ of Way of Electroduct; In the aforementioned power, the authorizing Notary testified to the legal
status of the Legal Representative of the Company and the legal existence of the same; and THEY TELL ME: which hereby grant
a contract for the constitution of RIGHT OF WAY OF ELECTRODUCT, which shall be governed by the following clauses: I)
DOMAIN STATEMENT: The owner declares that he is the owner and current holder of a property inscribed in his favor under the
number _________ of the Book _____________, of Property now transferred in the Real Folio System Automated in the number
plate __________________, before the Registry of Real Estate and Mortgages of the Third Section of the West, which
corresponds to the Department of Sonsonate, which is of a rustic nature and is located in _________, Jurisdiction of Acajutla,
Departament of Sonsonate, identified as _________, with an original surface extension of ______________ SQUARE METER, but
that by previous dismemberments the real estate has been reduced to a registry rest of _________________________ SQUARE
METER. That the rest of the property previously related according to its antecedent is taxed with right of ways inscribed in the
Registry of the Real Property of Sonsonate thus: a) of aqueduct according to inscription number thirty-nine of Volume three
hundred and six; b) of aqueduct and transit, inscription number one hundred twenty-eight Volume one hundred and nine; c) of

transit, inscription number twenty-eight of Volume one hundred and nine; ch) of transit, inscription number one hundred twentyeight Volume one hundred and nine; d) transit, inscription number one hundred and ninety-two of Volume one hundred and thirty
and the stipulations in the writing authorized in the offices of Notary Doctor Roberto Antonio Zavaleta, eleven of July of one
thousand nine hundred and seventy-two inscribed to the number twenty-seven and twenty-eight of Volume three hundred sixteen.
The right of ways that are related in the antecedent are not affected by the constitution of the right of way of bus that later on is
constituted. II) CONSTITUTION OF RIGHT OF WAY REAL RIGHT OF ELECTRODUCT: By this means, the owner constitutes on
the land of his previously related Property, RIGHT OF WAY OF ELECTRODUCT, for an indefinite period in favor of society EDP,
LTDA. DE C. V., To install cables for the transmission and / or distribution of electrical energy, fiber optics and their associated
support and installation structures and, if necessary, their reconversion. The strip of land on which the right of way of electric
conduit falls that in this act is constituted and that according to the plans of EDP, LTDA. DE C. V., is identified as a parcel of land
_________, is located, measured and adjoined as detailed below: Located on the projected axis of the transmission line of two
hundred and thirty kilovolts that starts at the plant generating electric energy based on natural gas in the municipality of Acajutla
and ends at the Electric Substation of ETESAL, S.A. de C.V. Located in the municipality of Ahuachapán, of a superficial extension
of ______________________ SQUARE METER, equivalent to _________________ SQUARE STICKS and whose technical
description is the following one: starting from the point one that is identified with the geodesic coordinates: length
___________________ and latitude _______________________. NORTH SIDE: _____________________. SOUTH SIDE:
_______________________________. WEST SIDE _________________________. Consequently, the owner hereby makes the
right-of-way to EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., Being forced to the sanitation of Law if necessary. Likewise, the representative of EDP,
LTDA. DE C.V., accepts the tradition of the right of way constituted by means of this instrument. III) PRICE AND DEADLINE. The
right of way and its related annexed rights in Clause II, constitute the owner in favor of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., For an indefinite
period. Likewise, the owner declares that it constitutes the right of way and rights attached for the total amount of __________
DOLLARS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WITH _______ CENTS OF THE DOLLAR OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, plus taxes, as compensation for the constitution of the previous real right, compensation that includes damages and
losses derived from: i) the limitations to which the property is subject with the right of way that is constituted and the property
attached to it because of the constitution of the right of way; (Ii) Activities necessary for the conservation of lines; iii) The
incorporation of any type of structure in the encumbered property; and iv) Any other limitation that could be suffered by the
property because of the tax made. The amount previously established will be paid in two installments as follows: i) In this act EDP,
LTDA. DE C.V., makes delivery of _______________ DOLLARS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WITH __________
CENTS OF DOLLAR OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, amount that the owner declares to receive to his satisfaction; and
ii) The second installment, which amounts to _________ DOLLARS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WITH __________
CENTS OF THE DOLLAR OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, shall be paid on the thirtieth day of October in the year two
thousand and seventeen. The parties expressly agree that EDP, LTDA. DE C.V. will not make any installation of equipment,
cables, towers, among others, until has paid the full price. Without prejudice of the previous, EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., is entitled to

enter the land subject to the right of way to make the inspections and studies necessary for the development of its activities. IV)
POWERS AND LIMITATIONS DERIVED FROM THE RIGHT OF WAY: In accordance with the owner's will and the payment for
compensation made by EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., in this act the property on which the right of way has been constituted is subject to
the following limitations and conditions that if unobserved by the owner, is exempted to EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., of any civil and
criminal liability that may arise: a) Employees of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., will be able to transit on the right of way now constituted,
either by foot, in motor vehicles or in machinery necessary for the accomplishment of the works object of this right of way, among
others for the construction, custodia, maintenance and repair of lines of transmission And / or distribution; b) The constituted right
of way authorizes EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., or its contractors, to carry out in the portion of the encumbered building any structure
facility (towers or poles), and necessary construction, once the full payment of the price of this contract has been made; c)
Authorizes to remove any obstacles within the respective path, including trees that approach the wires dangerously, in order to
maintain a minimum distance of five meters, as long as this is necessary for the construction and optimal maintenance of the lines
Transmission and / or distribution, being the responsibility of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., the repair or compensation if for any reason
caused damages with these actions; d) The transmission lines shall maintain a minimum vertical height of eight meters on
agricultural land, on public and private roads, the minimum height shall be nine meters; e) Within the strip of the right of way is
restricted to the owner or owner of the property to excavate within fifteen meters of the support structures, Constructing buildings
for any purpose or use, storing flammable or explosive materials, accumulating materials or other objects, planting or permanence
of waterlogged crops or vegetation that in their final development are close to five meters of cables, mining open sky or blades,
Remote tunnel mining less than fifteen meters from the base of the supporting structures of the conductors, installation of irrigation
canals, drainage or the like. Excavations that are carried out farther than the prohibited and the use of agricultural or construction
machinery that guarantee a minimum distance of five meters with the cables, will require the express approval of EDP, LTDA. DE
C.V., f) Burnings are not allowed regardless of their nature or motive, not even being controlled; g) The parties declare their
agreement so that once registered right of way constituted by means of the present document, this tax can be ceded in property or
in guarantee on the part of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V., In favor of any public or private institution, Salvadoran or foreign, without further
processing than the respective notification, being accepted by the owner in this act; and h) The location and area to be occupied
by the right-of-way strip described in this instrument may be modified at the request of EDP, LTDA. DE C.V. if it is necessary to
make adjustments to the design of the transmission line due to strictly technical aspects or lack of permits of the competent
institutions. In this case, the parties are obliged to maintain the terms and conditions agreed upon in this contract and to authorize
the strip according to the technical or permissive needs. In case the new area to be occupied was greater than that recorded in this
contract, EDP, LTDA. DE C.V. agrees to pay the difference and in proportion to the amount canceled in this act. Otherwise, if the
area is smaller, EDP, LTDA. DE C.V. no refund will be required from the owner. V) SPECIAL ADDRESS: For all legal effects of
this document, both parties indicate as domicile special the one of the City of San Salvador. The notary undersigned states: 1)
That I explained to the grantor the legal effects of this deed of constitution of right of way; 2) That prior to the granting of this deed,
I advised the grantor of the obligation to be solvent of the corresponding taxes for the inscription of the testimony of this deed in the

corresponding Real Estate and Mortgage Registry. This was expressed by those who appeared to those who explained the legal
effects of this instrument, and read that they had all written in a single uninterrupted act, ratify its content and signed.- ATTEST.

Appendix J - Previously Documented Cultural Heritage Resources

Cultural Heritage Resources previously documented.
Detail record by municipality (according to Atlas of archaeological sites SECULTURA)
Municipality

Department

Acajutla

Sonsonate

Santo Domingo de
Guzmán

Apaneca

Ahuachapán

Site name
Puerto Viejo de Acajutla
Ruinas de la Fortaleza
Atalaya
Hacienda El Zope
Bocana del Sunzanat

Site Type
Colonial archaeological site
Colonial archaeological site
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order

Monte Rico
Morro Grande
El Letrero
Cueva del Tigre
El Cortéz
El Platanillo
Cuyapa Arriba
Santa Elena

Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Cave archaeological site
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Colonial archaeological site
Archaeological site of second order

Ahuachapán

Tizapa
Santa Leticia
Apaneca
Los Tablones
Ataco
Salutiupán
El Triunfo
Suntecumat
Argentina

Archaeological site of second order
Private archaeological park and first-class site
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order

Ahuachapán

La Labor
Los Cerritos
Santa Rita
Las Lajas
Ashapuco
El Chayal
Atiquizaya
San Venancio

Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order
Archaeological site of second order

Sonsonate

Appendix K - Cultural Heritage Resources Identified
in Prospecting Baseline

Cultural Heritage Resources Identified in Baseline Prospecting.
Detail and clasification

1

2

3

Codification*

Registration date

# Section

Without code

02/17/2016

T3

T3 Sector 1

Without code

02/17/2016

02/17/2016

T3

T3

Municipality
San Pedro Puxtla

San Pedro Puxtla

San Pedro Puxtla

Nearest parking

N 13° 46' 14.0’’
W 89° 47' 36.1’’

17+320

17+860

18+454.3

Coordinates

TP61

TP63

Registration
area

Type of
finding

Wooded
Isolated
609 m.s.n.m. resource

Replicable

Replicable

02/17/2016

T3

San Pedro Puxtla

18+960 between N 13° 45' 33.9’’
TP65 y TP67
W 89° 47' 43.1’’

5

Without code

04/12/2016

T8

Limit Sto Domingo
21+030 between N 13° 44' 524’’
de Guzmán/San
TP74 y TP75
W 89° 47' 500’’
Pedro Puxtla

Lowland 365 Isolated
m.s.n.m.
resource

7

8

T9 Sector 2

Without code

04/13/2016

04/13/2016

04/13/2016

T9

T8

T10

San Pedro Puxtla

San Pedro Puxtla

San Pedro Puxtla

19+988.08 TP71

19+886.43 TP69

17+733.09

TP59

Replicable

Cultural materials in low to medium density on the
side of a hill, a small rise (mound?) is observed. It
requires the presence of an archaeologist at the time
of drilling for the placement of TP 63.

N 13° 45' 48.5’’
W 89° 47' 38.3’’

N 13° 44' 965’’
W 89° 47' 75’’

N 13° 45' 068’’
W 89° 47' 758’’

N 13° 46' 174’’
W 89° 47' 607’’

Cultural
Lowland 421
Heritage
m.s.n.m.
Site

Cultural
Lowland 427
Heritage
m.s.n.m.
Site

Lowland 574 Isolated
m.s.n.m.
resource

PHASE II

Fragmented ceramics and obsidian in low density
and very dispersed. Not relevant

Replicable

Cultural
Lowland 553
Heritage
m.s.n.m.
Site

Without code

Comments

Medium to high density cultural material on the side
of a hill. It is probably the result of the destruction of
a mound at the top due to the opening of a street
above. The presence of an archaeologist is required
at the time of drilling for the placement of TP 61.

Lowland 574 Isolated
m.s.n.m.
resource

4

T9 Sector 1

Replicable

N 13° 46' 07.5’’
W 89° 47' 36.6’’

Cultural
Lowland 490
Heritage
m.s.n.m.
Site

6

Sensitivity

Cultural materials in low to medium density on the
side of a hill, an elevation (mound?) is observed. It
requires the presence of an archaeologist at the time
of drilling for the placement of the TP 65, TP 66 and
TP 67.
Fragmented ceramics and obsidian in low density
and very dispersed. Not relevant

Possibly
replicable

Cultural material in medium - high density in an area
that has been terraced for the construction of a
court and on the slope of the hill. Small elevations
are possible, possibly natural, but due to the
concentration of material and to be located to 100 m
of a possible prehispanic mound requires
archaeological excavation of at least 3 wells to rule
out possible pre-Hispanic settlement.

Possibly
replicable

Cultural material in high density on the side of a hill,
at the top of it is observed two mounds, only one of
them is part of the easement of the trace and is
located precisely 15 m to the east of the TP69.
Archaeological excavation of at least 3 wells is
required at the foot of the mound closest to the
proposed tower to know the nature of the same.

Possibly
replicable

Cultural material of low to medium density in a
papaya and guava plantation, in order not to
damage crops, excavation is not recommended,
however, the presence of an archaeologist at the
time of drilling is required for the placement of TPs
58 and 59.

√

√

9

10

11

12

13

Without code

Without code

T16 sector 1

Without code

Without code

07/01/2016

07/01/2016

07/02/2016

09/22/2016

09/22/2016

T14

T15

T16

T 21

T 25

Acajutla

Ahuachapán

Ahuachapán

Acajutla

Apaneca

* Only sites where cultural material was collected were coded

34+000

0+280

1+658.57

38+740

9+709.20

N 13° 37' 39.2’’
W 89° 47' 30.2’’

N 13° 55' 13.0’’
W 89° 49' 09.6’’

N 13° 54' 31.5’’
W 89° 49' 21.2’’

N 13° 36' 09.6’’
W 89° 47' 51.7’’

N 13° 50' 45.5’’
O 89° 48' 56.6"

Lowland 92
m.s.n.m.

Isolated
resource

Cultural
Wooded
Heritage
787 m.s.n.m.
Site

Cultural
Wooded
Heritage
859 m.s.n.m.
Site

Lowland 74
m.s.n.m.

Cultural
Heritage
Site

Cultural
Upland 1405
Heritage
m.s.n.m.
Site

Replicable

Replicable

Replicable

Replicable

Replicable

Cultural material of low to medium density in a field
dedicated to the cultivation of cane, at this moment
is without crops. The scattered archaeological
material seems to be the result of the constant
removal of earth, as well as by drag action by runoff.
Because mounds are not observed in the
surroundings, only the presence of an archaeologist
at the time of drilling is required for the placement
of TP 124 and TP 123.

There are at least 3 concentrations of semi-collapsed
rock (possible pre-Hispanic structures), there are also
holes that appear to be looting, however, no surface
cultural material is observed. A joint visit with Licda.
Margarita Morán, monitor of the project by
SECULTURA, who ruled that it should be moved to
phase II to corroborate or discard the origin of the
same. It was suggested to excavate at least 4 wells,
one in each of the accumulations of rocks that will
remain in the easement of the line and especially in
the concentrations close to where the TP 2 will be
installed.

Cultural material from medium to high density on
the surface, two mounds are observed. A joint visit
with Licda. Margarita Morán, suggested the
excavation of at least 4 wells, 3 of them will be
located in the mound on which the TP 9 will be
placed.
There are at least 4 concentrations of semi-collapsed
rock (possible pre-Hispanic structures), there are also
holes that appear to be looting, however, no surface
cultural material is observed. Due to the fact that in
this section there were no signposted the placement
of towers, it is not known if at this point a tower will
be located or will be only part of the easement, just
as Phase II is required.

It is observed the presence of fragmented ceramic in
medium density, it was not possible to observe
mounds due to the coffee plantations, however,
since in this zone the TP 30 will be located, the
presence of archaeologist is required at the moment
of performing alterations ground.

√

√

√

IMMEDIATE INSPECTION REPORT
TRIPARTITE – PHASE I
DATE OF ISSUE: October 12, 2016
N ° OF FILE: TR-SO-001-2016
PROJECT NAME: Energía del Pacífico Transmission Line
LOCATION: from the municipality of Ahuachapán in the homonymous department, to Acajutla in the
department of Sonsonate, crossing the municipalities of Ahuachapán, Apaneca, San Pedro Puxtla,
Santo Domingo de Guzmán and Acajutla.
BOUNDS: can not be specified yet
PROPERTY COORDINATES: Start at Acajutla Plant N 13 ° 35'03 ".18 W 89 ° 49'44" .14; Final at the Los
Ausoles plant in Ahuachapán N 13 ° 55'19 ".17 w 89 ° 49'05" .80
OWNER: Energía del Pacífico, S.A. de C.V.
LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE:Alejandro Gustavo Alle
RESPONSIBLE PROFESSIONAL: Ing. Roberto Alfonso Escalante Caceros
TOTAL AREA OF PROPERTY: 1,600,000 M2
AREA TO BE DEVELOPED: 40 km long X 40 m wide
DESCRIPTION INSPECTION VISIT:
Fieldwork was carried out between February 15 and September 30, 2016, however, the tour was done
intermittently, due to various changes that occurred in some sections of the line. The municipalities of
Acajutla, Santo Domingo de Guzmán, San Pedro Puxtla, Ahuachapán and Apaneca, covered the 40 m
of width of the easement along the 40 km of the trajectory. The displacement was realized in diverse
classes of topographies, between which they were covered flat zones, mountainous, channels of rivers
and ravines; In addition, urban, rural, arid, wooded and wild areas were transported, despite the fact
that the soil visibility was quite optimum in most cases, allowing the location of fragmented and
obsidian ceramics, as well as traits, Apparently, archaeological in the areas described below, and that
should pass to Phase II to discard or confirm if they are of archaeological interest:
Zone 1: In San Pedro Puxtla (N 13 ° 44 '965' 'W 89 ° 47' 75 ''), cultural material in medium-high density,
presence of small elevations; 100 m from a possible pre-Hispanic mound.
Zone 2: In San Pedro Puxtla (N 13 ° 45 '068' 'W 89 ° 47' 758 ''), cultural material in high density, presence
of two possibly pre-Hispanic mounds; The tower TP-69 is intended to be located 15 m from one of the
elevations.
Zone 3: In Ahuachapán (N 13 ° 55 '13.0' 'W 89 ° 49' 09.6 ''), absence of cultural material but there are
accumulations of rock, possibly collapsed mounds, existence of apparent looting wells; The tower TP2 is intended to locate about 5 m of a pair of mounds.
Zone 4: In Ahuachapán (N 13 ° 54 '31.5' 'W 89 ° 49' 21.2 ''), cultural material in medium-high density,
presence of two possibly pre-Hispanic mounds; The TP-9 tower is intended to be located on the largest
mound.
Zone 5: In Acajutla (N 13 ° 36 '09.6' 'W 89 ° 47' 51.7 ''), cultural material in very low density, presence
of several clusters of stone and possible pillage pits; It is not known if the area is intended to locate a
tower, however, the mounds are just inside the easement.
In addition to the Zones that pass to Phase II, areas with a concentration of cultural material were
detected in medium to high density, although without obvious archaeological features in the
surroundings, however, because in these areas it is intended to locate towers which implies Removal

of soils in an area of 10 mx 10 m per tower requires the presence of a professional in archeology at the
time of altering the surface. These sectors are as follows:
Sector 1: in San Pedro Puxtla (N 13 ° 46 '07.5' 'W 89 ° 47' 36.6 ''), concentration of cultural material in
medium-high density; Is intended to locate the tower TP-61.
Sector 2: in San Pedro Puxtla (N 13 ° 45 '48.5' 'W 89 ° 47' 38.3 ''), concentration of cultural material in
low-medium density; Is intended to locate the tower TP-63.
Sector 3: in San Pedro Puxtla (N 13 ° 45 '33.9' 'W 89 ° 47' 43.1 ''), cultural material in low-medium
density along a large area; It is intended to locate TP-65, TP-66 and TP-67 towers.
Sector 4: in Acajutla (N 13 ° 37 '39.2' 'W 89 ° 47' 30.2 '), concentration of cultural material in lowmedium density; It is intended to locate TP-123 and TP-124 towers.
Sector 5: in Apaneca (it was not possible to obtain coordinates; however, it is located in Finca Los
Nogales, and has the tower parking 9 + 709.20), concentration of cultural material in medium density;
Is intended to locate the tower TP-30.
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Due to the archaeological findings that occurred during the tour and, since it is a project in which soil
alterations that could irreparably damage the cultural heritage, a more exhaustive archaeological study
in the areas denominated as Zones 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, by an archaeologist-consultant authorized by the
Ministry of Culture of the Presidency of El Salvador, which contemplates the development of survey
excavations in order to determine whether the materials and traits identified are related to (Or
constitute) cultural assets with archaeological potential that merit rescue, conservation or delimitation
of areas for their preservation.
Likewise, it is required that at the moment of making any alteration of the soil in the so-called Sector
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, described above, the presence of an archaeologist-consultant authorized by the
Ministry of Culture of the Presidency of El Salvador to verify the existence or not of cultural assets that
merit rescue, conservation or delimitation of areas for their preservation in the subsoil.
Finally, for the rest of the trace, it is requested that at the moment of carrying out any alteration of
soils and a fortuitous finding of possible archaeological material, the activities are stopped and
immediate notice is given to the National Directorate of Cultural and Natural Patrimony As established
in articles 67 and 68 of the Regulations of the Special Law for the Protection of Cultural Heritage of El
Salvador.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the result of the survey carried out along the trace, it is considered that it is not feasible to
continue with the process of the "Energia del Pacifico Transmission Line", If we do not have a deeper
archaeological study that helps to discard or confirm the presence of elements of archaeological
interest in the sectors described above.
Massiel Ramos Iglesias
Archaeologist
Consultant
SEE ATTACHMENTS

Photograph 1. Aerial view with the overlapping of the trace, it starts at the Acajutla Plant (point A)
and ends at the La Geo Plant, in Ahuachapán (point B).

Photographs 2 y 3. Concentration of cultural material in Zone 1 of San Pedro Puxtla and Zone 4 of
Ahuachapán, respectively.

Photographs 4 y 5. Mounds of possible archaeological interest in Zone 4 of Ahuachapán, and
Acajutla, respectively.

Analysis of cultural material of superficial collection
For the labeling and identification of the cultural material recovered in this study, the
following codes were created: Transmission Line, Section 3, Zone 1, San Pedro Puxtla, 2016
(LTT3Z1SP16); And Transmission Line, Section 16, Zone 4, Ahuachapán, 2016 (LTT16Z4A16)

The analysis of the archaeological material collected on the surface is as follows:
Origin
Section 3,
Zone 1
San Pedro
Puxtla

Ceramic type

Quantity

Unidentified

1 handle

Unidentified

2 bases

Unidentified

4 Borders

Unidentified

7 Bodies

Unidentified

1 support

Unidentified

1 figurine

Splinters

5

Description

Lytic/Obsidian

Fragment of handle flattened
without decoration, is of medium
paste orange with inclusions of
small pumice in high density.
Flat-bottomed fragments without
decoration, are medium-colored orange
paste with inclusions of pumice and
medium-density coffee pebbles.
1 border slightly everted, with rounded
lip, without decoration, possibly of small
vessel of divergent straight walls; Is of
medium brown color with inclusions of
pumice and small quartz in high density.
2 Borders reversed, with rounded lip,
without decoration, possibly of small
vessels with straight divergent walls; Are
of fine brown paste with inclusions of
very fine pumice in high density. 1
inverted border of rounded lip, without
decoration, possibly of small vessel of
straight converging walls; It is of fine
brown color paste, it does not observe
degreasing.
Bodies without decoration, all of them
are of fine paste to half brown color,
they have inclusions of pumice and very
fine quartz in medium density.
1 slightly conical support, without
decoration, is of fine brown paste, with
inclusions of white particles very fine in
very low density.
A fragment of a zoomorph figurine,
representing the neck, head, eyes and
crest of a Unidentified animal, it is
modeled in dark brown clay with no
apparent inclusions.
Splinters
between 6 and 3
cm long and from
2mm a 1.5 cm

thick. They are
of obsidian gray
color, opaque,
veined and with
much
disturbance.

Section
16,
Zone 4
Ahuachapán

Wreck

7

Wreck of
Obsidian, oscillate
between 2 cm
and 1 cm in
length and 2 mm
to 1.5 cm in
thickness. 3 are of
Obsidian coffee,
lustrous and
translucent; 4 are
obsidian gray,
opaque, veined
and cloudy.

Nuclei worked

2

Razorblade knife

2

Obsidian core
fragments that
have been worked
on and probably
not yet
exhausted. The
largest is 5.5 cm
long and 4.5 wide.
The other is 5 cm
long by 2.5 cm
wide.
Medial
fragments of
irregular razor,
are obsidian
gray, opaque,
veined and
cloudy.

Prismatic pocket
knife

3

Unidentified

2

2 medial
fragments and 1
proximal
fragment of
prismatic razor,
are Obsidian
coffee, lustrous
and translucent.

Fragments of tubular handle, without
decoration; Of medium paste orange,
with inclusions of fine pumice in high
density.

Unidentified

3 Bodies

Unidentified

9 Borders

Unidentified

1 border

Possible Lolotique
Red (dated by Sharer
(1978) for 750 and
400 BC)

1 border

Possible Lolotique
Red (dated by Sharer
(1978) for 750 and
400 BC)

1 border

Navaja irregular

4

Bodies without decoration, from medium
to fine light orange paste with very fine
pumice inclusions in low density.
Borders without decoration: 1 reversed
border with bevelled inside; Of possible
small vessel of divergent straight walls. 1
rounded lip with rounded, very open
vessel (possibly dish). 1 straight lip
reversed border, very open vessel
(possibly dish). 1 reversed border, with lip
slightly reinforced to the interior, of
possible small vessel with divergent
straight walls. 1 reversed border, with
rounded lip, of possible small vessel with
divergent straight walls. 1 lip flattened lip,
possibly of large vessel with divergent
straight walls. 1 reversed border, rounded
lip, of medium vessel with divergent
straight walls. 2 inverted Borders, with
rounded lip, vessels of converging curved
walls and restricted mouth. All of them
have medium brown coffee paste with
inclusions of pumice and small quartz in
medium density.
Inverted border, with rounded lip,
presents an incision line immediately
surrounding the lip in the outer wall. It is
of medium vessel of globular body and
restricted mouth. It is dark brown in
color, it is not observed desgrhandlente.
Border reverted, with rounded lip, shows
remains of dark red slip on the outer wall.
Possibly large vessel with divergent
curved walls. It is friable and medium,
orange color with inclusions of small
pumice in medium density.
Inverted border, with rounded lip,
presents / displays remains of dark red
slip in the external wall. Of fitomorphic
vessel (ayote) of globular body and
restricted mouth (tecomate aided). It is
medium-colored brick orange, with
inclusions of very fine unidentified
whitish particles in low density.
1 proximal
fragment of
irregular gray
Obsidian razor,

opaque, marbled
and cloudy. 3
medial fragments
of irregular razor
of Obsidian
coffee, lustrous
and translucent.
Navaja prismática

3

1 Proximal
fragment of
obsidian irregular
razor-sharp,
translucent razor.
2 medial
fragments of
obsidian gray,
opaque, veined
and cloudy.

Wreck

3

Obsidian
wreck, glossy
and
translucent.

Table 1. Analysis of cultural material recovered according to types
Fragment Type
Handle
Base
Border
Body
Support
Figurine
Obsidian

Quantity
3
2
16
10
1
1
29

Table 2. Consolidated cultural material recovered on surface

Photographs 6 y 7. Fragments of Obsidian nuclei

Photographs 8 y 9. Border, possibly of the type Lolotique Red, from the Middle Preclassic period

Photographs 10 y 11. Fragment of phytomorphic tecomate, possibly of the type Lolotique Red

Photographs 12 y 13. Borders of globular vessels and restricted mouth, characteristic of the
Preclassic period.

Appendix L - Participatory Rural Diagnostic Workshops

PARTICIPATORY RURAL DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHOPS
1.0

INTRODUCTION

The project is an initiative of the company Energía del Pacífico (EDP) to deliver electric power to the
Ahuachapán Substation which is interconnected with the Central American Electricity Interconnection
System (SIEPAC) at 230 kilovolts (kV).
In the framework of the realization of the Environmental Impact Study (EIA) of the Project, the
Participatory Rural Diagnostic (PRD) workshops are carried out. The general objective of the PRD was to
obtain primary information in the community, with a representative group of members of the community,
until arriving at a self-diagnosis of its current situation. Through this exercise, we sought to obtain firsthand
information on the socio-economic and ecological situation of the communities through their active
participation. In addition, it was intended with this activity to identify development opportunities in the
communities, so that the Project could begin to define its social investment program.
From June 21 to June 23, 2016, three PRD workshops were held. The first one was developed in the Centro
Agape, located in the town of Sonsonate, in the municipality of the same name. In this workshop invited
people from the municipalities of Sonsonate and Santo Domingo de Guzmán congregated. The second
workshop was held in the same place mentioned above and invited guests from the municipality of Acajutla.
The third workshop was held in El Jardín de Celeste, located on the Ruta de las Flores, between the towns
of Apaneca and Ataco in the municipality of Ahuachapán. This workshop was attended by invited guests
from the municipalities of Apaneca and Ahuachapán.
In addition, on June 23, a focus group was held in the Municipality of San Pedro Puxtla, where a
presentation of the Project was carried out and the PRD methodology was executed in an abbreviated way,
being able to collect data from the municipality to inform the baseline studies of the Project.
Evidence from the workshops includes photographs and videos.
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The table below presents a summary of the PRD workshops carried out:
Table 1.0. Implementation of the Participatory Rural Diagnostic Workshops
Date

Municipalities Served

Place

of Place of Origin of Number

Realization

the Participants

Participants

of Total number of
participants

Sonsonate
8
Santo Domingo de
Guzmán (Including 8
Cantón Caulote)
3
El Cafetal
Workshop 1:
Santo Domingo de Guzmán
Sonsonate

El Cellice
Hacienda La Pradera
Las Tables
Santa Emilia
Santa Clara
Other
Without answer
Agape
Linda
Km. 63 Road ADESCO
Tuesday
21
Vista
Sonsonate
San
June 2016
Municipality
Salvador
Acajutla
El Salvador
AMA
School / Education
Center
C.E.B.
El
Campamento
Workshop 2: Acajutla
Kilo 2
Kilo 5
Línea Férrea
Lt. El Puerto
Obelisco
U.A.M.
UMM- NA Acajutla
Other
Without answer
Municipality
Ahuachapán
Municipality
Workshop 3: Ahuachapán Jardín de Celeste
Apaneca
Km. 94 Ruta de las
Wednesday 22 and Apaneca
Policía
Nacional
Flores
Civil
(PNC)
June 2016
El Salvador
Casa de la Cultura
Ahuachapán
School Center
MINSDL
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1
1
2
2
1
2
1

29

2
10
2
3
1
2
2
4
2
1
1
2
4
2

38

4
4
3

14

1
1
1
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Date

Municipalities Served

Place

of Place of Origin of Number

Realization

the Participants
Cantón Guachipilín
of
de Cantón Texispulco

Thursday 23 Focus Group: San Pedro de Municipality
San Pedro
June 2016
Puxtla
Puxtla

El Durazno

Participants

of Total number of
participants

1
1

3

1
84

Total
Source: ERM 2016
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2.0

RESULTS OF THE WORKSHOPS

The Workshops had a great attendance, since 81 participants were counted in the 5 municipalities
congregated for the PRD and 3 participants in the case of the focal group realized in San Pedro de Puxtla.
The Workshop with the highest number of attendees was the second, where people from the municipality
of Acajutla attended, counting on a total of 38 participants.
Taking into account that the Workshops were carried out during daytime and weekday, the high degree of
assistance and participation of the population in the activity is positively valued. In the same way, the
participation in the development of the Workshops was broad in the expression of opinions and questions,
mainly around the potential benefits of the Project as well as questions related to the potential impacts that
could cause. All this indicates the degree of interest generated in the participants.
Below are presented, in general terms, a summary of what was collected in each of the Workshops. It is
made the precision that the information has been kept as it was shared in the Workshops, that is, as direct
quotes from the conversations held.
Workshop 1 – Santo Domingo de Guzmán and Sonsonate
The workshop started at approximately 8:55 am, closing at 1:30 pm. It was attended by 29 people from the
municipalities of Santo Domingo de Guzmán and Sonsonate. After a brief introduction by the consultant
team, which indicated the purpose of the Workshop and the importance of the participation of all present
in order to make an accurate characterization of the baseline in the communities of the area of influence,
EDP began its explanation in detail about the Project. Alejandro Alle de Energía del Pacifico (EDP)
welcomed the participants and gave a brief presentation of EDP to give context and place the Project. At
9:10 am Cesar Galdámez took the floor, providing the description of the Project and the key characteristics
of the Project, including information about the route that is being defined and which would pass the
transmission line.
The main activities carried out during the Workshop included mapping resources and services and
opportunities; The development of trend lines (which included an exercise on the use of resources in the
past, present and future); And a dialogue on the main social problems in the municipalities influenced by
the Project and the solutions to these problems. It was attended by technicians and representatives of the
company to provide answers to the questions of the participants, if there were.
A participant from Santo Domingo de Guzman expressed his disagreement with the issues presented in
relation to the problem of the area expressing that "it was not good to talk about the problems if you could
not provide concrete answers to them." She and another assistant retired before the meeting ended.
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Figure 2-1: Santo Domingo de Guzmán and Sonsonate

Resource Map
The first activity developed was the map of the resources that included locating major roads, rivers, streams
or other important bodies of water (i.e. falls), forests and cultivated areas. To do this, the group was divided
into subgroups and assigned a facilitator. Each subgroup had 20 minutes to draw their community and locate
it, and then report to the plenary. Through the development of this map the facilitators asked questions in
order to better understand the context of the area.
Municipality Santo Domingo de Guzmán
Some highlights on the resource map include:


Rivers / Falls:




Agriculture




There are pipelines for the Water, and the irrigation of the crops is done by channel

Forests:




Maize crops (April-May); Maicillo (September-October); Grass (cattle pasture) (April October); Soazo; peppers, tomatoes, beans.

Water:




La Barranca; Tepechapa, Fall Escuco

They pull wood from wooded areas

Economic activities


Clay crafts are made, such as clay pots used to cook beans



Handicrafts are marketed on the market, at fairs
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They can carry about 1,000 pieces to markets to sell. These are sold from $ 1 to $ 3
approximately, depending on the size

Livestock:


Figure 2-2:

As cattle in the area there are cows, a part of the products is for self-consumption, another
part is for marketing .

Municipality of Santo Domingo de Guzmán
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Municipality of Sonsonate
Some highlights highlighted in the resource map include:








Rivers/Falls:


River Cuyuapa



River Quebradona



River Sensunapán



River Julupe



River En Medio



River Los Tubos

Agriculture


There are mixed cropping areas including Livestock, vegetables and basic grains



Areas of sugarcane - Santa Emilia



An area of a poultry farm (Granja Poriosa )

Water:


The parcel of land uses irrigation or gravity system



Communal laundry in the area of El Cafetal street and Hacienda el Saite



Communal wells for the population

Forests:




Zones of trees by the Javio (including mango trees), Granja Poroisa and between Street to
the Tables, Street el Cafetal Monterrico .

Economic activities


Areas of livestock and crops (cane).
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Figure 2-3:

Municipality of Sonsonate

Map of Goods and Opportunities
In this activity the groups made a map where they located times / distances of displacement within the
Municipality.
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Figure 2-4:

Santo Domingo de Guzmán

Figure 2-5:

Sonsonate

Both the Figure above and Figure 2-3 indicate important infrastructure within the Municipality as well as
travel times.
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Trend Lines
This section of the Workshop was conducted as a single group in which facilitators asked questions about
changes in different natural assets such as Water, Forests, air quality, sun, soil and / or crops, etc. The
information collected is presented below as direct quotations of the participants in the Workshops.
Water
How has water changed since before (20 years ago)?


Sonsonate: We can not consider it because the population has grown since then. Quality and
quantity vary, now there is another consumption. [Before] in the colony Santa Julia, there was water
all day, the Lomas de San Antonio area did not exist, now only the water comes from 8 am until 9
am, until the following day.]. That cut of water also extends to other colonies. In the rural area of
Sonsonate - 20 years ago, the rivers were not as polluted as now [not only] because there is more
population, but now there are also more chemicals that get in. There are kidney deficiencies for
this. Before they made wells and the water was good, now not so much.



Santo Domingo: We do not have the quality nor the quantity, the rivers have gone down because
the birth comes from the higher areas, the rivers that are below are drying. With pollution in the
urban area are pouring chemicals in the rural areas as well. It is a problem for people who live
downstream.

Now how is the quality of the water?






In Las Tablas, the water comes tubed and in artesian wells. It is for general use, drinking water.
There are surface wells (8 to 10 meters deep) and deep wells (50 to 60 meters). The artesian wells
are up to 30 meters deep, cleaned every year, every three months, when required.
Depending on the geography, Sonsonate has water resources [however] is not water for human
consumption because it is contaminated by pesticides, and there are also people in the area who do
not use latrine, which also causes pollution of water sources.
When it rains a lot the well floods. Approximately 50% of the population consumes water from the
creek.
The artesian wells have dried. In La Barranca there were people who did not want the water pump,
before a well is given is analyzed, they give sanitary seal to the well.
Three years ago, superficial wells were made. The method of incorporation of waste, the waste is
thrown to rivers, livestock etc. No regulations, no regulations.
Forests

Now how are the Forests?






There are small isolated parts (10 apples, and there is no forest in Sonsonate). The use of
the forest is mixed - it is commercialized, it is used for crops.
Agricultural sector - the cane sector is the one that has violated the most, the timber
sector has already fallen. Deforestation, contribute to the removal of animals
They use burning to renew the soil, and a lot of chemistry is used, the farmer no longer
wants to work hard.
There is a law that prohibits the use of chemicals (in the last 4 year) as the chemicals
reach the aquifer.
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Before how were the Forests?




The tree for furniture etc., are no longer known, before they existed, but it is the first thing that
goes.
Electricity companies have cut down trees, have not taken into account reforestation programs.
We have not had a law that supports the common law, with national spaces. There is no protection
for the national good. You can see a person raping an area of the state and the police do nothing.
The institutionality of logging is not regulated.
Air

Now how's the air?





Completely contaminated by chemicals, burning.
Respiratory diseases, children, flu, bronchitis, do not take advantage of the wind like mills etc.
Kidney deficiency - those who are working on cane.
We have an epidemic of influenza by the climate, we create ourselves an unhealthy environment,
for example the walls in the houses are of sheets and they become an oven. There is a climate
change, companies have much to do, and the same farmers too, there should be more awareness

Has there been any change in the air compared to before (20 years ago)?


If there has been a shift towards the air of less quality.

How do you think air quality could be in the future?
 They could be less years of life [for the population]. In the future, it will get worse, the lungs of
the earth are forests, they shoot chemicals with small planes. It makes us more vulnerable. Those
who suffer most are children and the elderly, we are affected by the fruit. Cane growers are only
interested in profits (to kill the weeds they use the chemicals and then burn them at harvest.
Sun
What do they use the sun for?


Drying clothes, there is solar energy, for us it is [a resource] important for crops etc.
Soil and / or Crops

How is the situation of the soils / property?


Illegal settlement. It seems normal that many people use the banks of the river to live, in marginal
areas.



We have a society used and also leadership exploited, people living on the banks were taken to live
there. They accustomed our people. They are the first to receive and need help when there is a
natural disaster, in larger places. No one now owns settlers.
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Livestock
How is livestock in the area?


It's for meat and for milk. Very few incipient livestock.

How was the livestock before?


There were more livestock than today.
Goods and Services

What kind of services are there in the community and how are they?


Hunting is illegal - sometimes they find rabbits, not many species.



Tourism - In the town of Sonsonate is implementing the tourist area, we are trying to exploit it, we
have a historical park, culture ... we want to show the improvement that has been and promote
cultural tourism focused.



In Santo Domingo, there are crafts.



They exploit the natural resource for tourism - the falls (the falls) of Santo Domingo .
Health

How is health / what are the diseases here?


In nutrition, there are health problems kidney failure.



The chikungunya - leaves him injured from diseases.



Kidney failure.



Zika- is likely [to exist] but we do not differentiate [between zika and another disease]. Always
diagnose dengue fever.



The medical attention is deplorable. To get to the health unit takes you from 6 am to 7 pm. In San
Salvador [for example] a man died waiting to be attended. I went into an operation at 6 am and was
attended the next day at 6 am [24 hours later].

How was the medical attention before?


Many protested before but never lacked medicine. We passed the doctor but there is no medicine.
We are worse. Before they were hospitals now they are traces.

How will the state of health / disease in the future?


We run to extremes. We have social security, we complain. We do not have social security, we
complain.



In reality, there have been good health programs, such as the ECOS (Community Health and Family
Specialized Teams) (health program towards the cantons).

Problems and Solutions
What are the main problems in the community?


There is a lot of individual negligence, although the organizations are orienting, the people always
do what they want. They do not care. It depends on one striving to make things better.
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Rebellion.



If our communities were better educated it would be better, as long as the human being is ignorant
better for the government. So [with education] they can improve their health.



Seven years ago, there was a 2021 plan [National Education Plan 2021]. There are problems with
education, is concerned with giving the stationery to the director so that they do not put it missing,
is focusing on planning and not practice.



Pino law - before the teachers could be sios or bad with the child. You can not push me, education
risk is more complicated, now a teacher can not punish a student.

What, in your opinion, would be the solutions to them?


Community organization.



Involve the different sectors the sense of working on the issues.



That the government gives them information etc., so that the problem can be solved.



Education and health.



Parents do not take responsibility for the chores of children, everything is put on the teacher.



Gangs - they will go to school if they are no longer in the gang.

Workshop 2 – Acajutla
The workshop started at approximately 3:00 pm, closing at 5:30 pm. The Municipality participated. Like
the workshop of the morning, the technical team / consultant of the Project EDP, ERM and Capital Natural
made the presentations. It started by explaining the objectives of the workshop and followed up with the
respective presentations.
The activities and methodology used are the same as in the previous workshop. Since all the participants
were from the Municipality of Acajutla, they were divided in two groups for each group to be able to realize
the map of resources and the map of goods and services respectively.
The main questions that emerged during the course of the workshop were:


The potential impacts of the Project (it was explained that the impacts would be dealt with in a
subsequent workshop, that the impact assessment activity has not yet been carried out).



Understanding how compensation was for affected families (GRIS, the consultant in charge of
negotiating and buying the land, intervened and explained that the process of identifying families
located close to the line of transmission was being carried out)



Some clarifications on the technical specifications of the towers to be installed
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Figure 2-6:

Workshop Acajutla

Map of Resources
Some main points on the map include:


School N. Acajutla from first to sixth grade, an approximate of 250 students in the school.



Churches:


Assembly of God (Asamblea de Dios)



Holy Family (Sagrada Familia)



FOSALUD – Works 24 hours all kinds of emergencies, is the health unit



Association of Entrepreneurial Women of Acajutla (Asociación de Mujeres Emprendedoras de
Acajutla) (ADEDMEA)



Acajutla Development Association (Asociación de Desarrollo de Acajutla)



Tourism Desk (Mesa de Turismo)



ISSS Clinic - Social Security



Artisanal Dock



San Rafael Winery - Cultural Heritage



San Roque Winery - Cultural Heritage
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Pier vestiges at sea - cultural heritage



Union Offices



Commerce



Gastronomy (gastronomic sector)



Commercial Fishing -



Forest area - to the north (Kilo 5)

Figure 2-7:

Acajutla – Town centre

Map of Goods and Opportunities
In this activity the groups made a map where they located times / distances of displacement to main
infrastructure within the Municipality.
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Figure 2-8:

Main Infrastructure and Distances - Acajutla (Zone outside the Town Center)
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Trend Lines
Water
How has water changed since before (20 years ago)?


In the rural area "Agua Viva" project, there is more access to the water.



Access through water per well has improved.

Now how is the quality of the water?


Water tubed



Well water



Water of river



Water birth



Cantareras: public cry (it has base to put pitcher)



The participants state that the water (of public network) is not fit for human consumption, however,
health representative says that the water is fit for human consumption and that the health unit does
the monitoring



For the black waters



Low water level but is minimal, in the lower part of Acajutla the change is minimal



From Santa Rosa up all the water is from well



There is no quality control - the water is drunk directly from the river
Forests

Now how are the Forests?


To make sugar cane



The Santa Rosa area, there is an agreement for cutting and sowing



Ministry of Environment



Santa Rosa del Coyol is a Forests / pasture zone



Sugar cane, maize, is produced by companies



Production of rice, macillo (sip), sugar cane
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Aire
Now how's the air?


You can smell the smell of Duke Energy, you can smell the processing plant to compost, you can
feel the molasses.



# 1 respiratory illnesses - flu-like flus.



For 15 years, the contamination, let's hope this plant does not contaminate as much as the others.



Increased kidney deficiency because they fumigated without using any kind of personal protection.

How was the air before?


The Municipality has been deforested by the development of the industry, housing construction.
Sun

What do they use the sun for?


To dry the clothes



The sowing of corn



Maicillo (sorghum)



Not much solar panel installation



In "La 70" they installed solar panels in 18 houses by the company ECOS
Soil and / or Crops

How is the situation of the soils / property?


Land tenure is particular, most are not owners, but those who live there are settlers.
Ladrillera: in San pedro Belén, there is clay to make cements -Metapán (company Holcim)
Livestock

How is livestock in the area?


Livestock area, graze on the boulevard, mainly for meat, dairy



People buy from the "coyote" who buys milk from cattle ranchers
Goods and Services

What kind of services are there in the community and how are they?


Restaurant sector



Acajutla Municipality- tourism is mainly natural historical



Protected Area Los Cobanos - coral reef



Bodega San Rafael



Vestiges of the Dock



Gastronomic offer
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Bone Designs - Seafood



Coconut crafts



Beaches

Has there been any change in tourism since before?


Yes, there has been change, in the 80's the main beach of Acajutla was flourishing, now no longer so
much.



Restaurants are located in the gastronomic sector. It had decayed and then went up [again]
Health

How is health / what are the diseases here?


Now the approach is preventive, education we want to reduce maternal and child mortality, has been
reduced. There are health promoters, in places where they did not arrive before. Now they arrive.

How was the medical attention before?


Before it was curative [rather than preventive].
Problems and Solutions

What are the main problems in the community?


Education - there is enough desertion, there are families that have to move, there is no university., When
they finish, the young people go to Sonsonate or San Salvador.



Beyond secondary / high school there.



As municipality, there are like 40 schools.



There is disinterest on the part of young people who do not want to excel.



There are no jobs. Lack of employment / lack of economic opportunities - young people are cutting
grass on the haciendas.



There are no technicians.



Remittances sometimes cause problems. People no longer want to work because they expect
remittances.
Early pregnancy



There are laws that sanction, but the laws do not apply. The problem is governmental.



Family breakup



Legal framework is not met



Corruption exists



An elder impregnates a 12-year-old girl, and no one denounces, then one does not get justice,



There is no culture of reporting - or [babies born of early pregnancy are gang members, girls are
threatened by relatives of gang members.
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What, in your opinion, would be the solutions to them?


Education, start the education in the home.



Sex education in schools.



Older gentlemen who want to have their babies in cases of risky pregnancies



National laws - Acajutla is built poorly, there was no master plan there is no planning.



We need a local comprehensive master plan.



Master plan that integrates, woman, education, economic, right now Acajutla has no direction.
Workshop 3 – Apaneca and Ahuachapán

The workshop started at approximately 10:30 am, closing at approximately 2:30 p.m. Representatives and
population of the municipalities of Apaneca and Ahuachapán, including the PNE, the municipalitys and
others were counted on the participation. The technical team / consultant of the Project, made the
presentations of the case and then began with the planned activities of the workshop.
Key activities during the workshop included mapping resources and services and opportunities; The
development of Trend Lines (including the use of key resources of the area in the past, present and future)
or the problems and solutions that the community identifies in its municipalitys. During the course of the
workshops participants were encouraged to participate and technicians and representatives of the company
were present in order to provide answers to participants' questions.
The participants were divided into two groups (Apaneca and Ahuachapán, respectively) to work in parallel
with the programmed activities.
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Figure 2-9:

Apaneca Group Developing Resource Map and Goods and Services

Map of Resources
Some key points that emerged during the development of the Map of Resources and goods and opportunities
included:
Ahuachapán


Ahuachapán – Ciudad de los Ausoles



Ruta de las flores and Los Ausoles



Tilapia / mojarra hatchery (approximately 3 km from the center of Ahuachapán)


Tilapia project was promoted by the municipality, started about 6 years ago (c. 2010)



Tilapia sells for $ 1.50 / lb



Every year this pond is cleaned



Water for irrigation



Place of cultural importance = Arco Duran, following the model of the arc of triumph in Paris.



There is a lot of Agriculture in the area
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Coffee zone is private



From February to November is the production of coffee.



Products grown are sugar cane, maize and beans, rice



Use of water resources in the area: The clothes are washed in the river, sometimes we fish in the river
too.



La Cabor (has two cantons)



Los Encuentros / River del Pezo - basic grains are sown.



There is coconut production.



They use mills (old Spanish colonial hacienda to process the cane).



The nearest health center is 15 km (on foot).



Biosphere Reserve (Apaneca Llamatepec): Tacubita, La Nonal, Zuntecumat





Fish / Forests trees



Felling is prohibited



When the Municipality finds out that there is felling, they put into practice the municipal
ordinances



Animals that exist within the reserve include (boar-armadillo), rabbit, deer.



Hunting exists, but it is not a major activity. Varies between for consumption / marketing,
although participants point out that marketing is prohibited

Crafts are done / coffee seeds are used in handicrafts


There are places where the products are sold



Most handicrafts are made by women



Production of vegetables



El Corredor Seco - corn, beans, sorghum, tomato is planted



El Espino



There is a lot of malnutrition in the Corredor Seco, there was a fungus that affected the coffee crops,
and finally had an effect on the children



There are nutritional surveillance projects



Problems


No job



There was drought



There is delinquency, but it is minimal



There is a lot of migration from other areas. People come to have a safe place to live (Lourdes,
Colon).



The Municipality is among the 27th most secure Municipalitys to live. There are also people coming
from Guatemala.



Overall the Municipality has improved in the last 20 years.



The Livestock takes place; Is for self-consumption and the surplus is marketed.
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There are associations of communal development, the function of these is to manage the projects that
are going to be developed in the community


There are two associations of women "Gardenias", "Mujeres Campesinas", there is also the
"Asociación Amiga " and another one that does not remember the name with more with 35
members



At the departmental level, there is the Cafetaleros Association (Asociación Cafetaleros)



FUNDESYRAM - have environmental orientation with issues of sustainability, and programs
so that people can be self-sustaining



Feed the Children / IMEN
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Figure 2-10:

Map of Ahuachapán
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Figure 2-11:

Map of Apaneca

Map of Goods and Opportunities
The participants included in their maps the relevant resources, the main infrastructure within the
Municipalities as well as times of displacement in the Municipality of Ahuachapán in the same map of
resources, as seen in the previous figures.
Trend Lines
Water
Now how is the quality of the water?
Apaneca


The water comes from a sector of Ataco, cistern 100% of the Town Center of the hill Echecopec, in
rural area (Laguna Verde) is the Laguna Verde the main source. The water of the birth La Gloria is
great - good quality. 1,200 m³ is controlled by ANDA (National Association of Aqueducts and Sewers).
Water eyes, also of good quality, depends on how the community cares for them.



In the high zone, there is not much pollution the water that is born of the mountains, of the Lagoons
Las Ninfas. Mineral water charge, all water has to go through pump.
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In the municipality, there are water boards (ADESCO) are testing the water every 2-3 months is sent
to ANDA. You see how much chlorine has etc. There is no shortage of water. Last year in a
community [the population] stated that the water was drying up.



In November, December water springs again in some declaring communities is declining. Sometimes
the flow drops. The Laguna de las Ninfas - supposed to supply some places. Not so much anymore.
There is greater water consumption, there is population growth. The lagoon is in a dangerous
position, tends to overflow. The Laguna Verde is in today, the Ninfas, it has more sedimentary load, it
has dam, that lagoon supplied all Apaneca.
Ahuachapán



The quality is good, but there is a process of chlorination and sensitization in the rural area. El Espino
Lagoon - super contaminated according to the last studies, an increase in the contamination due to
compost, bleach.



There are around 19 communities. It is a risk to the health of people, if they do not have water in their
house they take the lagoon. It gives them diarrhea, intestinal parasites, preventing with deworming
campaigns.



There is a risk of flooding.



Water discharges are being worked with water joints. They are areas of water recharge, there are
many wells that need to be exploited due to lack of resources.



Near La Geo, in Colonia Carmen, administered by water boards, are being dried up by deforestation.
There are communities that do not yet have access to water.



The municipal pipes have to send every two days. There are parasites such as intestinal amoebae.



The water tank in San Rafael, ANDA does not clean it, animals go out etc., when the water comes
back in rainy season, the water is full of mud, ANDA is neglected in that aspect.



They have been cleared around, due to the deforestation in 10 years have disappeared 10 colonies
(1200 people per colony) is generated dirt, the water that consumes in Ahuachapán is contaminated.

How do you see the quality of water in the future (20 years)??
Apaneca


More afforestation is needed, it is the same trend, but amplified. There are 29 cantons and water is not
enough for everyone. In the Corredor Seco [where there was drought], there are several communities
without water. The municipality is working on the studies, working with the water boards, training the
boards.



If the water law comes in El Salvador, Ahuachapán has a lot of diversity.



There is growth by migration plus security people want to live there, and also population growth.
Some come to work others to see that there is. It is in the commercial line of Guatemala.



Deforestation is a serious problem. The water is rationed. In the area of the hacienda the labor, by
deforestation the flow of the water source, has diminished increased to the climatic change.



In the week, water falls 2 or 3 days nothing else.



In urban areas falls almost every day, in communities feel more.



Black Waters? - In the Town Center of Apaneca the hull there is a treatment system, but it is not
enough. The black waters go in tubing and there is treatment plant, waters sometimes served in the
streets.
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Ahuachapán


The waters go to the Mill by the natural drainage. Rural people have wells
Forests

Now how are the Forests?


Apaneca- There are areas in the mountain range where there is much forest, there are always families
who like of live on wood. Here there are cypress, pine (varied), gravilea - big tree gives enough
wood, redwood, Forests are maintained.



Shade trees (like coffee) are few.



They are working on reforestation projects (5,000) trees.



The construction of cabins - built in the forest or in the lagoon, have felled trees ... are cutting 50
apples of forest on a hill, trees that are very old.



The Environment is the one that deals with the permits.

How will Forests be in the future (20 years)?


How will Forests be in the future (20 years)?



Deforestation is dangerous for Apaneca.



The area of the Laguna Verde (is protected area).



The environmental unit - the big problem is that people have permits from the government, but not
from the municipality, therefore, they go from the municipality to check and have permits (they can
not do much).



At the nation level, there is regulation (of felling). There used to be rural police.



The problems of the permissions are due to there is no coordination between entities.



The municipalities do not have an ordinance for felling. They do not want to exercise.



Ministry of Environment gives trees, but also grants permits.



Someone of repute arrives and they already have permission.



On June 5, they donated more than 10,000 trees in Ahuachapán to plant.



If the municipalities had the power for each tree cut down, 10 deforestation would decrease.



The law prohibits the felling of certain species.



The felling for firewood is the permission of the Municipality, they give you the paper and nobody
supervises. Office at national level is called OPAMSS. We have someone to regulate, but not who
supervises.
Aire

Now how's the air?



Apaneca – Has not changed much, we do not have factories that pollute.
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Ahuachapán – Before the air was cleaner, deforestation, fuelwood consumption, producing has
increased fuelwood consumption by 80-90%. The air suffers from the need of people in precarious
areas.



Vehicular fuel flow that is used has a lot of lead. There is a law that regulates, but there is no way to
regulate. The problem of the markets, brick factories around; Around Ahuachapán is that they take
the wood out of areas where there is forest.



Air pollution causes throat problems, bronchial asthma.
Sun

What do they use the sun for?


Ahuachapán – Farmers take advantage of rainwater and the sun to make production necessary .



Where they grow vegetables.



To dry the clothes.



Solar panels are being used, not to the amount they should, but they are used.



School center by Tacuba, computer center, the only source of supply, solar clock, the only part where
I've seen that.



PRESANCA (Regional Food and Nutrition Security Program), Mi Casita initiative promotes different
themes of maternal and child, we talk about eco technologies, organic fertilizers, eco-fires (to reduce
the use of firewood) to educate people the benefits of solar panels.
Students are taught how to make solar cookers. If the use of solar panels was promoted at the national
level, it would be nice.

What will the use of the sun look like in the future?


It would be a boom to use solar energy for tourism, there are only three small villages that have no
light.



One of the schools in Monte Sagrado has large solar panel for the computer center is the only one that
exists, people no longer have the ability to give you maintenance.



Solar energy projects have to go hand in hand with the educational approach.

Soil and / or Crops
How is the situation of the soils? How was it before?


Ahuachapán –Different types of sugar cane, coffee, are made for studies to determine which type of
crop is the best. The Association of farmers, they are taken their produce to other places, as
agricultural practices do the burning of the grass etc., which affects the soil, affects the production.
The municipality is promoting new practices to protect soils such as organic agriculture.



Coffee crops have declined by 50%, due to the value of coffee, the descendants of the coffee growers
have migrated, the cocoa is being planted, production is stopped when they no longer receive the
support.



Apaneca – The practices are no longer as before, the agronomist engineers say what it is like and it is
done, the farms have disappeared.
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Goods and Services
What kind of services are there in the community and how are they?


Honey production - Taltapanca and San Ramón



The cottages they have built are only used on weekends



Ruta de las Flores is from Tacuba to Sonsonate



Apaneca - Is identified by its hotels, restaurants. Ahuachapán for its culture, tourism is at the route
level.



Ahuachapán - There is more culture, they have sites like the central park La Concordia, its historical
origin, the Menéndez Park, the Duran Arch, the Espino Arch and the thermal Waters (Santa Teresa).
People from France arrive [for the thermal Waters].

How do you see future tourism (20 years)?


They see it as something that is going to thrive.



The second largest economy in the country is tourism.



The interesting thing is that it is people from other places that brings the tourism.
Health

How is health / what are the diseases here?
Apaneca


Hypertension problems



Children and youth - diarrheal, respiratory,



Elderly - hypertension, sedentary lifestyle



Malnutrition, population in general. What is attributed? To poverty.

Ahuachapán


We received several NGOs, they came to Apaneca, they had the chick, they ate it and we are used
to receiving help [NGO, who came by donating chickens and instead of raising more chickens,
most people ate chicken]. People take out sells their products, cucumber etc. Sell it and do not buy
healthy food, sell the eggs do not eat them, receive help, but then do nothing with what they receive.
Within a project always has to go the educational component.



Boys and girls - suffer from respiratory problems, acute, intestinal parasitism, malnutrition, guyatepe,
there are children with low weight in the biosphere.



Women - Regional Food Security Program - suffer from obesity, diabetes, cholesterol, triglycerides



Men- high blood pressure, prostate.

How were health / diseases before?


Before there were people 150-170 cm (size) are now smaller.
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High incidence of pregnancy in adolescents
Problems and Solutions

What are the main problems in the community?


Overpopulation, there are women who only think about getting pregnant.



Child prostitution is taking place - from 11 or 12 years I am comprised of a 9 year old. They start to
want to dress better, it is sneaky, it is not seen, but it happens - it is due to lack of education



Unemployment - in Apaneca there are no job opportunities, many young ladies go to work in homes,
looking for the easiest.



Although if there is work there are people who do not like to work, it is hard to find people who are
hardworking



How do they survive if they do not want to work? Policies of the state, before there was a matter in
moral values and family planning, no longer.



Before people get used to consuming what was in the thing, children no longer want to eat beans,
blackberry is very bitter.



Something that has affected in Apaneca, coffee break, October, November, since the coffee fell
besides the tourism (that arose later) then only worked in October and November.



Something more that has altered the way of life, are the remittances, they have become accustomed in
Ahuachapán, they work in the time of coffee cutting, and in the time of no cut, they live of the
remittances; Receive between $ 60- $ 100 a week in remittances. They give them transportation, food
and even do not want to go and cut coffee.

What, in your opinion, would be the solutions to them?


The education.



New jobs, the generation of dynamic jobs, that encourage people to work the collaboration of all
actors, NGOs, government, communities, we would help poverty and increase the educational level.
In every municipalitys it would be wonderful. Training, new jobs, but also training, restaurants,
hortales, hotels, the training part would greatly help that men do not get into trouble, gangs.



Inciding, echoing our rulers, give a lot of money to young people who do not work: give me the
ability, do not give me the money.



There were bakeries workshops etc. They no longer exist.



There were workshops in Santa Ana where young people came to learn different trades, now they are
ninis (neither work, nor study).



Now the children give them everything.



The program My First Job (Mi Primer Empleo) - sometimes asks for experience, but you have to be
more flexible with young people



INSAFORP [Salvadoran Institute for Personal Training] - to prepare young people in different jobs
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Focus Group – San Pedro Puxtla
On June 23, 2016 at approximately 4:00 pm the ERM team carried out a focus group in the municipality of
San Pedro Puxtla, which consisted of a brief introduction to the Project and in turn to achieve a better
understanding of the environment, And social and cultural aspects in the Municipality to complement the
project's baseline.
The questions that arose during the presentation of the Project were related to the resettlement of families
located near the transmission line, as well as the potential benefits to the community. Regarding the first
question, the ERM team informed the participants that an agreement would have to be reached with the
owners, however, that this issue was timely out of the scope of the work that was being carried out by ERM
and that there was a company , GRIS, which was dedicated to seeing cases of resettlement. Likewise, it was
explained that the benefits of the Project could only be established in a more specific way at a later stage.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, usually in this type of projects the most frequent benefits are given in the
construction phase of the Project, and could include temporary work opportunities, such as the contracting
of local services if necessary.
The participants demonstrated great interest and participation in the focus group, understanding that the
information provided by them would be incorporated into the Project's Environmental Impact Study.
Likewise, they showed great interest in attending the Impact Workshop where they would be specifically
discussing the potential impacts of the Project, and could ask more specific questions.
The activity was developed using the scheme (in an abbreviated way) established for the Participatory Rural
Diagnosis Workshop. We proceeded with the development of a community map where the main areas of
resource utilization, main roads and important communities were located within the Municipality of San
Pedro Puxtla.
Map of Resources
Some clarifications provided during the development of the Map of Resources / services and opportunities
included:


In the Second Zone (see map), there is no tourism / no handicrafts;



In San Pedro Puxtla there are no places where people go for walks / weekends so many people go to
Apaneca or Acajutla to walk;



There is no trace (market) in San Pedro Puxtla. The nearest trail (market) is in Sonsonate at about 45
min / 17 km approximately, depending on vehicular traffic. There is also the nearest place to buy fuel;
and,



There is no cultural heritage.

Water


The water in the area in general is good, especially on the high side.



From San Pedro to below, the quality of the water is low (as you progress down river, the quality of
the water is diminished).



Before the water was not so polluted.



Texiculpo (see map) has water pipe



From birth (see map) is the water source



No mitigation measures
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General cleaning of the river was made.



They add poison to the river, insecticides, chemicals too.



There is debris on the river.



People throw things on the river.
Sun



There are no solar panels



The sun is for crops and for drying clothes
Forest



In the coffee-growing area, people do not need permission to harvest firewood, the law generally does
not apply in places where permission to firewood is required



The wealthy are not subject to the same restrictions. Twenty years ago, yes. [The general sentiment
expressed by the participants was that if someone comes with money they can do what they want and
nobody tells them anything].



The water is maintained by the forests.
Soils



Basic grains, vegetables, coffee and orange groves are planted by Rosario (see map).
Education



There is less work now compared to before.



Young people can study until high school, there is no university or technical school .

Health/ Diseases
Major diseases and / or problems include:


Chinkunguya



Dengue



An anthrax2 report was given (cattle disease)



Diarrhea.



Children suffer from bronchi.



There is malnutrition / most malnutrition is in the rural part (Huachipilín, El Durazno)

On the other hand, as reported by the participants, the Municipality of San Pedro Puxtla is making efforts
to combat these problems.

2

Anthrax in cattle is a highly contagious infectious disease.

http://www.elsalvador.com/articulo/comunidades/mag-sospecha-que-muerte-ganado-union-seria-antrax-82163
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Figure 2-8:

San Pedro Puxtla

Problems and Solutions


FUNDESYRAM – NGOs that supported a lot in home gardens, but have already withdrawn from the
area



They need to be given concrete support so that the family can be sustained and improved



Pochero farms



Main issues: employment



We do not receive support



Young people do not continue their studies



Some of the young people migrate to San Salvador



There are about 20-30 families who have come from San Salvador and other Municipalities to San
Pedro Puxtla since life is more peaceful.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Transmission Line Project is an initiative of the company Energía del Pacifico to deliver
electrical power to the Ahuachapán Substation (SE) which is interconnected with the Central
American Electricity Interconnection System (SIEPAC) 230 kilovolts (kV) .
Within the framework of the Project's Environmental Impact Study (EIA), the Rural
Participatory Assessment (DRP) workshops are held with the objective of establishing a
baseline on the situation of the populations in the affected area of the Project. This is done in
relation to the use of space and natural resources, as well as to identify potential and
constraints for the development of activities oriented to conservation and sustainable
development in the area.
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2 OBJECTIVES
2.1

GENERAL

2.2 The general objective of the DRP is the direct obtaining of primary information, of
"field", in the municipalities and with a representative group of members of them, until
arriving at a self-diagnosis. This exercise seeks to obtain inputs for the elaboration of the
Baseline of the Communities that are within the area of influence of the Project.

2.3 SPECIFIC
2.2.1 Obtain firsthand information on the socio-economic and ecological
situation of the area of influence of the Project through the active
participation of the population. It is intended that the population itself
diagnose and provide information about their communities.
2.2.2 Identification of development opportunities of the communities in which
the Project is based.
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3 PARTICIPANTS
Participants in the realization of the Participatory Rural Diagnosis are :






The members of the community who participate as experts on living conditions in
the area of study. Usually they know their reality better than anyone else. The
workshop will be attended by leaders and leaders of the communities in the direct
area of influence of the Transmission Line. Their presence will be guaranteed,
providing safe transportation, and inviting them a week in advance, so that they can
have time to plan their presence at that event.
The team of technicians who direct the DRP; Its role is to facilitate the use of
participatory tools and discussion with all participants. Their technical knowledge is
complementary to local knowledge.
Other professionals, extensionists and technicians who work in the area on the part
of the Project and who can also contribute to the exercise.

It is expected that the team of technicians facilitated by the DRP will be made up of
ERM-Capital Natural professionals and supported by EDP personnel. These will be
identified at the beginning of the workshop and will briefly describe their professional
experience. The following is the team that will participate in DRPs:
ERM-Capital Natural:
 Manuel Román,
 Isolina Sánchez, Sociologist / Social Coordinator.
 Carlos Reyes, Sociologist, Community Participation / Logistics Specialist
 Jose Gerardo Rivas Marroquin, Facilitator / Technical / Community Participation /
Logistics
ENERGÍA DEL PACÍFICO
 César Galdámez.
 Felipe Mazzini
 Brenda Lovato, Specialist in Community Participation
The team of technicians or facilitators should, to the extent possible, encourage the
participation of men and women. Even where cultural barriers to interaction between
women and men are not very strong, women often resort to technicians or extensionists of
the same sex. This increases participation and results is more complete and close to reality.
Also the multidisciplinary nature of the team is important, so a team composed of both
environmental and social specialists is convenient.
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4 METHODOLOGY

There are two moments in the realization of the workshops with different tasks :
a) Stage prior to DRP




Preparation of the DRP methodological proposal;
Socialization of the proposal within the Project Technical Team; and
Training of the Project Team in the management of the methodological tools to be
used in DRPs.
b) In the DRP










Motivation of the participants;
Explanation of DRP objectives;
Brief presentation of the DRP content;
Formation of working groups for the use of methodological tools;
Working groups, having as facilitators the members of the Project Technical Team;
Presentation of the work of groups in a plenary session;
Commitment to return information through a document that would constitute a
management tool; and
Identification of potential resources for ecotourism.

The information you want to obtain mainly refers to general data such as:











History of the sector;
Mapping the sector;
Evaluation of natural resources;
Productive activities;
Commercialization;
Social organization of the sector;
Basic services;
Migration;
Presence of institutions; and
Gender.

In a collateral manner and to complement the data of the Socioeconomic Diagnosis,
information will also be collected on the social, economic, access to health services,
infrastructure and security in the communities. Below is a brief description of the activities
that are intended to be carried out and the purpose of the activities:

Activity
Topic
1.
Knowing
the Questions and answers on
Transmission Line Project
the main questions that
arise about the Project
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Purpose
Clarify the doubts and
questions people have
regarding the Project

Activity
2. Ethnographic Map

3. Trend Lines

4. Institutional Diagram

Topic
Very complete map in
which you can locate the
main infrastructure of the
community,
housing,
productive
areas
and
natural resources among
others.
Gather information on
trends in recent years or in
three categories: "before,
today, after."

Purpose
Create a shared conception
about the current situation
of the community in terms
of
its
potential
and
limitations with respect to
the development of the
Project.
Identify what perspectives
women and men have of
the community for the
future, in various aspects of
their development.

Diagram / graph of
relationships
in
the
community.
Identify
internal and external actors
in the area.

Identify activities within
the community of different
groups and internal and
external bodies.

4.1 KNOWING THE PROJECT OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE
At this moment, it is intended to present and verify the perceptions of the community about
the Project. Among others, the following questions will be asked:
What information does the project community have? Do you have questions or doubts about
it?
Do you know similar projects? Do you understand the need for power transmission?
How does the community see the arrival of the Project??
4.2 MAP OF USE OF RESOURCES:
The maps can show the community as a whole or a specific topic that requires more
attention, ie a forest, orchard, forest plantation or agricultural plots. The maps show where
resources are located, the activities of men, women and both, problems and opportunities.
The following describes some of the aspects that are intended to be located in these maps:

-

-

-

ERM

Water: Sources of supply for human consumption and for others (eg, animal);
Condition of water (if it is drinkable, if they believe it is contaminated, if they buy
water for drinking, etc.); Distribution (hose, shafts); Availability of water by season
(summer and winter), use of the same and amount of the resource they use
approximately.
Forest: Type of forest (i.e. broadleaf, pine); Existence of protected areas, reserves,
areas of special interest to them; Exploitation of the forest by the community, use of
the resource by agents external to the community, level of deforestation, agricultural
burning practices and pastoral.
Sun: Use of the sun (i.e. for the generation of energy, drying of agricultural products
such as coffee, basic grains).
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-

-

Soil: Agricultural use (ie, soil conservation techniques in agricultural production,
main crops), building materials (adobe, ballast, colors to paint houses), land tenure
(eg own, rented, crops).
Environmental Goods and Services: Find out details on possible hunting, fishing,
fruit and seed collection, medicinal plants, food plants, mini-hydro.

4.3 TREND LINES








The study of trends in demography, diseases, schooling and natural resources will
enable the DRP:
Identify what perspectives women and men have of the community for the future, in
various aspects of their development;
Show that the development of the community is a process and not a static
photograph of the moment;
Integrate key changes into a community profile;
To facilitate the identification of problems intrinsic to the community;
Initiate the prioritization of opportunities that the community should consider; and
It allows to focus the attention of the community towards changes over time, positive
or negative, in terms of the use of resources and traditional management practices
and try to discern the possibilities of overcoming current difficulties.

Type of information collected
The team will collect trend information in recent years or in three categories: "before, today,
after". The processes that the DRP community and team consider important vary from place
to place, but certain trends are always important, such as changes in water availability, soil
loss and fertility, deforestation and plantations, grazing and Availability of land,
employment rates, food production and population changes.

Resource

Before

Now

After

Future

Forest
Water
Crops
Etc.

4.4 INSTITUTIONAL DIAGRAM
There are various local and external institutions and "actors" involved in the life of each
community: government agencies, citizen participation groups, committees, women's
groups, churches, clubs, schools, cooperatives, among others.
The institutional diagram helps:
 Identify activities within the community of different internal and external groups
and agencies and how they contribute to community development;
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Know how men and women perceive these institutions and participate in decision
making;
Identify the relationships between institutions, creating a diagram of institutional
importance and their interactions; and
Identify the need for the presence or support of new institutions; Not yet present
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5 ORGANIZATION AND CALL

The DRP requires good programming and preparation to ensure greater participation of
community members. In this sense has taken into account the seasons of much work and
agricultural cycles. In order to have an effective participation of both men and women, the
call has adapted to its schedule, consulting with the participants nine days in advance.
The criterion that has been used for the location of the meeting place is its physical and
social accessibility. That is, a space where communities can reach without investing more
than an hour in the displacement and that socially it is cozy and pleasant. For this reason
they have chosen places located in the own community.
The selection of materials and documents is also an important aspect in the preparation of
the DRP. This will ensure that the results are well documented and accessible to both the
DRP team and stakeholders in the community. Considering that electric energy will be
available, the Data Show and the flip chart will be used as techniques for the development of
the workshop.
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6 GENERATING QUESTIONS
For the techniques to be used during the DRP (map, trend lines, institutional diagram)
different questions will be asked to start the discussion. It is intended to obtain the inputs
required to complement the baseline of the Environmental Impact Study. In addition, it
seeks to identify potential community development opportunities.
TOPIC / AREA
1. Social

2. Economic

3. Infrastructure

4. Health

5. Security

6. Use of resources

ERM

QUESTIONS
Existing CSOs?
NGOs working and what projects do they develop?
State Programs
Do you consider that the school is very retired from your
home? Why?
What churches are there in the communities? What benefits
does the church bring to the community?
How much income do you have in your household?
Agricultural
(subsistence,
sale),
other
activities?
Remittances?
Do they sell their products? Mediator? Transformation
(maize: donuts, fruits: preserves, etc.)
Are there places that sell products in your community?
Where do they go when there is no product in their
community?
Is the road available easily accessible in winter and summer?
Can you always get your production out?
Where do you travel the most? How much? Who provides
the service?
How are the schools? Are there latrines? If there are batteries
to wash your hands? Space for fun? Do they have school
gardens? Are there any close risks for the girls?
How far away is the health center from your home? Who
gives the attention?
Is there a soccer field? Who uses them?
Is there a cellular telephone signal? Company? Another form
of communication (messaging, parcels).
Indicate the main diseases in your community by groups:
children, youth, adults.
Do they receive care for these diseases?
Endemic diseases?
What are the main and most frequent crimes?
How do they solve it?
Is there a security committee?
Is there a police presence at times?
Water: Where do you get water for consumption in the
community? Is it good water to drink? Do you know if it is
contaminated?
Water for other uses (irrigation, livestock, etc.) where do you
get it? Is there a shortage in summer? How do they do it?
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TOPIC / AREA

QUESTIONS
Forest: What kind of trees do they have in their forests?
Do they exploit the forest? How? What do they get? Is there
any regulation? Who oversees?
Do you think their forests are deforested? Level?
Do they burn for sowing or for grazing? How do they
control those fires?
Air: Do you consider that air is contaminated here? Why?
Do they take the wind for other activities? Which? How?
Sun: Do you take advantage of the sun for other activities?
Which? How?
Soil: The majority of land use in your community is for
crops, livestock or forest
In your plots do you practice soil conservation? Which?
Do they use the earth to make building materials? other
materials? Which?
Are the lands they have in their community owned or
rented?
Most of the lands in your community are national,
Environmental goods and services: do they practice hunting
and fishing? What do they hunt or catch? Level?
Do you collect medicinal plants or seeds and fruits? Level?
Do you have a mini-hydro in a water fountain? What do they
use energy in?
7. Perception of the How does the project view the community?
Project
8.
Identifying What are the main problems in the community?
Community
What, in your opinion, would be the solutions to them?
Development
Opportunities
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7 MATERIAL AND AUDIOVISUAL RESOURCES

An audiovisual resource will be used to make the workshop more interesting for the
participants. It will have a data show and in communities that do not have electricity, will
take an investor.
For the execution of the workshop in its different moments, will have flipchart, markers,
paper for drawing ethnographic map.
A recorder will be kept and the participants will be asked for their permission to record the
meeting, with a hearing record of the meeting.

ERM
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8 AGENDA

It is proposed to hold a daily workshop in the morning, starting at 8:30 am and ending at 12
am. It is considered a time for questions and clarification of doubts of about 45 minutes.
Daily team evaluation meetings were planned to analyze the results obtained during the
day, to see possible gaps, to rectify methodology and to correct the development of the
sessions, if necessary.
RAPID PARTICIPATORY DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHOP AGENDA
MORNING JOURNEY 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
DATE: June 14, 2016
HOUR

ACTIVITY

RESPONSABLE

Participant Registration
8:30 -8:45

8:45- 9: 20
9:20- 9:30

9:30- 11:00
11:00-11:45
11:45- 12:00

ERM

Carlos Reyes, Jose Gerardo
Rivas Marroquin
Welcome to Participants and Project Cesar Galdámez and Felipe
Presentation
Mazzini
Roberto Escalante,
Capital Natural
Workshop Introduction and Methodology
Manuel Roman
Workshop development
Paloma Pareja ,Brenda Lovato,
Manuel Roman, Jose Gerardo
Rivas Marroquin
Questions and answers
Technical team
Final thank you and lunch to participants
Technical team
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9 ITINERARY
The following itinerary is then proposed for the execution of DRP workshops .

DATE

MUNICIPALITIES

PLACE OF TRAINING

DAY 1
Ahuachapan and Apaneca
TUESDAY
6-14-16

DAY 2
WEDNESDAY
06-15-16

ERM

JARDIN DE CELESTE
Km. 94 Ruta de las Flores
TEL. 24330277- 24330281 cel
75058100
www.eljardindeceleste.com
eljardindeceleste@gmail.co
m

AGAPE
Km. 63 Road Sonsonate San
San Pedro Puxtla, Sto Domingo de
Salvador
Guzman, Acajutla and Sonsonate
Telephone 2429-8771 y TE
ELEFAX 2429-8771
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INVITATION
SOCIALIZATION AND PARTICIPATORY SOCIAL DIAGNOSIS WORKSHOP
Of
ACAJUTLA-AHUACHAPÁN TRANSMISSION LINE

Antiguo Cuscatlán, June 10, 2016
Mr./Mrs:
Dear Mr. / Mrs.:

The company ENERGIA DEL PACIFICO, Ltda. De CV. Is developing the studies and
respective efforts to carry out the construction of a high voltage electric transmission
line that goes from Acajutla to Ahuachapan, so we cordially invite you to attend the
presentation of this project and to know your impressions .
The event will take place on Tuesday, June 21, 2016 from 8:30 a.m. to 12: 00m. In Agape
Association of El Salvador. Km. 63 Carretera Sonsonate, Telephone 2429-8771
Your participation is very important so we encourage you to attend.
Attentively,

Engineer César Galdámez
Project manager
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The study is composed of the following
elements:
• Air quality studies.
• Noise studies.
• Analysis of water quality, on land and at
sea.
• Biological studies: trees, shrubs. Herbs and
fauna present on the grounds.
• Socio-economic studies of the city of
Acajutla and citizen consultation activities.
• Consultation
and
meetings
with
institutions: MARN. ANDA. Ministry of
Economy, among others.

EdP plans to generate temporary and
permanent jobs during the construction
phase and operations of the Electric Power
Generation Plant, respectively. At the same
time, it will become a promoter of social and
economic development for the municipality
of Acajutla since among the commitments
derived from the project, an annual amount
of US $ 532,000 will be allocated for the
execution of development works in the area.
To this end, work has begun on coordination
with the Municipality of Acajutla and the
Social
Investment
Fund
for
Local
Development (FISDL), which has already
produced the first results. EdP has visualized
some of the projects to be implemented that
will be linked to the diseco and construction
of works of passage, support to basic services
and reinforcement to recreation areas for the
community, among others.

For more information:

Community support
EdP is committed to the economic and social
development of the municipality of Acajutla.
In this sense, this project represents an
important investment and a promoter of
economic recovery for El Salvador and
especially for the municipality of Acajutla.

Electricity
Generation
Project

Information Office of
Energía del Pacífico, S.A. de C.V.
Col. RASA 1, Calle Circunvalación,
house # 44, Acajutla, Sonsonate.
Phone: 2452-6313
Email: info@edp.com.sv
www.energiadelpacifico.com

Energía del Pacífico, S.A. de C.V.
(EdP) is the company in charge of
developing and operating a project
of generation of electric energy
from natural gas in the city of
Acajutla, department of Sonsonate,
which will generate 355 megawatts
of power and associated energy for
a period of 20 years.
"A new energy for El Salvador"

The construction of this infrastructure will take
about 3 years, during which it is estimated an
investment between US $ 850 and 1,000
million, which includes a contribution to social
and economic development in the municipality
of Acajutla.

Natural Gas and Environment
Natural gas has become a cheaper fuel for
the generation of electricity, offering better
economic, performance and, above all,
environmental
impact
reduction
opportunities.

Project

It consumes 35% less fossil fuel than
conventional power generation plants,
thereby reducing emissions of sulfur dioxide
and carbon dioxide, versus coal or fuel.

The EDP project will be located within the
existing industrial zone in the Port of Acajutla,
department of Sonsonate.

It uses less water in the process of
generating energy.
Environmental Impact Study

This project will consist of:
• Power Generating Plant of 380 MW of
installed capacity (the project is for the supply
of 355 MW of power and associated energy);
• Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Regasification
Plant;
• Dock to be located in the Port of Acajutla; and
• Transmission Line to inject energy into the
national transmission system.

Benefits
This is a project of local and national interest
that will have benefits throughout the country.
These benefits relate, among others, to:
Introduction of new sources of electricity
generation for El Salvador.
Increased energy availability.
Use of a fuel (Natural Gas) that offers greater
performance, reduces the environmental
impact and is safer and easier to transport.
Creation of more than 1,000 temporary jobs
during the construction of the plant and 60
technical and administrative jobs in its
operational phase.
Contribution to the social and economic
development of Acajutla municipality.

During 2014, the Environmental Impact
Study requested by the Environmental and
Natural Resources Law of El Salvador was
developed for this type of project. This study
was presented in December of the same
year to the Ministry of Environment and
Natural Resources of El Salvador.

Workshop Quick Participatory
Diagnosis

Sonsonate, June 21, 2016

Presentations
•
•
•
•

Capital Natural
Energía del Pacífico
Facilitator team ERM y EDP
GRIS

Agenda
Hour

Content

Responsable

8:30 – 9:00

Registration of participants

9:00 – 9:15

Introduction

EDP and Roberto Escalante

9:15 – 9:45

Project knowledge by participants

Cesar Galdámez

9:45 -10:00

Development of the map of Community
resources

Manuel Román + Facilitator
team

10:00- 10:15

Use of Resources

Manuel Román+ Paloma
Pareja

Break
10:30- 12:00

Identification of community problems and
alternative solutions

Manuel Román+Brenda
Lovato

12:00

Farewell

Roberto Escalante and EDP

Objectives
• Present the project
• Understand the context in which the project is located,
• Obtain the perceptions and opinions that have on the
project
• Integrate this information in the study of impact
environmental and Social

Resources Map
•
•
•
•

Locate road
Locate river the ravine
Locate the forest
Locate the growing area

Group Report

Map of services and
opportunities
• Specify distances and travel
times
• Locate school
• Locate churches
• Set up recreational areas
• Locate health center
• Locate markets
• Locate other meaningful
constructions

Group Report

Characterizing the environment
• Trend Lines
• Organizations and Institutions
• Problematic

Trends Lines
Indicate changes in the population, disease, education and resources,
such as availability of water, soil and fertility loss, deforestation and
plantation, grazing and availability of land, employment rates, food
production and population variations.

WATER
Where do you get water for consumption in the
community?
Is it good water to drink?
Do you know if it is contaminated?
Is there shortage in summer?

Water
Before
(50 years)

Now

Future
(20 years)

Forest
What kind of trees do they have in their forests?
How do they exploit the forest?
What do they get?
Is there any regulation? Who oversees?
Do they burn for sowing or for grazing?
How do they control those fires?

Forest
Before
(50 years)

Now

Future
(20 years)

AIR
Do you consider that the air is contaminated
here?
Do they take advantage of the wind for some
activity?

Air
Before
(50 years)

Now

Future
(20 years)

Sol
Do they take advantage of the sun to do some
activity?

Sun
Before
(50 years)

Now

Future
(20 years)

Soil and / or Crops
Most land use in your community is for farming,
cattle or forest?
Do they use the soil to make building materials?
other materials? Which?
Are the lands they have in their community
owned or rented? Is it common for the presence
of settlers?

Soil and / or Crops
Before
(50 years)

Now

Future
(20 years)

Cattle raising
Do they have playground animals? what type?
Are there livestock in the area? What kind, milk
or meat?
Where is the cattle kept? that eats?

Cattle raising
Before
(50 years)

Now

Future
(20 years)

Environmental Goods and
Services
Do they practice hunting and fishing?
Aquaculture
Do you collect medicinal plants or seeds and
fruits? Level?
Is there tourism in this area? what type?
They make honey?
Are there handicrafts made with nature
products? Ex. Vegetable fibers, mud, etc.
Where are you going to spend the day to rest,
celebrate, etc?

Goods and Services
Before
(50 years)

Now

Future
(20 years)

Health
Indicate the main diseases in your community by
groups: children, youth, adults.
Do they receive care for these diseases?
Endemic diseases?

Health / Diseases
Before
(50 years)

Now

Future
(20 years)

Problems and Solutions
It is the identification of its main problems of the community and its
alternatives of solution

What are the main problems in the community?

What would be your view, the solutions to them?

Thank you for your participation
Sonsonate, June 21, 2016
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Clean Energy for our future
September 7, 2016

BACKGROUND
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355 MW Tender Highlights


The Government of El Salvador has called for a tender for the long-term
supply of 355 MW of new power and associated energy.



The tender specified that the offers should propose the generation of
energy with natural gas or coal.



The purpose of the tender was to supply energy and its associated
power to seven private distribution companies in El Salvador.



Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) would be for 20 years.
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355 MW Tender Highlights



In November 2013, the General Superintendence of Electricity and
Telecommunications (SIGET) officially declared the award of the project
to Quantum-GLU Association, which for that purpose was the company
Energía del Pacífico Ltda. de C.V. (EDP) for the construction of the new
power generation plant in El Salvador.



The natural gas power generation plant will be located in the Port of
Acajutla, department of Sonsonate.
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ABOUT US
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About us


Energía del Pacífico Ltda. De C.V. (EDP) is the company that will
build and operate the new power generation plant in El Salvador.



The electricity generation plant by means of natural gas will be
located in the Port of Acajutla, Department of Sonsonate.



EDP has managed to get natural gas supply through Shell and the
technology of the plant will be from Wärstilä.



EDP has contracts with the distributors for 20 years.



The Project will be financed by the International Finance
Corporation (IFC), which has strict international regulations that
must be complied with before granting the credit for the
development of the Project.
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PROJECT
OVERVIEW
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The Energía del Pacífico project will consist of:


Thermal Generation Plant of 380 MW of installed capacity (the bidding
of the Government of El Salvador requested the supply of 355 MW of
power and associated energy)



Regasification maritime terminal.



Subsea pipeline of natural gas from the regasification plant to the
generating plant



Transmission line to inject the energy to the national transmission
system.
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Sitio del Proyecto: Puerto de Acajutla, El Salvador
El proyecto está ubicado dentro de la propiedad de CEPA en el
Puerto de Acajutla.

Acajutla
LNG Project
Site
(380 MW)

Nueva Infraestructura

Puerto de Acajutla
Acajutla Port
(Existente)
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(300 MW)

Diseño Conceptual de la Terminal GNL y Planta
Generadora de Energía Eléctrica
Terminal GNL:
• Terminal GNL con capacidad de recibir
grandes contenedores de GNL (hasta
165,000 m3).
• Almacenaje en altamar
• Diseño conceptual por Moffat & Nichol

Subestación
Eléctrica

FSU 125,000-140,000 m3

Tubería Subterránea

Planta Generadora:
• 380 MW
• 19 motores en Ciclo
Combinado

Barcaza de Regasificación
• Capacidad de almacenaje
50,000 m3
• Regasificación en el mar
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Especificaciones de la Planta Generadora de Energía


19 motores de gas natural Wärstilä 50SG en modo de ciclo combinado
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Modo de ciclo simple: 350 MV
Turbinas de vapor: 30 MV

Producción neta: 380 MV
Ritmo de calentamiento: 7800 BTU/kWh (HHV)

430MW Wartsila Flexicycle in Dominican Republic

Marine Terminal for Regasification
The terminal will consist of a regasification
barge composed of a perimeter breakwater
structure, located 1.2 km from the coast.
The process begins with the docking of a
liquefied natural gas (LNG) freighter.
There will also be a floating storage vessel
(FSU) that will be semi-permanently docked
at the terminal.
The discharge process will consist of the
transfer of LNG from vessel to vessel.
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TRANSMISSION LINE
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Transmission Line
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Electrical Interconnection Project
Grid
Interconnection

SIEPAC

Project
site
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Municipalities through which the transmission line crosses
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1
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2
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3
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Description of transmission towers





Tower height: Between 32 and 45
meters high.
Width of tower at floor level:
Between 5 and 8 meters wide.
Dimensions of foundations:
Between 6 and 10 meters wide.
The height of the cable closest to
the floor shall be at least 9 meters.

The towers are designed to withstand
tension, bending, wind forces and
earthquake forces.
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Economic and Social Development of the
Municipality of Acajutla


EDP is committed to bring economic and social development to the
Municipality of Acajutla, through works prioritized and approved by the
Municipality in conjunction with the FISDL.



EDP has contracted the Strengthening and Social Action Program (FORTAS)
to execute these works.



The works approved by the Municipality-FISDL to be executed in the period
July 2015-June 2016, are:
• Improvement Benigno Carrera Street, located in Ciudadela CEPA (407
meters long)
• Improvement of RASA Street, located in CEPA Citadel (205 meters
long)
Energía del Pacífico- El Salvador - Page 25

Improvement Benigno Carrera Street:

This work began on January 18, 2016 and the population that
will benefit 1,470 people.
95% advance.
Energía del Pacífico- El Salvador - Page 26

para base y sub-base

Período de ejecución
18 enero - 8 febrero
18 enero - 8 febrero
Cantidad total
1,785 Mt3
1,785 Mt3
Cantidad ejecutada
1,785 Mt3
1,785 Mt3
Porcentaje
de avance
100 %
Construction:
100 %

Período de ejecución

8 febrero - 6 marzo

Cantidad total

1,269 Mt3

Cantidad ejecutada

1,269 Mt3

Porcentaje de avance

100 %

Resumen global
Actividad

%

1- Excavación y desalojo de material

100

2- Relleno compactado
para base y sub-base

100

3- Cordón - cuneta

100

4- Pavimento de concreto

67

5- Cabezales, tragantes y tuberías

70

Informe para EDP al 10 de junio
2016
Informe
para EDP al 10 de junio 2016

Población a beneficiar: 1,470 personas
para aguas lluvias
Empleos generados: 45 personas
Plusvalía:
6- Arriates
Incremento de un 10% según
alcaldía y aceras

Avance global
Para la fecha de inauguración, la
obra estará finalizada en un 100%

0

72%
Avance al 30 junio: 88%

Informe para
EDP al27
10 de junio 2016
Energía del Pacífico- El Salvador
- Page
Informe para EDP al 10 de junio 2016

Inf

Construction :
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l 10 de junio, 2016

Improvement of RASA Street:
This work began on February 15, 2016 and the population
that will benefit is 735 people.

There is currently a 75% advance.
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• Avance del Proyecto

Construction :

ResumenAvance
global de actividad

Avance de actividad
Actividad4- Pavimento de concreto
%
1- Excavación
desalojo
de material 4 100
1- Excavación
y desalojo
deymaterial
mayo – 24 mayo
Período
de ejecución
Período de ejecución
18 febrero -24 febrero 15 julio – 29 julio
2- Relleno compactado para base
100
1232 Mt2
Cantidad total Cantidad total 1,188 Mt3
3- Cordón - cuneta
88
Cantidad ejecutada1,188 Mt3
563 Mt2
Cantidad ejecutada
4- Pavimento de concreto
46
Porcentaje de avance100 %
46 %*
Porcentaje de avance
5- Cabezales y profundización de acometidas
70
*pendiente del Colector A.LL
6- Excavación y base en parqueo
0

7 - Pavimento en parqueo

0

8- Pozo de visita, cajas tragante y tubería

0

9- Excavación y relleno en colector de A.LL.

0

10- Colocación de tubería en colector de A.LL

0

11- Arriates y aceras

18

Avance global

60%
Informe para EDP al 10 de junio, 2016

al 30 EldeSalvador
junio: 70%
EnergíaAvance
del Pacífico- Page 30

Informe para EDP al 10 de junio, 2016

Construction :
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ATTENTION

Workshop of presentation of
impacts

Sonsonate, September 7, 2016

Presentations
•
•
•
•

Capital Natural
Energía del Pacífico
Facilitator team ERM y EDP
GRIS

Agenda - Morning
Hour

Content

Responsable

8:30 – 9:00

Registration of participants

9:00 – 9:15

Introduction

EDP and Roberto Escalante

9:15 – 9:35

Project knowledge by participants

Cesar Galdámez

9:35 -10:25

Impacts to the Physical and Biological
Environment

Odessa Bowen (ERM)

10:25- 10:40

Break

10:40- 11:35

Impacts on the Socioeconomic
Environment

Isolina Sánchez (ERM)

11:35- 12:00

Management Plans

ERM

12:00

Farewell

Roberto Escalante and EDP

Agenda - Afternoon
Hour

Content

Responsable

1:30 – 2:00

Registration of participants

2:00 – 2:15

Introduction

EDP and Roberto Escalante

2:15 – 2:35

Project knowledge by participants

Cesar Galdámez

2:35 -3:25

Impacts to the Physical and Biological
Environment

Odessa Bowen (ERM)

3:25- 3:40

Break

3:40- 4:35

Impacts on the Socioeconomic
Environment

Isolina Sánchez (ERM)

4:35- 5:00

Management Plans

ERM

5:00

Farewell

Roberto Escalante and EDP

Objetivos
• Present the main potential impacts of the Project
• Present measures to avoid, minimize and restore
negative impacts and enhance the positive impacts of
the Project
• Establish verifiable indicators and a plan to monitor the
success of actions
• Obtain perceptions / feedback from the public about
impacts and mitigation measures

Impact Assessment Methodology
Analyzes of each specific impact include the phases of
the Construction and Operation Project, as well as the
potential impacts during the stages of the unplanned
events, and those that may occur due to Project
uncertainties

Impact Assessment Methodology
(cont.)
Impact assessment is carried out as follows:
• Characterization of the baseline - the conditions existing before
the Project is developed and the effects occur.
• Identification of the sources of impacts and impacts (as such) that
are produced by any aspect of the Project.
• Classification of impacts before applying any mitigation measure.
• Suggest mitigation measures to address the impact.
• Classification of impacts after mitigation in order to produce a
"residual" impact classification.

Classification of Significance of
Impact

Magnitud del Impacto

Sensibilidad / Vulnerabilidad / Importancia del Recurso/Receptor
Baja

Media

Alta

Insignificante

Insignificante

Insignificante

Insignificante

Pequeña

Insignificante

Menor

Moderada

Media

Menor

Moderada

Mayor

Grande

Moderada

Mayor

Mayor

Impacts to the Physical Environment

Physical environment
Aspects of the physical environment to be evaluated
include the following:
•
•
•
•

Soil
Water resources
Air quality
Noise and Vibration

Soil
Potential impacts may include:
•
•
•
•

Erosion
Compaction
Pollution of soils
Sedimentation

Soil (cont.)
Activities that may promote these impacts include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Felling and pruning fringe right of way or easement
Construction of access roads to the construction zone
Land leveling, filling and compaction
Disposal and Disposal of Excavated Material
Assembly of structures
Correction and cleaning gaps
Demolition and dismantling of previous structures (only
where necessary)

Soil - Mitigation Measures
Phase
Construction

Activity / Mitigation Measure
 Implementation of measures to control soil
erosion, storm water runoff and sedimentation
 Use of sediment ditches and regulation dams for
the control of runoff
 Use of appropriate management practices during
deforestation activities (to the maximum extent
reasonably practicable
 Clear demarcation of areas to be affected in order
to avoid impacts on additional areas

Operation






Implementation of measures to control soil
erosion, storm water runoff and sedimentation
Maintenance of equipment in good mechanical
condition
Adequacy of a specific area, with waterproofing
protection, to carry out minor maintenance
activities
Implementation of the Contingency Plan in case of
spills

Water resources
Potential impacts may include:
• Change in runoff
• Alterations to water quality

Water Resources (cont.)
Activities that may promote these impacts include:
• Construction of accesses and infrastructure
associated with the towers
• Construction of temporary facilities (storage of
tools, equipment and dressing rooms for
workers)
• Formulation and curing (construction machinery,
concrete processing, various mixtures,
compaction of earthworks)

Water Resources - Mitigation Measures
Phase
Construction

Activity / Mitigation Measure
 Channeling rainwater on roads through ditches,
sewers, sediment barriers and settlers, among
other devices so as to reduce the entrainment of
solids to rivers and / or streams
 Remove material generated by excavation work
and deposit at a safe distance to avoid material
falling into nearby rivers and / or streams
 Design and implement a water quality control
program

Operation






Avoid the use of machinery in the vicinity of water
courses
Maintenance of equipment in good mechanical
condition
Implementation of the Contingency Plan in case of
spills

Calidad del Aire
Potential impacts may include mainly:
• Emissions of gases and particles from equipment,
machinery and vehicles (mobile sources) that use
hydrocarbons as a source of fuel.
• Release of gases by on-site painting of the armory

Calidad de Aire (cont.)
Activities that may promote these impacts include :
• Transit of vehicles through the different accesses to
the construction zones for the transportation of the
construction material and the equipment that
compose the Project
• Removal of waste material from the construction
area
• Earth movements for the preparation of the site
where it is proposed to locate the facilities of the
towers

Calidad de Aire – Medidas de Mitigación
Phase
Construction

Activity / Mitigation Measure
 Irrigation of roads and access to the easement
and within the right of way to mitigate dust
 The use of any machinery, equipment or vehicles
that have fuel leaks, ruptures in the combustion
and exhaust systems, or problems in the catalyst
systems
 Monitoring of atmospheric pollutants
 The box of vehicles transporting debris, earth or
construction material must have a tarpaulin
adjusted to prevent the dust from escaping
during its journey

Operation






Any vehicle, whether for transportation, forklift
or maneuvering equipment, shall be driven into
the designated tracks, gaps and roads previously
opened
Maintenance of equipment in good mechanical
condition
Set speed limits for vehicles traveling in
populated areas (maximum speed of 25 km / h)

Ruidos y Vibraciones
Potential impacts may include mainly:
• Increase in short-term and temporary
environmental noise levels
• Increases in vibration transmission conditions

Ruidos y Vibraciones (cont.)
Activities that may promote these impacts include :
•
•
•
•

Use of heavy machinery and trucks
Increase in human activity in the area
Ground Preparation Activities
Lifting and installation of transmission lines

Ruidos y Vibraciones – Medidas de Mitigación
Phase
Construction

Activity / Mitigation Measure
 Maintain maximum permitted noise levels within
the values indicated by Salvadoran authorities or
threshold levels of noise established by IFC
 Indicate all sites where they emit noises above 85
dBA, to avoid exposure of persons without
properly certified hearing protection equipment.
 Set speed limits for vehicles traveling in populated
areas (maximum speed of 25 km / h)
 Clear demarcation of areas to be affected in order
to avoid impacts on additional areas

Operation




Train all workers on techniques for the use and
maintenance of hearing protection equipment
(occupational safety) that must be required at all
times during the exposure period
Design and implement a contingency plan and
corrective measures to meet eventualities

Noise and Vibrations - Note
It should be noted that the same mitigation
measures apply for both construction and
operation phases

Impacts to the Biological Environment

Biological Environment
Aspects of the biological environment to be evaluated
include the following:

• Flora
• Fauna
• Protected Natural Areas and Fragile Areas

Biological Environment
Potential impacts can occur mainly in the following
areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Loss of Forest Cover and Individuals Threatened and
Endangered Species
Pollution and Degradation of Aquatic Habitats
Loss of Habitat and Individuals of the Black-eyed Frog
Bird Collisions with Cables
Impacts to the Apaneca-Ilamatepec Biosphere Reserve

Loss of Forest Cover and Individuals Threatened
and Endangered Species
Potential impacts may include :

•
•
•
•

Reduction of plant cover
Protection of ecosystems and protected species
Change or degradation of the floristic landscape
Affectation of protected areas

Loss of Forest Cover and Individuals Threatened
and Endangered Species
Activities that may promote these impacts include :
• Pruning of tall trees that interfere with the safety
space of the lines
• Accesses within easements
• Use of heavy machinery and trucks
• Ground Preparation Activities
• Lifting and installation of transmission lines

Mitigation Measures
Phase
Construction

Activity / Mitigation Measure
 Opportunities will be sought to minimize the
construction of new accesses by using manual
labor and loading animals to transport material
 Implementation of a Reforestation Plan

Operation



Access routes and service routes that are not
necessary for the project operation stage will be
closed and restored to their original or better
conditions

Pollution and Degradation of Aquatic Habitats
Potential impacts may include :
• Soil Erosion
• Introduction of sediments and organic material
in bodies of water
• Introduction of pollutants by the crossing of
ravines by vehicles and machinery

Pollution and Degradation of Aquatic Habitats
Activities that may promote these impacts include :
• Construction of accesses and infrastructure
associated with the towers
• Construction of temporary buildings
• Use of heavy machinery and trucks
• Ground Preparation Activities
• Lifting and installation of transmission lines

Mitigation Measures
Phase
Construction

Activity / Mitigation Measure
 Channeling rainwater on roads through ditches,
sewers, sediment barriers and settlers, among
other devices so as to reduce the entrainment of
solids to rivers and / or streams
 Remove material generated by excavation work
and deposit at a safe distance to avoid material
falling into nearby rivers and / or streams
 Design and implement a water quality control
program

Operation





Avoid the use of machinery in the vicinity of water
courses
Maintenance of equipment in good mechanical
condition
Implementation of the Contingency Plan in case of
spills

Loss of Habitat and Individuals of the Black-eyed Frog
Potential impacts may include :
• Loss of habitats and mortality of individuals of
low mobility fauna species

Loss of Habitat and Individuals of the Black-eyed Frog
Activities that may promote these impacts include :
• Transit of vehicles through the different accesses to
the construction zones for the transportation of the
construction material and the equipment that
compose the Project
• Earth movements for the preparation of the site
where it is proposed to locate the facilities of the
towers

Mitigation Measures
Phase
Construction

Activity / Mitigation Measure
 Carry out nocturnal campaigns for the capture
and relocation of these frogs to reduce the
negative impact to the local population of the
species
 Avoiding impacts to water bodies and catchment
cells that can serve as breeding sites
 Construction of water collection cells with
enough light in places where the black-eyed frog
(Santa Rita and Tequendama farms)
 Carry out educational conservation campaigns
for owners and inhabitants of the area
 Encourage owners to move to an organic coffee
crop without agrochemicals in the Project's area
of influence where the largest populations of
this amphibian were found

Operation



Avoiding impacts to water bodies and catchment
cells that can serve as breeding sites

Bird Collisions with Cables
Potential impacts may include mainly:
• Cable collisions for large birds such as raptors
and waterfowl because they are of smaller
diameter and less visibility

Bird Collisions with Cables
Activities that may promote these impacts include :
• Lifting and installation of transmission lines

Mitigation Measures

Phase
Construction

Activity / Mitigation Measure
 Installation of flight deterrents of spiral type birds
in the openings on crossings of rivers, streams and
streams and on the tops of the Apaneca mountain
range, in the guard cables, with a maximum
separation of 15.0 m and in alternating form

Operation



Monitoring and maintenance of flight deterrents

Impacts to the Apaneca-Ilamatepec Biosphere Reserve
Potential impacts may include mainly:
• Species affectation or reduction
• Displacement and reduction of species by
project activities (noise and dust)
• Reduction of fauna due to loss of plant cover
• Loss of breeding area (amphibians and reptiles)

Impacts to the Apaneca-Ilamatepec Biosphere Reserve
Activities that may promote these impacts include :
• Transit of vehicles through the different accesses to
the construction zones for the transportation of the
construction material and the equipment that
compose the Project
• Removal of waste material from the construction
area
• Earth movements for the preparation of the site
where it is proposed to locate the facilities of the
towers

Mitigation Measures
Phase
Construction

Operation

Activity / Mitigation Measure
 Establishment of a communication and
consultation mechanism between EDP and
administrators of the Biosphere Reserve
 Development of a forest nursery and a local
seed collection program for seedling production




Maintenance plan for a minimum of three years
to ensure the establishment of plants.
Maintenance measures should include:
• Weed control
• Fertilization
• Resiembra
• Pruning of lower branches
• Enlightenment of surplus trees
• Irrigation during dry periods

Environmental Management
Plans

Environmental Management Plans

The Environmental Management Plans aim to define a
framework for the implementation of the mitigation measures
and the controls described in the Environmental and Social
Impact Study (EIAS), as well as for the corresponding actions

EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL PLAN
The objectives of this Plan include:
• Comply with relevant Salvadoran regulatory requirements;
• Avoid and control soil erosion and contamination;
• Follow the guidelines of international best practices;
• Define procedures, integrated controls and mitigation measures to be
used in the construction and operation phase activities that have the
potential to affect soils;
• Define the functions and responsibilities of the implementation of this
Plan; and
• Define procedures for monitoring the efficiency of mitigation measures,
reporting and intervention and adaptation of the Plan.

BIODIVERSITY
The Biodiversity Action Plan contains four key components,
each of which addresses specific elements of the management
process. These components are:
• Application of the Mitigation Hierarchy - this component refers to the
process by which the concerns and problems of stakeholders will be
presented to the Project for its solution;
• Fauna program - this component focuses on the control and
management of impacts on communities. Specifically, it refers to the
impacts derived from traffic, the use of security forces and the influx of
workers
• Reforestation Program - this component includes a set of requirements
and expectations for the entire Project workforce (direct and
subcontracted employees) regarding interactions with the community.
• Monitoring and Evaluation Plan

Break – 15 minutes

Impacts on the Socioeconomic
Environment

Benefits / Positive Aspects
The Project will generate positive impacts that are the
following:
• Generation of temporary and permanent jobs
• Regional Economic Stimulus
• Increased Power Supply

